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PREFACE

The flood tide of introductory grammars of Biblical Hebrew since c. 1990 raises the question: “Why 
another?” This grammar exists, first, because I needed a grammar from which to teach that would 
reflect a discourse- and genre-based understanding of Biblical Hebrew1. When the supplementary 
handouts overtook the regular textbook that I was using, I realized that it would be simpler just to 
fill in the gaps; this book is the result.

Secondly, students who pursued postgraduate studies encouraged me to persevere in seeking to 
have it published by reporting that they were better-prepared in Hebrew than their classmates (and 
even, in some cases, were as well-prepared as their professors). A number of people downloaded 
earlier permutations from my website (www.fredputnam.org) and reported using it to learn to read 
Hebrew. The learning and preparation of all of these students was, of course, their own responsi-
bility; I am honoured to have had some part in it.

The positive response of others whom I respect, including linguists, translators, and professors 
of Hebrew, likewise encouraged me to bring it to fruition.

1. Unless otherwise qualified, the terms “Biblical Hebrew” and “Hebrew” refer interchangeably to the 
language of the biblical text (MT as represented by BHS); “Classical Hebrew” refers to both biblical and 
epigraphic materials.
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ABBREVIATIONS

BIBLICAL BOOKS GRAMMAR

Canonically2 Alphabetically Verbal Stem

Genesis
Exodus

Leviticus
Numbers

Deuteronomy
Joshua
Judges

1 Samuel
2 Samuel

1 Kings
2 Kings

Isaiah
Jeremiah

Ezekiel
Hosea

Joel
Amos

Obadiah
Jonah
Micah

Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah

Haggai
Zechariah

Malachi
Psalm

Job
Proverbs

Ruth
Song of Songs
Lamentations

Ecclesiastes
Esther
Daniel

Ezra
Nehemiah

1 Chronicles
2 Chronicles

Gn
Ex
Lv
Nu
Dt
Js
Jg
1 Sam
2 Sam
1 Kgs
2 Kgs
Is
Jr
Ezk
Ho
Jl
Am
Ob
Jn
Mi
Na
Hb
Zp
Hg
Zc
Ma
Ps
Jb
Pr
Ru
SS
La
Ec
Es
Dn
Ezr
Ne
1 Chr
2 Chr

Am
Dn
Dt
Ec
Es
Ex

Ezk
Ezr
Gn
Hb
Hg
Ho
Is
Jb
Jg
Jl
Jn
Jr
Js
La
Lv

Ma
Mi
Na
Ne
Nu
Ob
Pr
Ps
Ru
SS
Zc
Zp

1 Chr
1 Sam
1 Kgs
2 Chr

2 Sam
2 Kgs

Amos
Daniel
Deuteronomy
Ecclesiastes
Esther
Exodus
Ezekiel
Ezra
Genesis
Habakkuk
Haggai
Hosea
Isaiah
Job
Judges
Joel
Jonah
Jeremiah
Joshua
Lamentations
Leviticus
Malachi
Micah
Nahum
Nehemiah
Numbers
Obadiah
Proverbs
Psalm
Ruth
Song of Songs
Zechariah
Zephaniah
1 Chronicles
1 Samuel
1 Kings
2 Chronicles
2 Samuel
2 Kings

D piel (doubled stem)
Dp pual (passive doubled stem)
Dt hitpael (t-prefix doubled stem)
H hifil (h-prefix stem)

Hp hofal (passive h-prefix stem)
N nifal (n-prefix stem)
Q qal (“simple” stem)

Qp qal passive (passive of the “simple” 
stem)

Verbal Conjugation
Coh Cohortative

F Imperfect (yiqtol, imperfective)
J Jussive

NC Infinitive Construct
NA Infinitive Absolute

P Perfect (qatal, perfective)

Pr Preterite (wayyiqtol, imperfect with 
waw-consecutive/conversive

Ptc Participle
V Imperative

Person, Gender, Number
1 first person (“I, me, my”; “we, us, our”)

2 second person (“you”; “your”)

3
third person (“he, she, it, they”, “him, her”, 
&c.)

f feminine
m masculine
p plural
s singular

2. As the books are arranged in Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia.
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INTRODUCTION

This grammar of Biblical Hebrew, the language of the religious literature of ancient Israel, and 
the expressive medium of religious texs held dear by those of several of the world’s major reli-
gions, seeks to inculcate in students the conviction that language makes sense, that the forms of 
Biblical Hebrew and their functions are not random, but rather motivated by the constraints of 
their linguistic medium, including both the genre within which they are used and the discourse 
structures of that genre.

Characteristics

1. Frequency. As much as possible, those aspects of the language which are most frequent, 
common, or “usual” are studied before the less common. The verb is presented beginning 
with the two conjugations (imperfect and preterite) whose parallel morphology (common 
subject affixes) accounts for more than forty percent of all verbal forms in Biblical Hebrew. 
Vocabulary is introduced in approximate order of frequency, allowing, of course, for the 
order of topics. The combined “supplementary” vocabulary lists (Appendix A) and those in 
the chapters introduce all words used fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew (approximately 
650 words in all). The verbal stems are the exception to this pattern of frequency; I find 
it more helpful pedagogically to link these by form and function rather than frequency. 
Furthermore, students find it helpful to interrupt the cascade of weak verbal roots with 
non-morphological topics in order to allow students time to assimilate the characteristics of 
each type of root.

There are a number of statistics scattered throughout the lessons, such as how often 
a particular conjugation, stem, or other form occurs. They are not intended to imply or 
establish a form’s relative importance or significance; they are included because students 
frequently ask how often they can expect to see this or that phenomenon. Most are rounded 
off to the nearest whole number.

2. Simplicity. First-year students need to learn enough grammar and syntax to get them into 
the text. Beginning to understand a language comes from extensive interaction with the 
language as it occurs, not from memorizing paradigms and vocabulary, necessary as that 
is. This text presents basic grammar as quickly as has proven practical, with the goal that 
students begin reading the text fairly early in their first semester of study. Noun formation 
is described very simply, and primarily in terms of recognition. For example, the guttural 
verbal roots are presented in one brief lesson, rather than a half-dozen lengthy ones.

This is also the reason for offering explanations that are “pedagogical” rather than “tech-
nical” or “technically accurate” (e.g., footnotes 20, 34, 80). Most students tend to find techni-
cally precise explanations or definitions less than helpful; these explanations offer enough 
information for them to progress in their understanding without bogging them down in 
technical detail. The teacher or faculty member can always direct interested students to the 
appropriate discussions for further information. 

3. Continuity with previous language study. Semiticists traditionally arrange verbal charts 
(paradigms) from the third to the first persons (3rd-2nd-1st [e.g., she/he-you-I]), and pronom-
inal paradigms in the opposite order (1st-2nd-3rd). This is both contrary to the experience 
of students who have studied other languages in high school or college (where all para-
digms are arranged 1st-2nd-3rd person), and confusing to beginning students (who need to 
remember that the order varies according to the type of paradigm). This text uses the order 
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xviii Biblical Hebrew

1st-2nd-3rd for all paradigms. Students who pursue advanced studies in Hebrew or Semitics 
will need to orient themselves to the academic paradigms.

4. A linguistic orientation. Explanations in this grammar assume that language in general is 
an aspect of human behavior. Hebrew was a human language, a form of behavior that—like 
every other language—can be more or less (and more rather than less) understood by other 
human beings. This reflects the further conviction that languages—and the utterances 
in which they are incarnate—thus exist and function within larger societal patterns and 
systems; each part of any such system must, as much as possible, be understood in relation 
to the system of which it is a part, upon which it depends, and to which it contributes.

This text therefore aims at inculcating this understanding of language in general, and 
of Biblical Hebrew as an example of a particular stage of a specific language. Further-
more, since language is an aspect of human behavior, Biblical Hebrew is an example of the 
linguistic behavior of human beings—authors and speakers—in a particular time and place, 
and therefore must be read as an example of normal human communication, regardless 
of the speaker’s [author’s] understanding of his or her mission or purpose in writing, and 
equally, without regard for the reader’s view of the Bible as human or divine (or human and 
divine) in origin. Biblical Hebrew is not some extraordinary language, chosen for its ability 
to communicate at or beyond certain levels of human understanding. It was merely one 
aspect of an everyday human language, and should be read as such.

A specific application of this idea is that verbal conjugations are explained in terms 
of their function in biblical genres. The string of preterites (wayyiqtol, “waw-conversive/
consecutive plus imperfect”) in a biblical story outlines the backbone of the narrative, or the 
narrative chain; it is a form with a discourse-level function that is related to the discourse-
level functions of verbal conjugations, types of clause, etc.

At the same time, however, I have tried to avoid linguistic jargon and trivia, or at least 
to explain them when they are introduced. The term “function” tends to replace the word 
“meaning,” and verbal conjugations are explained in terms of their contextual function 
(rather than “defined” by a list of possible translation values). There is a glossary of terms 
in Appendix C.

5. Exercises. Most of the exercises are biblical texts taken from Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia 
(BHS). In order to allow teachers to assign texts that best suit the purposes and goals of 
their particular course and program, there are often more exercises than can be completed. 
[§5.10 explains the purpose and function of the exercises.]

6. Appendices. Appendices include supplementary vocabulary lists (above); an alphabetical 
list of proper nouns (persons and places) that occur fifty times or more in the Hebrew Bible; 
pronominal and verbal paradigms, including a table of some easily confused verbal forms; 
a glossary of morphosyntactic terms; and an annotated bibliography.

7. Schedule & Workload. This grammar was designed for two semesters (twenty-six weeks). 
The lessons assume that an average student who follows a normal schedule of eight to 
twelve hours of study per week in addition to time in class will achieve an average grade in 
the course.

The lessons introducing the “weak” verbal roots begin in Lesson 24. They are interspersed 
with lessons on reading biblical genres (25, 27) and the Masora (29), because students found 
it helpful to have “buffers”—time in which to absorb one set of forms before encountering 
the next.

Students and I have found it practical to work through Lessons 1-22 in one semester, 
meeting twice per week; in the second semester we alternate studying a lesson with working 
through an extended biblical text, for example, the story of Abraham (“Additional Resources 
Online”, below). This makes them encounter verbal forms and vocabulary in the text before 
meeting them “formally” in the grammar, which in turn lets them connect the more abstract 
presentation with a biblical passage. We also begin reading at sight from the biblical text 
about one-third of the way through the first semester, usually in an extra “reading session” 
of 30-45 minutes before or after the official class. 

After completing this study, students should be able to develop their understanding of 
Hebrew grammar and syntax by reading the biblical text with the aid of standard reference 
works. By the end of their second semester/term of Hebrew, students should have read at 
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least ten chapters directly from the Hebrew Bible, in addition to many partial and whole 
verses in the exercises.

8. References. References to HBI are to the Hebrew Bible Insert: A Student’s Guide to the 
Syntax of Biblical Hebrew (Putnam 1996), a booklet covering nominal, adjectival, pronom-
inal, verbal, and clausal syntax, the “major” masoretic accents, and verbal paradigms.

9. Additional Resources Online. Reading notes on Abraham (Gn 12-25), Ruth (1-4), Jonah (1-4), 
and other materials may be downloaded without charge from www.fredputnam.org

Notes for Teachers

1. My courses entail many “discussions” or “conversations”—which appear ad hoc and ad lib 
to students, but are in fact carefully planned—that would make this work too long, tedious, 
and “chatty”. An example of this is the all-too-brief discussion of vocabulary (Lesson 2), 
which merely hints at a discussion of lexical and theoretical semantics and translation that 
resurfaces throughout their first year of study. In order to avoid this tediousness, and to 
protect other teachers from the need to disavow (at least some of) my idiosyncracies, I leave 
to you the task of filling in the gaps that are thereby necessarily created. In other words, 
because schools, teachers, and students are individual, what is effective in the context of 
a particular course, its teacher, and the curriculum of which they are part may not be in 
another, as all good teachers know.

2. Students and I have occasionally found it helpful to combine the lessons on resources (#23), 
reading (#25, 27), and the masora (#29) in order to fit a changed schedule.

 Introduction xix
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Part I
INTRODUCTION & LESSONS 1-3 

READING & PRONOUNCING HEBREW

This section introduces the writing system of Biblical Hebrew (alphabet, vowels), and how to 
pronounce words (accent, syllables). It also addresses the nature of vocabulary (gloss and meaning). 
By the end of these three chapters, you should be able to look at a Hebrew word, spell and pronounce 
it, analyze its parts (syllables, dageå, åewa), and recognize more than thirty of the most common 
words in Biblical Hebrew.

One of the biggest barriers to learning to read Hebrew is moving our eyes from right to left. Indo-
European culture assumes a left-to-right orientation that affects our perception and experience of 
just about everything.

If you are asked to write a comic strip for Hebrew- or Arabic-speaking readers, be sure to put the 
punch line in the left-most (first, to us) panel!

In the USA, highway signs list the town to the left of the distance, again based on the assump-
tion that people read left to right, and that “where” you are going is more important than “how 
far”—we don’t usually ask “What is forty-three miles from here?” but “How far is it to …?”

This cultural pattern means that reading right-to-left is a major hurdle for most students—a 
hurdle that is not merely physical, but mental and emotional—because reading right-to-left feels 
wrong (especially for those who have learned reading techniques such as quickly returning the eyes 
to the beginning of the next line … at the left margin).

When we add to this the non-alphabetic nature of the vowel symbols, and sounds that are not 
part of the vocal system of most English speakers, the task becomes daunting. The importance of 
the material in these opening chapters, and the value of pronouncing Hebrew aloud as much as 
possible, therefore, can hardly be overstated. Accordingly, you should read the examples in the 
chapters aloud, and read the exercises aloud, in order to attune both eye and ear to the patterns of 
Hebrew.
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INTRODUCTION

These reformatted biblical quotations3 illustrate some of the similarities and differences between 
Hebrew and English, which you will notice as soon as you try to read them.

.dg m dg ry dna lpp m b llå lpp ry
o  y   o    ou  : a e eo  y  e  : a e eo  ou

.1

.sla knrd slmc ry vg llw a dna knrd
O :a  : i  :     :  e  a ou   :  i  : i  i  a  :  i  :

.2

.uoy ssruc tht h sa dsruc dna ouy ssslb tht h sa dsslb
 e :  a    e  i     e :    a    e : e  : a   e    i  e  :  e :

.3

.lluf tn sa s ht ty  s ht tna nur srvr ht lla
 :      o  i ea   e    e  ea   e  o  :  i      : e i   e  a

.4

.rp  ht srdsnc tht h sa dsslb
 oo    e    :  e  i  : o    a :  e     i  e : e :

.5

wo 

.tpw dna nd ts w nlbb fa srvr ht b
 : e   a     a  e     o y  a   o   :  e i   e    y

.6

Although they are certainly not written in Hebrew, these sentences exemplify some of the main 
differences between Hebrew and English orthography [writing].

1. Hebrew is read from right to left.
2. Hebrew vowels are written around (mainly below, but also above and beside) the conso-

nants; they are mainly dots (called “points”) and dashes that are much smaller than the 
consonants.

3. Words cannot begin with a vowel—there must be a consonant, even if it is silent to our ears 
(e.g., the a (alef) in these sentences).

4. Hebrew has a sign (   .) that shows that there is no vowel between two consonants (e.g., the 
last vowel point in #4 and #6).

At the same time, however, there are significant differences between this example and Biblical 
Hebrew (apart from the obvious difference of using English [Latin] symbols):

1. The vowels are [much] smaller signs, not part of the Hebrew alphabet (i.e., they are not 
“letters”).

2. Biblical Hebrew has no capital letters.
3. Biblical Hebrew is punctuated by accent marks that correspond more or less indirectly to 

English [European] punctuation (see Lesson 25.3).

3. P.H. Mason & Hermann Hedwig Bernard, Gently Flowing Waters: An easy, practical Hebrew grammar: 
with exercises for translation…arranged in a series of letters from a teacher of languages to an English duchess 
in two volumes: To which is attached Ma’eyney ha-Yeshu’ah: The fountains of salvation, being a translation, 
with notes critical and explanatory of Isaiah LIII. Also: Ha-Maftea˙, key to the exercises. Vol. 1, Letters I-XV 
(Cambridge: J. Hall & Son, 1853).
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Lesson 1
THE HEBREW ALPHABET

The Hebrew alphabet has twenty-two letters, some of which have more than one form. Two letters 
distinguished only by the position of a dot (f, v) were a single sign until the Masoretes added the 
points (lines in Ps 119.161-68, the “X” section, begin with both).

Follow your
teacher’s example Pronunciation

Trans-
literation4

Final
Form Form

Name (accent
is bolded)

silent ’ a alef

boat b b B bet
(“bait”)vent v b/v b

goat g
g G

gimel
g/g g

door d
d D

dalet
d/d d

hope h h h he (“hay”)

vent v v or w w vav/waw

zoo z z z zayin

Hugh ch (loch) hi x hiet

title t tI j tieti

yet y j or y y yod

keel k k K
kaf

hew ch (loch) k % k
liquid l l l lamed

moon m m ~ m mem

night n n ! n nun

sigh s s s samek

silent ‘ [ ayin

paper p p P pe

ford f p @ p (“pay”)

eats ts si # c siade

keel k q q qof

r-right r (flapped) r r reå (“raysh”)

sigh s æ f sin (“seen”)

shall sh å v åin (“sheen”)

tonight t
t T

tof
t t

4. Transliterating represents the sounds of one language with the letters of another. There is no universal 
transliteration scheme for Hebrew (see Jg 21.25). Once you can read and pronounce Hebrew, you should be 
able to “read” any transliteration scheme.
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6 Biblical Hebrew

This “square script”—in contrast to the cursive found in manuscripts and the “archaic” forms 
used in inscriptions—was standardized after the invention of the printing press. Adapted from the 
Aramaic alphabet, this alphabet is found in published Hebrew Bibles and prayerbooks, as well as 
in academic books and journals. Most of these comments (below) on the shapes of the letters do not 
apply to extra-biblical inscriptions or original biblical manuscripts (no biblical author would easily 
recognize these letters!). These comments, some of which overlap, are intended as guidelines, not 
as rules for memorization.

1. Hebrew is written and read from right to left. Practice writing and reading the alphabet in 
that order.

2. There is only one alphabet; i.e., there are no “capital” or “small” letters.
3. Like some other Semitic scripts, this alphabet is “consonantal”—i.e., none of the letters of 

the alphabet directly represent vowels (cf. “a”, “e”, “i”, “o”, “u”), although a few consonants 
could be used to indicate the presence of long vowels.

4. The letters listed with and without a dot (B/b, G/g, D/d, K/k, P/p, T/t) are called the begad-
kefat letters (tpk-dgb), a nonsense phrase made up of the letters themselves (the rabbis 
were fond of such mnemonic devices). At one time these letters had two pronunciations, 
distinguished by the presence or absence of the dageå lene, but only B/b, K/k, and P/p are 
distinguished in modern Hebrew. When spelling a Hebrew word with English letters (trans-
literating), the letter without dageå is either underlined or followed by “h” to show that it is 
“soft” (e.g,. “b/bh”, “k/kh”, “p/ph”).

This difference is sub-phonemic, i.e., it does not distinguish one word from another in 
Biblical Hebrew. In English, on the other hand, this same difference would be quite mean-
ingful (phonemic): one’s response to “Come to su     er!” would probably be affected by 
whether the middle consonant was f or p!

5. Four letters are called “gutturals” (a, h, x, [), so-called because they represent sounds 
made in the throat (Latin guttur).

6. Since some pairs of letters sound alike, you will need to learn to recognize Hebrew words by 
both sight and sound, and to distinguish them by sight.

 

a [ silent

s F s as in sigh

x k % ch
or hi

as in loch, Bach
or hew, Hugh

b W v as in vent

K Q k as in keel

j T t t as in tough

7. Five letters have a special form used only at the end of a word. Four of these final forms 
have “descenders”; note their length relative to other letters.

 

Initial/Medial Form Final Form

dbK k  % %ra
%lm m  ~ ~da
aybn n  ! !ba
alP p  @ @la
hdc c  # #ra
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8. Some pairs of letters are similar in appearance:

 

To distinguish them, note the …

d r
tittle—the small extension of the horizontal stroke—on dalet and bet

b k
h x left side—open or closed

~ s lower corners—square or round

j m open at top or bottom

 g n shape of bottom—“arched” or flat

x t shape of left leg—straight or bent; tittle on right side of hiet

w z
shape of top

c [
f v dot on left or right; this is a later (medieval/Masoretic) distinction

% ! åewa + tittle in final kaf (which also has a longer [wider] top stroke)

9. The Dead Sea (Qumran) Scrolls also reveal that Hebrew scribes often inscribed a line onto 
the parchment, and then suspended the text from the line (rather than resting the letters 
on the line, as in English). This is why so many letters have a horizontal stroke near the top 
of the letter, and why Hebrew tends to use descenders rather than ascenders.

Sixteen letters fit within a “square” and several of these are roughly square in appear-
ance, i.e., roughly the same height and width. Listed alphabetically (from right to left), 
they are:

t v f r c p [ s m k j x h d b a

 Three non-final forms (y, l, q) and the four final forms with descenders (#9, above) differ 
from the standard in height. The non-final forms are:

•  yod is only half of the height and width of the other letters (its top is 
even with the others) yhyw

• lamed extends above the other letters5 hlyl
•  qof [and four final forms (#9, above)] extend below the others arqm

 Five letters are also narrower than the standard width (g w z y n). Each is roughly one-half 
as wide as the square. Yod (the “jot” of Mt 5.18), at roughly one-fourth of the square, is the 
smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet.

10. The names of the letters are transliterated into English. Disyllabic names are accented on 
the first syllable (e.g., a' lef, gi' mel). [Transliteration is usually italicized.]

1.2 Concepts

acrostic ascender descender medial form tittle
alphabet consonant final form square script transliteration

5. In the Dead Sea (Qumran) Scrolls, the height of the ascender on the lamed is often greatly exaggerated, 
so that their location is obvious (also obvious at a glance is whether or not a photograph in a book or article is 
correctly oriented).

 I.1. The Hebrew Alphabet 7
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8 Biblical Hebrew

1.3 Exercises

1. Practice reciting the Hebrew alphabet, and writing it from right to left, with the final forms 
following their medial forms.

2. Esther 3.13 is one of twenty-six verses that contain every letter in the alphabet.6 Copy it in 
Hebrew; practice spelling the words by naming the Hebrew letters from right to left (words 
linked by a horizontal line, called maqqef, are considered separate words); and find all ten 
final forms. Which final form does not occur in this verse?

 

%lMh twnydm-lK-la ~ycrh dyB ~yrps xwlvnw
dxa ~wyB ~yvnw @j !qz-d[w r[Nm ~ydwhYh-lK-ta lBalW grhl dymvhl

`zwbl ~llvw rda vdx-awh rf[-~ynv vdxl rf[ hvwlvB

3. Discuss the significance of Jesus’ statement in Matthew 5.18.
4. This is an alphabetical list of most of the proper names that occur more than 175 times 

in Biblical Hebrew (“c”, “d”, “h” are titles and generic nouns). Write their English form, 
and practice spelling them aloud in Hebrew. Use the references—the first time that name 
occurs—to check your work.

 

Example: dG “gimel-dalet” “Gad”

Gn 25.26 bq[y m. Gn 17.5 ~hrba a.

Gn 13.10 !Dry n. Ex 4.14 !rha b.

Josh 10.1 ~lvWry o. Gn 14.20 la c.

Gn 32.28 larfy p. Gn 1.1 ~yhla d.

Gn 9.18 ![nK q. Gn 41.52 ~yrpa e.

Gn 29.34 ywl r. Gn 10.10 lbB f.

Gn 19.37 baAm s. Gn 35.18 !mynB g.

Ex 2.10 hvm t. Jg 2.13 l[B h.

Gn 10.14 yTvlP u. 1 Sam 16.13 dwD i.

Gn 12.15 h[rP v. Gn 29.35 hdWhy j.

Gn 36.37 lWav w. Ex 14.13 [Wvhy k.

2 Sam 5.14 hmlv x. Gn 30.24 @sAy l.

N.B.:  When transliterated, some of these will not resemble their English counterparts, for one 
or more of these reasons. [This grammar uses the “received” transliteration.]

a. The “J” that begins many names in English Bibles represents initial y; within names y 
often appears as “i” or merely indicates the presence of a vowel (see, e.g., exercises d, r, u 
[above]), but there are exceptions (below). This is because Latin used the letter “i” to 
transliterate y (as the corresponding Greek letter iota had been used centuries earlier in 
the Septuagint), and also because the letter “j” was not distinguished orthographically 
from “i” until the 17th century. The English Bible has inherited the transliteration of 
biblical names from these two sources. (In some ecclesiastical traditions, for example, 
“Jesu”, representing an older “Iesu” is pronounced “Yesu” or “Yezu”.)

6. The complete list: Ex 16:16; Dt 4:34; Js 23:13; 2 Kgs 4:39; 6:32; 7:8; Is 5:25; 66:17; Jr 22:3; 32:29; Ezk 
17:9; 38:12; Ho 10:8; 13:2; Am 9:13; Zp 3:8; Zc 6:11; Ecc 4:8; Est 3:13; Ezr 7.28; Ne 3.7; 2 Chr 26.11; Dn 2:45; 
3:22; 4:20; 7:19 (all Daniel references are in Aramaic). If, however, sin and åin are counted separately there are 
only fourteen vv. (Dt 4:34; 2 Kgs 7:8; Is 66:17; Jr 22:3; 32:29; Ezk 17:9; 38:12; Ho 10:8; 13:2; Zc 6:11; Est 3:13; 
Ecc 4:8; Ezr 7:28; 2 Chr 26:11). Two vv. include all five final forms (Ezk 38.12; Zp 3.8).
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y > “j” y > “i”

@seAy jôs™f Joseph Why"m.r>yI yirmey¡hû Jeremiah

hd"Why> yehûd¡ Judah ~yhil{a/ ’el¢hîm Elohim

WhY"x;a] ’ahayy¡hû Ahijah Hy"-Wll.h; halelû-y¡h Halleluiah

b. The gutturals (a, h, x, [) are either ignored when names are transliterated (laqzxy > 
Ezekiel) or represented by a second vowel (!Arha > Aaron), reflecting the translitera-
tions of the Septuagint and Vulgate.

c. Two forms of waw represent long vowels (note the dots):

 

W > “û” A > “ô”

lWav' å¡’ûl Saul @seAy jôs™f Joseph

d. The letter c is often represented by “z” in traditional biblical transliteration, by either 
either ts or si in academic transliteration.

 

c > “z”

!AYci siiyyôn Zion

WhYqid>ci siidqyhû Zedekiah

qd,c,-yKil.m; malkî-siedeq Melchizedek

e. The letter v is often represented by “s” in traditional biblical transliteration, but by å in 
academic transliteration.

 

v > “s”

hmoOlv. åelomo Solomon

~Il;v" Wry> jerûå¡laim Jerusalem

1.4 Enrichment: Acrostic Poetry

No one knows why the biblical poets wrote acrostic [alphabetically organized] poems (the most 
famous is Ps 119); perhaps they were a type or style of poem, like sonnets in English. Other acros-
tics are, e.g., Lam 1-4 (each chapter), Pr 30.10-31, Ps 9-10 and Ps 37. Psalms 111 and 112 are also 
acrostics. After the opening “Halleluiah” (1a), each line (not each verse) begins with the next letter 
of the alphabet:

 I.1. The Hebrew Alphabet 9
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10 Biblical Hebrew

PSALM 112 PSALM 111

Hy" Wll.h; 1a Hy" Wll.h; 1a

hw"hy>-ta, arey" vyai-yrev.a; b bb'le-lk'B. hw"hy> hd,Aa b

`daom. #pex' wyt'wOc.miB. c `hd'[ew> ~yrIv'y> dAsB. c

A[r>z: hy<h.yI #r,a'B' rABGI 2a hw"hy> yfe[]m; ~ylidoG> 2a

`%r'boy> ~yrIv'y> rAD b `~h,ycep.x,-lk'l. ~yviWrD> b

AtybeB. rv,[ow"-!Ah 3a Al[\P' rd'h'w>-dAh 3a

`d[;l' td,m,[o Atq'd>ciw> b `d[;l' td,m,[o Atq'd>ciw> b

~yrIv'y>l; rAa %v,xoB; xr;z" 4a wyt'aol.p.nIl. hf'[' rk,zE 4a

`qyDIc;w> ~Wxr;w> !WNx; b `hw 'hy> ~Wxr;w> !WNx; b

hw<l.m;W !nEAx vyai-bAj 5a wya'reyli !t;n" @r,j, 5a

`jP'v.miB. wyr'b'D> lKel.k;y> b `AtyrIB. ~l" A[l. rKoz>yI b

jAMyI-al{ ~l'A[l.-yKi 6a AM[;l. dyGIhi wyf'[]m; x:Ko 6a

`qyDIc; hy<h.yI ~l'A[ rk,zEl. b `~yIAG tl;x]n: ~h,l' ttel' b

ar'yyI al{ h['r' h['WmV.mi 7a jP'v.miW tm,a/ wyd'y" yfe[]m; 7a

`hw"hyB; x;juB' ABli !Akn" b `wyd'WQPi-lK' ~ynIm'a/n< b

ar'yyI al{ ABli %Wms' 8a ~l'A[l. d[;l' ~ykiWms. 8a

`wyr'c'b. ha,r>yI-rv,a] d[; b `rv'y"w> tm,a/B, ~yIWf[] b

~ynIAyb.a,l' !t;n" rZ:Pi 9a AM[;l. xl;v' tWdP. 9a

d[;l' td,m,[o Atq'd>ci b AtyrIB. ~l'A[l.-hW"ci b

`dAbk'B. ~WrT' Anr>q; c `Amv. ar'Anw> vAdq' c

s['k'w> ha,r>yI [v'r' 10a hw"hy> ta;r>yI hm'k.x' tyviare 10a

sm'n"w> qrox]y: wyN"vi b ~h,yfe[o-lk'l. bAj lk,fe b

`dbeaTo ~y[iv'r> tw:a]T; c `d[;l' td,m,[o AtL'hiT. c

1. Lines in biblical poetry are conventionally referred to by verse number and a letter, so that, 
e.g., the three lines of v. 10 are referred to as Ps 111.10a, 10b, 10c.
a. Which line recurs three times in these two psalms with only the difference of one 

letter?
b. Which lines begin with letters distinguished by only the position of a dot?

2. If you have a Hebrew Bible, look at Ps 119.161-168. These eight lines are grouped together 
under one letter, even though some begin with sin and some with åin. Which verses begin 
with which letter? [This incidentally demonstrates that these were originally one letter; the 
distinguishing dots were added by the Masoretes in the medieval period.]

3. The “colon” at the end of each verse (which is actually two “diamonds”—look closely!) is 
called sof pasuq, which means “end of pasuq”; pasuqîm (plural of pasuq) correspond to 
verses in English.
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Lesson 2
THE VOWELS

Like English, Hebrew has a full range of vowel symbols. Unlike English, Hebrew vowels are not 
“letters” (i.e., they are not part of the alphabet) but are small signs placed under, between, or above 
consonants. The Masoretes—scribes who added the vowel markings—were unwilling to change the 
consonantal text, and so, apparently following the example of other Semitic languages, devised 
a system of “dots” and “dashes” to represent the various vowel sounds, which were added to the 
consonantal text. The vowel points were intended to eliminate ambiguity in pronunciation—all but 
three points represent only one sound each. [Contrast the variety of sounds represented by “ou” in 
English: cough, though, rough, through, gouge, etc.] The Masoretes used another set of signs (§2.2) 
to represent half-vowels (e.g., beautiful), whereas English uses the regular vowel signs (a, e, i, o, u) 
to represent both full- and half-vowel sounds.7

2.1 Full Vowels

The Full Vowels

Vowel 
Class

Name of 
Vowel

Vowel 
Point

m + Vowel 
Point

Transliteration & 
Pronunciation

Length: 
L(ong)or 
S(hort)

A qameß " m' m¡ father L

pata˙ ; m; ma rot S

E
ßere-yod y e yme mê

they L
ßere e me m™

& segol , m, me bet S

I
˙ireq-yod y I ymi mî mean L

˙ireq I mi m£ mean L or

mi bit S

O
˙olem-waw A Am mô

moan
L

˙olem o mo m¢

& qameß-hiatuf " m' m¢ S

U
åureq W Wm mû moon L

qibbuß u mu m∞ moon L or

mu moot; book S

7. Pronounciation of vowels, full and half, varies from one teacher to the next according to, for example, 
which variety of modern Hebrew one prefers. You will need to listen closely to your teacher’s example, which 
may not be quite the same as those listed here.
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12 Biblical Hebrew

1. The vowel is read after the consonant that it is under (i.e., that it follows). In other words, the 
vowel is either below or to the left of its consonant (cf. the first column under “pronunciation”).

2. A vowel that includes a letter of the alphabet—called a “vowel letter”—(y e, y i, A, W) is always 
long.

3. Apart from the qualitative distinction between long and short ˙ireq (/ee/ v. /i/), “length” 
refers primarily to duration (how long the sound of the vowel is maintained) rather than to 
vowel quality. For example, the difference between åureq and qibbuß is more like the differ-
ence between “boon” and “boot” than between “boon” and “bun” (English long and short /u/). 
Their tonal quality is the same, but their duration differs (in the English words this is due 
to the nature of the following consonants).

4. Although there are five “classes” of vowels (a, e, i, o, u), the “o/u”, and “i/e” vowels are so 
closely related that they often interchange, leaving three functional classes (a, i, u).

5. Some long vowels do not sound like their English counterparts, for example, “long e” sounds 
like English a as in “way”, so check the “pronunciation” column carefully. You must learn 
their Hebrew sounds and names.

6. Qameß and qameß-˙atuf look alike. Qameß-˙atuf is quite rare, and occurs only in unac-
cented, closed syllables (Lesson 3, below).

7. Pata˙-yod and qameß-yod at the end of a word are both pronounced as the diphthong ai, as 
in aisle.

8. When h, w, and y follow a vowel, but are not themselves followed by another vowel, they are 
called “vowel letters” or matres lectionis (“mothers [i.e., helpers] of reading”). This practice 
started many centuries before the vowel points were used (c, below). When used as a vowel 
letter, the h, w, and y are considered vowels, not consonants (e.g., y e is referred to as a single 
unit of spelling: siere-yod).

 

Vowel Letter or 
Consonant? Explanation Transliteration Pronunciation

vyai yod =  vowel letter
(mater)

yod is not followed by a 
vowel

’îå eesh

hV'ai he =  vowel letter
(mater)

he ends the word (is not 
followed by a vowel)

’îåå¡ isha

tyIB;©
yod = consonant yod followed by a vowel

bayit bayit

!yI[;© ‘ayin ayin

~Ay

yod = consonant yod is the first letter of the 
word (& followed by a vowel)

yôm y¢m
waw =  vowel letter 

(mater)
waw is not followed by a 
vowel

a. When they begin a word, or are followed by a vowel point, they are consonants (not 
matres).

b. When they are written with the vowel letter (mater), they are called “full” (Hebrew 
mal™’, Latin plene, “full”).

c. When ˙olem lacks waw, and ßere and long ˙ireq lacks yod, they are called “defective” 
(Hebrew ˙aser, “lacking”).

d. Forms with and without matres are pronounced alike. This discussion may sound exces-
sively technical, but all of these terms are routinely used in commentaries and reference 
works dealing with the Hebrew text.

e. Inscriptions show that matres were in use by the 10th century BCE, but they were not 
used consistently. When the Masoretes began to add the vowel points (c. CE 800), they 
incorporated the vowel letters that were already present in the text into their system, 
but did not add more vowel letters to the consonantal text, since that would have 
entailed changing the biblical text. Many words thus occur both with and without a 
vowel letter.
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 I.2. The Vowels 13

f. This lack of standardization also explains why ˙ireq and qibbuß have more than one 
value. If there was no vowel letter in the text, the Masoretes simply used the “ defective” 
form of the vowel, which is why ˙ireq and qibbuß can be either long or short.

2.2 Half-Vowels

Both Hebrew and English have half-vowels, e.g., “i” in “beautiful” and “a” in sofa (in regular conver-
sation, not exaggeratedly, as “bee-yoo-tee-ful”). English orthography does not distinguish full and 
half vowels; the Masoretes distinguished them by using different signs.

The Half-Vowels

Type Name Sign
Consonant 

+ Sign Length Sound

åewa åewa . m. me

Half uh
a hiatef-patahi ] h] ha

e hiatef-segol / h/ he

o hiatef-qamesi \ h\ ho

1. The ˙atef-vowels combine one of the full vowel signs with vocal åewa (   .).
2. ¥atef-vowels mainly occur after the gutturals (below) instead of vocal åewa. The ˙atef-

vowels are most important when discussing guttural verbs (below).
3. The half-vowels all sound alike (“uh”, as in “Uh-huh”).
4. Vocal åewa, which is also a half-vowel, is the first vowel point in the Bible: tyviareB., “in the 

beginning” (Gn 1.1). It is also the sound in the first syllable of its own name: sheva. It is 
thus the almost necessary sound between some combinations of consonants—a sound that 
is usually ignored in English orthography (cf. the slight separation between, e.g., the first 
two letters of “break” or “pray”).

2.3 A Brief History of Hebrew Orthography

Hebrew was first written with consonants and perhaps an occasional vowel letter. This meant that 
a cluster of consonants was potentially ambiguous. [These examples exaggerate the difficulties, 
since a word’s function is largely determined by the context.]

klm8 king, he reigned/was/became king, she reigned, they reigned, queen, one who 
rules [male or female], “her/his [act of] ruling, Be king!, or to be/come king

As inscriptions show, by the 10th century BCE, matres lectionis were being used to indicate the pres-
ence of long vowels. This first took place at the end of words, and simplified reading by reducing a 
word’s potential function:

wklm his king, the one ruling him, they reigned, his [act of] ruling, or Reign! (masc. pl.)

hklm her king, queen, she reigned, her [act of] ruling, or Reign! (masc. sg.)

Although many biblical books were written after the matres lectionis had begun to be used, spelling 
was never standardized, and so the matres were inserted haphazardly. In the 7th–9th centuries CE, 
the Masoretes began adding “points” to the consonantal text in order to preserve traditional 

8. The archaic (“paleo-Hebrew”) alphabet did not use final forms; they were, however, in use by the time 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
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14 Biblical Hebrew

 pronunciation,9 but they did not attempt to standardize the use of matres before adding the vowel 
points, even though this meant inconsistencies in spelling (they considered the matres part of the 
“consonantal” text). The vowel points eliminated most of the ambiguity:

hK'l.m; ≈ queen hk'l.m' ≈ Be king! (masc. sg.) or She reigned [was queen]

Hk'l.m; ≈ her king hk'l.mo ≈ she [the one] who reigns or the reigning one [female]

This overview helps explain the general scholarly freedom to suggest different pointings—
repointing a word is not considered to be “changing the text”, since the vowel points were not 
 original. It also explains why the same word can be spelled with and without a vowel letter, since 
the Masoretes were unwilling to add matres to the consonantal text.

Biblical texts may be “unpointed”, “consonantal” (both without vowel points), or “pointed” (often 
called “Masoretic”). Pointing is largely restricted to printed (typeset) Bibles and Hebrew prayer-
books; Modern Hebrew is largely unpointed.

2.4 Regarding Vocabulary

The vocabulary lists include all the words that occur more than fifty times in the Hebrew Bible, 
except proper names of persons and places (which are listed in Appendix B). Words are introduced 
very generally in order of descending frequency, so that words that occur more frequently in the 
biblical text are learned first. A complete Hebrew–English glossary for this grammar appears in 
Appendix B. Learning vocabulary is a process of familiarization through repetition—some students 
learn best by repeatedly writing the list until the glosses are learned, others by reviewing them 
orally or by means of cards (Hebrew on one side, English on the other). It also helps to learn word 
by a biblical context in which it occurs.

Each list consists of Hebrew words alongside one or more suggested English glosses for that 
word. A gloss is merely a word used to translate a word—it is not a definition or meaning. The 
gloss(es) listed with each word are English words that frequently represent that Hebrew word in 
translations—they are not the word’s “basic” or “central” or “real” meaning. Words represent refer-
ential ranges, so that many glosses may be appropriate for a given word (although not every gloss 
will fit every context in which that word occurs).

In general, words have ranges of reference (also called their “semantic range”). The only apparent 
exceptions are highly technical terms, whether medical (pneumococcys), mathematical (cosine), theo-
logical (hypostatic union), etc.10 The more limited a word’s area of reference, the more “technical” or 
specialized it is, and the more its content is determined by what it refers to. The less specific a term 
is—the broader its range of reference—the more its content is determined by its context (linguistic, 
cultural, etc.). “Dog”, for example, conveys less information than [is less specific than] “Labrador”, 
and so can fit a larger variety of contexts. The latter expression is limited to contexts that refer to 
a Labrador (again, unless it is being used metaphorically).

In addition to semantic range, words also have what might be called a “load”, as in the expression 
“a loaded word”. “Semantic load” refers to the combination of their denotation (“dictionary meaning”) 
and connotation (associated emotive function). In English, for example, “beefy”, “chunky”, “heavy”, 
“solid”, “big-boned”, and “fat” could all be used to refer to a person’s build, but many people would 
consider “solid” a compliment (or at least a polite euphemism) and “fat” a deliberate insult, even 
though “insulting” is not part of the dictionary’s definition. This point probably refers more to 
issues of translation than to the Hebrew lexicon, since we know the semantic load of words that we 
use in our own languages far more instinctively than we can know those in another language no 
longer spoken.

Furthermore, when comparing the vocabularies (lexicons) of different languages, the greater the 
extent to which words’ ranges overlap, the more they appear to “mean the same thing”. Since Biblical 

9. There were several centers of scribal activity, where competing systems of pointing (and thus of pronun-
ciations) developed; this one is called the “Tiberian”. Each group of Masoretes was therefore attempting to 
preserve the pronunciation that it had “received”. Nor did the Masoretes consider points to “add to” the biblical 
text, perhaps because the points do not affect its consonantal shape.

10. Many of these, however, can also be used metaphorically.
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Hebrew is a textual language—i.e., there are no longer any native speakers of Biblical Hebrew—we 
are left to make educated guesses about the semantic range of some words, and the corresponding 
semantic range in English. These are “educated” guesses, however, based on its biblical use and the 
evidence from cognate Semitic languages, such as Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Aramaic, from its use in 
rabbinic (Mishnaic) Hebrew, and from medieval rabbinic commentators and grammarians.

1. Terms of relationship. The following Hebrew terms are usually glossed by the first English 
term, although their range of application is often much broader, as the second gloss 
suggests:

 

ba' father, male ancestor lh,ao tent, home

xa' brother, male relative tyIB; house, household

tAxa' sister, female relative jb,ve tribe

~ae mother, ancestress hx'P'v.mi clan, [extended] family

!Be son, descendant; used to address a younger 
[unrelated] male (e.g., 1 Sam 3.16)

xa' !B, son of a brother (nephew)

tB; daughter, female descendant; used to address 
a younger [unrelated] female (e.g., Ruth 2.8)

!Be !B, son of a son (grandson)

 These are the usual glosses because these Hebrew and English words usually refer to the 
same aspect of reality. In each case, however, the Hebrew terms may also refer to relation-
ships outside the nuclear family. Because parents and their children (the nuclear family) 
are the usual referents of the English terms, it is tempting to think of the first gloss listed 
for each term as its “real meaning” and the other gloss as an “extended” or “metaphorical” 
meaning, perhaps even concluding that every related male, for example, was considered a 
“brother”. We do not know whether or not this was how they thought about these words, 
since we cannot ask them, and they left no dictionaries. The brief genealogical table of 
Gn 46.8–27, which describes Jacob’s family at their journey to Egypt, illustrates this point. 
Note the use of the words “son” and “bore” in these verses:

  23 Now the sons of Dan were Hushim, 24and the sons of Naphtali were Jazeel, Guni, Jezer, and 
Shillem. 25These are the sons of Bilhah, whom Laban gave to Rachel his daughter; and she bore 
these to Jacob, all seven lives (Gn 46.23–25).

This diagram shows the generational spread described by “son” in these verses (those 
called “sons” are in italics):

 

Bilhah —Jacob

Dan Naphtali

Hushim Jazeel Guni Jezer Shillem

Since Hushim, Jazeel, Guni, Jezer, and Shillem were Bilhah’s [and Jacob’s] grandsons, not 
her sons, the word !Be cannot have the same reference as “son” in everyday English. Further-
more, the verb glossed “bear/give birth to” (“and she bore these to Jacob”) cannot have the 
usual English function of “give birth”, but has an “extended” function that is revealed only 
by the context. Note that the same pattern describes the descendants of Jacob’s other three 
wives (Gn 46.8–27).

Since the range of reference of the usual English glosses is much more restricted than 
that of the Hebrew terms, the word “son” may be misleading if it suggests a closer genea-
logical or  chronological relationship than the context allows. [On the other hand, English 
also uses some of these terms generically—“son” and “daughter” can refer to a younger 
unrelated male or female.]
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 The tiny lexical base (vocabulary) of Biblical Hebrew (c. 8400 words) means that we have only 
a very incomplete record of the Israelite lexicon, so that it is difficult to see how Abraham 
could have used the vocabulary of the OT to ask Sarah, “I’d prefer my steak less well done 
than last night, but the cakes could be a little softer than yesterday; maybe an oak fire would 
be better than sycamore. Oh, and could you also mend my favorite robe; that same seam is 
unraveling. Don’t forget to use the green thread—the blue showed up too much last time. And 
we need to remind the servant girls that they can only wash their hair every new moon due to 
the drought.” Of course he must have been able to say this (or something very much like it), 
but it is not entirely clear how he would have done so using the resources of Biblical Hebrew.

2. Many common glosses suggested by Hebrew-English reference tools may be traditional, but 
changes in either our understanding of Hebrew or English usage may mean that that gloss 
no longer functions accurately. It may even misrepresent the Hebrew. These glosses are 
sometimes included in the vocabulary lists with “trad.” (“traditionally”). For example:

 

Traditional 
Gloss

Potential 
Gloss(es) Discussion

!P, lest so that … not Lest is a perfectly good, if uncommon, English word 
that  indicates negative purpose.

sbK full (wash by 
treading)

wash The archaic verb to full (from Latin, via Old French) 
means to “wash”, and is the origin of expression like 
“whiter than fuller’s cloth” (i.e., recently washed).

!yI[;© eye, fountain eye fount Fountain normally refers to a stream of water that is 
mechanically shot into the air or poured out, whereas 
!yI[; refers to a natural source of water (as opposed to a 
well or cistern).

rp,se© book text scroll 
document 
record

Codices (“proto-books”) were not in use until the third 
century CE, so that the rendering “book” for rp,se is 
culturally misleading. We know that many Iron Age 
documents, apparently including even legal texts, 
were written on pieces of broken pottery (shards; 
called ostraca when written on). [There is a specific 
term for scroll (hL'gIm.; from the verb llG, to roll).]

 dly bear, give birth the same This refers to both immediate birth and to physical 
ancestry, or “eventual” birth (cf. on Gn 36, above).

hq'd'c. righteousness innocence 
rightness 
 justness 
righteousness 
triumph

Terms built on the root qdc are traditionally glossed 
with “righteous”, “righteousness”, etc., but in many 
places the thrust of the term is forensic innocence rela-
tive to a particular situation or accusation, not to an 
absolute or universal moral state. It is even possible 
that “innocence” is the primary reference and that 
the idea of “righteousness” is the global extension of 
particular innocence. Each passage needs to be studied 
in order to see which gloss is most appropriate, but 
not even careful study will guarantee certainty or 
consensus in every case.

3. It is often easier to explain what a word signifies than it is to give an appropriate gloss 
in another language, as the discussion of “give birth” shows. If you have studied another 
language, you may have thought, “There’s no way to say that in English”, which is, of course, 
not true. So far as is known, whatever one language can express others can express as well. 
The difference may be that what one language says in a single word, another can say only 
with a phrase, a sentence, or even a paragraph.

For example, Lot is called “[Abraham’s] brother’s son” and David referred to his nephews 
as “sons of [his sister] Zeruiah”, which suggests that Biblical Hebrew lacked a simple lexeme 
that meant what English means by “nephew”. Both Biblical Hebrew and English can refer 
unambiguously to a sibling’s immediate offspring, but Biblical Hebrew lacks a single word 
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 I.2. The Vowels 17

that has this function (much as modern English lacks a specific term for the parents of one’s 
son- or daughter-in-law, although there are terms for this relationship in some languages).

This discussion suggests that the referents of words are not to be confused with the words that 
we use to express them. English “son” is usually the most contextually appropriate gloss for Hebrew 
!Be, but this does not imply, and must not be misunderstood to imply, that !Be somehow “literally” or 
“basically” or “fundamentally” means “son”, or even that it means “the same thing as is meant by 
the English noun ‘son’ ”, but rather that two language groups have chosen these particular words to 
refer [usually] to what turns out to be the same entity.

2.5 Concepts

full vowel lexeme meaning semantic range
function lexicon penult åewa
gloss mal™’ (plene) spelling range [of reference] ultima
half (hiatef) vowel matres lectionis (sg., mater) reference vowel letter
hiaser spelling

2.6 Vocabulary

hand (power, authority) dy" .9
father; male ancestor ba'

.1
fathers11 tAba'

day; 
when (preceding the infinitive 
construct [§16.2])

~Ay .10

man (not Mankind/humanity), husband; 
each (as subject of a plural verb) vyai

.2men, husbands ~yvin"a>;
priest !heKo .11 men of, husbands of yven>a;

all, whole; each, every [NB: This is 
a noun, not an adjective; “all” is an 
adjective in English.]

lK'
lKo

.12

god, God (used of Israel’s God and 
other gods) lae

.3
gods, God (used of Israel’s God and 
other gods)

~yhil{a/

heart (a person’s moral center; often 
used where English uses “mind”)

bb'le 
ble

.13
woman, wife hV'ai

.4
wife of tv,ae©

king; monarch %l,m,© .14
women, wives ~yvin"
women/wives of yven>

(f.) life, self; trad., soul vp,n<¨ .15
(f.) land, country [of a geo-political 
region], earth (as in “heaven and 
earth”)

#r,a,© .5

servant, slave; someone bound in 
some way to another person, for 
whom he or she works

db,[,© .16
house, home, household tyIB;© .6

houses, etc. ~yTiB'

(f.) city ry[i
.17

son, male descendant (cf. !ymiy"n>Bi, 
Benjamin, “son of [my] right hand”)

!Be .7

cities ~yrI[' word, thing; event, affair, matter rb'D' .8

1. Most words in Biblical Hebrew are accented on the last syllable (~yri[' → a ⋅ rîm), called the 
ultima.

2. Some are accented on the next-to-last syllable (%r,D,© → de ⋅ rek), the penult.12

11. Some plurals with unexpected or unpredictable forms (e.g., tAba', fathers) are listed.
12. Di-syllabic (two-syllable) nouns with two seghols (%r,D,©), sere-seghol (rp,se©, “document”), seghol-patah 

([r;z<©, “seed”), two patahs (t[;D;©, “knowledge”) are called “segholates”, and are accented on the first syllable.
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18 Biblical Hebrew

3. The terms “ultima”, “penult”, and “antepenult” (the syllable before the penult) are commonly 
used in scholarly literature—including some commentaries—that discusses the spelling 
(pointing) or pronunciation of words; you need to know what they refer to.

4. When the penult is accented, you will see a Masoretic accent over the consonant that begins 
that syllable, either rebia’ (for full-width letters: e.g., %r,D,©; note that it is larger than ˙olem, 
and centered over the consonant), or zaqef (for narrow letters; e.g., vp,n<¨). Words without 
these marks are usually accented on the ultima.

2.7 Exercises

1. Learn the names and sounds of the full- and half-vowels. Practice writing them with 
different consonants.

2. This list includes all but one of the proper names of people and places that occur between 
174 and 77 times in Biblical Hebrew. Pronounce and spell each name aloud, and write them 
in their English forms, and identify each waw or yod as a consonant or vowel letter (and 
be able to explain your identification). Use the references (the name’s first canonical occur-
rence) to check your work. Unlike the [alphabetical] list in Lesson I, these are listed in 
descending order of frequency. For more practice with the alphabet, rearrange the list so 
that it is in alphabetical order (vowel letters count!).

 

Example: ysiWby> Jebusite yod, åewa, bet, åureq, samek, ˙ireq-yod
1st yod = consonant (followed by vowel)
waw = vowel letter (not preceded or followed by vowel)
2nd yod = vowel letter (not followed by vowel)

Gn 17.19 qx'c.yI .m Gn 9.18 ![;n:©K. .a

1 Kgs 13.32 !Arm.vo .n Gn 10.22 ~r'a] .b

Nu 26.29 d['l.GI .o 2 Sam 5.7 !AYci .c

2 Sam 3.3 ~Alv'b.a; .p Gn 2.14 rWVa; .d

1 Kgs 11.26 ~['b.r'y" .q Gn 41.51 hV,n:m. .e

2 Kgs 24.11 rC;an<d>k;Wbn> .r 2 Kgs 23.31 hy"m.r>yI .f

Gn 29.32 !beWar> .s 1 Sam 26.6 ba'Ay .g

Gn 10.16 yrImoa] .t Nu 34.20 laeWmv. .h

2 Sam 8.16 jp'v'Ahy> .u 2 Kgs 16.20 hY"qiz>xi .i

Gn 30.11 dG" .v Jg 18.30 !t'n"Ahy> .j

Gn 14.14 !D' .w Gn 19.38 !AM[; .k

Gn 13.18 !Arb.x, .x Gn 25.30 ~Ada/ .l

a. ¥atef-vowels are usually transliterated in English Bibles as the corresponding full 
vowel (e.g., ~Ada/ → “Edom”), but not in academic transliteration (e.g., [“edôm”]).

b. Åewa usually appears in English names as e, although it can also be transliterated as i.
c. As with the first list of names (§1.3), the transliterated form may not resemble their 

form in English. This is because their form in English is based on their transliteration 
in Greek (in the Septuagint), Latin (in the Vulgate), or both.

3. Transliterate the first four verses of 1 Chronicles into their English equivalents, and prac-
tice reading them aloud. You will need to know two more things: (1) the sign ` (sof pasuq, 
“end of pasuq”) marks the end of the verse; and (2) the w prefixed to the last word in this 
verse is a conjunction that can be glossed as “and”.
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`vAna/ tve ~d'a' 1.1

`dr,y" lael.l;h]m; !n"yqe 1.2

`%m,l' xl;v,Wtm. %Anx] 1.3

`tp,y"w" ~x' ~ve x:nO 1.4

Congratulations! You have now read four verses of the Bible in Hebrew! (Only 22,199 to go!)

2.8 Enrichment: Implicit/Assumed Information

Notice that the author of Chronicles does not tell us that these are personal names, how they 
are related (or even that they are related), and that he also expects his readers to know that the 
first nine words outline a single line of descent, but that v. 4 branches from a father to his three 
sons. In fact, to a reader who knows nothing of Genesis 5 and 6, these verses are gibberish. They 
demonstrate the principle of assumed information—information that a speaker or author does not 
mention, because he or she assumes that the readers or hearers already know it (both speaker and 
audience thus “share” the information). Assumed information typifies all communication, but is 
especially noticeable when the author lived (or lives) in another culture or time.

In much of Western culture, for example, if someone arrived at an early-afternoon meeting and 
said “Sorry I’m late—the service was slow”, most hearers would probably assume a scenario of 
lunch at a restaurant, including being seated, waiting to order, ordering, eating, paying, etc., none 
of which need be expressed, since we assume this as part of our own cultural setting. In the same 
way, the biblical authors never tell us why men tended to meet women at wells (e.g., Gn 24; Ex 2), 
but assume that their readers know that women drew and hauled water, and—in a culture without 
plumbing or public water—that an efficient way for a traveler to meet someone from the area was 
merely to wait at a well, since sooner or later someone would show up. In the same way, many 
middle- and upper-class North Americans would probably assume that a husband and wife of about 
the same age met in college, since, in fact, many do meet in college.

Reading 1 Chronicles 1.1–4 shows us that the “Chronicler” (as the author of Chronicles is often 
called) expected his readers to be familiar with the genealogies of Genesis. He did not expect his 
work to be read as an independent account of God’s dealings with Israel, but as a supplement 
or parallel to Genesis—Kings. This also explains that when he “ignored” the sins of David and 
Solomon, or the history of the Northern Kingdom—he was not trying to mislead his readers, but 
assuming that they knew the rest of the story.
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Lesson 3
SYLLABLES

The final aspect of pronouncing Biblical Hebrew is to recognize combinations of consonants and 
vowels as syllables. This primarily entails distinguishing silent from vocal åewa, and dageå lene 
from dageå forte, which will enable you in turn to recognize a syllable as either open or closed. 
Although the ability to recognize syllables and identify their type will help you recognize some 
verbal forms, its main value is enabling you to pronounce Hebrew.

3.1 Åewa13

The sign for åewa ( > ) has at least two functions. It can represent a half-vowel (above) or mark the 
absence of a vowel. This section describes how to distinguish these functions.

a. Vocal åewa ( > ) is a half-vowel (above), like the “i” in beautiful, or the “a” in sofa.
b. Silent åewa. When two consonants occur with no vowel between them, the Masoretes inserted 

åewa as a “place-holder”. In English, consonants can be placed side by side, as in placed, but 
in Hebrew, every consonant—except the last letter of the word—must be followed by a 
vowel point. This åewa is also called åewa quiescens.

N.B.: The three ˙atef-vowels (m/ / m] / m\) are always vocal.

There are three basic rules for distinguishing vocal and silent åewa.

1. If the preceding vowel is short, the åewa is silent; if the preceding vowel is long, åewa is 
vocal; qameß /qameß ˙atuf and ˙ireq are ambiguous.

 

after a short vowel Wkylim.y: yamlîkû

after a long vowel Wbv.yE y™åebû

2. Åewa after (under) a letter written with dageå (“dot”) is always vocal; åewa before a letter 
with dageå is always silent.

 

after dageå WlP.yI yippelû

before dageå bTok.yI yikt¢b

3. When there are two åewas in a row, the first is always silent and the second always vocal 
(unless they are under the last two letters of a word, where they are both silent).

 

1st silent, 2nd vocal Wrm.v.yI yiåmerû

both silent (end of word) %b.YEw: wayy™bk

These three basic rules will allow you to distinguish most åewas; the following guidelines14 merely 
amplify them (despite all the rules, there are exceptions and ambiguities).15

13. This discussion refers only to åewa itself; ˙atef-vowels are always pronounced.
14. Most of these rules were developed by Rabbi Elias Levitas (d. 1549 CE).
15. For more information, see Joüon & Muraoka (1991, §§5o, 8, 10, 18, 19).
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Åewa is vocal when it …
a. follows the first letter in a word tyviareB. ber™åît

b. follows another åewa (except at the end of the word) Wrm.v.yI yiåmerû

c. follows any consonant with dageå (cf. “j”) WrP.k;y> yekapperû

d. follows the first of two identical consonants Wmm.Ar rômemû

e. follows any syllable with a long vowel Wbv.yE y™åebû

f.  precedes a begad-kefat letter without dageå (a tendency, not a rule) Wbv.yE y™åebû

Åewa is silent when it …
g. precedes another åewa (cf. “b”, “k”) Wrm.v.yI yiåmerû

h. follows a guttural consonant hy<h.yI yihye

i. follows the last letter of a word (cf. “k”) %l;h' h¡lak

j. precedes dageå (cf. “c”) bTok.yI yikt¢b

k.  follows both of the last two letters in a word (both åewas are silent, 
and the consonants are pronounced as a cluster; cf. “b”, “g”)

T.b.t;K'
%b.YEw:

k¡tabt
wayy™bk

Most of these “rules” merely invert another rule (cf., e.g., “b”, “g”, “k”), but allow you to examine a 
given åewa from more than one vantage point, as this table demonstrates:

tyviareB. vocal under first letter of word (a) [and thus does not follow a 
short vowel (#1)]; follows dageå (c)

Wrm.v.yI 1st: silent follows short vowel (#1); precedes another åewa (g)

2nd: vocal follows another åewa (b)

bTok.Ti silent follows short vowel (#1); precedes dageå (j)

Wmm.Ar vocal between two identical consonants (d); follows long vowel (e)

Wbv.yE vocal follows long vowel (e); precedes begad-kefat letter without a 
dageå (f)

3.2 Dageå

1. Dageå lene. When the Masoretes pointed the text, they distinguished the pronunciation of 
six letters (b g d k p t) as either “hard” or “soft”. Although we explain this as the differ-
ence between “b” (B) and “v” (b), or “p” (P) and “f” (p), it may have been more like the differ-
ence between, e.g., the “p” in “pit” and “tip” (hold your hand in front of your mouth). This is 
a difference in sound (ph/p), but not in function (i.e., if you say “pit” with a big puff of air it 
still refers to a hole in the ground, a seed, etc.). The same is true of dageå lene—whether a 
consonant is hard or soft, the word is the same.

2. Dageå forte. Instead of writing a doubled letter twice (e.g., supper), Biblical Hebrew writes 
it once, with dageå forte (“strong dageå”) to show that it is doubled.16 A letter with dageå 
forte is therefore a doubled letter (although this rarely affects our pronunciation apart from 
the begad-kefat letters).17 In transliteration, letters with dageå forte are written twice:

 

hV'ai ’iåå¡ “woman, wife”

lPoyI yipp¢l “he will fall” (“… falls”)

yMiai ‘immî “my mother”

16. Dageå forte both doubles and “hardens” the beged-kefet letters.
17. Five letters do not double: a, h, x, [, r.
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a. Like a doubled consonant in English, the first of the doubled consonants indicated by 
dageå forte closes one syllable and the second opens the next syllable:

 

supper sup ⋅ per (contrast “su ⋅ per”)

hV'ai ’iå ⋅ å¡ “woman, wife”

lPoyI yip ⋅ p¢l “he will fall”

b. Also like a doubled consonant in English (and unlike dageå lene), dageå forte affects the 
word’s function:18

 

supper super
dinner diner

yTil.d;G" I am great

yTil.D;GI I made [someone or something] great

c. Dageå in a non- begad-kefat letter can be only forte. In a begad-kefat letter, however, dageå 
can be either forte, showing that the letter is doubled, or dageå lene (“weak dot”), which 
means that the letter is merely “hard” (but not doubled). [Since they cannot double, the 
gutturals and r rarely occur with dageå.]

3. There are four basic rules for distinguishing dageå forte:

 

Dageå is always forte when it …
1. is in a non- begad-kefat letter ~yCixi ˙iß ⋅ ßîm arrows

2. follows a full vowel (long or short) hT'[; ‘at ⋅ t¡ now

Dageå is always lene when it …
3. follows åewa hT,v.mi miå ⋅ te feast

4. begins a word19 rb'D' da ⋅ var word, thing

N.B.:  Identifying the type of dageå is challenging only when dageå occurs in a begad-kefat letter. 
Dageå in a letter following åewa is always lene (the åewa is always silent); dageå after any 
full vowel is always forte. Neither dageå follows a hiatef-vowel.

3.3 Identifying Syllable Boundaries

1. Every syllable in Biblical Hebrew begins with a consonant, except the conjunction when it 
has the form - W (below).

2. Every syllable in Biblical Hebrew contains one—and only one—vowel, which may be either a 
full or a half vowel;20 the number of vowels in a word determines the number of  syllables.

 

~yIm;© ma ⋅ yim water

tyriB. be ⋅ rît covenant, treaty, agreement

hw<x]T;v.yI yiå ⋅ ta ⋅ ˙a ⋅ ve he bows down

18. The Hebrew examples are part of the verbal system (below).
19. There is one exception to this that we need not worry about.
20. Grammarians disagree on the nature of åewa. Some (e.g., Blau, Lambdin, Seow) agree with this state-

ment. Others (e.g., Kelley, GKC [§26m]) explain the consonant with a half-vowel as the first part of the 
syllable of the following full vowel, since, in this theory, every syllable must have a full vowel. On the other 
hand, Joüon-Muraoka (§27c, da) finds a single åewa with three functions. No explanation yet accounts for 
every åewa (nor did the Masoretes explain their use of åewa).
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3. There are two types of syllables in Biblical Hebrew. Open syllables consist of a consonant + 
vowel (CV); closed syllables consist of consonant + vowel + consonant (CVC).21 The nature of 
the syllable, and whether or not it is accented, then determine the length of its vowel.

 

When a syllable ends in … it is: and its vowel is:

a vowel, vowel letter, a open long (rarely short)

a consonant (including H) closed short (if the syllable is unaccented) or
long (if the syllable is accented)

4. Therefore …
a. any consonant except a (and h without mappiq) may close a syllable
b. in the middle of a word a consonant must be either doubled by a dageå forte, or followed 

by silent åewa in order to close a syllable
c. h can close a syllable only when written with mappiq (H-), which occurs only at the end 

of a word
5. As in English, a double letter (with dageå forte) closes one syllable and opens the next 

(above).

 

supper sup ⋅ per

hV'ai ’iå ⋅ å¡ woman, wife yTiBi bit ⋅ tî my daughter

lPoyI yip ⋅ p¢l he will fall aleP'yI yip ⋅ p¡ ⋅ l™’ it is marvelous

rPeKi kip ⋅ p™r he atoned rm,aYO©w: vay ⋅ y¢’ ⋅ mer [and] he said

6. Some syllables seem to be both open and closed. A short vowel precedes åewa (like a closed 
syllable), but is followed by a begad-kefat letter without dageå lene (as though the åewa were 
vocal). Some grammarians call this åewa media (i.e., “middle”), others say that this apparent 
anomaly reflects the history of the language, rather than a particular pronunciation. See 
footnote 15 (above). For example:

 

Suggests dageå forte: Suggests dageå lene:

ykel.m; pata˙ is short } but k lacks dageå lene
~k,t.a, segol is short

3.4 Furtive Pata˙

When a word ends in a strong guttural (H, x, [) that is not preceded by an a-class vowel (pata˙ 
or qameß), the Masoretes wrote pata˙ between the final vowel and the final guttural. This pata˙ 
furtivum (“furtive”) was written slightly to the right to show that it is pronunced after the non-a-
vowel and before the guttural. [This is all much easier to illustrate than explain!] These words thus 
appear to have two consecutive vowels, but the furtive vowel was used only as a signal to listeners 
that the word ended in a guttural, not with the long vowel.

x:Wr rûa˙ wind, breath; spirit

[:re rea` friend, neighbour, companion

3.5 Concepts

Adonai (§3.8) generic noun long vowel short vowel vocal åewa
closed syllable dageå lene mappiq  silent åewa YHWH (§3.8)
dageå forte furtive pata˙ open syllable Tetragrammaton (§3.8)

21. Each has various sub-types, which we leave to the reference grammars (see Bibliography).
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3.6 Vocabulary

mountain; mountain range, hill 
country, high country (especially in 
contrast to valleys; cf. Jg 1.19)

rh; .26
humanity, humankind, man; Adam 
(cf. vyai) ~d'a' .18

dwell, live, settle; sit; stay, remain bvy .27 brother, male relative xa' .19

eye; well, water-source (cf. En-gedi 
[ydiG>-!y[e] “the well of the kid”) !yI[;© .28 eat, devour, consume lka .20

face, presence (always plural) ~ynIP' .29 say, speak; think rma .21

stretch out, reach; let go, send 
[away] xlv .30

daughter, female descendant (cf. 
Bathsheba [[b;v,-tB;] “daughter of an 
oath”, or “seventh daughter”)

tB; .22

name, fame, reputation ~ve .31 daughters tAnB'
hear, listen (lAqB. + [mv, hear the 
voice of ≈ obey)

[mv .32 people [group], nation, folk yAG .23

year (cf. hn"V'h; varo, Rosh hashanah, 
“the head of the year” [New Year])

hn"v' .33 (f.) road, way, path, journey; custom %r,D,©© .24

come, go, walk, travel; a general term 
for travel/motion %lh .25

3.7 Exercises

1. Identify each dageå as either forte or lene, and each åewa as silent or vocal. Be prepared to 
explain how you determined your answer.

 

dBeK; .k ~yvin"a] .a

!heKo .l hV'ai .b

yliK. .m ~r,j,©B. .c

rP;Ku .n tyIB;© .d

x:Be©z>mi .o !Be .e

hm'x'l.mi .p rb;D> .f

%l,m,© .q rb'D' .g

jP'v.mi .r ~D' .h

~aun> .s %r,D,© .i

~h,yle[] .t rm,aYo¨w: .j

2. Divide each word into syllables, and identify (the chart format is optional)
 a. each syllable as open or closed  b. each vowel as long, short, or half
 c. each dageå as forte or lene   d. each åewa as silent or vocal

 

Example: WrP.k;y> WbT.k.Ti

Syllables Wr P. pk; y> Wb T. k.Ti

Open/Closed O O C O O O C

Vowel length L H S H L H S

Dageå¢t forte lene lene

Åewas vocal22 vocal vocal silent

22. Dageå forte technically represents two of the same letter, separated by [an invisible] silent åewa. This 
method of analyzing dageå forte is extremely artificial, and for pedagogical purposes only. The first of the 
doubled letter closes a syllable, and second opens the next syllable. Do not supply the “invisible” silent åewa 
that is “between” the doubled letters.
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hm'x'l.mi f. ~r,j,©B. a.

tr,m,©v.mi g. rb;D. b.

jP'v.mi h. %r,D,© c.

~aun> i. dBeK; d.

~y[iv.Ti j. hl'y>l;© e.

After you have done this, practice pronouncing these and the rest of your vocabulary.

3.8 Enrichment: The Divine Name

Most English Bibles distinguish “the LORD” (small capital letters) from “the Lord” (capitalized first 
letter). This distinguishes the personal name of God (“the LORD”) from the generic noun or title that 
means “lord” or “master”, referring to both humans (“my master”) and God (“the/my Lord”).

Hebrew Pronunciation Interpretation

The Tetragrammaton (tetra “four” + gramma 
“letter”) is the personal name of God.

hwhy

For unknown reasons (although we might 
speculate that it was in order to avoid 
breaking the commandment of Ex 20.7), the 
divine name (hwhy) was read as though it 
were pointed with the vowels of yn"doa].

hwhy + 
vowels of 

yn"doa]

Adonai 
(usually)

“Lord”

This yielded a form (hw"hoy>) that came to be 
misread as “Jehovah” (which is not a biblical 
word or name). [The initial ˙atef-patahi was 
written as åewa under the -y.]

hw"hoy>

________

hw"hy>

Adonai
“the Lord”
“my Lord”
“my Master”

Some read the form as am'v. (i.e., “the Name” 
in Aramaic), although many read the Tetra-
grammaton as though it were ~Veh;, “the 
Name” in Hebrew.

The original pronunciation of the divine 
name was thus lost.

Some clues to its pronunciation
• In the Psalter, Exodus (twice) and Isaiah 
(three times), the first syllable of the divine 
name is used as a shortened form of the 
whole: 
Hy"-Wll.h; (e.g., Ps 150.1, 6), which suggests 
the pronunciation of the first syllable.

Hy"
Yah

• Greek texts occasionally transliterate [and 
abbreviate] the divine name as Iaw, which 
suggests a pronunciation like Yahweh (-ω- to 
approximate the sound of w).

Iaw

The orthography is thus often restored as 
(using Masoretic pointing).

hw<h.y: 
or 

hwEh.y:

Yah ⋅ veh 3 ms hifil imperfect 
of hyh: “he causes 
to become/happen”

Regardless of the exact history of its pronunciation (which is largely conjectural), the main point 
is that the Tetragrammaton, YHWH, is a personal or proper name (not a title), whereas yn"doa] (Lord, 
Master) and ~yhil{a/ (God) are common nouns that were used as titles for the true God. When we 
realize that the term glossed as “the LORD” is a proper name we can better understand the constant 
reference to “the LORD your God” (which often seems tautologous—who else would be God?), which 
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would have reminded Israel that YHWH was the God to whom Israel owed covenantal fealty, not 
Molech, Dagon, Baal, or any other pagan deity (all of whom could be called lae or ~yhil{a/, “God”, or 
WnyheOla/, “our God” by their worshippers).

^yh,l{a/ hwhy YHWH your God (Dt 6.1)

~yhil{a/h' aWh hwhy YHWH is God [i.e., not Baal] (1 Kgs 18.39); 
probably in the sense: YHWH is the [true] God!

`hwhy ynIa]-yKi ~T,[.d;ywI “… and that you may know that I am YHWH.”

wyl'ae Wrm.aYow: h[or.P;-la, !roh]a;w> hv,mo aboY"w: So Moses and Aaron went to Pharaoh and 
said to him,

~yrib.[ih' yhel{a/ hwhy rm;a'-hK “Thus says YHWH, the god of the Hebrews: …” 
(Ex 10.2b-3a).23

ynIdoal; hwhy ~aun> YHWH’s declaration to my master/lord: … 
(Ps 110.1)

%yIh;OlawE hwhy %yIn:doa] rm;a' hKo Thus says your master, YHWH, even your god: 
“… (Is 51.22)

1. When it immediately follows or precedes the term yn"doa] (Lord, Master), hwhy is pointed with 
the vowels that correspond to ~yhil{a/ (hwIhy> yn"doa]) so that it would be read as ’Elohim rather 
than ’Adonai (thus avoiding the reading ’Adonai ’Adonai). This occurs about three hundred 
times in Biblical Hebrew.

2. Since the potential abuse of the name of God is a grave concern to many, some journals 
and books do not spell it out (e.g., as “Yahweh”), even when citing a biblical text in which it 
occurs (the journal or book might be thrown in the trash or otherwise treated callously, thus 
dishonoring “the Name”). Instead, they may follow the scribal practice of abbreviating it as “y, 
or transliterate it without vowels (“Yhwh” or “YHWH”), or both.

3. Although the reasoning that led Israel to avoid or stop pronouncing the divine Name may 
have been (or at least sound) superstitious, its origin was positive—the desire to obey the 
commandment and avoid the curse. This was a “hedge” about the law: something that is 
never pronounced cannot be abused or misused. Some scholars suggest that the pronuncia-
tion of the Name was never known to any but the priests, and perhaps even passed from one 
high priest to the next, but there is no biblical evidence to support this theory.

4. The frequent use of these two terms to refer to the same God occasioned a great deal of 
discussion through the ages. Some rabbis suggested that hwhy refers to God in his covenantal, 
relational rôle, whereas ~yhil{a/ points to his godhood and power, and that the compound form 
~yhla hwhy (one half of its occurrences are in Gn 2–3) deliberately identified the creator 
God of Genesis 1 (only ~yhla) as the covenantal and relational God (hwhy) of the rest of the 
book of Genesis.

5. These are not, of course, the only divine names or titles in Scripture, but they are by far the 
most common.

23. The point of Ex 10.2b-31 is that both Israelites and Egyptians [Pharaoh] will realize that the 
plagues that are afflicting Egypt are the work of the God of the Hebrews (i.e., YHWH), not of some other god 
(cf. Ex 20.2).
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Part II
LESSONS 4–17

NOMINAL GRAMMAR 
VERBAL GRAMMAR (I)

This section introduces the forms of the noun and basic [strong] verb, and how they function in 
phrases, clauses, and sentences (morphosyntax), so that when you finish of these lessons, you 
should be able to read nominal phrases and verbal and non-verbal clauses.

You should be able to recognize and interpret the forms of the noun, adjective, pronouns (inde-
pendent and suffixed), and basic verb, and in the exercises you will have read a number of clauses 
and phrases of Biblical Hebrew, so that the basic aspects of phrasal and clausal syntax should have 
become relatively familiar.

More specifically, you should be able to identify nouns as definite or indefinite; to identify which 
noun an adjective is modifying, whether or not that adjective is attributive, predicate (or  substantive, 
if no noun is present); to recognize and identify construct chains as primarily  subjective, objective, 
or adjectival; to identify (parse) verbal forms of the qal stem of the basic verb; and to identify the 
constituent elements of compound forms (e.g., a “word” made up of conjunction + preposition + 
article + noun).

Some of these concepts—e.g., nouns and verbs themselves, singular, plural, conjunctions, the 
imperative—will be familiar from English and other languages, even though their forms are quite 
different in Hebrew. Other aspects of these chapters—e.g., person, gender, number of verbal forms—
will be familiar to students of languages which mark verbal forms to show agreement with their 
subjects. The construct—Hebrew’s way of showing the “of” relationship between substantives—will 
be largely unknown to most students, although its function is the same as “of” in English (along 
with some other common English syntagms).

These lessons also introduce the concept of “discourse”—that words function (have “meaning”) 
primarily in context, and that their context is not primarily the individual clause or sentence, but 
the entire story, sermon, poem, etc. in which they occur.24 In fact, we will see that grammar (the 
combination of words and their forms to create meaningful texts) normally functions at the level of 
the paragraph (story, etc.) as well as within clauses and sentences.

Finally, because all languages are individual, some aspects of Hebrew, such as word order, as 
well as the non-semantic signals of clausal function (i.e., the distinction between conjunctive and 
disjunctive clauses, and the significance of that difference) will be entirely new ground for nearly 
all students.

The “enrichment” paragraphs in these lessons are extremely important, as they illustrate and 
apply the exegetical significance of the lessons. They are integral to the grammar, not merely 
“extras”.

24. The term “discourse” refers to the entire episode, whether that is a story (narrative), a set of instruc-
tions, a declaration about future events (prophecy), poem, conversation, &c. “Discourse” can also refer to the 
entire world within which the episode occurs or is described (the “universe of discourse”).
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Lesson 4
THE NOUN

Many languages, like English, depend on endings, word order, or both to show a word’s function in 
a sentence or clause, and to show the functional relationships between words. English adjectives, 
for example, usually come between the article and the noun that they modify (e.g., “the red book”, 
“a wise old prophet”). A word’s function or role in English is normally indicated by its position in 
the sentence:

a. The hungry man ate an apple.
b. A hungry apple ate the man.

Since word order in English is usually subject-verb-object (SVO), these sentences differ in function, 
even though all six words are identical (counting “a/an” as two forms of one lexical item).

Another way to show both function and association is to put an ending on a word—called an 
inflection25—different endings indicate the word’s rôle in the sentence and the functional relation-
ships between words in a clause. In the previous sentences, for example, we know that “hungry” 
describes “man” in a, but that it describes “apple” in b, since adjectives in English precede the word 
that they modify. Many languages, however, use fairly sophisticated inflectional systems to show 
agreement, or concord between words. Greek, Latin, and German, for example, use sets of endings 
called “cases” to indicate the rôle that different words play in the sentence (e.g., the nominative and 
accusative indicate the subject and object, respectively).

Endings may also indicate “gender” to show which words modify (or are modified by) other words. 
In French, for example, many adjectives add the letter “e” to the end of the lexical form when they 
modify feminine nouns. “Inflected” languages—in which endings show the function of and relation-
ship between words (the case and gender + number, respectively)—often do not depend on word 
order to show syntax as heavily as does English. English, for example, uses gender only with third 
person pronouns (“his”, “she”, “its”), and only nouns are inflected for number (by the addition of the 
suffix “-s”), which means that word order is crucial to function in English (as the above sentence 
illustrates).

Although Hebrew nouns, adjectives, and verbs are inflected, sentences in Hebrew prose have 
a fairly restricted word order (although not nearly as rigid as word order in English). Inflection 
in Hebrew shows how words are related, but not syntactical function (as, e.g., subject or object). 
Nominal endings indicate gender (masculine, feminine) and number (singular, plural) in order to 
show concord between words, revealing which words “belong together”.

4.1 Gender

Every content word (noun, finite verb, pronoun, adjective, participle)26 in Biblical Hebrew belongs 
to one of two classes, called “masculine” and “feminine”. Grammarians assign gender based on 
the gender of any verbs and adjectives that modify the word, and of pronouns that refer to it; i.e., 
feminine nouns are only modified by feminine adjectives and referred to by feminine pronouns, 

25. To “inflect” is to “bend”, the term reflects the view that the endings are “bent” forms of the lexical, or 
“regular/straight” form.

26. A language’s lexicon (the list of all the words in that language) can be crudely divided between content 
words (verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs) and function words (everything else).
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and vice versa for masculine nouns. Pairs of words that refer to animate objects reflect so-called 
natural gender:

Masculine Nouns Feminine Nouns

man, husband vyai hV'ai woman, wife

bull, ox rP' hr'P' cow

(male) lamb sb,K, hs'b.Ki ewe (female) lamb

king %l,m, hK'l.m; queen

son !Be tB; daughter

brother, [male] relative xa' tAxa' sister, [female] relative

father, ancestor ba' ~ae mother, ancestress

Nouns that are feminine tend to end in either h- or t- . Masculine nouns can end in any letter 
of the alphabet, but tend not to end in h- or t-. Although endings are clues to a noun’s gender, they 
are only secondary clues, since we can be confident of a noun’s gender only if it occurs as the subject 
of a verb, if it is modified by an adjective, or if it is referred to by a pronoun. The gender of words 
that are never modified in these ways cannot be identified with certainty; their apparent gender 
is assigned based on their endings. Adjectives and participles, on the other hand, always have the 
ending that matches the gender [and number, below] of the word that they refer to or modify.

4.2 Number

Number is the other part of the concord system of Biblical Hebrew. In addition to suggesting gender, 
every noun’s ending indicates whether the noun refers to one or more than one, and, together with 
its gender, shows which words modify it. Again, as with gender (above), the number of an adjective 
or participle is determined by the word that it modifies or refers to, so that the reader or hearer can 
track how words in the clause or phrase relate to each other.

4.3 The Forms of the Noun

Singular Plural

Masculine sWs27
horse or ~ysiWs horses

horse of yseWs horses of 28

Feminine

hs'Ws mare

tAsWs mares or 
mares of

ts;Ws mare of

tWkl.m; kingdom or 
kingdom of

1. Masculine singular nouns are considered unmarked—i.e., they normally have no special ending.
2. Feminine singular nouns are considered marked, since they usually end in either h '-, or t-, 

although some are unmarked (e.g., ry[I, city; #r,a,, land).
a. The construct singular ending (t-) and the plural ending (tA-) replace the final h-.
b. If the lexical form ends in t-, the singular has only one form (e.g., tWkl.m;); the plural 

ending (tA-) follows the t-.
3. Masculine plural nouns usually end in either ~y i- or y e-. These endings are added directly to 

the end of the singular form. The only function of the ending y e- is to signal that a noun is 
both plural and construct (the “of” function; see Lesson 9).

4. Feminine plural nouns usually end in tA- (occasionally in ~y i- or y e-).

27. Although sWs and hs'Ws are related, they are considered separate nouns.
28. Hebrew uses a form called the “construct” to indicate the “of” relationship (Lesson 9).
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5. Although most nouns follow the paradigm above, the plural of some cannot be predicted from 
their singular. [“Irregular” plurals are listed with their singulars in the vocabulary lists.]

 

father (m.) ba' tAba' fathers

man (m.) vyai ~yvin"a] men

woman (f.) hV'ai ~yvin" women

house (m.) tyIB; ~yTiB' houses

daughter (f.) tB; tAnB' daughters

city (f.) ry[i ~yri[' cities

Endings therefore merely suggest a noun’s gender—they do not determine it. Nouns in the vocab-
ulary lists that end in h- or t- are feminine, and other nouns are masculine, unless marked with 
“f.” or “m.”29

masc. sg. noun with “fem.” plural ba' father tAba' fathers

fem. sg. noun not in h- or t- with masc. plural dy" hand ~yId;y" hands [dual]

fem. sg. noun with “masc.” plural hV'ai woman ~yvin" women

fem. sg. noun not in h- or t- with fem. plural #r,a, land tAcr'a] lands

There are, however, tendencies in the gender of nouns. For example, parts of the body (e.g., dy", 
hand; lg<r,©, foot/leg; [:Arz>, arm/shoulder) are feminine (although dv', breast is masculine!). Tools or 
objects that people use (e.g., br,x,©, sword) also tend to be feminine.

4.4 Dual

Biblical Hebrew also uses a dual ending (~yI ;©-; accented on the penult) to refer to things that occur 
in pairs (e.g., parts of the body), or with units of measure to indicate two of that unit (e.g., “two 
hundred”, “two thousand”). It shows that such things were thought of primarily in pairs, even 
though they are usually glossed as simple plurals (“feet”, “wings”, not “two feet”, “two wings”).

Singular Dual

ear !z<ao© ~yIn:¨z>a' ears ynE¨z>a' ears of

hand dy" ~yId;©y" hands yde©y> hands of

nose @a; ~yIP;©a; nostrils

foot lg<r,© ~yIl;©g>r; feet yle©g>r; feet of

palm @K; ~yIP;©K; palms yPe©K; palms of

sandal l[;n:¨ ~yIl;©[]n: sandals yle©[]n: sandals of

wing @n"K' ~yIp;©n"K. wings ype©n>K; wings of

year hn"v' ~yIn:¨v' two years

hundred ha'me ~yIt;©me two hundred

thousand @l,a, ~yIP;©l.a; two thousand

A few other words have dual form, but lack any obviously dual quality or function:

~Il;©v'Wry> Jerusalem ~yIm;© water

~yIr;©c.mi Egypt30 ~yIm;©v' sky, heaven

29. If a noun never occurs as the subject of a verb, and is never modified by an adjective or participle, 
lexicographers assign its gender based on its endings.

30. Egypt was divided into “Upper” and “Lower” Egypt, but this does not seem to be the reason for the 
form of its name.
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4.5 Nominal Modification (I): The Article

To specify or modify something is to identify it more closely in order to narrow the field of possible 
referents. For instance, the main difference between “Please get a book” and “Please get the big tan 
book that is on the table” is that the second is more specific—the [a particular book, not just any 
book] big [not small or medium] tan [not red, yellow, blue, etc.] book that is on the table [not on the 
shelf, floor, etc.]. The adjectives “big” and “tan”, and the relative clause “that is on the the table” all 
modify the word “book”.

(1) Please get a book.

(2) … the book

(3) … my book

(4) … my tan book

(5) … my small tan book

(6) … my small tan book that is on the table

(7) … my small tan book—my copy of The Princess and Curdie—that is on the table

Thus, to modify nouns and other substantives, English uses the definite article (2), possession 
(3; either pronominal [“my”, “her”] or nominal [“Susan’s”, “the prophet’s”]), adjectives (4–5), relative 
clauses (6), apposition (7), and other means. In this example the phrases grow increasingly specific, 
so that (7) virtually assures us of getting the right book.

Like many languages, English uses these means of modification in virtually any combination, 
e.g., “a book that is on the table” (relative clause), or “my copy of The Princess and Curdie” (posses-
sion and identification). The complexity or fulness of a description is determined by the redundancy 
factor of language. That is, speakers and authors tend to include as much information as neces-
sary for effective communication.31 This is not an absolute value, and may apply more to casual 
conversation than to formal communication. On the other hand, authors who overestimate readers’ 
knowledge may write what they think is clear, but their readers may not understand (or may misin-
terpret) what they are trying to say.

Hebrew can also modify nouns by attaching, for example, the article, some prepositions, and 
possessive pronominal forms directly to the noun (rather like the -s plural in English).32 This first 
section describes the article, followed by a description of the most common conjunction.33

4.5.1 The Article: Function

The article in Biblical Hebrew corresponds roughly to English “the”; Biblical Hebrew has no indefi-
nite article.34 Words with the article are articular; words lacking the article are anarthrous. Artic-
ular nouns are grammatically “definite” and anarthrous nouns are often “indefinite”, but Biblical 
Hebrew also has several other common ways to show a word’s definiteness or indefiniteness (e.g., 
the “construct”, below). Since English and Biblical Hebrew use their articles differently, articular 
words in the biblical text are not necessarily glossed using an English definite article.

31. The linguistic tendency toward efficiency explains why we rarely speak like sentence (7). If there were 
no other book nearby, we might say only, “Please get my [or even “the”] book”, since that would communicate 
enough information.

32. Biblical Hebrew also modifies nominal function by means of separate words, such as prepositions, 
adjectives, relative clauses, the construct chain (the “of” relationship), nominal apposition, and hendiadys.

33. A conjunction links lexemes, phrases, or clauses; it does not “modify” a noun. It is included here for 
pedagogic reasons.

34. The actual situation is slightly more complicated. Generic English nouns (e.g., “cow”, “house”, “son”—
i.e., not proper names) must be modified by either an article (“the”, “a/an”) or a possessive (e.g., “her”, “our”, 
“their”); since they are not used “absolutely”, the sentence *Shepherd saw dog is “ill-formed” (both nouns 
require an article). Biblical Hebrew, however, has no word(s) whose function is limited to that of “a/an”, 
although the word “one” (dx'a,) occasionally fills that rôle.
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That a word is indefinite does not mean that it is non-specific. For example, the phrase “a dog” 
in the sentence “She saw a dog” refers to a specific dog (the dog that she saw), even though the 
word “dog” is grammatically indefinite. Because Biblical Hebrew and English differ in their use 
of the article, words that are anarthrous in Hebrew often end up being definite in English. This is 
especially common in biblical poetry, where the article is relatively infrequent, but also occurs in 
prose.35

4.5.2 The Article: Form

The article consists of a syllable prefixed to a word: • h; (he-pata˙ plus dageå forte in the first letter 
of the word; the size of the dageå forte is deliberately exaggerated). This combination of pata˙ + 
dageå forte is sometimes called the “pointing of the article” when it occurs at the beginning of a 
word. The article in Hebrew has only one form (i.e., it is not inflected for gender or number); apart 
from doubling the first consonant, it rarely affects the form of its word (#3, below).

1. This chart lists words with and without the article (the transliteration shows the doubling).36

 

[a] king melek %l,m,© %l,M,©h; hammelek the king

years å¡nîm ~ynIv' ~ynIV'h; haåå¡nîm the years

[a] name å™m ~ve ~Veh; haåå™m the name

2. When a word begins with a begad-kefat letter, dageå lene “becomes” the dageå forte of the 
article:

 

[a] house bayit tyIB;© tyIB;©h; habbayit the house

words deb¡rîm ~yrib'D> ~yrib'D>h; haddeb¡rîm the words

3. The article affects the form of a few words (in addition to doubling the first letter) in which 
a short vowel in the lexical form “lengthens” to qameß when the article is added:

 

box (ark) !Ara] !Ara'h' the box (ark)

land, earth #r,a, #r,a'h' the land, earth

garden !G: !G"h; the garden

mountain, hill country rh; rh'h' the mountain, hill country

festival gx; gx'h, the festival

people, nation ~[; ~['h' the people, nation

bull rP; rP'h; the bull

4. In two situations the first letter of the word does not double, so that the pointing of the 
article is not • h; (he-pata˙ followed by dageå forte):
a. Words that begin with yod or mem followed by vocal åewa.

 

Judahites yehûdîm ~ydIWhy> ~ydIWhy>h; hayhûdîm the Judahites

kings mel¡kîm ~ykil'm. ~ykil'm.h; hamel¡kîm the kings

35. The opposite is also true. For example, the subject of Genesis 14.13a is an otherwise unknown  fugitive, 
who is identified with the article: ~r'b.a;l. dGEY:w: jyliP'h; aboY"w: The fugitive came and reported to Abram … 
(Gn 14.13). To identify him in English, however, as “the fugitive” could mislead casual readers or hearers, who 
would conclude—based on their experience of English—that the article means that he was mentioned before 
this point in the story.

36. Transliterations are illustrative (pedagogical) rather than technically precise.
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b. Words that begin with a guttural (a h x [) or reå (r).37

 

hill country har rh; rh'h' h¡h¡r the hill country

cities ‘¡rîm ~yrI[' ~yrI['h, he‘¡rîm the cities

5. These are all of the possible forms [pointings] of the article:

 

• h; before words beginning with all letters except a, h, x, [, r
tyIB;©h; the house

%l,M,©h; the king

before x, h br,x,©h; the sword

h; before –m. (sometimes) and –y>
~yliG>r;m.h; the spies

~ydIWhy>h; the Jews

before -n> (vocal åewa) ~yrI['n>h; the youths

h' before -a, -r, and (usually) -[
vyaih' the man

ry[ih' the city

varoh' the head

before –x' ~k'x'h, the wise man

h, before unaccented -h' ~yrIh'h, the mountains

before unaccented -[' ~yrI['h, the cities

N.B.:  You do not need to memorize this list, or the table in #5; the main point is to recognize a 
word as anarthrous or articular.

4.6 The Conjunction waw (- w> )

Conjunctions are particles or function words that join words, phrases, or clauses (cf. “juncture”, 
“junction”). English has a multitude of conjunctions, many of which also specify the relationship 
between the clauses or phrases as contrast (“but”), alternatives (“or”), concession (“although”), etc. 
Hebrew has a number of conjunctions, but the most common by far is the letter w, which is prefixed 
to the first word in the clause or phrase.

4.6.1 Function

The conjunction waw (also pronounced vuv) shows, for example, that clauses are related, but it 
does not imply anything about how they are related. The function of the waw depends entirely on 
the relationship between the two clauses which it joins. It therefore can represent the function of 
nearly any English conjunction, such as “and”, “but”, “or”, “because”, “so that”, “although”. None 
of these represent its “real” or “literal” function. On the other hand, these glosses are not equally 
permissible—or even possible—in a given context. The first step in interpreting any waw is to 
understand the content of the clauses that it joins so that we can determine their relationship.

1. Vocal åewa usually links the conjunction to its word; adding the waw to a word does not 
affect the word itself (apart from the usual loss of initial dageå lene due to the vocal åewa 
under the conjunction):

37. On gutturals see §22.1; their lack of doubling is their only characteristic that affects the article (for 
doubling, see §3.2b).
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a man vyai vyaiw> and a man

a day ~Ay ~Ayw> but a day

a camel lm'G" lm'g"w> and a camel

2. The vowel under the conjunction may be affected by the first letter of the word. When 
prefixed to a word beginning with a bilabial (“two lips”) consonant (b m p), or to a word that 
has åewa as the first vowel, the conjunction becomes åureq (W). This is the only time that a 
Hebrew syllable begins with a vowel.

 

a house tyIB;© tyIb;©W and a house

transgression [v;P,© [v;p,©W or a transgression

a proverb lv'm' lv'm'W even a proverb

from the king %l,M,©h;me %l,M,©h;meW and from the king

their names ~h,yteAmv. ~h,yteAmv.W but their names

4.6.2 Form

These are all of the possible forms (pointings) of the conjunction waw:

Conjunction Prefixed to … Examples

-w: all words except the following laer'f.yIw> and Israel

words beginning with åewa tAr['n>W or maidens

-W dg<b,©W and a garment

words beginning with b m p hK'l.m;W or a queen

words beginning with hiatef-patahi ~Alx]w: but a dream

-w: certain verbal forms bTok.YIw: [and] he wrote

hwhy hwhyw: and YHWH

-w< words beginning with hiatef-segol tm,a/w< and truth

-wE ~yhil{a/ ~yhil{awE and God

-wI words beginning with y> hd'WhywI and Judah

-w"

words beginning with hiatef-qamesi ynI[\w" and affliction

words beginning with an accented syllable
#r,a'©w" and earth

hl'y>l;©w" and night

a verbal form (all 1cs preterites) bTOk.a,w" [and] I wrote

N.B.:  You need not memorize this chart. The point is that any form beginning with a waw 
begins with the conjunction, no matter how the waw is pointed.38

38. About ten nouns in Biblical Hebrew begin with waw; none occurs more than 9 times; most occur once. 
No lexical item begins with -W.
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4.7 Compound Forms (“Words”)

A single form (word) can thus be comprised of several elements, such as the conjunction, article, 
and noun (always in that order). The goal is to be able to identify the components of the compound 
form on the right:

noun article + noun conjunction + article + noun

tyIB;© tyIB;©h; tyIB;©h;w>
a house the house and the house

%l,m,© %l,M,©h; %l,M,©h;w>
a king the king or the king

~yvin" ~yviN"h; ~yviN"h;w>
women the women or the women

4.8 Concepts

affix bilabial form modification/modify preposition
anarthrous conjunction function noun qal
article context gender number separable
articular dual inseparable plural singular
aspect feminine masculine [nominal] prefix

4.9 Vocabulary

altar; place of sacrifice x:Bez>mi .43

lord, master !Ada'
.34(my) [divine] Lord, Master (note the 

ending)
yn"Ada]

water; yme waters of ~yIm;© .44 tent; dwelling/home lh,ao© .35

judgment, justice; justly; custom jP'v.mi .45 fire vae .36

cross over, pass through/by; 
trespass rb[ .46 the (for other forms, see §4.5.2(5)) • h; .37

long/remote time (i.e., time 
without visible or imaginable 
end); age[s] (trad. “forever”)

~l'A[ .47

and, but, or, even, … - w>
.38- w> before words that begin with 

b, m, p or have initial vocal åewa
- W

stand (stop; stay (in place)) dm[ .48 sword, dagger, knife br,x,© .39

army, host; military duty; cf. the 
phrase tAab'c. hwhy YHWH [of] 
hosts

ab'c' .49

YHWH (proper name) hwhy
.40

YH (proper name; shortened form)
hy"
 Hy"

head, top, peak (of mountain); 
beginning (cf. #16) varo .50

sea; ~yMiy: seas; ~Y"h; the sea; west ~y" .41

take, get, acquire; buy; marry 
(a wife)

xql .42

4.10 Exercises

Grammatical exercises are generally designed to help you to learn to see contextual examples of 
patterns so that you can begin to recognize them as they occur in the biblical text, not with the 
goal of assigning precise or exact functions to words, phrases, etc. The point of these particular 
 exercises is that you learn to recognize some nominal affixes—the plural nominal endings, article, 
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and conjunction waw—and to identify the vocabulary form of nouns when combined with these 
affixes.

1. Provide a gloss for each noun, identify its gender and number, and write out its lexical 
[vocabulary list] form.

 

(2 Kgs 21.3) tAxB.z>mi .h (Ex 34.7) tAba' .a

aybin" prophet (1 Kgs 18.4) yaeybin> .i (Nu 31.53) vyai .b

(Lv 27.2) tAvp'n> .j (2 Sa 7.14) ~yvin"a] .c

(1 Kgs 11.1) ~yvin" .k (Ezk 14.16) tAnB' .d

(Ps 69.36) yre[' .l (Hos 11.10) ~ynIB' .e

(Ps 104.4) tAxWr .m (Ex 1.21) ~yTiB' .f

(Ps 148.4) ymev. .n (2 Kgs 19.23) ~yrih' .g

2. Provide English glosses for these phrases. Be prepared to analyze and explain their elements 
(e.g., the spelling of the article or conjunction). If a word has more than one gloss translate 
it both ways (e.g., vyai as both “husband” and “man”); Give the lexical form of words that do 
not have their lexical form. Note the hints on the left.

 

hl'y>l;© night hl'y>l;©w" ~Ay .i ~yhil{awE ~d'a' .a

rf; noble ~yrIF'h;w> %l,M,©h; .j hV'aiw> vyai .b

aybin" prophet %l,M,©h;w> ~yaiybiN>h; .k tyIb;©W .c

tAcr>a;w> ~yrI[' .l tyIB;©h;w> .d

~yrIh'h,w> ~yrI['h, .m tAnb'W ~ynIB' .e

~yTiB'h;w> ~yrI['h, .n ~yrIh'h,w> rh'h' .f

hm'x'l.mi war hm'x'l.miW ~Alv' .o ~ykil'm.W ~ynIh]Ko .g

~yIm;v' heaven(s), sky #r,a'©h'w> ~yIm;©V'h; .p bh'z"w> @s,K,© .h

4.11 Enrichment: Hendiadys

Hendiadys (Greek for “one through two”) is the name given to two words that can be linked to refer to 
a single entity. A common hendiadys, #r,a'©w" ~yIm;©v'—heaven and earth, refers to the entire created order 
(perhaps what we call the “universe”), for which there is no specific lexeme in Biblical Hebrew.

Jonah used a unique hendiadys to tell the sailors that he feared [served] “YHWH, the god of 
heaven, who made the sea and the dry land” (hv'B'Y:h;-ta,w> ~Y"h;-ta, (Jon 1.9)). Since the sailors wanted 
to get from the sea onto dry land (1.13), Jonah’s way of identifying the creator was crafted to catch 
their attention! And it worked, as their response shows: a great fear (1.10), duplicated after they 
throw Jonah into the sea (1.16).

The satan [accuser] tells YHWH to afflict Job himself (rather than merely destroy his property and 
family), by saying “Only put forth your hand and strike his bone and his flesh [Arf'B.-la,w> Amc.[;-la,] 
…” (Jb 2.5), not a reference to internal and external physical affliction, but to Job’s entire body.

Hendiadys is also a verbal function, when two verbs describing the same event or when one verb 
modifies the following verb. In 1 Kgs 17.20, the two verbs (… rm;aYOw: … ar'q.YIw:) must refer to the 
same event since calling and speaking are not discrete acts (i.e, to call is to speak).

yh'l{a/ hwhy rm;aYOw: hwhy-la, ar'q.YIw: And he called to YHWH, and said “YHWH my God, …” 
(1 Kgs 17.20)

Occasionally as many as three verbs describe one event; the combination in Jg 9.7 suggests that 
Jotham was probably shouting so that the rulers of Shechem could hear him from atop Mount 
Gerizim:

yl;ae W[m.vi ~h,l' rm,aYOw: ar'q.YIw: AlAq aF'YIw: And he lifted his voice and called and said to them
“Listen to me, …” (Jg 9.7)
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Lesson 5
THE HEBREW VERB39

The verb may be thought of as the “motor” of the sentence: it makes the sentence “run” or “go”. It 
does this by identifying what the subject of the sentence did, or by describing the subject itself.40

a. Moses wrote Psalm 90.
b. Moses was humble.

Sentence (a) tells us what Moses did (it identifies a deed that he performed), but does not describe 
him; sentence (b) describes Moses himself, without telling us anything about what he has done. 
Both functions can be combined in a single sentence, which can be either compound (c) (i.e., two or 
more parallel clauses) or complex (d) (i.e., at least one clause is subordinate to another):

c. Moses was a humble man, and he wrote Psalm 90.
d. Moses, who was a humble man, wrote Psalm 90.

Since English is a “slot” language in which a word’s function is determined by its position, we 
normally recognize the verb in an English clause or sentence by its position—the verb is the word 
following the subject (which is the first word or group of words in the sentence).

e. The bears killed forty-two men.
f. The Levite bears the ark.

In (e) the word “bears” is the subject (since it begins the sentence and is preceded by the article 
“the”), and “killed” is the verb. In (f), however, “bears” is a verb, identifying or naming what the 
Levites (the subject) did to the ark. In either case, we know that “killed” and “bears” are the predi-
cates of their respective sentences because they follow their subjects.41

In (a) through (f), as in languages in general, the verbs define or describe the subject or its 
action(s). Verbs are therefore part of the comment of their clause.

A clause consists of a topic (or “subject”) and a comment (or “predicate”). In sentence (a), “God” 
is the topic and “created heaven and earth” is the comment (it describes an action of the subject). 
A sentence always consists of at least one clause, although a clause may not be a complete sentence. 
All three of the following sentences represent “complete” thoughts, but the thought represented by 
(h) is “more complete” than that in (g), and (i) is the most complete of the three. Only (g) consists 
of a single clause.

39. Much of the rest of this book addresses the functions and forms of the verb in Biblical Hebrew, not 
because verbs are somehow more fundamental or basic or “important” than nouns, but because the verbal 
system is the most complex aspect of Hebrew grammar.

40. This distinction between action and state is discussed further below (§15.1).
41. We sometimes recognize that a word is the verb because of its context, not because of its form or 

syntax:
a. “Bank!” the flight instructor screamed.
b. “Bank” was his laconic reply to “Where are you going?”
c. “Bank ahead” called the lookout on the riverboat.

Linda Dietch, a former student, told me that this example reminded her “… of my dad’s answer when I 
asked why he wasn’t around when my mom went into labor with my older brother: ‘I fell at the bank.’ He frac-
tured a vertebrae in his back and so he and my mom were hospitalized at the same time. My sympathy turned 
to irritation when I learned that he had fallen out of a tree stand at a river bank. He went on a hunting trip, 
leaving my mom alone when she was 8.5 months pregnant with their first child!”.
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g. Job was patient.
h. Job was patient, even when he was tested.
i. Job was patient, even when his flocks and herds were stolen, his servants and children 

killed, and he himself afflicted with boils.

Like nouns, verbs in Biblical Hebrew are inflected for several reasons: (1) to indicate that the 
form is a verb; and (2) to show the person, gender, and number (§5.1.3) of the noun(s) that it modi-
fies (its “subject”). Their inflection also indicates (3) the general function or nature of the clause 
(especially in narrative); and (4) the general time frame of the event or state that they describe. 
Verbal affixes (the “bits and pieces” that inflect the form) can be prefixed or suffixed to the verbal 
root (§5.1.1).

Verbal inflection is therefore part of the concord system (§4.1–2), since its affixes indicate its 
subject (the word that it modifies or comments on), and the relationship between the event or state 
that it describes and those described by verbs in other clauses. English has lost most of its inflec-
tional system; only third person singular forms are inflected by adding “s” (“I/you/we/they sing” vs. 
“he/she sings”).

5.1 Form

In discussing the verbal conjugations (Lessons 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13), “stems” (Lessons 18–21), and 
weak verbal roots (Lessons 24, 27, 28, 30, 31) the term “diagnostic” refers to those few vowel points 
(including dageå) that enable us to distinguish one form from another, or to determine the stem 
and root of a particular form. This is one aspect of a verb’s morphology, or “shape”, which is created 
by its subject affixes (§5.1.1) and by the vowel points that the Masoretes added to the consonantal 
text to tell readers how to read a particular form. We have already looked at the basic morphology 
of the noun (e.g., endings for gender and number); now we turn to the morphology of the verb in 
Biblical Hebrew.

5.1.1 Subject (PGN) Affixes

Verbs modify their subjects by identifying what the subject is or does. In English the verb follows 
the subject (word order again), but Hebrew verbs have affixes (prefixes and suffixes) that agree 
with the person, number, and gender of the subject.

1. The person [P] of the verb (first, second, third) shows the relationship of the speaker or 
narrator to the action or state described by the verb:

 

Person The speaker/narrator …

1st … describes himself as doing the action, or as 
existing in the state described by the verb

“I know”
“I thought”

“We see”
“We went”

2nd … directly addresses (speaks to) the subject of 
the verb

“You know”
“You thought”

“You see”
“You went”

3rd … talks or writes about the subject of the verb “He knows”
“They thought”

“She sees”
“He went”

2. The verb’s gender [G] (masculine, feminine) and number [N] (singular, plural) agree with 
the number and gender of its subject, so that the form of the Hebrew verb is sufficient to 
identify its subject (unlike the verb in English, which requires an explicit subject).

The three features of person-gender-number [PGN] are indicated by the form of the verb itself, 
whereas the subject of an English sentence is always a separate word, either a noun (“Moses”, “a 
servant”) or pronoun (“he”, “they”). The subject in Hebrew may be expressed by a noun or pronoun, 
but the narrator’s decision to identify the subject by using a separate word (whether it is a proper 
name or a common noun), phrase, or clause is one of the ways that he shapes the story.

Furthermore, although “he went” in English describes the action of one male (“he”), the form of 
the English verb (“went”) tells us nothing about its subject. The verb in Hebrew, however, identifies 
its subject as singular or plural, masculine or feminine, and first, second, or third person. Although 
“you” is completely ambiguous in English (singular? plural? male? female?), there is a specific 
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Hebrew verbal form for each 2nd person number-gender combination (2ms, 2fs, 2mp, 2fp), all of 
which are represented by “you” in contemporary English.

The range of subjects to which a given verbal form may refer is thus modified by verbal suffixes 
and prefixes—affixes attached to the end and beginning of the verbal root (below)—so that the verb 
agrees with the person, gender, and number [PGN] of its subject. There are two main sets of verbal 
PGN affixes, one for each of the two main sets of conjugations.

5.1.2 Verbal Root

Every verbal form consists of a set of consonants called the “verbal root”. The root usually has 
three, but sometimes two (rarely four) of these consonants, which we will call “radicals”.42 Verbal 
roots have been abstracted by grammarians from the forms of the verb.43

yTil.v;m' I ruled/reigned lvom. Rule! (masc. sg.)

lvom.yI He shall rule/reign ~yliv.Moh; Those (masc. pl.) who rule …

lv;m' He ruled/etc. WhWlyvim.hi They caused him to rule

When early grammarians recognized that these and other forms share the consonants l-v-m, and 
that they all refer in some way to “rule”, “govern[ment]”, “dominion”, etc., they concluded that these 
three consonants—in this order—were the “root” of a verb lvm, “rule/govern”, as well as the root 
(or source) of nouns referring to rule or government. Since many roots in the Semitic languages—
including Biblical Hebrew—have three radicals, the Semitic languages are said to be “triradical”.

Many lexical tools (lexicons, theological wordbooks and dictionaries, concordances, etc.) list both 
verbal forms and nouns under the verbal root that they are either “derived from” or “related to” 
(e.g., these nouns that contain lvm and refer to governance are listed after the verbal root lvm).

hl'v'm.m, rule, dominion, realm, kingdom 

lv,mo rule, dominion; authority (2x)

hl'v.mi rule, dominion; ruler

In order to use any of these tools you must know whether it lists words alphabetically or by root, 
and be able to identify the putative “roots” of nouns, since the nouns will be listed under [after] the 
verbal forms.

5.1.3 Conjugation

Hebrew verbs have two main sets of forms—the perfect (which has a more or less unique set of 
PGN affixes) and the imperfect (which “shares” PGN affixes and other characteristics with other 
conjugations). The main difference between these two main sets of conjugations44 is that the perfect 
uses PGN endings to agree with the subject, whereas the imperfect uses PGN prefixes and endings 
to agree with the subject. The perfect is thus also called the “suffix conjugation” and the imperfect 
is called the “prefix conjugation”. Their functions also differ (below). Although it is tempting to 
describe or think of these as tenses, they are not as fundamentally time-oriented as Indo-European 
tenses; any connotation of “tense” in Biblical Hebrew depends more heavily on the surrounding 
context and syntax than in, for example, English.

Some conjugations in Biblical Hebrew, such as the preterite and imperative, have a single or 
primary function—to narrate a series of past events and to give commands, respectively. The perfect 
and imperfect, on the other hand, have various functions, depending on, for example, whether or 
not they have a prefixed conjunction (-w). And some—more specifically, the imperfect—also has 
other functions that are discerned largely from their context, such as when the imperfect functions 
as a third-person “imperative”, as in “He should/ must/ought to …”

42. The term “radical” refers to the consonants of the verbal root (Latin radix, “root”).
43. Some grammars and most lexicons use the “root” sign (℘) when they discuss verbal roots.
44. The term “conjugation” is more neutral than either “tense” or “aspect”, both of which are potentially 

misleading with regard to Biblical Hebrew.
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Finally, the descriptions of the functions of the various conjugations in this book refer primarily 
to their function in biblical narrative or instructional discourse.45

5.1.4 Stem (binyan)

There are eight main ways of constructing verbal forms in Biblical Hebrew in order to show the 
type of action being described by the verb. The medieval grammarians referred to these combina-
tions of vowels and affixes as binyanîm (“buildings”), since they were “built” on or from the root; 
today called “stems”. [see §18.1]46

In form, some stems have a doubled middle radical (piel, pual), some have stem prefixes (hifil, 
hofal, nifal), one has both (hitpael), and one has neither (qal). Note that all of these names, except 
for “qal” have the letters “p” or “f” and “l”. This is because the early rabbinic grammarians used 
the verbal root l[p p‘l (“do, make”) as their paradigm verb, following the example of the Arabic 
gramarians.

Where English uses pronouns, helping verbs, and prepositions to show the type of action described 
by a verb (“David hid the sword”, “David hid [himself]”, “David was hidden”, “The sword was hidden 
by David”), Hebrew shows the function of the verbal form by, e.g., doubling the middle letter of the 
verbal root, and varying the forms and vowels of the prefixes.

Doubled II-radical Prefix Both Neither

Piel lVm Hifil lyvmh

Pual lVm Hofal lvmh Hitpael lVmth Qal lvm

Nifal lvmn

We begin with the qal (Q)47 stem, since more than two-thirds of all verbal forms in the Bible are in 
the qal. The word “qal” means “light”; qal is the only stem that has no stem prefix (its only prefix is 
the subject [PGN] prefix in imperfect and preterite), and no doubled letters (in the strong verb).48

5.2 The Imperfect

The prefix conjugation—the “imperfect”—primarily describes events or states that are either 
present or future to the time of the speaker. It therefore tends to be more frequent in direct quota-
tions and poetry than in narrative. (Biblical Hebrew rarely anticipates events, whereas anticipation 
is not infrequent in English, as in “He would soon discover …”.) It is therefore unlike the English 
imperfect (or the French imparfait), which refers to a continuous action in the past (e.g., “He was 
walking”)—the Hebrew imperfect does not refer to the past.49

5.2.1 Form

The imperfect50 uses prefixes and some suffixes to show the person, gender, and number of its 
subject. Every form of every imperfect has a PGN prefix; half of the forms also have endings. The 
affixes of the imperfect are:

45. In biblical poetry, conjugations seem to be used more for poetic reasons than for any temporal 
 reference.

46. They can also be called “constructions” or “patterns”. In some languages the term “stem” refers to the 
“unchangeable” part of a verbal or nominal form. In Semitic studies the three radicals are called the “root”; the 
verbal stems (combinations of vowels, prefixes, and doubling) are built “on” or “from” those roots.

47. The name of the stem sounds like “Cal” (a nickname for “Calvin”), not kwal (unlike English “q”, 
Hebrew q does not require a following “u”).

48. This means that doubling is not a sign of the qal, as it is of some other stems (below).
49. This statement refers primarily to biblical narrative, not to poetry.
50. The imperfect is also called “yiqtol” (the 3ms form of the qal imperfect of the verb ljq qtl, “kill”), or the 

“prefix conjugation” (since every form has a prefix). The name “imperfect” reflects the view that it describes 
action that was yet-to-be-complete.
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Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common - a I - n We

2nd
Masc. - T

You
W - T

You
Fem. y I - T hn" - T

3rd
Masc. - y He/It W - y

They
Fem. - T She/It hn" - T

1. Two sets of forms (2ms/3fs, 2fp/3fp) are identical, and can be distinguished only by context.
2. The dash (-) represents the consonants of the verbal root, which either follows, or is 

“surrounded by” the PGN affix.
3. A form with a yod prefix is always masculine.
4. The six forms with a - T prefix all require endings, context, or both to distinguish their PGN.
5. These affixes must be memorized, since they are used in the imperfect and preterite51 of all 

verbs, and the second-person endings are used in the imperative of all verbs.
6. Although the subject prefix is always followed by a vowel, none is listed here because the 

prefix vowel varies from stem to stem.

5.2.2 Qal Imperfect

The term qal (related to the verb llq qll, “be light, slight, trifling”) means “light”, and was used 
because the qal lacks the doubling and prefixes (or both) that occur in the other stems (Lessons 
18–21). The term “qal52 imperfect” refers to a particular combination of three elements: the radi-
cals of the verbal root, the PGN affixes of the imperfect, and the vowels that characterize the qal 
imperfect, a combination that yields the following paradigm:

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common lvom.a, I rule lvom.nI We rule

2nd
Masc. lvom.Ti

You rule
Wlv.m.Ti

You rule
Fem. yliv.m.Ti hn"l.vom.Ti

3rd
Masc. lvom.yI He rules Wlv.m.yI

They rule
Fem. lvom.Ti She rules hn"l.vom.Ti

1. The vowel for the qal PGN prefixes is ˙ireq (except 1cs—remember the close relation-
ship between the i/e vowels). Two other stems also have ˙ireq as their prefix vowel (nifal, 
hitpael,53 Lessons 18, 19).

2. The first radical (not the PGN prefix) is followed by silent åewa.
3. The vowel after the second radical in the qal imperfect is often ̇ olem (all forms except those 

with a vocalic ending). Because this vowel helps distinguish one stem from another, it is 
often called the “stem” or “theme” vowel.

4. Verbs that have a guttural (H, x, [) as their second or third radical (e.g., [mv, xlv) usually 
have pata˙ as their theme vowel. This pata˙ is the only difference between these verbs and 
lvm.

51. The preterite is the conjugation that identifies the “main storyline” of biblical narratives (Lesson 6).
52. It is also called “G” for Grundstamm (German: “basic stem”).
53. The names of the stems reflect the verbal root l[p (“do, make”), which was used as the paradigm 

verb by the early Jewish grammarians. The names (which are the 3ms perfect of l[p for each stem) are often 
written with a sign for ‘ayin: nif‘al, hitpa‘el to show the presence of the middle radical. This is left out for the 
sake of simplicity.
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Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common [m;v.a, I hear [m;v.nI We hear

2nd
Masc. [m;v.Ti

You hear
W[m.v.Ti

You hear
Fem. y[im.v.Ti hn"[.m;v.Ti

3rd
Masc. [m;v.yI He hears W[m.v.yI

They hear
Fem. [m;v.Ti She hears hn"[.m;v.Ti

5. Verbs with a as their third radical (III-a verbs) have qameß where [mv has pata˙, because 
the a cannot close the syllable (e.g., acm: ac'm.a,, ac'm.Ti, etc.). Since the a is silent, it is not 
followed by silent åewa, the second syllable is open, and the vowel is long.

 

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common ac'm.a, I find ac'm.nI We find

2nd
Masc. ac'm.Ti

You find
Wac.m.Ti

You find
Fem. yaic.m.Ti hn"ac'm.Ti

3rdº
Masc. ac'm.yI He finds Wac.m.yI

They find
Fem. ac'm.Ti She finds hn"ac'm.Ti

5.2.3 Function (HBI §2.2.2)

The function of the imperfect depends on its context, especially on the genre (literary type) of mate-
rial, and sometimes on whether or not the conjunction (-w>) is prefixed to the form. In the lengthy 
narratives of Genesis, for example, the imperfect is relatively infrequent, whereas it is by far the 
most frequent verb form in Leviticus (most of which is instruction, commandment, and prohibition, 
with little narration).

1. The imperfect usually occurs in direct or indirect quotations,54 and generally refers to future 
or present events.55

 

`yli-qx;c.yI [:meVoh;-lK' Everyone who hears will laugh for me (Gn 21.6).

`ry[ic' dbo[]y: br;w> “… and the older shall serve the younger” (Gn 25.23).

`la'g>a, ykinOa' rm,aYOw: He said, “I will redeem” (Ru 4.4).

Wrm.v.Ti rv,a] ytiyrIB. tazO This is my covenant which you shall keep (Gn 17.10).

It occurs in both main and secondary clauses, as in Gn 17.10. “This is my covenant” is the 
main clause—it is the primary part of the sentence—and the relative clause (introduced by 
the relative rv,a]) is secondary or supplemental to it.

2. The following list of functions of the imperfect is not meant to intimidate beginning students, 
but rather to arm you against simply equating the imperfect with the [English] future by 
demonstrating some of the variety of expression possible within a single conjugation. When 
beginning your study of Hebrew, assume that an imperfect verb refers to the present or 
future, unless a modifying particle occurs, or there is enough context to show that it has 

54. An indirect quotation reports what someone said, thought, or felt, and is usually introduced by “that”: 
“He said that she had finished”. A direct quotation would be: “He said, ‘She finished’.” Indirect quotations also 
occur with verbs of perception (e.g., “see”, “hear”), and emotion (e.g., “fear”, “rejoice”).

55. Since those have not yet occurred, they may be called irrealis (“not real”). This does not mean that the 
events will not happen, merely that they had not happened as of the time of the quotation.
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some other use (or your teacher directs you otherwise). You will find this list more helpful 
when you begin reading the biblical text.
a. The imperfect occurs in conditional sentences, generally preceded by ~ai (if) or al{ ~ai (if 

not; also with yl;Wa, perhaps):

 

la'g>yI bAj %lea'g>yI-~ai “If he will redeem you—good, let him redeem.

%lea\g"l. #Pox.y: al{-~aiw> But if he is not pleased [willing] to redeem you …” (Ru 3.13).

la;g>yI al{-~aiw> la'G> la;g>Ti-~ai “If you will redeem, redeem! But if he will not redeem” (Ru 4.4)

b. The imperfect can be negated by al{ or la; (both ≈ not). Depending on the context, a 
negated second person imperfect may express a prohibition:56

 

Wnyleae rm;a' vyaih'-yKi drenE al{ “… we will not go down, for the man said to us,

yn:p' War>ti-al{ ‘You shall not see my face …” (Gn 43.5).

`Wxl'v.ti al{ rm,aYow: He said, “Do not send” (2 Kgs 2.16). 

xc'r.Ti al{ “You shall not murder” (Ex 20.13).

bnOG>Ti al{ “You shall not steal” (Ex 20.15).

c. When it is not first in its clause, the imperfect may be modified by a particle:

 

xm'c.yI ~r,j, hd,F'h; bf,[e-lk'w> and every wild herb had not yet sprouted, … 
(Gn 2.5; ~r,j,© ≈ not yet); = “no herb had yet sprouted”

`^yxia' tm;x] bWvT'-rv,a] d[; “… until your brother’s anger turns away” 
(Gn 27.44; rv,a] d[; ≈ until)

~yhil{a/h' ynEy[eB. rv;yyI yl;Wa “Perhaps it will be good in God’s eyes …” 
(Nu 23.27; yl;Wa ≈ perhaps)

d. When the imperfect occurs with the conjunction (w>) it always begins its clause, is usually 
followed by its subject, and generally refers to the future. It seems to imply that the 
imperfect is closely linked to the preceding verb (which is often an imperative or another 
imperfect). Many times the verb merely describes the next in a logical or chronological 
sequence of events, but, depending on the context and on the relationship between the 
function (“meaning”) of the verbal roots, this syntagm may also imply purpose or result.

 

~Y"h; tg:d>bi WDr>yIw> … ~d'a' hf,[]n: “Let us make mankind … so that they may rule …” 
(Gn 1.26).

`dbeanO al{w> Wnl' ~yhil{a/h' tVe[;t.yI yl;Wa “Perhaps God will save us, so that we do not 
perish” (Jon 1.6).

tWmn" al{w> hy<x.nIw> “… that we may live and not die” (Gn 43.8).

3. Hebrew lacks forms that correspond to what are called “helping”, “auxiliary”, or “modal” 
verbs (e.g., “may, might, will/would, shall/should, ought”).57 Imperfect forms can apparently 
serve any of these functions, but the nuance of any given imperfect form is open to debate 
(see the examples above). This is especially clear in biblical poetry, where a single form 
might be rendered as either “May YHWH bless you” (precative—a prayer), “YHWH blesses [is 
blessing] you” (present indicative), or “YHWH will/shall58 bless you” (future). Even published 
translations differ, and their renderings tend merely to follow tradition. For now, unless 
the context demands a modal interpretation, we will use the simple present or future to 
represent the imperfect (unless the context, especially a particle, indicates that the verb is 
functioning modally, as in Gn 17.18).

56. The imperative (Lesson 8) in Biblical Hebrew is used only for positive commands, not for  prohibitions.
57. The verbal root lky, glossed as “[be] able”, “can”, or “could”, is introduced with the infinitives (below).
58. The distinction between “will” and “shall” is complex, but this grammar uses “will” in the first person 

for simple futurity, and “shall” for intent, determination, or choice. In the second and third persons, “shall” is 
much stronger than “will” (e.g., “You shall not steal”). In American English, at least, this distinction is largely 
lost. “Shall” is viewed as more “correct” or “formal”; emphasis tends to be by means of vocal stress (“You will 
not get any dessert!”).
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… hV'aih' rm,aTow: The woman said … “From the fruit of the trees of the 
garden we may eat” (Gn 3.2)`lkeanO !G"h;-#[e yrIP.mi

tymiT' yn:b' ynEv.-ta, “My two sons you may put to death …” (Gn 42.37)

`^yn<p'l. hy<x.yI la[em'v.yI Wl “If only Ishmael might live before you!” 
(Gn 17.18; Wl, if only)

4. This brief discussion of conjugational function shows that, as in vocabulary (Lesson 2), so 
in grammar, there is no direct or one-to-one correspondence between Biblical Hebrew and 
English (i.e., they are non-isomorphic). The function of a given form depends on a complex 
interplay of its lexical function, the genre in which it occurs, and the content of its imme-
diate and larger contexts (perhaps especially, its relationship to the preceding clause). 
The verbal conjugation therefore has no “basic”, “fundamental”, or “central” function in 
the other language. This in turn implies that no word or form has a “literal” function in 
another language (again, especially when the languages are as varied in form and function 
as Biblical Hebrew and English).

5.3 The “Sign of the Object”

Hebrew uses a particle to point out the definite direct object of the verb. The particle tae (or -ta,) 
occurs only before definite direct objects (in Ex 34.13, the object precedes the verb).

^yl,ae yd;b'[]-ta, xl;v.a, … … I will send my servants to you … (1 Kgs 20.6)

!Wtrok.Ti wyr'vea]-ta,w> … …, and their Asherahs you shall cut down (Ex 34.13)

5.4 Maqqef

A horizontal line ( - ), written evenly with the top horizontal stroke of, e.g., d (-d) can link two or 
more words into a single accentual unit, so that they are pronounced as though they were one form 
(although they are still separate “words”). This is especially common when the first consists of a 
single syllable, such as the sign of the object (Ex 34.13, above).

hL,ae-lK' all these

~['nOyxia]-!B, son of Ahinoam

ry[ih'-l[; against the city

5.5 Parsing Verbs

To parse is to identify the “parts” (Latin: pars) of a thing. Parsing verbal forms allows us to check 
our understanding of a form, since our ability to understand it depends on identifying or recog-
nizing it accurately. Parsing a Hebrew verb entails identifying the following elements or “parts” 
(some do not yet apply):

Lexical form The radicals of the verbal root
Gloss(es) One or more of the glosses linked to its lexical form
PGN The person, gender, and number of the subject form (e.g., 3fp)
Stem For now, we are studying the qal
Conjugation E.g., imperfect, preterite, imperative, perfect
Prefixes There are only four possibilities for this column: the conjunction waw, the 

interrogative –h] (§18.1.2), inseparable prepositions (Lesson 7), the article 
(only on participles [Lesson 12])

Suffixes This refers only to the PGN of pronominal suffixes (Lesson 14; not the 
PGN of the subject)

The “parsing form” at the end of this lesson may be reproduced and used throughout your studies.
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5.6 Frequency

The occurrence and distribution of the conjugations vary widely, the perfect and infinitive abso-
lute being the most (29%) and least frequent (less than 1%), respectively. The conjugations are not 
distributed evenly through the Bible; e.g., imperatives (positive commands) are more frequent in 
the poetic books (Pss) than in, for example, the specifically “covenantal” books (Ex, Lv, Dt).

More than one-fifth (22%) of all verbs in Biblical Hebrew are imperfect. Together with the pret-
erite (Lesson 6), two-fifths of all verbal forms (42%) use the same set of subject [PGN] affixes.

Conjugation Occurrences % of Total

29%

22%20%

6%

1%

9%

13%

Perfect

Imperfect

Preterite

Imperative

Infinitive
Absolute
Infintive
Construct

Participle

Perfect 21032 28.4%
Imperfect 16110 21.8%
Preterite 14977 20.3%
Imperative 4270 5.8%
Infinitive Absolute 796 1.1%
Infinitive Construct 6985 9.4%
Participle 9787 13.2%

Total 73957

5.7 Concepts

affix dynamic equivalence interlinear parse radical
aspect function maqqef person root
comment functional equivalence modification PGN stem
conjugation gender morphology predicate subject
context imperfect number prefix topic
diagnostic qal translate/translation

5.8 Vocabulary

rule, reign lvm .59 no, not la; .51

tree (sg. & coll.), wood #[e .60 One form with two functions: 
the preposition with; direct 
object marker (not translated)

tae
.52

-ta,

voice, sound lAq .61 go down, descend dry .53

(f.) breath, wind, spirit x:Wr .62 utensil, tool;59 container, pot yliK. .54

cultivated ground 
(trad. “field”); contrast rB'd.mi

hd,f' .63 no, not al{ .55

official; leader, ruler rf; .64 war, battle hm'x'l.mi .56

heaven(s), sky ~yIm;©v' .65 be[come] king; reign, rule 
(as monarch, king) 

%lm .57

watch, guard, keep, protect rmv .66 place ~Aqm' .58

59. The function of the “utensil” or “tool” may be specified: hm'x'l.mi yleK. utensils of war ≈ weapons.
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5.9 Exercises

1. After learning the PGN affixes of the imperfect and the 3ms qal imperfect of lvm, gloss 
these clauses in English, using the simple future, and parse the verbs.

 
dwID' %l{m.yI .e tAnB'h; hn"[.m;v.Ti .c ~ynIh]Koh; Wlv.m.yI .a

hmol{v. lvom.yI .f Wxl.v.Ti .d y[im.v.Ti .b

2. After reading the “enrichment” section (below), prepare an interlinear version of these 
clauses and sentences, and be ready to discuss the task of representing one language by 
another.

 

2 Sam 14.16 %l,M,ªh; [m;v.yI .a

Ps 121.7; ^- your (m.s.) ^v,p.n:-ta, rmov.yI .b

l[ upon, over ry[ih'-l[; yliv.m.Ti .c

l[; upon, over #r,a'©h'-l[; ~yvin"a]h' Wlv.m.yI .d

David; l[; over, upon (prep.); lKo all of #r,a'h'-lK'-l[; dwID' %l{m.yI .e

tyriB., covenant; ~k,T.ai with you (m. pl.) ~k,T.ai tyrIB. trok.a, .f

Ex 20.13; xcr murder xc'r.Ti al{ .g

Ex 20.15; bng steal bnOg>Ti al{ .h

lqo [the] voice of ~yhl{a/h'-lqo-ta, tB;h;w> ~ynIB'h; W[m.v.yI .i

tyriB. (see “f”, above) tyrIB.h;-ta, yrIK.z>Ti .j

Is 30.21; ^yn<z>a'w> and your ears; ^yr,x]a;me 
from behind you

^yr,x]a;me rb'd' hn"[.m;ªv.Ti ^yn<©z>a'w> .k

brq approach, come near [be] near; lae 
to (prep.)

x:Bez>Mih;-la, Wbr>q.yI .l

btK write; lKo all of; lae to, unto (prep.) db,[,©h'-la, ~yrIb'D>h;-lK'-ta, bTok.Ti .m

5.10 Enrichment: Translation & the Exercises

Translation from one language [and therefore one culture] into another raises a host of questions 
which we will not attempt to answer. One of the foremost questions is whether the translator is 
primarily responsible to the original text or to the audience for which the translation is intended. 
Does the translation primarily face the original or the reader(s)? The answer to this question deter-
mines many of the differences between the so-called “dynamic” or “functional equivalence” versions 
and the more-or-less “literal” versions.

The exercises in an introductory grammar afford us an opportunity to practice recognizing gram-
matical forms and their function, and to check our identification and understanding by representing 
them in English. In other words, the goal is not “translation” as we often think of it—rendering or 
representing a passage written in one language (in this case, Biblical Hebrew) by means of a fluid 
passage in another language (e.g., English). Especially in later lessons, where the exercises consist 
of biblical passages, such “fluent” translations often merely show that we are familiar with one of 
the standard English versions (or that we checked our work against theirs!). In fact, without first-
hand speakers to interview, no one knows Biblical Hebrew well enough to produce a “polished” 
or “smooth” translation without a great deal of guesswork, much of which merely reflects the 
“received” or traditional translation or interpretation.
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Furthermore, the goal of exercises should reflect our overall reasons for studying Biblical 
Hebrew—that we learn to read the biblical text as carefully as possible, that we be able to under-
stand and evaluate translational choices made by the various versions in English (and, possibly, 
other languages), and that we be able to evaluate the comments in published tools (commentaries, 
lexical aids, etc.). We are not trying to see “more deeply” into the text, but to make sure that we are 
actually reading the text, rather than skimming across its surface, basing our “understanding” on 
what it says (and does not say), rather than on what we have heard said about it.60

Therefore, your primary goal in rendering the clauses, phrases, sentences, and verses into English 
should be to represent what is in the Hebrew text—to prepare an “interlinear”—that will provide a 
basis for studying the Hebrew text and looking at other versions. Your “translation” of the exercises 
should, therefore, be fairly “literal”, even “wooden”—it is actually a gloss, not a translation—rather 
than free and impressionistic (see the discussion of “gloss” in terms of vocabulary in Lesson 2). 
This does not not mean that it should be unintelligible (e.g., following Hebrew word order rather 
than English); your work should be well-formed English. Free and impressionistic versions are the 
appropriate fruit of much study and interpretation, not for this point in your Hebrew career.

This list of “rules” for glossing Biblical Hebrew into English are merely suggestions—feel free to 
use or modify them in ways that are most fruitful for the specific goals of your own studies.

1. Every element is verbally represented in English; every English element represents an 
element in the Hebrew text.

2. Words in English that correspond to elements of compound forms in Hebrew are linked by 
dashes (e.g., rm,ayOw>, and-he-says).

3. Each Hebrew lexeme is rendered by the same English lexeme (e.g., #ra is rendered by land; 
rva by who/that, hNEhi by behold, and w> by and).61

4. Synonyms are distinguished (e.g., -l. to, lae unto).
5. The object marker ta is indicated by “[o]” or the like.
6. Linking words that are necessary for sensible English (e.g., relative pronoun, article, copula) 

are added in brackets [is], italics, or underlined.
7. Only proper names (persons, places) are capitalized.
8. Only two punctuation marks are used:

a. “!” indicates that the verb that it follows is an imperative (#16b).
b. “?” indicates the presence of the interrogative prefix (-h).

9. In longer passages, verse numbers are minimized (verse divisions and numbers were not 
original).

10. Rules for the construct (Lesson 9):
a. Words in construct are indicated by “-of” as the last element in their English word-

group.
b. All elements of a construct are visually linked by en-dashes (i.e., the-house-of–the-king).
c. Words that are construct to a definite form are represented with the definite article 

“the”.
11. Verbs are rendered as “he” and “she” for 3ms and 3fs, respectively, regardless of the “gender” 

of their subject in English, e.g., and-[o] the-city she-was-captured.
12. The translation of hifil verb forms (Lesson 20) includes the word “cause” if the form is 

causative.
13. Verbal forms are rendered as consistently as possible:

a. imperfects as future: I-will-[future]
b. preterites as past: and-she-[past];
c. imperatives are immediately followed by an exclamation point (e.g., Go! to the land …).

60. This is not meant to denigrate the use of commentaries and other exegetical tools, but merely to 
suggest that if our primary obligation is to the text, we ought to be sure that our primary interaction is with 
the text.

61. The latter is not “who” or “that”, but the combined form “who/that”.
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These rules probably sound great—after all, don’t we want to get as “close” to the original as 
possible? Here’s the result for Jonah 1.1–3:

`rmoale yT;mia]-!b, hn"Ay-la, hwhy-rb;D> yhiy>w: 1
And-he-was the-word-of YHWH unto Jonah the-son-of Amittai to-say

`yn"p'l. ~t'['r' ht'l.['-yKi h'yl,[' ar'q.W hl'AdG>h; ry[ih' hwEn>ynI-la, %le ~Wq 2
Rise! Go! unto Nineveh the-city the-great and-call against-her for she-has-gone-up their-evil 
 before-me

vyvir.T; ha'B' hY"nIa' ac'm.YIw: Apy" dr,YEw: hwhy ynEp.Limi hv'yviT; x:rob.li hn"Ay ~q'Y"w: 3
And-he-rose Jonah to-flee Tarshish-ward from-before YHWH and-he-went-down Joppa 
and-he-found ship going Tarshish

`hwhy ynEp.Limi hv'yvir.T; ~h,M'[i aAbl' HB' dr,YEw: Hr'k'f. !TeYIw:
And-he-gave her-fare and-he-went-down in-her to-go with-them Tarshish-ward from-before 
YHWH

Carefully following the rules yields a text that is neither Hebrew nor English (“Heblish”?); if it 
communicates meaning to anyone, he or she will already know Hebrew and so can reconstruct the 
Hebrew text behind our “translation”.

Although we might think that such a version demonstrates our knowledge of Hebrew and our 
faithfulness to the Hebrew text, it actually shows that we don’t understand how language works. 
The first priority of any attempt to communicate is to communicate, and this rendering of Jonah 
communicates little. Since most users of this grammar know the story of Jonah, as well as English, 
we can figure out what is going on in the “Heblish Version”, even though it is not normal English. 
In order to test our understanding of Hebrew, therefore, we need to render the Hebrew text into 
“good”—or at least “normal”—English (since it was written, as far as we know, in “good” [“normal”] 
Hebrew). For example:

YHWH’s word came to Jonah son of Amittai, saying, “Get up and go to the great city of Nineveh, and 
call out against her that62 their wickedness has come up into my presence.”

But Jonah rose to flee to Tarshish away from YHWH’s presence. He went down to Joppa, found a ship 
going to Tarshish, paid its fare, and went down into it to go with them to Tarshish away from YHWH’s 
presence. (Jonah 1.1–4)

Whether or not this is the best possible translation of these verses into English is beside the 
point at the moment. It certainly communicates more to the reader than the “inter-linear” version, 
and so—from that point alone—is more “successful”.

62. Ambiguities are one of the delights of translation. In this case, the word yKi can introduce either the 
reason for Jonah’s mission (“since”, “because”, “for”), or the content of his message (“that”).
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Parsing Form

Lexical 
Form Gloss P/G/N Stem Conjugation Prefix

Pronominal 
Suffix Key

Lexical Form: the vocabulary 
form of the word

Gloss: of the lexical form

P/G/N: person (1,2,3), gender 
(m, f), & number (s, p)

Stem: qal (Q), qal passive (Qp), 
nifal (N), piel (D), pual (Dp), 
hitpael (Dt), hifil (H), 
hofal (Hp)

Conjugation: perfect (P), 
imperfect (F), preterite (Pr), 
imperative (V), cohortative (C), 
jussive (J), participle (Ptc), 
infinitive construct (NC), or 
infinitive absolute (NA)

Prefix: The conjunction, 
article, [prefixed] preposition, 
& interrogative –h are the only 
possibilities for this column)

Pronominal suffix: 
P/G/N of pronominal suffix

N.B.: The last two columns 
(prefixes, pronominal suffixes) 
are only used if these elements 
are present. Lexical form, 
gloss, stem, & conjugation are 
required for all verbal forms. 
Infinitives have no P/G/N.
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Lesson 6
THE PRETERITE

Languages tend to use one particular verbal conjugation for the “main sequence” of events in a 
story (“narrative”). In Biblical Hebrew that form is the preterite (which means “past”), the conju-
gation that identifies the main sequence of events in a biblical narrative.63 In telling a story, 
English uses the simple past for the sequence of events, as in this example (the preterites are in 
italics).

George walked toward the cliff, wondering what had happened to his friends. Standing on the edge, 
he gazed down its face, looking for some sign of them, but no one was there. He sighed, put his hands 
to his mouth, and shouted yet again. There was still no answer, but then something far below him 
moved on the face of the cliff.

The main storyline consists of five events: George walked, gazed, sighed, put, and shouted, and 
something moved. The other verbal forms (“wondering”, “had happened”, “standing”, “looking”, and 
“was”), also identify events (or non-events), but do not describe the next event on the storyline. Both 
“wondering” and “standing” tell us that George was doing two things at the same time (wondering 
as he walked; standing as he gazed). “Looking for” modifies “gazed”, narrowing its focus (no pun 
intended) to tell us that George was not merely admiring the scenery. The three verbs “sighed”, 
“put”, and “shouted” identify a sequence of actions (and perhaps, by their close proximity, suggest 
that they were executed rapidly and without interruption). The form “had happened”—an example 
of the English “past perfect”—refers to something that occurred before George walked toward the 
cliff.64 Both occurrences of “was” are negated (“no one”, “no answer”)—they are examples of irrealis, 
giving the reader information about something that did not occur.

It may be helpful to think of a story as made up of a number of threads,65 each of which 
keeps track of a certain type of information. The thread provided by pronouns is obvious in the 
sentences above: “his”, “he”, and “him” enable the narrator to refer to George without repeating 
his name (just as “them” refers back to “his friends”).66 Another thread is the simple past tense 
that outlines the story (George walked, gazed, sighed, put, and shouted, and [then] something 
moved).

… db,[,h' #r'Y"w: And the servant ran … (Gn 24.17a)

… ynIyaiymig>h; rm,aYOw: And he said, “Let me swallow …” (Gn 24.17b)

… htev. rm,aTow: And she said, “Drink …” (Gn 24.18a)

63. Although the existence of a preterite “conjugation” in Biblical Hebrew is debated, this grammar uses 
the term to refer to the past narrative function of these verbs, rather than to their form, since this form and 
function are so closely related in Biblical Hebrew (avoiding the debate about the existence of the preterite as 
a morphological class).

64. Of course, the narrator decides how to express this simultaneous action. How would the story change 
if it read “Walking toward the cliff, George wondered …” In this case, “wondered” is the main narrative verb 
(preterite), modified by “walking”. The biblical narrators made the same choices, as we shall see.

65. This is not the same as the literary term “narrative thread”, which refers to a story’s basic plot.
66. Pronouns have a similar function in Biblical Hebrew (see §13.1.2).
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The preterite (= “past”) in Biblical Hebrew (also called “wayyiqtol”67) is also a thread—a cohesive 
device that links an event to the preceding event. The preterite in Biblical Hebrew thus has the 
same function as the italicized verbs in the “story” (above)—it tells the reader that the event that it 
describes was the next event in the story (see §6.10).

Verbal PGN is a cohesive device in Biblical Hebrew that enables us to track verbal subjects. In 
Gn 24.17, for example, the second verb rm,aYOw:, and he said, is 3ms. Since it has no expressed subject, 
and has the same PGN as the preceding verb, they have the same subject, but rm,aTow:, and she said, 
is 3fs, which tells us that Rebecca (already introduced in the story) answered the servant’s request. 
Furthermore, since they are described by three consecutive preterites, readers will assume that 
these events are consecutive and consequentially related.68

6.1 Form

The PGN afffixes of the preterite are the same as those of the imperfect. The only difference 
between their forms is that the preterite is always preceded by waw followed by pata˙ with a 
dageå forte in the PGN prefix (this is sometimes called the “pointing of the article” (⋅ w:), since it 
has the same vowel and doubling), so that the PGN prefix is doubled by the dageå forte (except the 
guttural -a [1cs: “I”]). The result of this combination of the conjunction, pointing, and prefix is the 
following set of subject affixes, which is unique to the preterite (cf. the PGN prefixes of the imper-
fect, §5.2.1).

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common - aw" I … - Nw: We …

2nd
Masc. - Tw:

You …
W - Tw:

You …
Fem. y I - Tw: hn" - Tw:

3rd
Masc. - Yw: He/It … W - Yw:

They …
Fem. - Tw: She/It … hn" - Tw:

1. Apart from the prefixed waw and dageŝ forte the forms of the preterite are identical to those 
of the imperfect.

2. Every form that begins with waw followed by a letter with dageŝ (or waw + qamesi followed 
by ’alef) is preterite.

6.1.1 The qal preterite of lvm

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common lvom.a,w" I ruled/reigned lvom.NIw: We ruled/reigned

2nd
Masc. lvom.Tiw:

You ruled/etc.
Wlv.m.Tiw:

You ruled/etc.
Fem. yliv.m.Tiw: hn"l.vom.Tiw:

3rd
Masc. lvom.YIw: He ruled Wlv.m.YIw:

They ruled
Fem. lvom.Tiw: She ruled hn"l.vom.Tiw:

67. The term “wayyiqtol” transliterates the 3ms form of the qal preterite of the verb ljq (ljoq.YIw:). This 
conjugation is also called “imperfect plus waw-consecutive” and “imperfect plus waw-conversive”, which 
reflect views that the waw either “converted” the function of the imperfect from present-future to narrative, 
or showed that its event was “consecutive to” or “consequent upon” the preceding event. All of these terms are 
used by various authors and resources.

68. Other cohesive devices are temporal and locative expressions (e.g., za', “then”, ~AYh;, “today”; ~v', “there, 
in that place”).
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1. Note the difference in form (the vowel under the conjunction) and function between the 
imperfect (Dt 10.2) and preterite (Jr 32.10) of the same verb:

 

~yrIb'D>h;-ta, txoLuh;-l[; bTok.a,w> and I will write on the tablets the words 
(Dt 10.2); 1cs Q F +w

rp,SeB; bTok.a,w" and I wrote in the document (Jr 32.10); 1cs Q Pr

2. When the verbal PGN is 1cs (“I”), with the guttural prefix a, the waw is followed by qameß, 
and there is no dageå forte in the a, since it is a guttural, and so does not double (cf. Jr 32.10, 
above):

 !roh]a;-ta,w> hv,mo-ta, xl;v.a,w" and I sent Moses and Aaron … (Jos 24.5); 1cs Q Pr

3. As with the imperfect, preterites of II- and III-guttural and III-a verbal roots69 have an 
a-vowel after the second radical instead of ˙olem.

 

^m,v.Bi ^l. ar'q.a,w" and I called you by your name (Is 44.4). 1cs Q Pr

ba'Ay-ta, xl;v.YIw: dwID' [m;v.YIw: And David heard and sent Joab (2 Sam 10.7) 3ms Q Pr (both)

4. Because only four consonants function as prefixes in the preterite, all preterites begin in 
one of six ways—there are no exceptions—regardless of the vowel following the prefix.

 

-  aw"
1cs preterite: I - Nw: 1cp preterite: we

-  a/w<

-  Tw:
2ms/2fs/3fs preterite: you, she - Yw

3ms/p preterite: he, they
2/3fp preterite: they - y>w:

N.B.:  In parsing the preterite, there is no need to specify the conjunction in the “prefix” column, 
since the term “preterite” assumes the prefixed waw.70 Your teacher may want you to 
spell this out.

 

Lemma Lexical Form Gloss P/G/N Stem Conjugation Prefix

lvom.YIw: lvm rule, reign 3ms Q Pr

6.2 I-a Verbal Roots

The qal preterite (and imperfect) of most strong verbs looks like lvm (above), but five verbs look 
quite different. These five verbs begin with the letter a (they are therefore called I-a71 or “initial a” 
verbal roots). Because a is silent when followed by silent åewa, the prefix vowel of the qal imperfect 
and preterite is ˙olem, not ˙ireq, and there is no åewa under the a (i.e., the åewa was left out and 
the a functions as a “place marker”, a little like “silent e” in English). The five I-a verbs72 are:

69. On this terminology, see §6.2 (below).
70. There are a few examples of preterites without prefixed waw.
71. The Roman numeral “I” refers to the position of the ’alef as the first radical of the verbal root. The 

same pattern can also refer to the second (II) and third (III) letters in the verbal root. These terms (I-, II-, III-) 
will be used without further comment.

72. Other verbal roots begin with a, but their forms follow the pattern of the “guttural” verbal roots 
(Lesson 22).
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Verbal Root Gloss Occurrences

rma say, speak 5000+

lka eat, consume, devour 827x

dba perish; stray 191x

hpa bake, cook 54x

hba desire, be willing, agree 25x

1. Their prefix vowel in Q F and Pr is ˙olem; there is no åewa under the a, which is silent.

  

lkeanO We [shall] eat 1cp Q F

rm,aTow: You/She said 2ms/3fs Q Pr

Wrm.aYOw: They said 3mp Q Pr

dbeanO We [shall] perish 1cp Q F

2. In 1cs qal imperfect and preterite the 1cs prefix (a) assimilates with the first radical, so that 
only one a is written:

 

rm;ao I shall say 1cs Q F

lk;aow" I ate 1cs Q Pr

3. The main reason for introducing this set of verbal roots at this point is so that we can use 
rma in the exercises. Here is its paradigm for the qal preterite:73

 

Person Gender Singular Plural

1 Common rm;aow" I said rm,aNO¨w: We said

2
Masc. rm,aTo©w:

You said
Wrm.aTow:

You said
Fem. yrim.aTow: hn"r.m;©aTow:

3
Masc. rm,aYO¨w: He said Wrm.aYOw:

They said
Fem. rm,aTo©w: She said hn"r.m;©aTow:

N.B.:  rma is so frequent that the clause hwhy rm,aYO¨w: YHWH said represents one-half of one 
percent of all the words in Biblical Hebrew (rm,aYO¨w: alone occurs nearly 2000 times).

6.3 Functions (HBI §2.2.3)

The introduction to this chapter said that the preterite identifies the main storyline of the narra-
tive; this is its main function, but it also has other—much less frequent—functions.

6.3.1 Narrative “backbone”

The preterite describes a series of events in the main flow of a narrative (also called the “main 
sequence” or “backbone” of the narrative). Preterites are usually translated with the simple past. 
Each preterite always begins its clause, so that the string of preterites describes the string of past 
events (see also the examples above) [all of the verbs in these examples are Q Pr]:

73. The paradigm for the qal imperfect of rma is nearly identical to this paradigm of its preterite.
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~yQif; WvB.l.YIw: ~Ac-War>q.YIw: and they proclaimed a fast and put on sackcloth (Jonah 3.5)

rm;aYOw: %l,M,h; [b;V'YIw: and the king swore [an oath] and said … (1 Kg 1.29)

… ~Tox.a,w" rp,SeB; bTok.a,w" and I wrote in the document, and I sealed [it], … and I 
weighed the silver with scales (Jr 32.10).`~yIn"z>amoB. @s,K,h; lqov.a,w" 

Tracing the string of preterites in Gn 1 reveals the prominence of divine speech in creation (these 
are only the last few verses of the creation story):

… ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: and God said … (Gn 1.26)

… ~d'a'h'-ta, ~yhil{a/ ar'b.YIw: and God created human beings, … (Gn 1.27)

~yhil{a/ ~t'ao %r,b'y>w: and God blessed them 

… ~yhil{a/ ~h,l' rm,aYOw: and God said to them (Gn 1.28b)

… ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: and God said … (Gn 1.29)

… -lK'-ta, ~yhil{a/ ar>Y:w: and God saw everything … (Gn 1.30)

Calling the “preterite chain” the narrative “backbone” does not mean that events described by 
preterites are the only events—or even “essential” or most important events—of the story.74 It does 
mean that in the narrator’s mind, the events described by these verbs comprise the main sequence, 
or flow, of the narrative. As you might expect from its function, the preterite is far more common in 
books that are largely narrative (e.g., Gn, 1–2 Sam, Est) than in books that are mainly covenantal 
(e.g., Lv, Dt) or poetic (e.g., Jb, Pss, Pr, SS). In 1 Sam 3.4–5, the string of preterites outlines a series 
of events (the speeches introduced by “[and] he said” are brief):75

laeWmv.-la, hw"hy> ar'q.YIw: YHWH called Samuel

`ynINEhi rm,aYOw: and he said, “Here I am!” (1 Sam 3.4)

yli[e-la, #r'Y"w: He ran to Eli

… yKi ynIn>hi rm,aYOw: and he said, “Here I am, because …”

… ytiar'q'-al{ rm,aYOw: But he said, “I did not call …”

%l,YEw: So he went

`bK'v.YIw: and he lay down (1 Sam 3.5).

This string of preterites extends (with interruptions, see §6.6, §6.10) through the rest of the 
chapter (and the rest of Samuel76). When first reading a biblical narrative, a helpful first step is to 
identify the preterites, since they normally yield the [bare] outline of the story (see Lesson 25).

6.3.2 Narrative Summary

Although each preterite in a string usually describes the next event in a series, a preterite may also 
summarize an entire sequence of events, usually at the end of a larger discourse. This function can 
be recognized by content of the preterite clauses, and the relationship between the events that they 
describe. “God humbled” (Jg 4.23) summarizes the events of Jg 4.13–22, whereas the next preterite 
(4.24) describes a further event that had begun on the same day.

74. For example, in any story, what is said is as important as that something was said (e.g., the content of 
the initial divine speech (Gn 1.26) is crucial, although its content is not “on” the storyline).

75. Note the context-dependent renderings (or non-rendering) of the initial waw.
76. The books of 1-2 Samuel, 1-2 Kings, 1-2 Chronicles, and Ezra-Nehemiah each form a single book in 

the Hebrew Bible.
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![;n"K.-%l,m, !ybiy" tae aWhh; ~AYB; ~yhil{a/ [n:k.Y:w: So on that day, God humbled Jabin king of Canaan

`laer'f.yI ynEB. ynEp.li before the sons of Israel (Jg 4.23),

hv'q'w> %Alh' laer'f.yI-ynEB. dy: %l,Tew: and the hand of the sons of Israel grew continually 
harsher

![;n"K.-%l,m, !ybiy" l[; against Jabin king of Canaan

`![;n"K.-%l,m, !ybiy" tae WtyrIk.hi rv,a] d[; until they [had] destroyed Jabin king of Canaan 
(Jg 4.24).

6.3.3 Past Perfect

A preterite can apparently refer to an event that took place before the previous event. This func-
tion is discernable only from context. Although YHWH might be repeating himself, in the context, 
Ex 4.19 seems to refer back to 4.11–12; it seems unlikely that Laban interrupted Jacob and Leah’s 
wedding night (Gn 29.24).

hv,mo-la, hwhy rm,aYow: Now YHWH had said to Moses … (Ex 4.19)

Atx'p.vi hP'l.zI-ta, Hl' !b'l' !TeYIw: Now Laban had given her Zilpah his maid—

hx'p.vi ATbi ha'lel. [to be] his daughter Leah’s maid (Gn 29.24)

6.3.4 Compound Reference

Consecutive preterites can describe a single event. In Ru 1.9 and 14, the three women wept aloud 
(“lifted their voices and wept”), which we might call “compound” or “multiple” reference:

hn"yK,b.Tiw: !l'Aq hn"aF,Tiw: And they lifted their voices and wept (Ru 1.9)

Wrm..aYOw: jAl-la, War>q.YIw: And they called to Lot and said … (Gn 19.5)

6.4 Word Order

Although there is some variety in the order of elements in preterite clauses, every preterite begins 
a new clause (as the above examples illustrate), which can be called a “preterite clause”. Nothing—
adverb, subject, object, negative, prepositional phrase—precedes the preterite. After the preterite 
the order is generally subject—object(s) (direct or indirect); adverbial expressions are usually 
clause- or sentence-final. This structure of main narrative clauses is the main reason that Hebrew 
is often referred to as a V-S-O (verb-subject-object) language.

6.5 The Imperfect & Preterite

The imperfect and preterite together “cover” all of the verbal “tenses” and many of the verbal 
“moods” used in English:

Imperfect 
(contextual)

Present

Future

Modal (may/might, should, ought, etc.)

Preterite Past Narrative (the main line of events)
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1. They do not directly correspond to what we think of as “tenses”, “moods”, or “aspects”, since 
their function depends on the type of material—the genre—within which they occur, so that 
this chart applies primarily to their function in narrative, not to their use in poetry, legal or 
instructional materials, or other genres.

2. The imperfect can also be preceded by the conjunction waw, which means that you will need 
to distinguish these forms from the preterite; the clue is the pointing under the waw:

 

lvom.yIw> conjunction + 3ms Q imperfect (present/future) and he shall rule

lvom.YIw: conjunction + 3ms Q preterite (narrative past) and he ruled

lvom.a,w> conjunction + 1cs Q imperfect (present/future) and I shall rule

lvom.a,w" conjunction + 1ms Q preterite (narrative past) and I ruled

6.6 Disjunctive Clauses (HBI §3.2.2)

Since the preterite names consecutive narrative events, other information (e.g., flashbacks, contem-
poraneous action) is contained in clauses that begin with waw followed by “something-other-than-a-
verb”. This information is often parenthetic, adding information to the narrative about a character 
or circumstance that the reader needs to understand the story. It may also contrast two characters 
or their circumstances, or introduce a new character to the story, or describe something that did not 
happen (a negative clause).

Disjunctive clauses in narrative may be non-verbal, have a perfect or a participle as predicate, or 
an imperfect with a modifying adverb. Genesis 12.6b, for example, heightens God’s promise in the 
next clause (12.7) by telling the reader that the promised land was not uninhabited:

`#r,a'B' za' ynI[]n:K.h;w> (now the Canaanites were then in the land) (Gn 12.6b)

taZOh; #r,a'h'-ta, !Tea, ^[]r>z:l. “… to your seed I shall give this land.” (Gn 12.7)

The syntax of the disjunctive clause (w + subject [“the Canaanites”] means that this is not the 
next event in the story (the Canaanites were [already] in the land), but it contains information 
crucial to the story.

Furthermore, the disjunctive syntax of this clause derives from—and is determined by—its func-
tion in the story; the word order is not merely another way of saying “the same thing”. In other 
words, a disjunctive clause is a signal that its contents do not describe the next event in the story 
(whether it is a positive or negative statement). Furthermore their syntax does not of itself indicate 
the function of a disjunctive clause; it merely indicates its non-sequentiality. [See §6.11.]

6.7 Frequency

About one-fifth (20%) of all verbal forms in the Bible are preterites, but this frequency is much 
higher in narrative than in poetry. In Genesis (for example) more than two-fifths of all verbs are 
preterite, but in the Song of Songs less than one percent are preterite.

6.8 Concepts

clause disjunctive [clause] narrative perfect VSO
waw-consecutive flashback narrative backbone pluperfect wayyiqtol
waw-conversive genre parenthetic information preterite word order
diagnostic(s)
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6.9 Vocabulary

bread, food ~x,l,© .75 enemy byEAa .67

wilderness (uncultivated or 
“unclaimed” land) rB'd>mi .76

(I) also, even, all the more (cj.)
@a; .68

(II) nose, nostril; anger (n.)
clan, extended family (smaller 
than a tribe) hx'P'v.mi .77 covenant, treaty, agreement tyrIB. .69

serve (cf. db,[,) db;[' .78 flesh, meat; humanity (as “flesh”) rf'B' .70

time (i.e., a particular moment) t[e .79 month, new moon vd,xo© .71

do something [good or bad] for/to 
[someone] (trad. “visit”) dq;P' .80

be[come] strong; sieze, grasp, hold 
onto qz:x' .72

flock (sheep, goats) !aco .81 evening br,[,© .73

approach, come/draw near br;q' .82 cut [off]; with tyriB. as object, 
make a treaty

tr;K' .74

6.10 Exercises

1. After studying the PGN affixes of the preterite and the 3ms qal preterite of lvm, represent 
these clauses in English using the simple past (“He said”) for the preterite and simple future 
(“He will say”) for the imperfect. Parse the verbs.

lWav' %l{m.YIw: .g ytir>k.tiw> .d Wlv.m.Tiw: .a

Wkl.m.yIw> .h ytir>k.Tiw: .e [m;v.a,w" .b

ybir>q.Tiw: .i hn"r>m©ov.Tiw: .f Wxl.v.YIw: .c

2. Gloss these clauses and sentences in English, parsing the verbal forms. Remember that the 
purpose of the exercises is primarily to understand why the text means what it does.

2 Kgs 20.8; lae to; Hezekiah; Isaiah … Why"[.v;y>-la, WhY"qiz>xi rm,aYOw: .a

Gn 21.27; ~h,ynEv. they both [the two of them] `tyrIB. ~h,ynEv. Wtr>k.YIw: .b

Jg 12.7; vve six; Jephthah; Israel ~ynIv' vve laer'f.yI-ta, xT'p.yI jPov.YIw: .c

2 Sam 20.22; varo head of; !Be son of; Sheba, 
Bichri

yrIk.Bi-!B, [b;v,© varo-ta, Wtr>k.YIw: .d

Ex 6.5; rkz remember; ytiyrIB. my [final y i-] 
covenant

77`ytiyrIB.-ta, rKoz>a,w" .e

2 Sam 11.3; -l' for the; vrd seek; David … rm,aYOw: hV'ail' vrod>YIw: dwID' xl;v.YIw: .f

Jg 2.5; ~v' there, in that place `hw"hyl; ~v'-WxB.z>YIw: .g

Jg 2.2; ~T,a; you (mp); bveAy inhabitant (ms Q 
Ptc); taZh; this (modifies #r,a,)

taZOh; #r,a'h' ybev.Ayl. tyrIb. Wtr>k.ti-al{ ~T,a;w> .h

2 Kgs 24.6; bkv lie down, sleep; ~[i with; wyt'boa] 
his fathers; AnB. his son; Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin

wyt'boa]-~[i ~yqiy"Ahy> bK;v.YIw: 
AnB. !ykiy"Ahy> %l{m.YIw:

.i

77. The two “diamonds” mark the end of a biblical verse (sof pasuq, “end of pasuq”).
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Ps 59.1; Atymih]l;, to kill him (put him to death) Atymih]l; tyIB;h;-ta, Wrm.v.YIw: .j

Jg 20.27; lav ask; -b. often introduces the 
object of lav; ynEB. sons of 

hw"hyB; laer'f.yI-ynEb. Wla]v.YIw: .k

Jg 9.18; grh kill (Q Pr; the guttural (h) affects 
the prefix syllable); wyn"B' his sons

wyn"B'-ta, Wgr>h;T;w: .l

6.11 Enrichment: Narrative Backbone (& Ancillary Information)

Tracing preterite and disjunctive clauses in a narrative reveals its skeleton (the preterites) and 
information that the author considered “ancillary” to the storyline (disjunctive clauses). In 1 
Samuel 3, for example (next page), the first three verses contain seven disjunctive clauses and two 
secondary (parallel) clauses, which together set the stage (or background) for the rest of the story 
(disjunctive clauses are in italics):

Now the young man Samuel was serving YHWH in 
Eli’s presence, yli[e ynEp.li hwhy-ta, trev'm. laeWmv. r[;N:h;w> 1a

but YHWH’s word was rare in those days— ~heh' ~ymiY"B; rq'y" hy"h' hwhy-rb;d>W b

no vision was breaking through. [parallel clause] `#r'p.nI !Azx' !yae c

Then one day aWhh; ~AYB; yhiy>w: 2a

when Eli was sleeping in his place Amqom.Bi bkevo yli[ew> b

(now his eyes had begun to be dim— tAhke Wlxehe Any[ew> c

he could not see), [parallel clause] `tAar>li lk;Wy al{ d

and the lamp of God had not yet gone out, hB,k.yI ~r,j, ~yhil{a/ rnEw> 3a

and Samuel was sleeping in YHWH’s temple, where 
the ark of God was,

hwhy lk;yheB. bkevo laeWmv.W
b

`~yhil{a/ !Ara] ~v'-rv,a]

Following these introductory—scene-setting—disjunctive clauses, the events of the specific story 
begin with the preterites in verse 4 (preterites are in bold):

YHWH summoned Samuel laeWmv.-la, hwhy ar'q.YIw: 4a

and he said, “Here I am”. `ynINEhi rm,aYOw: b

And he ran to Eli yli[e-la, #r'Y"w: 5a

and he said, “Here I am, for you called me.” yLi t'ar'q'-yKi ynIn>hi rm,aYOw: b

But he said, “I did not call. Go back to sleep.” bk'v. bWv ytiar'q'-al{ rm,aYOw: c

So he went and he lay down. `bK'v.YIw: %l,YEw: d

And YHWH called Samuel again, laeWmv. dA[ aroq. hwhy @s,Yow: 6a

And [so] Samuel got up, laeWmv. ~q'Y"w: b

[and he] went to Eli, yli[e-la, %l,Yew: c

and he said, “Here I am, for you called me.” yLi t'ar'q'-yKi ynIn>hi rm,aYOw: d

But he said, “I didn’t call, my son. Go back to sleep.” bk'v. bWv ynIb. ytiar'q'-al{ rm,aYOw: e

Calling the information in verses 1–3 “background” does not mean that this is unimportant or 
non-essential to the story. It does mean, on the other hand, that these clauses “set the stage” for the 
sequential events, which begin in verse 4.

After Samuel goes twice to Eli the author finally explains why Samuel did not recognize YHWH’s 
voice, setting off his explanation syntactically in a disjunctive clause (waw + noun):

(Now Samuel did not yet know YHWH, hwhy-ta, [d;y" ~r,j, laeWmv.W 7a

nor had YHWH’s word yet been revealed to him) `hwhy-rb;D> wyl'ae hl,G"yI ~r,j,w> 7b
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The author used disjunctive clauses (w + a noun [“Samuel”] (7a) and w + adverb [“not yet”] (7b)), 
to tell readers that these clauses will describe events or situations that do not follow sequen-
tially the events just described (see §6.6 (above)). Furthermore, because these statements are nega-
tive, they “describe” non-events (irrealis), or things that did not happen and which therefore are 
not (and cannot be) part of the storyline (since they hadn’t yet occurred), but their information is 
crucial to the reader’s understanding of the sequence of events in the story. They answer a question 
that would probably occur to most readers, namely, how Samuel could be serving YHWH (3.1) and 
not recognize his voice. Having given the reader this needed information, the preterite chain then 
resumes the narration of the sequence of events:

And YHWH again called Samuel a third time tyviliV.B; laeWmv.-aroq. hwhy @s,YOw: 8a

and he got up and he went to Eli yli[e-la, %l,YEw: ~q'Y"w: 8b

and he said, “Here I am, because you called me” yli t'ar'q' yKi ynIn>hi rm,aYOw: 8c
and Eli discerned that YHWH was calling the 
young man.

`r[;N"l; areqo hwhy yKi yli[e !b,Y"w: 8d

And Eli said to Samuel … laeWmv.li yli[e rm,aYOw: 9a
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Lesson 7
NOMINAL MODIFICATION (II): PREPOSITIONS

Prepositions precede (are pre-positioned to) other words in order to show their function or rôle in the 
clause or phrase. In English, for example, the difference in function between “George went to the 
store” and “George went from the store” is determined by the prepositions “to” and “from”, which 
indicate which way George went relative to the store. Prepositions thus modify a noun’s syntagmatic 
function, rather than its reference (which is modified by the article (§4.3), construct (Lesson 8), 
adjectives and the relative particle (Lesson 11). Prepositions in Biblical Hebrew do not affect the 
form of the word that they modify (remember, there are no “case endings” in Hebrew). There are 
three types of prepositions in Biblical Hebrew:

1. inseparable—the prepositions -b, -k, and -l are always prefixed to the word that they modify 
(like the conjunction -w)

2. separable—the preposition !mi may be either separate from or prefixed to the word that it 
modifies

3. separate—most prepositions in Biblical Hebrew are separate words (as are prepositions in 
English)

7.1 The Inseparable Prepositions

The prepositions -b (in, with, against), -k (like, as, according to, about [approximately]), and -l (to, 
for, at, belonging to), are always prefixed to the word that they govern, becoming the first syllable 
in the word (cf. the conjunction -w>).

1. If the word is anarthrous, the preposition is prefixed using vocal åewa (but if the first vowel 
in the word is åewa, they use hiireq).

 

a house tyIB;© tyIb;©B. in a house

a king %l,m,© %l,m©,K. like a king

a woman hV'ai hV'ail. to/for a woman

garments ~ydig"B. ~ydig"b.Bi in/with garments

young men ~yri['n> ~yri['n>Ki like young men

2. The first letter of a word that begins with a begad-kefat letter loses dageå lene, since the 
preposition is followed by a [half-] vowel:

 

a house tyIB;© tyIb;©l. to a house

a son !Be !beK. like a son

tool yliK. ylik.Bi with a tool

3. If the first letter of the word has a hiatef-vowel, the preposition uses the full vowel that 
matches the half-vowel:

 

an ark/box !Ara] !Ara]B; in a box (“in the box” = !Ara]B') 
to a foola fool lywIa/ lywIa/l,
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4. When they are added to an articular word, these three prepositions replace the -h of the 
article, but not its pointing (hence the importance of being able to recognize the article’s 
pointing). These three are the only prefixes that replace the -h of the article:

 

Articular Anarthrous

the house tyIB;©h; tyIB;©B; in the house tyIb;©B. in a house

the son !Beh; !BeK; like the son !beK. like a son

the woman hV'aih' hV'ail' to/for the woman hV'ail. to/for a woman

5. When they are added to the name and titles of God (below), their vowel is siere (with ~yhla) 
or patahi (with hwhy and ynda):

 

God ~yhil{a/ ~yhil{ale for God

YHWH hwhy hwhyB; in YHWH

the Lord yn"doa] yn"doal; for/to the Lord

6. When the conjunction is prefixed to a word with an inseparable preposition (-b -k -l), it is 
simply added in front of the preposition (-b and -k will lack dageå lene):

like the house tyIB;K; tyIB;k;w> and like the house

for the king %l,M,l; %l,M,l;w> even for the king

7. The prepositions -l (c. 20,000x) and -b (c. 15,700x) account for well more than half of all 
prepositions in Biblical Hebrew. There are several reasons for their frequency:

a. -l often indicates an [indirect] object, much like English “to” or “for”:

 

`hw"hyl; ~v'-WxB.z>YIw: They sacrificed there to YHWH (Jg 2.5)

ynIb.li hV'ai xQ;ti-al{ “Do not take a wife for my son …” (Gn 24.6)

`~yli['B.l; vr;d' al{w> And he did not seek [for] the Baals (2 Chr 17.3)

b. The preposition -l is also one of several ways in which Biblical Hebrew indicates posses-
sion; the -l is prefixed to the “owner”. The context determines whether the syntagm 
corresponds to a phrase “an X of Y” (“Y’s X”) or clause (“Y has/had an X”). This is how 
Hebrew shows that the owner is a particular person, and implies that he or she has more 
than one:

 

hwhyl; aybin" a prophet of YHWH (1 Kgs 18.22); (implication: YHWH has more 
than one prophet)

dwId'l. rAmz>mi a psalm of David (Ps 3.1); (implication: David wrote more than 
one psalm)

xa' hq'b.rIl.W Now Rebekkah had a brother (Gn 24.29); (implication: Rebekkah 
had more than one brother)

c. The preposition -l frequently shows purpose or result, much like English “to”, in the 
sense of “in order to” or “so that” (Lesson 16).

d. The preposition -b has a wide range of functions, as its glosses suggest (e.g., in, with, 
by, on, against), and is also used to form temporal clauses (as is the preposition -k; 
Lesson 16).
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7.2 The Separable Preposition (!mi)

1. The preposition !mi, “from”, can be prefixed to its noun, or written as a separate word. When 
separate, it is usually linked to the word that it governs with maqqef:

 

a house tyIB; tyIB;-!mi from a house

the son !Beh; !Beh;-!mi from the son

the woman hV'aih' hV'aih'-!mi from the woman

2. Like the inseparable prepositions (-b, -k, -l), !mi is often joined to the word that it governs, 
becoming its first syllable. When this happens, the nun of !mi assimilates78 completely to the 
first letter, which therefore doubles, so that the nun shows up only as a dageå forte in the 
first letter. This assimilation is called nunnation. In the first example, *minbáyit > mibbáyit 
(* means that the form is hypothetical; > means “developed into”).

 

a house tyIB;© tyIB;©mi from a house

a son !Be !Bemi from a son

a king %l,m,© %l,M,©mi from a king

3. This means that we now know three causes of doubled letters:

 

The word’s spelling: hV'ai a woman/wife

The article: !Beh; the son

Nunnation: %l,M,©Mi from a king

N.B.:  You should always ask why a letter is doubled, since this often helps identify the 
word’s lexical form, or distinguish the elements of a “compound word” (below).

4. Since reå and the gutturals (a, h, x, [) do not double,!mi appears as -me (remember that the i/e 
vowels are closely related) when it is joined to a word beginning with one of these letters:

 

a woman hV'ai hV'aime from a woman

a city ry[i ry[ime from a city

a land #r,a, #r,a,me from a land

5. Since !mi does not replace the -h of the article, but is prefixed to it, siere also joins !mi to 
articular words:

 

the house tyIB;©h; tyIB;©h;me from the house

the woman hV'aih' hV'aih'me from the woman

the king %l,M,©h; %l,M,©h;me from the king

7.3 Summary: Compound Forms

A substantival form (one “word”) can thus consist of as many as four elements: a noun plus up to 
three prefixes (conjunction, preposition, article [and always in that order]).79 This chart shows how 

78. In assimilation one consonant becomes exactly like another—usually the one after it. In English the 
prefix in- (“not”) assimilates to the first letter of words beginning with m, r, l (e.g., immobile, irreplaceable, 
illegal), but not to the first letter of every word (cf., e.g., inviolate). Note that assimilation produces a doubled 
letter in English as well as in Biblical Hebrew.
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they are combined; you should learn to “take apart” the forms listed on the right by identifying 
their elements:

Noun + Article + Preposition + Conjunction

tyIB; tyIB;h; tyIB;l; tyIB;l;w>
a house the house to the house and to the house

%l,m, %l,M,h; %l,M,h;me %l,M,h;meW
a king the king from the king even from the king

vyai vyaih' vyaiK' vyaik'w>
a man the man like the man or like the man

7.4 Independent (“Separate”) Prepositions

All other Hebrew prepositions are separate words, although they are often connected to their noun 
by maqqef. Those that end in a long vowel (e.g., ynEp.li) often cause an initial begad-kefat letter in the 
following word to lose dageå lene.

a house tyIB;© tyIB;©h;-tx;T;© under the house

his father wybia' wybia'-tx;T;© in his father’s place

a house tyIB;© tyIb;©-ynEp.li before/in front of a house

the king %l,M,©h; %l,M,©h;-ynEp.li before/in the presence of the king

Dan !D' !D'-d[; as far as Dan

the Jordan !Der>Y:h; !Der>Y:h;-rb,[e beyond the Jordan

Moses hv,mo hv,mo-la, to[ward] Moses

7.5 Syntax

Hebrew prose often repeats the preposition before each element of a multiple object, and uses the conjunc-
tion between prepositional phrases. Since this repetition is normal, it is most likely non-emphatic.

y['h' !ybeW lae-tyBe !yBe between Bethel and Ai (Gn 13.3); not “[right 
smack dab] between both Bethel and Ai”

[b;v, r[eB.-d[;w> !D'mi from Dan to [as far as] Beersheba (1 Sam 3.20)

7.6 Direction/Goal

Hebrew indicates that an action or event is directed to or toward a person, thing, or location in three 
different ways: (1) lexically, by prefixing a preposition (e.g., lae) to the object (§7.4); (2) morphologi-
cally, by suffixing the letter h- to the object (§7.6.1); and (3) contextually (§7.6.2).

7.6.1 The Accusative/Directional Ending (h '-)

A suffixed h '- on some words indicates the direction or goal of verbs of motion—where the subject 
of the verb is going:

ht'y>B;h; aboy"w: ~q'Y"w: and he got up and went to the house (2 Kg 9.6)

hm'y>r;c.mi @seAy bv'Y"w: and Joseph returned to Egypt (Gn 50.14)

hm'y>m'V'h; wyP'K; frop.YIw: and he spread his hands toward the sky (2 Ch 6.13)

hM'v' WrWsY"w: and they turned aside to that place (Jg 18.15)

79. We will see another combination—but still a maximum of four elements—when we discuss pronom-
inal suffixes.
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Since Ugaritic80 suggests that this is a remnant of an accusative case ending,81 it has come to be 
called “accusative h-”. Unlike prepositions, the accusative h- occurs on only a few words, the most 
frequent of which are listed here.82

1. Nouns (common and proper)

 

Lexical Form With Accusative/Directional h- Frequency83

Locative Total (c.)

#r,a, hc'r>a; to[ward] the ground 87x 2500x

~yIr;c.mi hm'y>r;©c.mi to[ward] Egypt 29x  680x

tyIB; ht'y>B;h; to[ward] the house 20x 2000x

rB'd>Mih; hr'B'd>Mih; to[ward] the wilderness 18x  270x

rh'h' hr'h'h' to[ward] the mountain/hill country 14x  550x

~yIm;v' hm'y>m;©V'h; to[ward] heaven/the sky 12x  420x

lAav. hl'Aa©v. to Sheol 10x   65x

ry[i hr'y[i©h' to[ward] the city 9x 1090x

tyIB; ht'y>B; to[ward] the house, inward 8x 2040x

~Il;v'Wry> hm'y>l;v'Wry> to[ward] Jerusalem 5x  640x

r[;v; hr'[.v' to[ward] the gate 4x  360x

2. Locatives

 

Lexical Form With Accusative/Directional h- Frequency
Locative Total

there ~v' hM'v'© to[ward] there/that place 142x 831x

where? !a' hn"a' to where? 39x 42x

3. Direction (see §7.11)

 

Lexical Form With Accusative/Directional h- Frequency
Locative Total

sea; west ~y" hM''y"¨ to[ward] the west (sea); westward 64x 392x

north !Apc' hn"po©c' to[ward] the north; northward 53x 153x

east ~d,q,© hm'd>qe© to[ward] the east; eastward 26x 86x

south; Negev bg<n<¨ hB'g>n<¨ to[ward] the south (Negev); southward 29x 110x

south !m;yTe hn"m'©yTe southward 13x 24x

7.6.2 Directional Objects

In addition to prepositions and the directional h-, the place toward which someone is moving 
may simply be named, and the “movement to[ward]” understood from the combination of a verb 

80. The “Semitic” languages are spoken by the people groups traditionally identified with the “sons of 
Shem” listed in Gn 10. They are commonly divided between Eastern (Akkadian, which includes the dialects of 
Assyria and Babylonia) and Western (Ugaritic; Aramaic, Canaanite [of which Hebrew, Moabite, Edomite, &c. 
are dialects]; Arabic, and Ge’ez [Ethiopic]). Comparative linguistics is the study of the links between related 
languages, and uses one language to explain features of another.

81. Like the rest of the Semitic family, Hebrew certainly had case endings early in its history.
82. Although the statistics show that the directional h- is relatively infrequent (e.g., “to[ward] the house” is 

expressed some 130 times with the preposition -la,, but only twenty-eight times with the directional h-), there 
are many forms with directional h- in Biblical Hebrew, which means that you will need to recognize them.

83. Occurrences of the directional form and total occurrences of the word are listed on the right.
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of motion and the name of the place. Objects may also indicate a location rather than a direction 
(2 Sam 11.9).

`Anaco-la, hd,F'h; ha'lel.W lxer'l. ar'q.YIw:… … and he summoned Rachel and Leah to the field, to his 
flock (Gn 31.4)

rWVa; ac'y" awhih; #r,a'h'-!mi From that land he went out to Ashur (Gn 10.11)

%l,M,h; tyBe xt;P, hY"rIWa bK;v.YIw: Uriah slept at the door of the king’s house (2 Sam 11.9)

!r,GOh; T.d>r;y"w> … and go down to the threshing floor (Ru 3.2)

N.B.: These are not three different functions, merely different ways of realizing the same function.

7.7 Prepositional Clauses

Hebrew rarely uses the verb “to be” for clauses that describe the location of a person or thing. 
Instead, Biblical Hebrew simply juxtaposes the noun and prepositional phrase, leaving the time 
frame (“tense”) to be inferred from the context:

@yzI-rB;d.miB. dwID'w> David [was] in the wilderness of Ziph (1 Sa 23.15)

tyIB;h;-l[; %l,M,h;-!B, ~t'Ayw> and Jotham, the king’s son, [was] over the palace (2 Kg 15.5)

tyIB;h;-l[; hwhy-dWbk.W and YHWH’s glory [was] over the temple (2 Ch 7.3)

#r,a'B' za' ynI[]n:K.h;w> now the Canaanites [were] then in the land (Gn 12.6)

7.8 Concepts

accusative directional preposition
assimilation inseparable preposition prepositional phrase
comparative linguistics locative Semitic
compound form(s) nunnation separable preposition

7.9 Vocabulary

gift, offering, tribute hx'n>mi .92 behind, after (locative & temporal) rx;a;
yrex]a;

.83

to, as far as; until, while d[; .93 to, toward lae   -la, .84

leave, forsake, abandon bz:[' .94 cubit; forearm hM'a; .85

on, upon, over; against; concerning l[; .95
in, with, by, on, against, …; when, while 
(with inf. const.)

-B. .86

with ~[i .96 between !yBe .87

innocent, just; righteous (adj.) qyDic;
.97

on behalf of, about; away from; behind d[;B;© .88

innocence; righteousness (n.) qd,c,© like, as, according to; about, approxi-
mately (with numbers); when, while (with 
inf. const.)

-K. .89lie down, sleep; have sexual 
relations with

bk;v' .98

under, beneath; instead of, in 
place of84

tx;T;© .99 to, for (indicates indirect object); have 
(showing possession)

-l. .90

from, out of; some of; than 
(in comparisons)

!mi .91

84. For example, Josh 6.20 says that Jericho’s wall fell down h'yT,x.T;, “under itself” (“in its own place”), 
straight down on its foundation.
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7.10 Exercises

1. When you have studied the inseparable prepositions and !mi, and can recognize the presence 
of the article, identify the elements of these forms and provide English glosses for them.

tyIB;©h;meW .e x:Bez>Mih;-l[;w> .c !bel.W .a

~yvin"a]l'w> .f !heKomi .d ~yrih'h,meW .b

2. Represent these phrases and clauses in English, parsing the verbal forms.

1 Sam 3.15; rq,Bo© morning; Samuel rq,Boh;-d[; laeWmv. bK;v.YIw: .a

Dt 7.2; ~h,l' for/with them tyrIB. ~h,l' trok.ti-al{ .b

Gn 13.4; arq call; ~ve the name of; ~v' there; Abram `hwhy ~veB. ~r'b.a; ~v' ar'q.YIw: .c

Dt 10.2; btK write; x:Wl tablet ~yrIb'D>h;-ta, txoLuh;-l[; bTok.a,w> .d

Josh 8.5; ynIa] I; ~[; nation, people; rv,a] who (relative 
particle); yTiai with me

ry[ih'-la, br;q.nI yTiai rv,a] ~['h'-lk'w> ynIa]w: .e

Lv 9.8; jxv slaughter; lg<[e calf of; taJ'x; sin-offering; 
Aaron

x:Bez>Mih;-la, !roh]a; br;q.YIw:
taJ'x;h; lg<[e-ta, jx;v.YIw:

.f

Jg 20.27; lav ask (middle-guttural verbs have a hiatef-
vowel rather than åewa; an initial begad-kefat letter 
following a word ending in W-, y i-, or y e- often lacks dageå 
lene)

hw"hyB; laer'f.yI-ynEb. Wla]v.YIw: .g

2 Chr 2.16; rps count; Solomon ~yvin"a]h'-lK' hmol{v. rPos.YIw: .h

Gn 1.5; arq call, name; rAa light ~Ay rAal' ~yhil{a/ ar'q.YIw: .i

Ex 18.24; lAq voice of; Ant.xo his father-in-law; Moses Ant.xo lAql. hv,mo [m;v.YIw: .j

Josh 24.25; ~[; nation, people; aWhh; that; Joshua aWhh; ~AYB; ~['l' tyrIB. [:vuAhy> trok.YIw: .k

1 Kgs 2.10; wy "- his (the -y- shows that the noun is plural); 
David

wyt'boa]-~[i dwID' bK;v.YIw: .l

Ex 2.24; ~t'q'a]n: their [~ '- 3 mp] groaning, complaint, 
lament; AtyrIB. his covenant; rkz remember; tae has both 
functions in this verse

~t'q'a]n:-ta, ~yhil{a/ [m;v.YIw:
AtyrIB.-ta, ~yhil{a/ rKoz>YIw:

`bqo[]y:-ta,w> qx'c.yI-ta, ~h'r'b.a;-ta,

.m

7.11 Enrichment: Directions

As the Abram/Abraham stories progess, the divine promises become increasingly specific. YHWH 
first promised to show Abram a “land” (Gn 12.1), then that he would give “this land” to his descend-
ants (Gn 12.7). In Gn 13.14–15, he tells Abram that what he can see “from the place where [he was] 
standing”, using the cardinal directions with the accusative h- to identify the general extent of the 
now-promised land, which he declares that he will give to both Abram and his descendants.

`hM'y"w" hm'd.qew" hB'g>n<w" hn"poc' … to the north, and to the Negev [south], and to the east, 
and to the sea [west] (Gn 13.14–15)
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What we cannot tell from the story is the extent of the land that Abram could see, since we do 
not know (1) where he was standing; or (2) the precise topography of his day.

In the ancient Near East [ANE], orientation was toward the east (cf. Lat. orient); y¡mîn could 
mean either “right side”, “right hand”, or “south”. In the northern hemisphere today we “orient” 
ourselves and our maps to the north, which reflects magnetic means of direction-finding (e.g., lode-
stones, compass). Without such tools, sunrise functioned as the primary directional indicator.

South North West East

!ymiy" lwamof. rAxa' ~d,q, Jb 23.8–9

~d,Q,mi ~Il;v'Wry> ynEP.-l[;
Zc 14.4hM'y"w" hx'r'z>mi

hB'g>n< hn"Apc'

Job says that God and his work cannot be found in any direction (Jb 23.8–9), but whether he 
refers to the cardinal directions (east, west, north, south) or his own point of view (“in front”, 
“behind”, “on [my] left”, “on [my] right”) is unclear, since all four words can have both frames of 
reference.

In Zc 14.4, the Mount of Olives is said to be “facing” Jerusalem “on the east”; when it splits 
“from sunrise [east] to the sea [west]”, its two halves will move “northward” and “toward the Negev 
[south]” (all four forms have “directional” h-).
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Lesson 8
COMMANDS & PROHIBITIONS

The imperfect conjugation can function modally with the sense of “should” or “must” (Lesson 5); the 
imperative conjugation is used for positive commands.85 Like the imperative in English, which has 
only an implicit subject (“Go to bed!”), commands in Biblical Hebrew rarely name the subject. Like 
the imperfect and preterite, however, the imperative in Biblical Hebrew identifies the gender and 
number of its subject, using the PGN endings (only) of the second person imperfect.

8.1 Form

The imperative occurs only in the second person, and uses the subject [PGN] endings of the imper-
fect without the subject prefixes.

Person Gender Singular Plural

2nd
Masc.

no ending
W -

or h '-
Fem. y I - hn" -

8.2 The Qal Imperative

When the affixes of the imperative and the vowels of the qal imperative are added to the verbal 
root, the paradigm of the qal imperative is:

Person Gender Singular Plural

Masc.
lvom.

Wlv.mi
2nd hl'v.m' Rule! Rule!

Fem. yliv.mi hn"l.vom.

1. The ˙ireq under the first radical with vocalic endings avoids consecutive vocal åewas (when 
the prefix is removed from the imperfect, the åewa under the first radical becomes vocal).86

2. It is not uncommon for the 2ms imperative to have the ending h '-, which, in the qal, yields 
a form that looks just like 3fs qal perfect (hl'v.m'), and can be distinguished from it only by 
the context.

3. As in the imperfect and preterite, II- and III-guttural verbal roots form their imperative 
with pata˙ rather than ˙olem; III-a roots have qameß.

85. Imperatives are relatively infrequent, accounting for only about one in twenty of all verbs in Biblical 
Hebrew. Although we might expect to see them in the covenantal “legal” books, they are proportionately most 
frequent in Psalms (12% of all verbs), Song (11%), Jeremiah (7%), and Isaiah (7%); cf. Leviticus (2%) and 
Deuteronomy (4%).

86. This explanation is pedagogical, not technical.
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Person Gender Singular Plural

Masc.
[m;v. ac'm.

W[m.vi Wac.mi
2nd h['m.v' ha'c.m'

Fem. y[im.vi yaic.mi hn"[.m;©v. hn"ac'm.

8.3 Function (HBI §2.2.4c)

1. Positive commands use the imperative.

 

yKir>a;h' yv;Wxl. ~G: an" ar'q. Summon Hushai the Archite … (2 Sa 17.5).

#r,a' #r,a, #r,a, Land, land, land, hear YHWH’s word (Jr 22.29).

`hw"hy>-rb;D> y[im.vi
^yl,g>r;-l[; dmo[] ~d'a'-!B, Son of man, stand on your feet! (Ezk 2.1)

hZ<h; rb'D'h;-ta, W[m.vi Hear this word! (Am 3.1)

2. Prohibitions (negative commands) are formed with the imperfect (not imperative) negated 
by al{ or la;. There may be a slight tendency for prohibitions with al{ to be more universal 
or permanent than those with la; (which would then refer to an immediate or specific situ-
ation), but this must be determined for each case; it is not a general rule.

 

`bnOg>Ti al{ Do not steal (Ex 20.15).

yBi rbo[]t; al{ Do not cross over against me (Nu 20.18).

yr'f' Hm'v.-ta, ar'q.ti-al{ Do not call her name Sarai (Gn 17.15).

~yIr'c.miB. ynIreB.q.ti an"-la; Do not bury me in Egypt (Gn 47.29).

`hM'v' bvet' al{ ynIB.-ta, qr; But my son do not take back there (Gn 24.9).

8.4 Other Volitional Verbs

The term “volitional” refers to speech in which the speaker asserts his or her will (volition) toward 
another person. The imperative (above) is the most obvious form of volitional speech, but not all 
declarations of a speaker’s will are directed to the hearer. Some may indirectly command another 
person (“He should …”, “Rebecca ought to …”, “Let Ezra do it” [not in the sense of “allow” or “permit”]), 
or summon a group (of which the speaker is part) to do something (“Let’s …”, “We should …”).

8.4.1 Cohortative (HBI §2.2.4a)

The first person forms of the imperfect can show volition—the subject’s determination to do some-
thing. This is technically another modal use of the prefix conjugation, although this form can occur 
with an added h '-. It is parsed in the conjugation column as “c” (for “cohortative”).

 

hT'a'w" ynIa] tyrIb. ht'r>k.nI
You and I will make a covenant (Gn 31.44) 
or “We—you and I—will make a covenant”

rp,se hx'l.v.a,w> I will send a letter … (2 Kgs 5.5)

WnynEp'l. ~yvin"a] hx'l.v.nI We will send men before us … (Dt 1.22)

`hw"hyl; hx'B.z>nI We will sacrifice to YHWH (Ex 5.17)

When it occurs with the conjunction after another cohortative, imperfect, or imperative, the 
cohortative may be telic, showing purpose or result; this is determined by the context and the rela-
tionship between the functions of the two verbs:
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`%M'[i tyrIb. ht'r>k.nIw> … hl'a' yhiT.
Let there be an oath … 
that we may make a covenant with you (Gn 26.28)

wypiB.-hm; h['m.v.nIw> … yv;Wxl. ~G: an" ar'q. Call Hushai …, that we may hear (2 Sam 17.5)

… h['d>nEw> tAlr'Ag hl'yPin:w> … … we’ll cast lots so that we may know … (Jn 1.7)

8.4.2 Jussive (HBI §2.2.4b)

In the third person the prefix conjugation can also have volitional force, which is called jussive 
(Latin jussus, a command). This functions rather like a third person imperative, that is, “Let him …” 
in the sense of “He should/must/ought …”,87 but probably not with the sense “Allow him to …”. 
Because there is no special form88 for this function, grammarians differ on which verbs are jussive 
and which are not, especially in biblical poetry; in Gn 41.35, for example, Joseph is offering Pharaoh 
advice, so the verbs are probably jussive:

rb'-WrB.c.yIw> … lk,ao-lK'-ta, WcB.q.yIw>
“Let them gather all the food … and let them store 
grain …” (Gn 41.35); i.e., “They should …”

`~yrIb.[ih' W[m.v.yI
“Let the Hebrew hear!” (1 Sam 13.3); i.e., not 
permission, but exhortation.

`^v,p.n:-ta, rmov.yI
May he guard your life or He shall guard your 
life (Ps 121.7)

8.5 The Volitional Particle (an")

The imperative, cohortative, and jussive may be followed by the particle an" (with or without maqqef). 
Although an" is often translated “please”, or “I pray” (in the archaic sense of “ask”), its function 
seems to be inconsistent, which means that its function is not clear. A verb followed by an", however, 
is always volitional. When a volitional verb is negated, it may be preceded by an"-la; or an"-aOl:

`yTim.l'x' rv,a] hZ<h; ~Alx]h; an"-W[m.vi “Hear this dream which I dreamed (Gn 37.6).

tl,Bovi an"-rm'a/ Al Wrm.aYOw: They said to him, “Say ‘Shibbolet’ ” (Jg 12.6).

Wnt'ao bzO[]T; an"-la; rm,aYOw: He said, “Do not abandon us,89 …” (Nu 10.31).

8.6 The Volitional Summary Particle (hT'[;w>) (HBI §3.3.8)

The particle hT'[;w> (hT'[; + w>; traditionally, “And now”) usually introduces an imperative, cohortative, 
or jussive, which directs the hearer to pursue a course of action based on the preceding discourse. 
Volitional forms occur frequently without hT'[;w>, but you should expect to find a volitional verb (nega-
tive or positive) after hT'[;w> whenever you come across it. When it occurs without a volitional form, 
it functions as a temporal particle, “now”. Note that the volitional form is often not the following 
word; additional information or reasons can precede the command or declaration of intent.

yliqoB. [m;v. ynIb. hT'[;w> Now therefore, my son, listen to my voice (Gn 27.8)

yn"doa] x:Ko an"-lD;g>yI hT'[;w> Now therefore, let the power of my Lord be great (Nu 14.17)

taZOh; hr'yVih;-ta, ~k,l' Wbt.Ki hT'[;w> Now therefore, write this song (Dt 31.19)

%l,M,h; ynIdoa] an"-[m;v.yI hT'[;w> Now therefore, let my lord the king hear (1 Sam 26.19)

87. Since Biblical Hebrew does not use helping verbs to show what is called “mood”, the choice of which 
helping verb to use in English reflects the translator’s interpretation.

88. The imperfect and jussive can be distinguished in a few types of verbal roots because their vowels 
differ (below).

89. Pronominal objects are always attached to either the verb itself or, as here, the direct object marker 
itself (Wn-+tae > Wnt'ao).
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8.7 Concepts

cohortative imperative prohibition
command jussive volitional

8.8 Vocabulary

love, loyalty, kindness (trad. 
“lovingkindness”) ds,x,© .108 stone (cf. rz,['h' !b,a,, Ebenezer, 

“the stone of help”; 1 Sam 7.12)
!b,a,© .100

possess, subdue; dispossess 
[someone] (hifil) vry .109 ground (cf. Gn 2.7) hm'd'a] .101

silver @s,K,© .110
boundary; territory (i.e., land 
inside a boundary) lWbG> .102

write btK .111 blood ~D' .103

night (m.) lyIl;© 
hl'y>l;© .112 gold bh'z" .104

something appointed (place, 
time); season d[eAm .113 remember rkz .105

work, deed, thing done (m.) hf,[]m; .114 seed (sg. & coll.) [r;z<¨ .106

untranslatable particle 
indicating volition (trad. 
“please”); follows imv., coh., juss.

an"- .115
strength; army; wealth lyIx;© .107

8.9 Exercises

After learning the forms of the qal imperative, gloss the clauses, parsing the verbs. Since the 
imperative is always second person, you can simply label the PGN by gender and number (e.g., “ms” 
or “fp”). N.B.: Not all verbal forms in these biblical quotations are imperative.

1 Kg 20.39 vyaih'-ta, rmov. rm,aYOw: .a

Ru 3.13; d[; until; rq,Bo© morning `rq,Boh;-d[; ybik.vi .b

Gn 45.17; ^yx,a; your [^- 2ms] brothers; Pharaoh, Joseph ^yx,a;-la, rmoa/ @seAy-la, h[or>P; rm,aYOw: .c

Ex 20.15; bng steal `bnOg>Ti al{ .d

Pr 5.7; hT'[;w> (see §8.6); yli to me; Jehoshaphat yli-W[m.vi ~ynIb' hT'[;w> .e

1 Kgs 22.5; vrD seek, search; %l,m, king of; ~Ayk; today; 
rb;D. word of

laer'f.yI %l,m,-la, jp'v'Ahy> rm,aYOw:
`hw"hy> rb;D>-ta, ~AYk; an"-vr'D>

.f

Pr 3.1; ynIB. my son (vocative); ytir'AT my teaching; 
xkv forget

xK'v.Ti-la; ytir'AT ynIB. .g

Ex 16.9; td;[] assembly of; ynEp.li before, in the presence of rmoa/ !roh]a;-la, hv,mo rm,aYOw:
hw"hy> ynEp.li Wbr>qi laer'f.yI ynEB. td;[]-lK'-la,

.h

Dt 5.28; lAq the sound of; ~k,yreb.DI your words ~k,yreb.DI lAq-ta, hwhy [m;v.YIw: .i

Ex 8.21; la, arq call to, summon; Wkl. go (2mp Q V of %lh); 
xbz sacrifice; ~k,- your (2mp); Pharoah, Moses, Aaron

!roh]a;l.W hv,mo-la, h[or>p; ar'q.YIw:
`#r,a'B' ~k,yhel{ale Wxb.zI Wkl. rm,aYOw:

.j
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Dt 9.7; xkv forget xK;v.Ti-la; rkoz> .k

Josh 9.6; Wnl' for [with] us `tyrIb. Wnl'-Wtr>Ki hT'[;w> .l

2 Kgs 4.36; la, arq call to, summon; Gehazi, Shunamite tyMin:Vuh;-la, ar'q. rm,aYOw: yzIx]yGE-la, ar'q.YIw: .m

Hg 2.11; lav ask ~ynIh]Koh;-ta, an"-la;v. .n

Gn 27.43; y i- my (1cs) yliqoB. [m;v. ynIb. hT'[;w> .o

Dt 6.4; Wnyhel{a/ our [Wn- 1cp] god; dx'a, one `dx'a, hw"hy> Wnyhel{a/ hw"hy> laer'f.yI [m;v. .p

8.10 Enrichment: Verbal Euphony in Poetry

The first eight lines of Psalm 100 contain seven commands: “Shout …! Serve ..! Enter …! Know …! 
Enter …! Thank …! Bless …!” Even though Hebrew poetry does not use rhyme, the repeated PGN 
affix W- on the string of 2mp imperatives links this series of commands by both form and sound 
(imperatives are italicized). Nearly every line in the psalm (after the title [1a]) begins with a word 
ending in –u, and several (2a-b, 4a-b) end with a word that begins with the preposition -B. (with). 
Read these lines aloud until you can begin to hear their repeated sounds.

Shout to YHWH, all the earth; `#r,a'h'-lK' hw"hyl; W[yrIh' 1b

Serve YHWH with joy; hx'm.fiB. hw"hy>-ta, Wdb.[i 2a

Come before him with a glad shout; `hn"n"r>Bi wyn"p'l. WaBo 2b

Know that YHWH is God. … ~yhil{a/ aWh hw"hy>-yKi W[D> 3a

Enter his gates with thanks, hd'AtB. wyr'['v. WaBo 4a

His courts with praise, hL'hit.Bi wyt'rocex] 4b

Thank him, Al-WdAh 4c

Bless his name; `Amv. Wkr]B' 4d

Reading the Hebrew text reveals effects such as this aural repetition (which is invisible in English), 
so that we can enjoy both what they said and how they said it.
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Lesson 9
NOMINAL MODIFICATION (III): THE CONSTRUCT

The English word “of” signals many relationships, including possession (“the sword of Goliath”), 
relationship (“son of David”), and modification (“an altar of gold”). These can also be signalled by 
the “possessive ‘s’” (“God’s kingdom”, “the scribe’s son”) or an adjective (“a golden altar”), or even by 
juxtaposing two nouns (“a stone wall”).

Hebrew expresses these relationships with the construct chain, in which each word is “linked to” 
the following word. Words are said to be in either the “construct” or “absolute” state. Nouns thus have 
one of two states:90 they are either “absolute” (from Latin, meaning “unconnected” or “independent”) 
or “construct”. About one-third of all nouns in Biblical Hebrew occur in the construct state.

9.1 The construct Chain

To modify (in language) is to restrict. A major way to modify a word’s referent in English and 
Hebrew is by means of the “of” relationship. Consider, for example, “the girl’s book”, “the author’s 
book”, and “his book”. In each case the words before “book” restrict what “book” can refer to. In 
order to show this relationship, Biblical Hebrew places two or more substantives side-by-side in a 
sequence of words called a construct chain, in which each word is linked to the following word by 
the “of” relationship:

1. %l,m,© ybia] a father of a king or a king’s father

2. %l,M,©h; ybia] the father of the king or the king’s father

3. %l,M,©h; tB; the daughter of the king or the king’s daughter

4. hr'ATh; rp,se the document of the teaching/law

5. #r,a'¨h' %l,m,© tyBe the house of the king of the land

6. laer'f.yI %l,m,© tyBe the house of the king of Israel

1. Each noun is in construct to the following word.
2. The order is not arbitrary, and may not be changed (e.g., #1 cannot mean “a father’s king”).
3. The last word in a construct chain is in the absolute state.91 The vocabulary form of a noun 

is also its form in the absolute.
4. A construct chain therefore consists of a series of words, each of which (except the last) is 

modified by the rest of the series.

9.1.1 Forms

1. Masculine singular and feminine plural nouns have the same endings in both states. Femi-
nine singular and masculine plural nouns, however, have separate endings for absolute and 
construct. The t- of the fem. construct singular and the tA- of the plural replaces the h- of 
the singular; if the absolute ends in t-, the absolute and construct singular endings are the 

90. Unfortunately, the words “construct” and “absolute” can refer to a word’s function (i.e., “linked” or 
“independent”) or its form (since the construct spelling of many words differs slightly from their absolute 
[lexical] form). You will need to note which sense applies.

91. We shall note the single exception to this when we discuss pronominal suffixes (Lesson 14, below).
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same. The ~- of the masculine plural absolute drops off, and the form has siere instead of 
hiireq, as in the following table.92

 

Singular Plural
Absolute Construct Absolute Construct

Masc. sWs horse sWs horse of ~ysiWs horses yseWs horses of

Fem. hs'Ws mare ts;Ws mare of tAsWs mares tAsWs mares of

2. Even if the ending is the same (as in ms and fp), the vowels of words in construct often 
differ from their lexical form, since the accent changes [lessens] slightly when a word is in 
construct.

 

Singular Plural

Absolute Construct Absolute Construct

Masc.
tyIB;© house tyBe house of ~yTiB' houses yTeB' houses of

!Be son !B, son of ~ynIB' sons ynEB. sons of

Fem.
hV'ai wife tv,ae wife of ~yvin" wives yven> wives of

tB; daughter tB; daughter of tAnB' daughters tAnB. daughters of

3. This does not apply to long internal vowels (cf. sWs, above), i.e., those written with a mater 
(which are thus called “unchangeably long”):

 

Singular Plural

Absolute Construct Absolute Construct

Masc. vyai man vyai man of ~yvin"a] men yven>a; men of

Fem. ry[i city ry[i city of ~yrI[' cities yre[' cities of

4. Three fairly common nouns form their construct singular by adding y i- (yriP. has the same 
form in both states):

 

Singular Plural

Absolute Construct Absolute Construct

ba' father ybia] father of tAba' fathers tAba] fathers of

xa' brother yxia] brother of ~yxia; brothers yxea] brothers of

hP, mouth yPi mouth of

yrIP. fruit yrIP. fruit of

5. The construct singular of nouns with two vowels with either waw or yod between them 
“collapses” or “simplifies” into a single long vowel (-awe- > -ô-; and -ayi- > -ê-):

 

Singular Plural

Absolute Construct Absolute Construct

tw<m' death tAm death of

tyIB; house tyBe house of ~yTiB' houses yTeB' houses of

!yI[; eye; spring !y[e eye/spring of 93 ~yIn:y[e eyes ynEy[e eyes of

92. The following paradigms list the singular and plural forms for each word—regardless of the point 
being illustrated—as they occur in Biblical Hebrew. If a form is not listed, it does not occur.

93. !y[e is the first part of the names of many water sources, e.g., ydIG.-!y[e (En-gedi) “Well of [the] Kid”.
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9.1.2 Syntax

1. Although the form of a word often signals that it is in the construct, the primary signal of 
a construct chain is an uninterrupted series of two or more substantives, the last of which is 
often definite, being either an articular noun or proper name.94

 

~yIm;©V'h; ybek.AK the stars of the sky 

dwID' !B, the son of David, David’s son

hd'Why> yre[' the cities of Judah, Judah’s cities

dx'p.l'c. tAnB. the daughters of Zelophehad, Zelophehad’s daughters

bh'Z"h; x:Bez>mi the altar of gold, the golden altar

2. The definiteness of the last element in a construct chain determines the definiteness or 
indefiniteness of every element in that chain. If the last element is definite, the entire chain 
is definite; if it is indefinite, then the entire chain is indefinite. A substantive can be definite 
because it is articular, or because it is a proper name, or because it is construct to another 
word that is definite.

 

a man’s son vyai !B, vyaih' !B, the son of the man, the man’s son

houses of a city ry[i yTeB' ry[ih' yTeB' the houses of the city, the city’s houses

a king’s song %l,m, ryvi dwID' ryvi the song of David, David’s song

3. On the other hand, some words in construct with a definite noun may be definite, but are 
not exclusive. The phrase hwhy tb;[eAT, an abomination of YHWH, for example, describes many 
things in Scripture, none of which is “the [implicitly: only] abomination of YHWH”.

4. Nothing can come between words in a construct chain except the locative h- without breaking 
the chain. This includes prepositions and the conjunction w>, which can only be prefixed to the 
first word in the chain.

5. Articular words, proper names (and substantives with a pronominal suffix, below) cannot 
occur within a chain. When they occur, the construct chain ends. Since they are all definite, 
they make the entire chain definite. This means that the first noun in a construct chain 
cannot have the article or be a proper name.95

6. Each word in a construct “belongs to” the next word. This is never reversed. ~yIm;V'h; ybek.AK 
(the first example above) cannot mean “the sky of the stars”.

7. Most construct chains have either two or three parts (as above), but construct chains can 
[rarely] have as many as six elements (six-element chains are extremely rare96). In these 
examples, English words linked by dashes represent a single Hebrew form:

 

laer'f.yI ynEB. td;[] lh;q.-lK' ynEp.li in-the-presence-of all-[of] the-assembly-of the-congregation-
of the-sons-of Israel (Nu 14.5) [six elements]

AMai ybia]-tyBe tx;P;v.mi-lK'-la,w> and-to all-[of] the-clan-of the-household-of the-father-of his-
mother (Jg 9.1) [six elements]

~yhil{a/ tyBe !K;v.mi td;Ab[]-lk'l. for-all-[of] the-labour-of the-tabernacle-of the-house-of God 
(1 Ch 6.33; cf. 1 Ch 28.13, 20) [five elements]

Alb.h, yYEx;-ymey> rP;s.mi the-number-of the-days-of the-life-of his-vanity [his vain life]  
(Qo 6.12) [five elements]

94. Or a noun with a pronominal suffix (Lesson 14).
95. The apparent exception to this, the phrase tAab'c. hwhy (traditionally rendered “LORD of hosts” but 

now “Sovereign LORD” [NIV] or the like), may be probably more apparent than real. It occurs fifteen times 
in the form tAab'c. yhel{a/ hwhy, “YAHWEH, God of hosts” (e.g., 2 Sam 5.10; 1 Kgs 19.10, 14; Ps 89.9), which 
may suggest that tAab'c. hwhy is a shortened form of the same phrase. It also occurs six times as 
tAab'c. ~yhil{a/ hwhy (Ps 59.6; 80.5, 20; 84.9; tAab'c. ~yhil{a/ occurs twice [Ps 80.8, 15]). hwhy may not, there-
fore, be in construct to tAab'c., but rather in apposition to an implicit [culturally understood] tAab'c. yhel{a/. On 
the other hand, however, tAab'c. hwhy may be a true exception.

96. In Nu 14.5, the form ynEp.li is a compound preposition the second element of which is ~ynIP', face, pres-
ence; in Jg 9.1, the last form is compounded from ~ae, mother, and A-, his.
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9.1.3 Function

Construct chains are functionally attributive—they modify a word by limiting its range to the “of” 
term. “Brother”, for example, could refer to many males; “brother of David” limits the potential 
referents to seven. This modification often shows possession, but it can also carry any of several 
nuances, such as those identified for “of” in English, or the genitive in Greek or German.

Construct chains have three primary functions: objective, subjective, or adjectival. For example, 
“the love of God” can refer to one’s love for God (“God” is the object of the love) or God’s love 
for someone/thing (“God is the subject of the love); “the word of YHWH”, on the other hand, refers 
consistently to a message from YHWH (Yhwh is the source of the message).

Possession—a common function of the construct—is an example of the subjective function, so 
that “Goliath’s sword” refers to “the sword that Goliath has (had/owns/uses/etc.)”. The following 
list of functions of the construct is not meant to suggest that the biblical authors chose to use a 
particular “type” of construct (any more than we think about “which” function of “of” we are using). 
It merely illustrates the types of relationships that the construct can indicate.

Since the entire chain cumulatively modifies the first word, only the first word in a construct 
chain can be the subject, object, or indirect object of a clause, or the object of a preposition. This will 
become increasingly clear as you read more Hebrew.

1. Possession. The item named by the first word belongs to the second.

 

ty"l.G" br,x, Goliath’s sword or the sword of Goliath (1 Sa 21.10)

hmol{v. aSeKi Solomon’s throne or the throne of Solomon

2. Attribution. The second word modifies the first, and is often glossed like an adjective. This 
type of construct chain often has a pronominal suffix (Lesson 14) on the final word (the y i- 
in Ps 2.6).

 

bh'Z"h; x:Bez>mi the gold altar or the altar of gold (Nu 4.11)

yvid.q' rh; my holy mountain or the mountain of my holiness (Ps 2.6)

3. Relationship. The construct chain describes people who are related to one another.

%l,m,-tB; a king’s daughter; a daughter of a king (2 Kg 9.34)

![;n:K. ybia] Canaan’s father; the father of Canaan (Gn 9.18)

4. Definition. Generic terms are often defined more closely by a proper name:

tr;P.-rh;n> the river Euphrates (Gn 15.18)

![;n:K. #r,a, the land of Canaan (Gn 17.8)

5. The noun lKo—“all, every, each” is in construct to the noun that it modifies. Its construct 
form is lK' (with or without maqqef ):

 

#r,a'©h' ~[;-lK' all the people of the land (2 Kgs 11.20)

ab'C'h; yref'l.W %l,M,h; ynEB.-lk'l. to all the king’s sons and to the leaders of the army (1 Kg 1.25)

9.2 The “Possessive” lamed

A construct chain is either entirely definite (“the servant of the king”, “the city of David”) or entirely 
indefinite (“a servant of a king”). To show possession when the owner is specific but the thing 
possessed is not (“a servant of the king”, “a prophet of YHWH”), Hebrew prefixes the preposition l 
(cf. §7.1) to the “owner”. The context determines whether the construction is a phrase “a X of Y” 
(“Y’s X”) or clause (“Y has/had an X”). This often implies that a person had more than one prophet, 
psalm, &c.
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hwhyl; aybin" a prophet of YHWH (1 Kgs 18.22)

dwId'l. rAmz>mi a psalm of David (e.g., Ps 3.1)

xa' hq'b.rIl.W Now Rebeccah had a brother (Gn 24.29)

Hv'yail. [D'yUm. ymi[\n"l.W Now Naomi had a relative by [or of] her husband (Ru 2.1)

9.3 Concepts

absolute attributive; attribution modification; to modify possessive state
adjectival construct (chain) objective relationship subjective

9.4 Vocabulary

prophet aybin" .125
love, like; desire (cf. Amnon, 
2 Sam 13) bh;a' .116

inheritance, property hl'x]n: .126 (f.) mother; ancestress ~ae .117

young man97 r[;n:© .127 gather, take in @s;a' .118

guilt, trespass, sin !A['98 .128 chest, box; ark (of the covenant) !Ara] .119

inward part br,q,©
.129

garment, clothing dg<B,© .120

inside, within br,q,©B. morning rq,Bo© .121

foot, leg lg<r,© .130 glory, honor, wealth dAbK' .122

peace, health, welfare ~Alv' .131 camp, army hn<x]m; .123

teaching, instruction (trad., 
“law”) hr'AT .132 messenger (ykia'l.m;, Malachi, 

“my messenger”); angel
%a'l.m; .124

9.5 Exercises

Gloss these phrases and clauses, parsing the verbal forms, and identifying any construct chains. 
Use the “rules” for glossing the construct (Lesson 5):

1. Words in construct are indicated by ‘-of’ as the last element in their English word-group.
2. All elements of a construct are visually linked by em-dashes (i.e., the-house-of the-king).
3. Words that are construct to a definite form are represented with the definite article “the”.

97. This word can focus on age (“youth”, “young man”), especially when opposed to “elder” or “aged” (e.g., 
Ex 10.9; Dt 28.50; Josh 6.21; 1 Sam 17.33,42; 2 Kgs 4.29 … 35; Is 3.5; Est 3.13), but can also reflect social 
standing; for example, it identifies an especially trusted or personal servant, such as one who accompanies his 
master on an errand or journey (e.g., Gn 22.3,5,12,19; Ex 33.11; Jg 7.10; 9.54; 19.3,9 …, 19 [N.B.: distinguished 
from other (previously unmentioned) servants!]; 1 Sam 14.1,6; 16.18; 20.21,35 …; 25.5,8 …; 2 Kgs 4.19,22,24,25; 
5.20; 6.15,17; Ru 2.5,6; Est 2.2; 6.3,5), to an heir (e.g., Gn 25.27; 34.19; 37.2; 41.12; 2 Sam 18.5,12 …), 
or a young man who is in some way “special” (e.g., Jg 13.5,7,8 …; 17.7,11 …; 1 Sam 1.22,24 …;2.11,13 …; 3.1,8; 
4.21; 9.3,5 …; 16.11; 1 Kgs 11.28; 1 Chr 12.28). Some occurrences, by modifying it with “small” or “little” seem 
to encompass both (e.g., Jg 8.20; 1 Sam 20.35; 1 Kgs 3.7 (cf. 1 Ch 22.5; 29.1); 2 Kgs 5.14). The narrative some-
times includes the age of the r[;n: (e.g., Gn 37.2 (17 years) ; 2 Chr 34.3 (16 years; cf. 34.1)). Calling someone a 
r[;n: thus often implies that he is a person of rank or relative importance.

98. The Masoretes pointed this word with what looks like two consecutive vowels. It is pronounced, 
however, as though a waw preceded the ˙olem: `a ⋅ wôn (i.e., according to its theoretical spelling: !Aw[').
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hd'Why>-yven>a;-lk'l. .i !heKoh; tv,ae© ynEB. tyBe .e %l,m,© tB; .a

dwId'l. !Be .j ~yhil{a/ x:Wr .f %l,M©,h; !B, tyBe .b

laer'f.yI yre[' .k dwID'-ynEB. tAmv. .g hwhy yaeybin> .c

!D' tAnB.-!mi hV'ai-!B, .l %l,M,©h; tAnB.mi .h laer'f.yI ykel.m; .d

Josh 10.6; Gibeon, Joshua hn<x]M;h;-la, [:vuAhy>-la, !A[b.gI yven>a; Wxl.v.YIw: .a

Ex 10.7; wyl'ae to him … wyl'ae h[or>p; ydeb.[; Wrm.aYOw: .b

Gn 46.19; Rachel, Jacob, Joseph, Benjamin `!miy"n>biW @seAy bqo[]y: tv,ae lxer' ynEB. .c

Ex 24.8; hNEhi here is; Moses tyrIB.h;-~d; hNEhi hv,mo rm,aYOw: .d

1 Kgs 14.19; rt,y< rest of; ~ybiWtK. are written; note the 
possessive l near the end; Jeroboam, Israel

~ybiWtK. ~['b.r'y" yreb.DI rt,y<w>
`laer'f.yI ykel.m;l. ~ymiY"h; yreb.DI rp,se-l[;

.e

Ex 6.25; hL,ae these [are]; l according to; (name); 
~ '- their (3 mp); Levites

`~t'xoP.v.mil. ~YIwIl.h; tAba] yvear' hL,ae .f

2 Kgs 14.16; wyt'boa] his fathers; rbeQ'YIw: and he was 
buried; AnB. his son; wyT'x.T; in his place; Jehoash, 
Samaria, Jeroboam

!Arm.voB. rbeQ'YIw: wyt'boa]-~[i va'Ahy> bK;v.YIw:
`wyT'x.T; AnB. ~['b.r'y" %l{m.YIw: laer'f.yI ykel.m; ~[i

.g

Josh 13:23; yhiy>w: and it was (3 ms Q Pr , hyh); Reuben, 
Jordan

!Der>Y:h; !beWar> ynEB. lWbG> yhiy>w: .h

Gn 16.7; acm find; Hagar rg"h'-ta, hw"hy> %a;l.m; ac'm.YIw: .i

1 Sam 4.4; ~[' people; hOlvi to Shiloh; hl{vi ~['h' xl;v.YIw: .j

Waf.YIw: and they took; ~v' there (+ !mi) tAab'c. hw"hy>-tyrIB. !Ara] tae ~V'mi Waf.YIw:

Nu 3.21; ~he hL,ae these [are]; Gershonites `yNIAvr>GEh; txoP.v.mi ~he hL,ae .k

9.6 Enrichment: Semantic Clusters

You now have a large enough Hebrew vocabulary that you will begin to find it helpful to group and 
learn words by their semantic domain—their shared “area of reference”. Here are few examples, 
taken from the vocabulary in Lessons 2–9 (numbers are the number of the lesson):
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Human relationships (family) Human relationships/rôles (society)

father; male ancestor ba' 2 lord, master !Ada' 4

brother, male relative xa' 3 humanity, humankind, man; Adam ~d'a' 3

man, husband; each vyai 2 enemy byEAa 6

(f.) mother; ancestress ~ae 9 people [group], nation, folk yAG 3

woman, wife hV'ai 2 priest !heKo 2

women, wives ~yvin" king, monarch %l,m,© 2

son, male descendant !Be 2 messenger; angel %a'l.m; 9

daughter, female descendant tB; 6 rule, reign lv;m' 5

daughters tAnB' servant, slave db,[,© 2

clan, extended family hx'P'v.mi 3 official, leader, ruler rf; 5

Parts/Aspects of the Body/Person Terms that Refer to Deity

heart bb'le ble 2 (my) [divine] Lord, Master yn"Ada] 4

(f.) life, self vp,n<¨ 2 god, God lae
2

eye [water-source, well] !yI[;© 3 gods, God ~yhil{a/
face, presence ~ynIP' 3 YHWH (proper name) hwhy

4
head, top, peak varo 4 Yah (proper name) hy" Hy"
voice, sound lAq 5

(f.) breath, wind, spirit x:Wr 5

(II) nose, nostril; anger (n.) @a; 6

foot, leg lg<r,© 9

Seeing how terms are related to each other will help you remember their gloss(es), since you will 
learn them according to their semantic function, rather than merely in isolation. As you learn 
more words, a semantic “map”—cross-referenced lists or diagrams that link words by function or 
 reference—will also help you realize the [sometimes slight] differences between apparent syno-
nyms, although this often comes only by studying the occurrences of a pair (or set) of closely related 
words to see how each one is used.
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Lesson 10
THE PERFECT (QATAL, SUFFIX CONJUGATION)

The imperfect primarily refers to the present or future, and the preterite explicitly narrates series 
of events. Both are “prefix” conjugations. The other main verbal paradigm of Biblical Hebrew, the 
“perfect”, has an extremely broad set of functions that are both temporal—ranging from pluperfect 
(in, e.g., narrative flashbacks) to simple past, present, and even future—and volitional (especially 
as imperative). The main distinction in form between the imperfect and preterite, on the one hand, 
and the perfect, on the other, is that the perfect uses a unique set of PGN affixes—all of which are 
suffixes (hence “suffix conjugation”)—to refer to the person, gender, and number of its subject. Its 
other name, qatal, reflects the 3ms qal perfect of ljq, “kill”, a common paradigm verb.

The perfect is the most frequent conjugation in Biblical Hebrew. More than one-quarter (28%) 
of all biblical verbs are perfects.

10.1 Form

The perfect99 uses suffixes to agree with the person, gender, and number [PGN] of its subject.

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common yTi - I Wn - we

2nd
Masc. T' -

you
~T, -

you
Fem. T. - !T, -

3rd
Masc.   --- he/it

W - they
Fem. h '- she/it

1. The 3ms perfect has no ending; it is the lexical (or “vocabulary”) form of the verb.
2. Second person endings all consist of t + vowel point, as does 1cs.
3. The åewa of the 2fs perfect ending is silent; this is the only time that a Hebrew word ends 

with two consonants (see “Dageå, åewa, & Syllables”, Lesson 3): T.l.v;m' ≈ maåalt.
4. The 3fs (h '-) and 3cp (W-) endings consist of a vowel.
5. The 2mp (~T,-) and 2fp (!T,-) endings consist of a closed syllable.
6. The third person plural (“they”) is called “common” (as are both first person forms) because 

the same suffix (W-) is used for subjects of either gender.
7. These endings are used throughout the perfect of all verbs (the only difference is the loss of 

dageå lene in the T-endings of some forms of the verb), and so must be memorized.

99. The perfect is also called “qatal” (= 3ms qal perfect of the traditional paradigm verb) or “suffix 
conjugation”.
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10.2 The Qal Perfect

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common yTil.v;ªm' I ruled Wnl.v;ªm' We ruled

2nd
Masc. T'l.v;ªm'

You ruled
~T,l.v;m.

You ruled
Fem. T.l.v;m' !T,l.v;m.

3rd
Masc. lv;m' He ruled

Wlv.m' They ruled
Fem. hl'v.m' She ruled

The slight vocalic differences under the radicals of the verbal root reflect the nature of the 
ending (whether an open or closed syllable or a vowel) and are fairly consistent throughout the 
entire verbal system, not just the qal perfect. You do not need to memorize these guidelines, but 
they may help you find your way around the verbal paradigms.

1. If the PGN ending begins with a consonant (all except the third person forms), there is silent 
åewa after the third radical (i.e., before the ending), and the second radical’s vowel is pata˙ 
(-v;-).

2. If the ending is a closed syllable (2mp, 2fp), the second radical has pata˙, and the vowel 
after the first radical is a half-vowel (åewa [-m.]).

3. If the ending is a vowel (3fs, 3cp), the second radical has vocal åewa (-v.-).
4. If the ending is a closed syllable (2mp, 2fp) or vowel (3fs, 3cp), it is accented; otherwise, the 

accent falls on the antepenultimate [next-to-last] syllable. This is part of the reason for the 
variations in the vowels within the verbal root.

5. The perfect may describe a simple past event (“I ruled”), ingression (“He began/came to 
rule”), or ongoing action (“She was ruling”).

 

yTil.v;m' m¡ · åal · tî Wnl.v;m' m¡ · åal · nû

T'l.v;m' m¡ · åal · t¡ ~T,l.v;m. me · åal · tem

T.l.v;m' m¡ · åalt !T,l.v;m. me · åal · ten

lv;m' m¡ · åal Wlv.m' m¡ · åe · lû

hl'v.m' m¡ · åe · l¡

10.2.1 Stative Verbs

Some verbs have either ßere or ˙olem after the second radical in the 3ms qal perfect (the lexical 
form). The rest of their forms are like lvm. These verbs describe a state or condition, and are called 
“stative” verbs (Lesson 15). The most common stative verbs in Biblical Hebrew are:

ldoG" be[come] large, great alem' be[come] full

!qez" be[come] old vdoq' be[come] holy, set apart, reserved

rhoj' be[come] ceremonially clean, pure, acceptable broq' be[come] near, close

amej' be[come] ceremonially unclean, impure qxor' be[come] distant, far

dbeK' be[come] heavy, important; wealthy ~lev' be[come] whole, complete, healthy, at peace

10.2.2 III-a Verbs

Verbs that end in a (III-a verbs) look slightly different because “syllable-final” a becomes silent 
and cannot close the syllable (§6.2). Their forms differ from those of lvm (above) and other strong 
verbs in three ways.
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1. They lack silent åewa after the a, which functions as a reminder of historical spelling 
(cf. the now-silent e in English, which was pronounced in Chaucer’s day).

2. Since the second syllable is thus open, they have qameß after the second radical rather than 
pata˙ (§22).

3. Since the qameß after the second radical therefore precedes the ending, the t of the second 
person endings lacks dageå lene (and 2fs lacks the final silent åewa).

 

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common ytiac'ªm' I found Wnac'ªm' We found

2nd
Masc. t'ac'ªm'

You found
~t,ac'm.

You found
Fem. tac'm' !t,ac'm.

3rd
Masc. ac'm' He/It found

Wac.m' They found
Fem. ha'c.m' She/It found

4. In most other III-guttural verbal roots, 2fs qal perfect has two pata˙s (note the accent).

 tx;l;©v' å¡ · la · ˙at you sent t[;m;©v' å¡ · ma · ‘at you heard

10.3 Function (HBI §2.2.1)

The function of the perfect is heavily contextual. It depends primarily on the genre or literary type 
of the discourse within which it occurs. Its function also reflects the content of its clause and its 
relationship to the surrounding context, as well as the action or state described by the verbal root 
itself. A primary factor in its temporal and modal function is syntactical—whether or not it occurs 
with the prefixed waw (-w> ).100

1. Without the conjunction, the perfect nearly always refers to the past in narrative—either the 
simple past (“he saw”), continual past (“he was seeing”), perfect (“he has seen”) or pluperfect 
(“he had seen”). The function is controlled by the context. In narrative, the perfect tends 
to be preceded by another word, either a subordinating conjunction such as yKi, the relative 
(rv,a]), or, in a disjunctive clause (§6.6, and below), by its subject, object (Gn 42.4), preposi-
tional phrase (2 Sam 5.5), or a negative (aOl).

~Il;©v'WrybiW … hd'Why>-l[; %l;m' !Arb.x,B. In Hebron he reigned over Judah …, and in Jerusalem he 
reigned over all Israel and Judah (2 Sam 5.5).`hd'WhywI laer'f.yI-lK' l[;… %l;m' 

bqo[]y: xl;v'-al{ @seAy yxia] !ymiy"n>Bi-ta,w> (Joseph’s brothers went down [preterite] …), but Benjamin, 
Joseph’s brother, Jacob did not send … (Gn 42.4)

~yIr;©c.miB. [m;v' dd;h]w:
wyt'boa]-~[i dwID' bk;v'-yKi

Now Hadad heard in Egypt that David slept with his fathers 
… (1 Kgs 11.21)

 This function of the perfect is especially common in disjunctive clauses (§6.6, §6.10), which 
describe events that happened alongside or before the preceding preterite (a flashback), 
contrast or compare two events (Gn 1.5), or inject a non-event (i.e., with a negative) into a 
string of preterites (Jg 11.17).

~Ay rAal' ~yhil{a/ ar'q.YIw: God called [preterite] the light “Day”, and the darkness he 
called [perfect] “Night” (Gn 1.5).hl'y>l' ar'q' %v,xol;w>

hw"hy>-ta, laer'f.yI ynEB. Wrk.z" al{w> but the sons of Israel did not remember YHWH … (Jg 8.34)

… ~Ada/ %l,m,-la, ~ykia'l.m; laer'f.yI xl;v.YIw: Israel sent [preterite] messengers to the king of Edom, … 
but the king of Edom did not listen, and also to the king of 
Moab [they] sent, but he did not agree (Jg 11.17).

~Ada/ %l,m, [m;v' al{w>
hb'a' al{w> xl;v' ba'Am %l,m,-la, ~g:w>

100. This discussion refers primarily to narrative and instructional biblical prose.
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The disjunctive clause shows that the event that it describes is not necessarily the next 
event in the story. Its relationship to the storyline (simultaneous, overlapping, antecedent 
[flashback], proleptic, etc.) must be determined by the relationship of its content to its 
cotext.101 This is an especially common function of the perfect in biblical narrative.

This does not mean that events described in disjunctive clauses are insignificant or less 
important, but rather that they stand outside the main sequence (often like a “by the way” 
comment in English), telling the reader something that he or she either will need to know in 
order to fully understand something that is going to be described in the narrative.

From another perspective, non-events (irrealis) are often just as important as events, so 
that we should always ask why the narrator is telling us that this or that didn’t happen.

2. Stative verbs (§15.1) may describe either a past or present state, condition, or situation in the 
perfect, including verbs that describe an emotion, thought, perception, or condition. Their 
function is determined by the syntax and context; 2 Sam 7.22 is a direct quotation; Dt 34.9 
is a disjunctive clause.

 

hwIhy> yn"doa] T'l.d;G" You are great, Lord YHWH (2 Sam 7.22)

hm'k.x' x:Wr alem' !Wn-!Bi [:vuAhywI Now Joshua ben Nun was full of a spirit of wisdom (Dt 34.9)

3. Any perfect with a prefixed -w begins a clause, and is often followed by its subject or object. 
This tends to occur in direct quotations (within either narrative or prophecy), where the 
perfect tends to refer to the present or future, and may function as a series of instructions 
(Lv 3.8), predictions, or commands (Ru 3.2). Again, the nuance depends heavily upon the 
literary genre and immediate context.

… varo-l[; Ady"-ta, %m;s'w> He shall lean his hand on [its] head, …

… Atao jx;v'w> and slaughter it …, and the sons of Aaron

AmD'-ta, !roh]a; ynEB. Wqr>z"w> shall sprinkle its blood (Lv 3.8).

%yIl;[' %yIt;l{m.fi T.m.f;w> T.k.s;w" T.c.x;r'w> Wash, perfume yourself, put on your robe,

 !r,GOh; T.d>r;y"w> and go down to the threshing floor (Ru 3.2)

^yt,boa]-ta, T'b.k;v'w> ^ym,y" Wal.m.yI yKi When your days are full [complete], and you 
lie down with your fathers, … (2 Sam 7.12).

 The predicate of a disjunctive clause that interrupts a sequence of waw + perfect clauses 
may be imperfect or imperative. This often happens within a series of instructional or imper-
atival w + perfects, and reflects the non-instructional line of the disjunctive clause.

 

~yIM;B; #x;r.yI wy['r'k.W ABr.q;w> And its inner part and legs he shall [must] wash with water (Lv 1.9)

AB dq;WT x:Bez>Mih; vaew> And the fire of the altar shall [must] be kept burning on it (Lv 6.2 
[ET 6.9]102)

10.4 The Imperfect, Preterite, & Perfect

As this chart suggests, a verb’s conjugation in Biblical Hebrew narrative is primarily related to the 
function of its clause within a particular genre, and the relationship of the contents of the clause 
to the main line of that genre. These are not absolute rules: for example, an imperfect may begin a 
prophetic discourse, as may a participle (not listed), a perfect may introduce a series of preterites, &c. 
Within direct quotations, any verbal conjugation may be used.

101. The terms “context” and “cotext” are often distinguished. “Cotext” refers to the surrounding words, 
and “context” to the entire sociological and conceptual “world” within which the discourse occurs (“context” in 
this sense can also be called the “universe of discourse”).

102. This nomenclature is the normal way of indicating different verse numberings between the Hebrew 
and English text (ET); it means that Leviticus 6.2 in the Hebrew text is 6.9 in the English Bible (Leviticus 6.1 
in Hebrew is 6.8 in the English text).
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Conjugational 
Functions

Primary 
Temporal 
Reference

Primary Function Subject 
person 

gender number
Main 

“storyline”
“Added” information 
(disjunctive clauses)

preterite past narrative

any

waw + perfect present-future-modal instruction 
prophecy

perfect past narrative

imperfect present-future-modal instruction prophecy

cohortative 
imperative 

jussive

future
commands 

(used in direct quotations)
1st only
2nd only
3rd only

10.5 Concepts

antecedent cotext genre perfect qatal
content disjunctive clause instructional material performative stative verb
context flashback narrative proleptic suffix conjugation

10.6 Vocabulary

tribe; rod, staff (m.)103 hJ,m; .141 perish db;a' .133

people [group], nation ~[; .142 ear !z<ao© .134

text, document;104 writing(s) rp,se© .143 cattle; animals hm'heB. .135

friend, companion [:re .144 master, owner, husband, Baal l[;B;© .136

lip, language; edge, shore hp'f' .145
herd (large cattle, such as donkeys, camels, 
cows, horses) rq'B' .137

tribe; rod, staff jb,ve© .146 be, become (often l introduces the result), 
happen, occur

hy"h' .138

swear [an oath] (N only) [b;v' .147 palm of hand, sole of foot @K; .139

judge (vb.) jp;v' .148 command[ment], order hw"c.mi .140

103. The noun hJ,m; refers to a tribe slightly more frequently (196/248 = 79%) than jb,ve (143/193 = 74%). 
hJ,m; is more common in Ex & Nu, whereas jb,ve is distributed more widely and evenly, as this table shows 
(statistics are for these books, not total occurrences):

hJ,m; jb,ve
staff tribe other staff tribe

Ex 20 6 26 4 1 3
Nu 5 103 108 8 1 7
Dt 19 19
Jg 16 1 15

Sam 2 2 18 3 15
Kgs 2 2 13 13
Pss 1 1 2 11 9 2
Pr 8 8

104. “Book”—the traditional gloss for rp,se—is misleading; codices, the forerunners of bound volumes—
“books” as we think of them—were not used until the second century CE. A rp,se could be written on nearly any 
material (e.g., a broken piece (sherd) of pottery (writing makes it an ostracon), a piece of papyrus or parch-
ment, a clay tablet). The noun hL'gIm. (related to the verb llG, “to roll”) refers explicitly to a “scroll”, although it 
is relatively infrequent in Biblical Hebrew (21x) compared to rp,se (185x).
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10.7 Exercises

After learning the PGN subject endings of the perfect, parse and gloss (using the simple past) these 
forms.

br;q.NIw: .i tac'm' .e yTid.b;a' .a

Wnb.r;q' .j WjP.v.yI .f ac'm.Tiw: .b

!T,r.m;v.W .k Wnb.r;q' .g t'ar'q' .c

Wjp.v' .l rKoz>YIw: .h ar'q.Tiw: .d

1 Kgs 2.12; aSeKi seat, throne; wybia' his father; 
Solomon, David

wybia' dwID' aSeKi-l[; bv;y" hmol{v.W .a

Dt 28.47; ^- your (2 ms); hx'm.fi joy, rejoicing, 
happiness

hx'm.fiB. ^yh,l{a/ hwhy-ta, T'd.b;['-al{ .b

2 Sam 19.12; David, Zadok, Abiathar rt'y"b.a,-la,w> qAdc'-la, xl;v' dwID' %l,M,h;w> .c

Jg 6.10; y i- my (1cs); lAqB. [mv listen to the voice of 
(obey) …

`yliAqB. ~T,[.m;v. al{w> .d

Ps 47.9 (each line is a clause); Avd.q' his [A- 3ms] 
 holiness

~yIAG-l[; ~yhil{a/ %l;m'
`Avd.q' aSeKi-l[; bv;y" ~yhil{a/

.e

2 Chr 21.12; ^- your (2ms); Jehoshaphat; Asa ^ybia' jp'v'Ahy> yker>d;B. T'k.l;h'-al{
`hd'Why>-%l,m, as'a' yker>d;b.W

.f

2 Sam 22.22; yKi for, that, because; [vr be wicked; 
act wickedly; here !mi against; y ;- my

hwhy yker>D; yTir>m;v' yKi
`yh'l{a/me yTi[.v;r' al{w>

.g

Ne 1.7; qxo statute, rule, regulation ~yQixuh;-ta,w> tAc.Mih;-ta, Wnr>m;v'-al{w> .h

Ex 2.20; wyt'nOB. his [w- 3ms] daughters; hZ< hM'l' Why? vyaih'-ta, !T,b.z:[] hZ< hM'l' wyt'nOB.-la, rm,aYOw: .i

Ps 119.55; ^- your (2ms); hwhy (vocative); ignore the 

final h '- on hr'm.v.a,w"
hwhy ^m.vi hl'y>L;b; yTir>k;z" 

`^t,r'AT hr'm.v.a,w"

.j

Dt 6.5; ^- your (2ms); daom. strength, might, power ^b.b'l.-lk'B. ^yh,l{a/ hwhy tae T'b.h;a'w>
`^d,aom.-lk'b.W ^v.p.n:-lk'b.W

.k

Dt 31.12; ![;m;l. so that, in order that; dml learn; ary 
fear; ~k,- your (2mp); rmv here be careful; tAf[]l; to 

do; by doing

Wdm.l.yI ![;m;l.W W[m.v.yI ![;m;l.
~k,yhel{a/ hwhy-ta, War>y"w>

`taZOh; hr'ATh; yreb.DI-lK'-ta, tAf[]l; Wrm.v'w>

.l

10.8 Enrichment: The Perfect as Performative?

A possible function of the perfect not mentioned in the lesson, is the perfect as performative. 
A performative is a verb that accomplishes or realizes the act that it describes, so that to say, e.g., 
“I promise that …” is to make the promise—no further action is required (cf., e.g., “I declare …”, 
“I announce …”, “I claim …”). A crude test of a performative is whether or not the word “hereby” can 
be inserted into the statement, as well as such functional tests as whether or not the speaker has 
the authority to accomplish the act that he or she is naming.
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A common example of a performative in the prophetic literature is the formula “Thus says YHWH” 
(hwhy rm;a' hKo), so that although rm;a' is 3ms qal perfect, it refers to the following quotation, rather 
than to a past speech.

The performative function may also explain statements with a perfect as predicate, especially 
divine pronouncements, such as the promise of the land to Abram [sic]:

taZOh; #r,a'h'-ta, yTit;n" ^[]r>z:l. To your seed I [hereby] give this land (Gn 15.18)

Why does this statement use the perfect, since the former promises (Gn 12.7; 13.15, 17), use the 
imperfect to refer to a clearly future event (Abram does not yet have any heirs to whom the land 
might be given)? One explanation is that the performative function is better suited to the divine 
self-malediction in the covenantal ratification ceremony (Gn 15.17).

In Gn 17.5, two verbal clauses—with a imperfect (areQ'yI) and waw + perfect (hy"h'w>)—referring to 
the future, precede a perfect (^yTit;n>). The content and context of the divine promise suggest that 
this is a performative, especially since Abram [now Abraham] was not yet a “multitude of nations”, 
and would not even be a father for some time (the verse is divided into clauses).

~r'b.a; ^m.vi-ta, dA[ areQ'yI-al{w> “And your name shall no longer be called ‘Abram’,

~h'r'b.a; ^m.vi hy"h'w> but your name shall be ‘Abraham’,

`^yTit;n> ~yIAG !Amh]-ba; yKi because I [hereby] make you a father of a multitude 
of nations” (Gn 17.5).

The possibility of performative functions here and in other places again cautions us against 
assuming a simple relationship or equation between verbal conjugations—or verbal function—in 
Biblical Hebrew and other languages.
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Lesson 11
NOMINAL MODIFICATION (IV)

Biblical Hebrew uses prepositions to show a noun’s syntagmatic function (Lesson 7). It limits or 
modifies the range of a noun’s reference by means of the article (§4.3), construct chain (Lesson 9), 
relative particle rvea] (§11.2), or adjectives (cf. the examples in §4.3).

11.1 Adjectives

11.1.1 Form

Adjectives in Hebrew use the same endings as the noun. The lexical form of the adjective is mascu-
line singular. The endings are added to the lexical form, unless it ends in h ,-, in which case the 
gender-number endings replace h ,- (e.g., hp,y"). Endings often affect the word’s vocalization.

Gender Singular Plural

Masc. bAj ~ybiAj
goodFem. hb'Aj tAbAj

Masc. lAdG" ~ylidoG>
large, greatFem. hl"doG> tAldoG>

Masc. hp,y" ~ypiy" handsome, attractive;
beautifulFem. hp'y" tApy"

Adjectives use the endings that agree with the grammatical gender of the word that they modify, so 
that their endings do not always match the ending of the noun that they modify. This is especially 
true for feminine nouns that do not end in h-, t-, or tA- (plural). When an adjective modifies a 
collective noun (e.g., !aco), it may agree with its grammatical number (and be singular), or with the 
noun’s collective sense (and be plural).

hp'y" hV'ai a beautiful woman Both nouns have the form (ending)  associated 
with their genders, so the adjectives and 
nouns have the same endings.

~ybiAj ~ysiWs good horses

tAlAdG> ~yrI[' great cities All three nouns are feminine (despite their 
form); so the adjectives have the feminine 
ending.

hq'z"x] dy" a strong hand

tApy" ~yvin" beautiful women

lAdG" ~[' a great people [nation] Both adjectives agree with the noun, one 
with its grammatical number, the second 
with its collective sense.~ykil.hoh; ~['h' the people who walk (Is 9.1)

11.1.2 Function

Adjectives in Biblical Hebrew have three functions, which are indicated by 1) whether or not 
the adjective and its substantive agree in definiteness; 2) the word order of the adjective and 
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 substantive; and 3) the immediate syntax. The three functions may be called attributive, predicate, 
and  substantive.

1. An attributive adjective and its noun agree in definiteness—both are either definite or 
 indefinite—and form a noun phrase, like an adjective in English:

 
ldoG"h; %l,M,©h; the great king

daom. dbeK' lyIx;©B. … with a very heavy [i.e., lavish] retinue (1 Kg 10.2)

2. A predicate (or “verbal”) adjective and its noun form a non-verbal clause, glossed using a form of “to 
be”.105 The adjective is usually indefinite, the noun definite, but both may be indefinite, especially 
in poetry. The adjective, which predicates something about the noun, may precede or follow it.

 

ldoG" %l,M,©h;
The king is [was] great.

%l,M,©h; ldoG"
rb'D'h; bAj The word is good (1 Kgs 2.38).

#r,a©'B' b['r'h' dbeK' yKi for the famine was heavy [i.e., harsh, severe] in the land (Gn 12.10).

wyn"y[eB. %z: vyai-yker>D;-lK' All a man’s ways are clean in his eyes (Pr 16.2).

3. When there is an adjective but no noun, the adjective “becomes” a noun—it is substantive (or 
“nominal”), and may function as a noun or as a relative clause. Indefinite substantive adjectives occur 
much more frequently in poetry than prose. Some adjectives occur so frequently as substantives that 
they can be considered nouns (e.g., more than 90% of the occurrences of !qez", “old”, are substantive, 
hence the gloss “elder”). An adjective in a construct chain is always substantive (Pr 15.28; Ex 12.21).

 

ldoG"h; the great one/man; he [one] who is great

tAn[]l; hG<h.y< qyDIc; ble
The heart of the righteous ponders in order to answer (Pr 15.28); 
this could also be attributive: “A righteous heart …”

laer'f.yI ynEq.zI-lk'l. hv,mo ar'q.YIw: Moses summoned all of the elders of Israel … (Ex 12.21)

4. When both noun and adjective are indefinite (as is fairly common in poetry), the adjective’s 
function must be determined from its context. For example, when the modified noun is the 
subject or object of a clause or sentence (“The great king went to war”), or object of a prepo-
sition (“for the great king”), then the adjective is attributive. When the noun and adjective 
form their own clause (“The king is great”), the adjective is predicate.

 

Adjective with Noun

Indefinite Noun Definite Noun

Predicate
%l,m,© bAj %l,M,©h; bAj

The king is good.
bAj %l,m,©

A king is good.106

Attributive hb'Aj hK'l.m; hb'Ajh; hK'l.M;h;
a good queen107 the good queen

105. It may seem that we are adding “is”, “was”, &c. to the text. Not so. The predicate translation renders 
the Hebrew text according to the requirements of English syntax and grammar. Some translations (e.g., KJV, 
NKJV, NAS) italicize words to show that there is no form in the Hebrew text that directly corresponds to that 
English term. It is unfortunate that this practice gives the appearance of “adding to” to the text.

106. When an anarthrous adjective follows an indefinite noun, the context—the clausal syntax— determines 
whether the adjective is predicate or attributive. Hence bAj %l,m, could be either a good king or a king is good.

107. See the preceding note.
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Adjective without Noun

Indefinite Noun Definite Noun

Substantive

bAj bAJh;
a good one/person/man the good one/person/man

he who is good / whoever is good / [the/any] one who is good

hb'Aj tAbAJh;
a good woman the good women
she who is good the women who are good

5. English adds “-er” to an adjective to show comparison (“taller”, “holier”) or uses the adverb 
“more” (“more wise”, “more sure”). There is no comparative form in Biblical Hebrew, which 
compares two things by using the preposition !mi to introduce the thing to which something is 
being compared (the word introduced by “than” in English comparison). Comparative adjec-
tives are always predicate.

 

~h,ynEV.mi dbeK' lywIa/ s[;k;©w> … but a fool’s wrath is heavier than both (Pr 27.3)

`bz"K' vyaime vr'-bAjw> … and a poor [man] is better than a man of a lie [liar] (Pr 19.22)

~yhil{a/h'-lK'mi hwhy lAdG" YHWH is greater than all gods. (Ex 18.11)

WNM,©mi aWh qz"x' yKi … for [they—i.e., the people] are stronger than we (Nu 13.31)

6. The “comparative min” also occurs with stative verbs, where the subject of the verb is 
compared to someone/thing else (1 Kgs 10.23).

 
#r,a'h' ykel.m; lKomi hmol{v. %l,M,h; lD;g>YIw: And King Solomon became greater than all 

the kings of the land … (1 Kgs 10.23)

7. The word lKo, all, is a noun in Hebrew; it therefore does not agree with the noun that it modi-
fies, but usually occurs in construct with it as lK', all of, each of, every … (more than 4000x). 
With pronominal suffixes (Lesson 14) it is written -Lku (c. 200x).108 When it [occasionally] 
occurs with the article, it refers to “everything” (i.e., “the whole [thing]”; 2 Sa 19.31; cf. Lv 
1.9, 13; more than one-quarter of the occurrences of lKoh; are in Ec).

 

taZOh; hr'ATh; lkoK. according to all [of] this teaching/instruction (Dt 4.8)

as'a' yreb.Di lK' rt,y<w> Now the rest of all [of] the words of Asa (1 Kgs 15.23)

HL'Ku bh'z" tr;nOm. a lampstand entirely [all of it] of gold (Zc 4.2)

%l,M,h;-la, tv,boypim. rm,aYOw: And Mephiboshet said to the king,

xQ;yI lKoh;-ta, ~G: “Let him just take everything …” (2 Sa 19.31).

8. The word daom., very, much, can strengthen adjectives and verbs, and so is often called an 
“adverb”. daom. is not inflected for gender or number. It comes at the end of the phrase or clause, 
following the word that it modifies. [N.B.: daom. is strengthened by repetition (Nu 14.7).]

 

daom. rb'D'h; ^yl,ae bArq' … the word is very near to you (Dt 30.14)

`daom. daom. #r,a'h' hb'Aj The land is very, very good (Nu 14.7)

daom. ayhi hp'y" … she was very beautiful (Gn 12.14).

daom. ayrIB' vyai … a very fat man (Jg 3.17).

9. Adjectives follow construct chains; they do not interrupt them.

 
ldoG"h; hw"hy> hfe[]m;-lK' all of the great work of YHWH (Dt 11.7 || Jg 2.7)

~ynIrox]a;h' dwID' yreb.DI hL,aew> These are the last words of David (2 Sam 23.1)

108. The “x” is shorthand for “times” or “occurrences” [in Biblical Hebrew]. This means “two 
hundred times”.
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11.1.3 The Most Common Adjectives

This lists by frequency all adjectives used 50 times or more in Biblical Hebrew (* indicates those 
which occur often or primarily as substantives).

[r' bad, evil, disastrous (661x); 

qAxr' far, distant (85x)h['r' fem. as subst.: disaster, tragedy, evil, 
wickedness

bAj good, pleasant; happy [of the heart] (612x) bArq' near (78x)

br; much, many (475x) ynI[' *afflicted, distressed, poor (76x)

qyDIc; just, innocent, righteous (206x) tme dead (72x)

!qez" *old (187x); elder rz" strange, different, illicit (71x)

rxea; another, other (166x) lysiK. *stupid, dull, insolent (70x); fool

~k'x' wise, skilled (138x) alem' full (67x)

vAdq' holy, set apart (115x) !Ayb.a, *poor (61x) 

j[;m. few; subst.: a little (96x) qz"x' hard, strong (56x)

ll'x' dead, killed (94x); subst.: the dead !Ajq' small, little, insignificant (54x)

rAhj' clean, pure (94x) vd'x' new (53x)

~ymiT' whole, complete, entire, blameless (91x) aw>v' worthless (52x); in vain (adverb); 
subst.: worthlessness 

amej' [ceremonially] unclean, impure (88x) !Arx]a; behind, last (50x)

11.2 The Relative Particle

A relative clause modifies a noun or substantive by relating something about it. English rela-
tive clauses are introduced by a relative pronoun (“who”, “which”) and follow the word that they 
modify—“the prophet who said”. Hebrew relative clauses are introduced by the relative rv,a] (more 
than 5500 times in Biblical Hebrew).

1. Like the relative pronoun in English, rv,a] normally follows the word that it modifies:

 

~yIr'c.miB. rv,a] yMi[; ynI[\ … the affliction of my people who are in Egypt (Ex 3.7)

rh'B' !ApC.mi rv,a] ~ykil'M.h; … the kings who were on the north in the hill country (Jos 11.2)

`%l,m,ylia/ tx;P;v.Mimi rv,a] z[;bo … Boaz, who was from Elimelek’s clan (Ru 2.3)

`!t'n"Ayw> lWav'-~[i rv,a] laer'f.yI-~[i … with [the] Israel[ites] who were with Saul and Jonathan 
(1 Sam 14.21)

N.B.:  English allows “implicit” relative clauses—i.e., those that do not begin with a relative 
pronoun, such as “the kings from the north” instead of “the kings who were from the 
north”. In biblical narrative, however, relative clauses are nearly always explicit (written 
with rv,a]).

2. When a relative clause modifying a “locative noun” ends with ~v', “there”, the combination 
~v' … rv,a] often functions as a relative locative adverb (~v' … rv,a], “where”):

 

laer'f.yI ynEB. ~v'-rv,a] !v,GO #r,a,B. … in the land of Goshen, where the sons of Israel [were], 
… (Ex 9.26)

~v' hT'a;-rv,a] ~AqM'h;-!mi “… from the place where you are …” (Gn 13.14)

!Ara] ~v' rv,a] hwhy lk;yheB. … in YHWH’s temple, where the ark … was (1 Sa 3.3)

3. When this type of relative clause describes a person, group, or thing, it is usually predicate 
(“who/which was/were/is/etc. there”):

 `~v'-rv,a] yrImoa/h'-ta, … the Amorites who were there (Nu 21.32)
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4. The compound form rv,a]K; (rv,a] + K.) is a comparative particle, “as, just as,” that often 
precedes a verb (especially verbs of command, instruction, etc.); following the introductory 
particle yhiy>w: it is often temporal in the sense of “when”:

 

hf'[' rv,a]K; ~h,l' hw"hy> hf'['w> YHWH shall do to them just as he did … (Dt 31.4)

ynImod>Q;h; lv;m. rm;ayO rv,a]K; As the proverb of the ancients says, (1 Sam 24.14)

laeWmv. !qez" rv,a]K; yhiy>w: Now when Samuel was old, … (1 Sam 8.1)

N.B.:  Biblical Hebrew has three syntagms that correspond roughly to the relative clause in 
English: (1) clauses introduced by the particle rv,a]; (2) clauses formed by a substantive 
adjective (§11.1.2); and (3) clauses formed by a substantive participle (§12.2). Although 
these sound the same when rendered into English, the rv,a] clause modifies a noun; the 
substantival adjective and participle have no noun to modify.

11.3 Non-verbal Clauses

A clause is a group of words that makes a comment (the predicate) about a topic (the subject). 
Although the word “predicate” is often used casually to refer to verbs, a predicate can be nearly any 
part of speech or connected group of words (syntagm). A clause can be a sentence, or merely part of 
a sentence (e.g., relative clauses, above). In these two examples, David is the subject; the rest of the 
clause tells us something about David:

a. David wrote many songs. ascribes an action to David (something that he did)
b. David was a mighty warrior. explains who/what David was (what kind of warrior 

he was)

Hebrew clauses that sound like (a) are verbal clauses (a verb is the main part of the predicate), but 
clauses like (b) tend to be non-verbal, with either a predicate adjective (Ex 9.27), noun, prepositional 
phrase, or adverb as the predicate. We will consider a clause non-verbal when it lacks an imperfect, 
preterite, perfect, imperative, predicate participle (Lesson 12), or infinitive (Lesson 16). We will also 
consider the more specific word in a non-verbal clause to be the subject, with (1) proper names and 
definite nouns more specific than generic nouns; (2) personal pronouns more specific than proper 
names and definite nouns; and (3) demonstratives more definite than personal pronouns.

qyDiC;h; hwhy YHWH is the righteous one (Ex 9.27)

hwhy ynIa] I am YHWH (Ex 6.2); pronoun as subject

aWh yxia' he is my brother (Gn 20.5); pronoun as subject

[v'ylia/ ~h,lea] rm,aYOw: Elisha said to them, “This is not the way,

ry[ih' hzO al{w> %r,D,h; hz< al{w> nor [aOlw> and not] is this the city. …” (2 Kgs 6.19)

A clause is either syndetic (linked to its preceding cotext by a conjunction) or asyndetic (lacking a 
conjunction; these are relatively infrequent in biblical narrative). Disjunctive and preterite clauses 
are by definition syndetic, as is any other clause beginning with waw. Other types of clauses are 
also syndetic, such as those that begin with subordinating particles, such as yKi, rv,a], ![;m;l., etc. It is 
not the first word or form that determines that a concatenation of words is a clause, however, but 
the presence of a topic and a comment.

11.4 Nominal Apposition

Nouns can also be modified by other nouns. In apposition one noun follows another, but they do not 
form a construct chain (since the first noun is usually definite, it cannot be in construct). If the first 
noun is a generic term (e.g., “the king”), the apposed noun is usually a personal name. If the first 
noun is a personal name, the second usually identifies him or her by office, position, or relation-
ship (i.e., the aspect of that person that is contextually appropriate). A major clue to the presence 
of apposition is that proper names and definite nouns do not occur in construct:
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(a) dwID' %l,M,h; King David (2 Sa 3.31; Samuel-Kings uses this syntagm)

(b) %l,M,h; dwID' King David (1 Ch 26.26; Chronicles uses this syntagm)

(c) !Wn-!Bi [:vuAhy> Joshua son of Nun (Ex 33.11)

(d) ~h'r'b.a; tv,ae yr;f' Sarai, Abram’s wife (Gn 16.1)

(e) hwhy db,[,© dwID' David, the servant of YHWH (Ps 36.1)

(g) !Alx.m; tv,ae hY"bia]AMh; tWr Ruth, the Moabitess, Mahlon’s wife (Ru 4.10)

(f) rpeSoh; WhY"rinE !B, %WrB' Baruch, son of Neriah, the scribe (Jr 36.32)

In (c) – (e), a construct chain is apposed to the proper name; in (f), a second apposition (“the scribe”) 
further describes Baruch; in (g), a second apposition, which is also a construct chain describes Ruth 
as “Mahlon’s wife”. Understanding this requires reading the string of words to see how they are 
related to each other, as well as general knowledge of biblical context. These examples also illus-
trate the frequent interdependence of construct chains and apposition.

11.5 Concepts

adjective attributive comment relative substantive
apposition/apposed clause predicate subject topic

11.6 Vocabulary

copper, bronze tv,xo©n> .158 other, another (adj.) rxea; .149

service, servitude, labour, work hd'Ab[] .159 who, which, what, that; when rv,a]
.150

mouth hP,
.160

[just] like, as; when rv,a]K;
mouth of (construct) yPi large, big, great (adj.); be/become 

large, great (st. vb.)
lAdG" .151

holiness, “apartness” vd,qoª
.161

old; elder (adj.); be/become old (st. vb.) !qez" .152

holy, sacred (adj.)109 vAdq' good (adj.); be/become good (st. vb.) bAj .153

much, many (adj.) br; .162 honest, upright, right (adj.); 
thus, so (adv.)

!Ke .154

bad, disastrous; evil, wicked (adj.) [r; .163 before (temporal & locative), in the 
presence of, in front of

ynEp.li .155

bad, disastrous, evil, wicked (adj.) [v'r' .164 wadi (temporary stream or its valley; 
rarely perennial stream, e.g., Jabbok)

lx;n:¨ .156

gate (of a city) r[;v;© .165
horse, stallion (m.) sWs

.157
mare hs'Ws

11.7 Exercises

1. After studying the forms of bAj, lAdG", hp,y" (§11.1.1), gloss these phrases and clauses, parsing 
any verbal forms. Be prepared to explain their structure and the function of the adjectives.

hd,F'B; rv,a] lAdG"h; vyaih; .g ~yhil{a/h' lAdG" .d bAJh; vyaih' .a

hN"j;q. rB'd>MiB; ry[ih' .h ~yrIh'h,-l[; ~yrI['h, .e daom. hp'y" hV'aih' .b

!heKoh; ybia] !qez" .i ~yrIh'h,-l[; rv,a] rq'B'h; .f tyIB;©B; rv,a] vyaih' .c

109. “Holy” and “sacred” are synonyms with different histories: “holy” comes from Old English h¡lig, 
“sacred” from Latin sacrare.
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2. Gloss these phrases and clauses, parsing the verbs and identifying the function of any 
 adjectives.

Ps 145.9; remember that lKo is a noun lKol; hwhy bAj .a

Jon 1.10; ary fear, be afraid; ha'r>yI fear 
(noun); an object from the same root as its 
verb is called a “cognate accusative”, which is 
a common syntagm in Biblical Hebrew

hl'doG> ha'r>yI ~yvin"a]h' War>yYIw: .b

Is 6.3; hz< this [one]; ab'c' host, army; al{m. 
fulness, that which fills (n.m.); A+dAbK., 
glory+his [Your gloss should differ from most 
English versions.]

rm;a'w> hz<-la, hz< ar'q'w>
tAab'c. hwhy vAdq' vAdq' vAdq'

`AdAbK. #r,a'h'-lk' al{m.

.c

Jg 19.20; the last word is a quotation ~Alv' !qeZ"h; vyaih' rm,aYOw: .d

2 Kg 18.28; Assyria rWVa; %l,m, lAdG"h; %l,M,h;-rb;D> W[m.vi rm,aYOw: .e

2 Sam 4.11; grh kill; qyDic; innocent; 
A+tybe house+his; A+bK'v.mi bed+his

AtybeB. qyDIc;-vyai-ta, Wgr>h' ~y[iv'r> ~yvin"a];
AbK'v.mi-l[

.f

1 Kgs 8.3; WaboY"w: they [m.p.] went; Waf.YIw: 
they carried

laer'f.yI ynEq.zI lKo WaboY"w:
`!Ara'h'-ta, ~ynIh]Koh; Waf.YIw:

.g

Pr 14.19; Wxv; they bow (down); ynEp.li in the 
presence of; [r; / [v;r' bad, evil, wicked; the 
verb is elided from the second line

~ybiAj ynEp.li ~y[ir' Wxv;
`qyDic; yre[]v;-l[; ~y[iv'r>W

.h

Lv 11.45; ~t,yyIh.wI and you [m.p.] shall be; ynIa' I;
yKi because, for (that)

`ynIa' vAdq' yKi ~yvidoq. ~t,yyIh.wI .i

Jr 7.9; yrex]a; after ~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/ yrex]a; ~T,k.l;h]w:
`~T,[.d;y>-al{ rv,a]

.j 

2 Chr 2.4; ynIa] I; hn<Ab building (a participle 
functioning as a predicate adjective); Wn- our

lAdG" hn<Ab ynIa]-rv,a] tyIB;h;w>
`~yhil{a/h'-lK'mi Wnyhel{a/ lAdg"-yKi

.k

2 Chr 18.30; Aram; hW"ci [he] commanded; 
obk,r, chariot; rmoale saying; Wmx]L'Ti aOl Do not 
fight; ~ai yKi but; ADb;l. only (him alone)

rmoale bk,r,h' yref'-ta, hW"ci ~r'a] %l,m,W
lAdG"h;-ta, !joQ'h;-ta, Wmx]L'Ti al{
`ADb;l. laer'f.yI %l,m,-ta,-~ai yKi  

.l

Josh 10.2; tx;a; one of; hk'l'm.m; kingdom; 
ayhi she, it; h'- her, its; rABGI warrior; 
Gibeon, Ai

hk'l'm.M;h; yre[' tx;a;K. !A[b.GI hl'AdG> ry[i
y[;h'-!mi hl'Adg> ayhiw>
`~yriBoGI h'yv,n"a]-lk'w>

.m
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11.8 Enrichment: Reading a Bulla

This is a greatly enlarged drawing of a bulla, the clay impression of a seal; the original is  thumbnail-
sized.

whykrbl
whyrn nb
rpsh

of Berechyahu
ben Neryahu

the scribe
or (using more familiar forms of the names):

Belonging to Baruch
son of Neriah

the scribe
(cf. Jr 36.32)

This is a greatly enlarged copy of a typical bulla, with an inscription consisting of the owner’s name 
(with lamed of possession), followed by “son of”, his father’s name, and his occupation. The apposi-
tions between “Baruch” and “son of Neraiah” on the one hand and “the scribe” on the other, identify 
both men by their fathers’ names and their occupation or position in society. The bulla is thus the 
owner’s “signature”.

1. Both names end in -yahu, a variant of -yah that occurs in Biblical Hebrew. [Jeremiah’s name 
occurs with both endings: hy"m.r>yI (8x; only in Jr 27.1–29.1) and Why"m.r>yI (>110x; in the rest of 
the book; never in 27.1–29.1).]

2. Since the names of the father and son, as well as the occupation, match the biblical refer-
ences, this particular bulla most probably records the personal seal of the scribe named 
Baruch ben Neraiah who worked for Jeremiah, and would have been affixed to documents 
(long since deteriorated) that he wrote, transcribed, or witnessed.

3. The same form of personal identification was in use long before the Israelite 
monarchy and the period of the canonical prophets. In Josh 1.1, Joshua is identified as 
hv,mo trev'm. !Wn-!Bi [:vuhoy>, Joshua son of Nun, servant of Moses; Joshua—not his father—was 
Moses’ assistant; Baruch was a scribe, according to the information on this bulla.

4. This bulla appeared on the antiquities market without any reference to its provenance. This 
means that its interpretation lacks the controls that its discovery in situ (in place) would 
have provided, such as depth, occupational or destruction layer, etc.

5. You can find more information on the paleo- or archaic Hebrew (Canaanite) alphabet at 
many sites on-line.
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Lesson 12
THE PARTICIPLE

The verbal system of Biblical Hebrew includes forms that are called both “participles” and “verbal 
adjectives”, since they are based on verbal roots and are functionally adjectives. Unlike English 
participles (forms that end in “-ing”), Hebrew participles can be identified by their vowels, a prefixed 
-m (in most verbal stems),110 and syntax. More than one-tenth (about 13%) of all verbal forms in 
Biblical Hebrew are participles. They are especially common in biblical poetry.

12.1 Form

All participles are inflected for gender and number in order to agree with the word that they modify. 
They use the same endings as adjectives and nouns. Like adjectives, participles agree with the gram-
matical gender of the word that they modify. The qal has two participles—active and passive.

Qal Active Participle Qal Passive Participle
Singular Plural Singular Plural

Masc.
abs. lvemo ~yliv.mo lWvm' ~yliWvm.

const. ylev.mo lWvm. yleWvm.

Fem.
abs.

tl,v,mo 
hl'v.mo

tAlv.mo hl'Wvm. tAlWvm.

const.111 tl;Wvm.

1. The qal active participle always has an o-vowel (˙olem or ˙olem-waw) after the first radical.
2. The qal passive participle always has a u-vowel (åureq, rarely qibbuß) after the second radical.
3. Unlike the other verbal conjugations, participles can be articular. Like the infinitive 

construct, they can occur with prepositions and pronominal suffixes (Lesson 14).

12.2 Function (HBI §2.2.5)

The participle in Biblical Hebrew is an adjective, with the same functions as the adjective—
 attributive, predicate, and substantive. The rules for identifying participial function are the same 
as for the adjective (§11.1.2).

1. Attributive, or adjectival participles usually follow, and agree in definiteness with the word 
that they modify. Although they are attributive, their verbal nature means that they can 
be glossed in several ways, often as relative clauses (cf. Pr 8.34; Dt 1.38); for example, Is 

110. The term “stems” refers to various patterns of vowels and prefixes used to modify the function of the 
verbal root (Lesson 18).

111. There are about thirty-five feminine construct qal participles in Biblical Hebrew; few of these are 
strong verbal roots. The most frequent occurs in the phrase vb;d>W bl'x' tb;z", “flowing with milk and honey” 
(20x; always fsc Q Ptc from the root bWz, “flow”).
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40.3 could also be rendered “a voice which was calling, …” Their temporal reference (past, 
present, future) is entirely contextual:

 

yli [:mevo ~d'a' yrev.a; How happy is the man who listens to me, … (Pr 8.34)

rB'd>MiB; areAq lAq A voice calling, “In the wilderness …” (Is 40.3)

^yn<p'l. dme[oh' !Wn-!Bi [:vuAhy> Joshua son of Nun, who stands before you (Dt 1.38)

bWtK' jP'v.mi judgment that is written (Ps 149.9)
~ydIg"B.h; rmevo … ~Luv; Shallum …, the keeper of [who keeps or the one who keeps] the 

garments (2 Kgs 22.14)

`hx'n>Mih; yaef.nO ~['h'-ta, xL;v;y>w: He sent away the people who had carried the tribute (Jg 3.18)

2. Predicate, or verbal participles may precede or follow the word that they modify; the words 
disagree in definiteness. In narrative, predicate participles tend to occur in disjunctive 
clauses, where they function much like finite verbs. A predicate participle is technically 
“tenseless”—its temporal reference depends on the context, as does its nature as simple 
or continuous action. Note that the last five examples in this list occur in disjunctive 
clauses (§6.6):

 

bqo[]y:B. lvemo ~yhil{a/ God rules in Jacob (Ps 59.14)

d[;l' td,m,[o Atq'd>ci His righteousness stands for ever (Ps 112.9)

@seAy [:mevo yKi W[d>y" al{ ~hew> But they did not know that Joseph was listening (Gn 42.23)

`#r,a'h'-l[; tk,l,mo hy"l.t;[]w: Now Athaliah was ruling over the land (2 Kg 11.3)

hZ<mi rh'h'-la, ~ydIm.[o ~yTiv.lip.W Now the Philistines were standing on the hill on this side 
(1 Sam 17.3)

hmol{v. [m;ve-ta, t[;m;vo ab'v.-tK;l.m;W Now the queen of Sheba heard the report of Solomon … 
(1 Kgs 10.1)

~Il©;v'WryBi tb,v,yO ayhiw> Now she lived in Jerusalem (2 Kgs 22.14)

Depending on the context, and the semantic load of the verbal root, a predicate participle 
following hNEhi or hNEhiw> may suggest the speaker’s sense of immediacy:

~yvid'x] ~yIm;v' areAb ynIn>hi-yKi 
hv'd'x] #r,a'w"

For I am about to create [creating] a new heaven and a 
new earth (Is 65.17)

laer'f.yIB. rb'd' hf,[o ykinOa' hNEhi I am doing [about to do] a thing in Israel (1 Sa 3.11)

^yl,ae dreyO ykinOa' hNEhiw> I am going to come down [coming] to you (1 Sa 10.8)

3. When there is no substantive for the participle to modify, it is “its own noun”, and thus 
substantival (nominal), glossed by a pronominal relative clause (“he who …”, “the one 
who …”, “whoever … ”, etc.). As Jos 2.24 suggests, all participles in construct chains are 
 substantive.

 

hw"hy> arey> Arv.y"B. %leAh Whoever walks in his honesty fears YHWH (Pr 14.2)

^r,m.vo hwhy YHWH is the one who watches you [ = “your watcher”] (Ps 121.5) 

#r,a'h' ybev.yO-lK' All the inhabitants of the land (Jos 2.24)

4. Some verbs occur primarily as substantive participles (e.g., the verbal root bya occurs 
281 times; all but two are substantive participles). Words listed as nouns that have the vowel 
pattern o-e (i.e., ˙olem - ßere) are qal participles that were used primarily as  substantives 
(e.g., jpevo, judge; rpeso, scribe).

 
^d,y"B. ^b.yIao-ta, !tenO ykinOa' hNEhi I am about to give [predicate ptc.] your enemy into your 

hand (1 Sam 24.4)
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5. Since they are verbal adjectives, participles can govern direct and indirect objects. They 
also occur with pronominal suffixes (Lesson 14); the suffix may indicate pronominal 
possession or it may identify the [pronominal] direct object of the action described by the 
participle:

 
`laer'f.yI rmeAv … `^r,m.vo He who watches you … he who watches Israel (Ps 121.3b, 4b)

^a,p.ro hwhy ynIa] I am YHWH, [he] who heals you (Ex 15.26); or your healer

12.3 Concepts

active nominal participle predicate verbal
adjectival attributive passive substantive

12.4 Vocabulary

there is/are (opposite of !yIa;/!yae) vyE .175 ram lyIa;© .166

death; tAm, death of tw<m'© .176 choose (the preposition -B. 
often introduces its object)

rx;B' .167

in front of, before, opposite dg<n<¨ .177 mighty man, warrior rABGI .168

work, occupation hk'al'm. .178 generation, life-span rAD .169

count; write, record rp;s'
.179

seek, inquire (cf. vr'd.mi) vr;D' .170

scribe, secretary, recorder (ms Q Ptc) rpeso kill gr;h' .171

opening, entrance xt;P,© .180 sacrifice (n.) xb;z<¨ .172

ask [for], request la;v' .181 outside (noun and prep.); street #Wx .173

oil (usually olive oil) !m,v,© .182 wisdom, skill hm'k.x' .174

12.5 Exercises

After learning the forms of the qal participle, gloss these phrases and clauses, parsing the verbs, 
and identifying each participle’s function as either attributive, predicate, or substantive (adjectival, 
verbal, nominal).

2 Chr 22.12; Athaliah `#r,a'h'-l[; tk,l,mo hy"l.t;[]w: .1

Is 9.1; War' they saw (3cp Q P); tw<m'l.c; 
death-shadow; Hgn it shined; 
~h,yle[] < ~h,- (their/them) + l[;

lAdG" rAa War' %v,xoB; ~ykil.hoh; ~['h' 
`~h,yle[] Hg"n" rAa tw<m'l.c; #r,a,B. ybev.yO

.2

Ps 59.14b; W[d>yEw> and they will 
know (3 mp QF); sp,a, end; Jacob

#r,a'h' ysep.a;l. bqo[]y:B. lvemo ~yhil{a/-yKi W[d.yEw> .3

1 Sam 3.3; lk'yhe temple; !v' 
there, in that place; Samuel

`~yhil{a/ !Ara] !v'-rv,a] hw"hy> lk;yheB. bkevo laeWmv.W .4

Ps 147.3; apr heal; rbv break ble yreWbv.li aperoh' .5

Ec 7.15; A + qd>ci + B.-, in + righteousness + his Aqd>ciB. dbeao qyDIc; vyE .6

Ps 58.12 `#r,a'B' ~yjip.vo ~yhil{a/-vyE .7
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Gn 25.28; four names! `bqo[]y:-ta, tb,h,ao hq'b.rIw> … wf'[e-ta, qx'c.yI bh;a/Y<w: .8

Ps 75.8 jpevo ~yhil{a/-yKi .9

Ps 106.3; yrev.a; happy (trad., blessed); hf[ 
do; hq'd'c. righteousness, innocence; t[e time

jP'v.mi yrem.vo yrev.a; 
`t[e-lk'b. hq'd'c. hfe[o

.10

1 Sam 18.16; aWh he; aceyO ms Q Ptc < acy go 
out, leave; ab' ms Q Ptc < aAB come/go in; ~h, + 
ynEp.li before + them; David

dwID'-ta, bheao hd'WhywI laer'f.yI-lk'w> 
`~h,ynEp.li ab'w" aceAy aWh-yKi

.11

Jg 4.4; ayhi she; ayhih; that; t[e 
time; Deborah, Lapidot

tAdyPil; tv,ae ha'ybin> hV'ai hr'Abd>W 
`ayhih; t[eB' laer'f.yI-ta, hj'p.vo ayhi

.12

Jr 22.11; w + ybia' father + his; 
Shallum; Josiah; Judah

hd'Why> %l,m, WhY"viayO-!B, ~Luv;-la, hwhy-rm;a' hKo 
wybia' WhY"viayO tx;T; %leMoh;

.13

Lv 14.47; sBek;y> he will wash; wy + dgb 
garments + his (suffixed to a plural noun; cf. #6)

wyd'g"B.-ta, sBek;y> tyIB;B; bkeVoh;w> 
`wyd'g"B.-ta, sBek;y> tyIB;B; lkeaoh'w>

.14

1 Sam 17.3; hZ,mi on one [this] side (hz< + !mi) 
Philistines

hZ<mi rh'h'-la, ~ydIm.[o ~yTiv.lip.W 
hZ<mi rh'h'-la, ~ydIm.[o laer'f.yIw>

.15

Jr 23.2; !kel' therefore (!ke + l.); l[; concerning; 
both participles are from the root h[r shepherd, 
tend (the mp ending “replaces” the final h- of 
the root)

laer'f.yI yhel{a/ hwhy rm;a'-hKo !kel' 
yMi[;-ta, ~y[iroh' ~y[iroh'-l[;

.16

Ps 107.2a; lag redeem hwhy yleWaG> Wrm.ayO .17

12.6 Enrichment: Participles & Poetic Compression

Participles are especially common in the book of Proverbs, probably because they allow highly 
compressed syntax, perhaps also to impart a “timeless” and “universal” air to the sayings. In 
Pr 17.9, for example, the use of four participles allows the proverb to be compressed into only 
eight words:

hb'h]a; vQeb;m. [v;P,-hS,k;m. Whoever conceals a transgression seeks love;

`@WLa; dyrIp.m; rb'd'b. hn<vow> And whoever repeats a matter separates a friend [friends] (Pr 17.9)

At times, however, compression can be confusing. How should we read these lines? Which is 
primary—seeking or concealing, repeating or separating? Since our experience suggests that talking 
about offenses can destroy relationships, but that this is not the only reason for relationships to 
fail, we would probably read Pr 17.9b as suggested above (rather than “Whoever separates friends 
repeats a matter”).

In 17.9a, however, either participle could be read as the subject, so that an alternative interpre-
tation (and translation) would be “Whoever seeks love conceals a transgression”. This line may even 
be deliberately ambiguous, written in order to allow or even encourage both understandings. The 
decision to gloss it in one way or the other, however, is essentially arbitrary, since either participle 
can be predicate or substantive.

Word order is not always a reliable guide to syntax or function, especially in biblical poetry, so 
that we must reflect on the content of the proverb in order to translate it appropriately.
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In Pr 12.1a, however, the parallelism helps us determine that the first participle is the subject 
(substantive) and the second the predicate, since the predicate is elided from the second line, and 
since “loves discipline” parallels “hates correction”, we follow the first reading:

t[;D' bheao rs'Wm bheao Whoever loves discipline loves knowledge;

`r[;B' tx;k;At anEfow> And whoever hates correction [loves] stupidity (Pr 12.1)

It may seem that we have merely read the Hebrew as though it followed English word-order, but 
our interpretation (and therefore translation) is actually based on the parallels between the two 
lines. The general principle here is the frequent omission [elision] of the predicate from the second 
of two parallel lines of biblical poetry.

Two passive participles (Lesson 19) allow even greater compression in Pr 27.5—only five words:

`tr,T'sum. hb'h]a;me hL'gUm. tx;k;AT hb'Aj A revealed rebuke is better than concealed love (Pr 27.5)

This could also be rendered so that the English syntax corresponds to the Hebrew:

Better a rebuke revealed than love concealed.

Nothing is gained beyond (perhaps) a certain “poetic” feel due to the rhyme of “revealed” and 
“concealed”; both renderings are as compressed as English allows. Or, if we wanted to add a poetic 
structure that is not present in the Hebrew sentence, we could invert the order of the last two words 
so that we read noun – adjective … adjective – noun, creating a grammatical chiasm, but this may 
be overly clever.

Better a rebuke revealed than concealed love.
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112. Pronouns can be cataphoric, referring to something that follows (“Although he awoke early, John …)”; 
this function is rare in Biblical Hebrew.

113. Apart from commands, English sentences have explicit subjects, either nominal or pronominal 
(English also uses a “dummy” subject, as in “It’s raining” and “There’s one in here”). Independent subject 
pronouns in Biblical Hebrew often “sound” redundant (or “emphatic”) to English readers when they occur 
alongside a verbal form that indicates the PGN of its subject. They are not actually redundant, because: (1) 
all communication is as efficient as possible (superfluity is only apparent, never real); and (2) their function 
is related to the larger context in which they occur, including the genre and the relationship of their clause to 
the preceding clause. This will become more clear as you begin to read the biblical text.

Lesson 13
PRONOMINALS (I)

One challenge in writing or speaking is keeping track of who is acting or speaking, and whether 
or not this is a new person or someone already mentioned in the discourse. Another challenge is 
to write so that the result “holds together”, or is “cohesive”. Pronouns are a cohesive device (§6), 
a linguistic “glue” that binds together a discourse. English tracks clausal subjects pronominally 
(e.g., “Then he went …” or “After she had taken …”), rather than by repeating the subject’s name. 
Pronouns are thus called “anaphoric” (Greek ana, “above”), since they usually refer back to someone 
or something previously mentioned (traditionally called the “antecedent”).112

Biblical Hebrew has two sets of pronouns—individual words, called “independent pronouns”, 
and suffixes, called “pronominal suffixes” (Lesson 14). Both sets are inflected for person, gender, 
and number to link them to their “antecedent”.

Independent personal pronouns identify the subject of the clause; these “subject” pronouns, 
however, are not merely cohesive—they also function on the level of discourse, a “higher-level” 
function that explains why Biblical Hebrew has independent subject pronouns alongside the PGN 
of the finite verb.113 (§13.1.2). The third person independent pronouns (along with a few other 
forms) also function as demonstrative adjectives (“this”, “these”, “that”, “those”).

Pronominal suffixes show pronominal possession (“my”, “her”, “their”), indicate the pronominal 
objects of verbs and prepositions, and the pronominal subjects of the infinitive construct (§16.1.1).

13.1 Independent Pronouns

Pronominal forms in Biblical Hebrew have person, gender, and number. Independent pronouns 
usually identify the subject of their clause; about 20% of all independent personal pronouns occur 
with the conjunction waw as part of the first form in disjunctive clauses (w + pronoun).

13.1.1 Form

Person Gender Singular Plural
1st common ykinOa' ynIa] I Wnx.n: Wnx.n:a] we

2nd

masc. hT'a;
you

~T,a;
you

fem. T.a; !T,a;

3rd

masc. aWh he, it ~he hM'he
they

fem. awhi ayhi she, it hN"he
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1. The basic form is distinct for each person; gender and number is distinguished by the end of 
the form:

 

Person Form
1st - na I, we

2nd - Ta; you

3rd - h he, she, it, they

2. The “double forms” differ primarily in frequency and distribution:
a. ynIa] (1cs) is more than twice as frequent (803x) as ykinOa' (c. 350x), but in some biblical 

books one form dominates, for example

 

ykinOa' ynIa]
Dt 55x 6x

Ezk 1x 155x

b. The longer 1cp form (Wnx.n:a], “we”) occurs about 115 times in Biblical Hebrew, the shorter 
form (Wnx.n:) only six times.

c. The longer 3mp form (hM'he, “they”) is slightly more frequent (c. 55%) than ~he; as with 
1cs (ykinOa'/ynIa]), they are not distributed evenly:114

 

hM'he ~he
Gn 4x 17x
Ex 5x 17x
Lv 1x 18x
Ps 25x 3x

Ezk 57x 8x115

d. “She/It”—awhi (3fs written with -w-)—is “normal” in the Torah, but is written ayhi in the 
rest of the Bible.116

13.1.2 Function (HBI §1.5.1)

1. An independent pronoun always means that you are looking at a clause, whether or not the 
pronoun comes first in the clause.

2. Independent personal pronouns usually identify the subject of a verbal or non-verbal clause 
(“I”, “she”, “we”). They do not show pronominal possession (e.g., “my” , “your”) or the pronom-
inal objects of verbs or prepositions (e.g., “him”, “for them”). The examples illustrate its use 
with various types of predicates—a noun (Gn 3.19; Ex 6.2), adjective (Ezk 42.14), finite verb 
(Gn 41.15), and participle (Nu 33.51):

 

hT'a; rp'['-yKi For you are dust, … (Gn 3.19)

hwhy ynIa] I am YHWH (Ex 6.2).

hN"he vd,qo-yKi For they [fp] are holy (Ezk 42.14).

^yl,[' yTi[.m;v' ynIa]w: And I heard about you … (Gn 41.15)

!Der>Y:h;-ta, ~yrIb.[o ~T,a; yKi When you cross the Jordan … (Nu 33.51)

114. When two 3mp pronouns occur in the same v., both forms may be used (7x), although both are repeated 
in some vv. (hM'he (17x) or ~he (7x)).

115. In Ezekiel, the clause ~he/hM'he yrim. tyBe yKi, for they are a rebellious household, occurs seven times, 
six times with hM'he as the subject, once with ~he.

116. The 3fs form ayhi—with yod—occurs ten times in the Torah out of more than 150 occurrences in those 
books.
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3. Independent pronouns also occur in non-verbal clauses, apparently signaling the non-verbal 
predication:

 

~yhil{a/h' aWh hwhy YHWH [—he] is [the] God! (1 Kg 18.39).

`aWh ~k,l' ~yIr;c.mi #r,a,-lK' bWj-yKi For the goodness of all of the land of Egypt [it] is yours 
(Gn 45.20).

4. Independent pronouns often occur with the conjunction -w>, creating a disjunctive clause 
(§6.6). After a conversation between Joseph and his brothers, the narrator finally explains 
why Joseph’s brothers thought that they were secure in talking in front of him (Gn 42.23). 
The added information of Jg 11.39 makes the virginity of Jephthah’s daughter explicit.

 

@seAy [:mevo yKi W[d>y" al{ ~hew> 
`~t'nOyBe #yliMeh; yKi

Now they did not know that Joseph could 
understand [participle] them, because the 
 interpreter was between them (Gn 42.23).

vyai h['d>y"-al{ ayhiw> … (now she had not known a man) … (Jg 11.39)

The change of subject that is often signalled by an independent pronoun may also imply a 
contrast between the events or actions described by two clauses, especially when a disjunc-
tive clause begins with w + pronoun (cf. 2 Chr 13.11 (Exercise #16)). The contrast is thus 
appropriately signalled in English by rendering the conjunction as, for example, “but”, 
“now”, “but as for her”.

Although the contrasting clause—“every great matter they shall bring to you”—is left out of 
Exercise #6 (Ex 18.22), the disjunctive clause that ends the sentence again signals a contrast, 
here by beginning the clause with the object (waw + non-verb) rather than the subject.

5. The only affix that can be attached to the independent personal pronouns is the conjunction -w>.

13.2 Demonstratives

Demonstratives point out or point to a person or object (“this”, “that”, “these”, “those”), and can be 
thought of as making an articular word even more definite or specific (contrast “this scroll” with 
“the scroll”).

13.2.1 Form

Gender Singular Plural

“Near”
masc. hz<

this hL,ae thesefem. tazO

“Far”
masc. aWh

that
hM"he

thosefem. ayhi hN"he

The paradigm of the demonstratives overlaps the paradigm of the personal pronouns (above). The 
“far” demonstratives are the same as the third person personal pronouns. They are demonstrative 
primarily when they are attributive (§13.2.2(5), below).117

13.2.2 Function (HBI §1.5.2)

1. Since demonstratives are essentially adjectives, they can be either predicate or attributive. 
Unlike adjectives, they are not substantive.

2. Like adjectives, demonstratives agree with the grammatical gender and number of the word 
that they modify.

117. Their discourse functions may differ, but there is little functional difference between “That is the 
king” and “He is the king”.
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3. When they are predicate, (1) demonstratives are anarthrous; (2) they tend to precede the 
word that they modify; and (3) they are usually the subject of the clause (hzO, the second 
demonstrative in 2 Kgs 6.19, occurs eleven times in Biblical Hebrew):

 

#r,a'h' tazO This is the land (Nu 34.2)

hl'doG>h; ry[ih' ayhi That [it] is the great city (Gn 10.12)

tAmv. hL,ae These are the names (Ex 1.1)

%r,D,h; hz< al{ [v'ylia/ ~h,lea] rm,aYOw:
ry[ih' hzO al{w>

Elisha said to them, “This is not the way, 
nor is this the city. …” (2 Kgs 6.19)

4. Attributive demonstratives follow the word that they modify, and are articular:

 

hZ<h; ~AqM'h; this place (Gn 28.17)

ayhih; ry[iB' in that city (Js 20.6)

aWhh; ~AYh;-lK' all that day (Nu 11.32)

5. An articular “third person pronoun” is therefore actually an attributive demonstrative:

 

hM'heh; ~ymiY"B; in those days (Jr 3.16)118

aWhh; t[eB' at that time (Nu 22.4)

taZOh; ry[ih' this city (Gn 19.20)

6. Usually the demonstrative immediately follows the noun that it modifies. If the noun 
is modified by an adjective (or is in construct), the attributive demonstrative follows the 
entire phrase, after any adjectives, or after the final word of the construct chain, or both. In 
Gn 2.12, the adjective after the attributive demonstrative is predicate:

 

hZ<h; lAdG"h; rb'D'h; this great thing (1 Sa 12.16)

taZoh; hl'doG>h; h['r'h' this great evil (Gn 39.9)

hZ<h; ~['h'-la, ytiabehe rv,a]K; 
taZOh; hl'doG>h; h['r'h'-lK' tae

Just as I brought upon this people 
all this great disaster (Jr 32.42)

bAj awhih; #r,a'h' bh;z]W and the gold of that land is good (Gn 2.12)

13.3 Interrogative Pronouns

Biblical Hebrew uses two uninflected interrogative pronouns to ask questions about persons (“who?”, 
“whom?”) and things (“what?” “how?”). Both are normally “fronted”—they begin their clause.

13.3.1 The Interrogative ymi

The uninflected interrogative ymi, “who”, is always definite, and always asks about a person.

1. If there is no verb, ymi is usually the subject of a non-verbal clause (but cf. Ru 2.5, #3, below):

 

hw"hy> ymi h[or>P; rm,aYOw: Pharaoh said, “Who is YHWH, …?” (Ex 5.2)

~T,a; ymi “Who are you (m.p.)?” (Jos 9.8)

hL,aeh' ~yvin"a]h' ymi Who are these men …?” (Nu 22.9)

T.a; ymi-tB; “Whose daughter are you?” (Gn 24.23)

hZ<h; rb'D'h; hf'[' ymi “Who did this thing?” (Jg 6.29; cf. Jg 15.6)

tazOK' [m;v'-ymi Who has heard [such a thing] as this?

hL,aeK' ha'r' ymi Who has seen [such things] as these? (Is 66.8)

118. The phrase “[in] those days” accounts for nearly three-quarters of all occurrences of the 3mp 
 demonstrative.
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2. When ymi is the object of the verb, it has the sign of the object, but still begins the question 
(and is rendered “whom”):

 
!Wdbo[]t; ymi-ta, “Whom will you serve?” (Jos 24.15)

Wnl'-%l,yE ymiW xl;v.a, ymi-ta, “Whom shall I send, and who shall go for us?” (Is 6.8)

3. ymi also functions as the object of prepositions (in Ru 2.5, the l shows possession):

 
laer'f.yI %l,m, ac'y" ymi yrex]a; After whom has the king of Israel gone out? (1 Sam 24.15)

`taZOh; hr'[]N:h; ymil. To whom does this young woman belong?” (Ru 2.5)

13.3.2 The Interrogative hm'

The uninflected interrogative hm', “what”, is always indefinite, and does not refer to persons. If 
there is no verb, hm' is the subject of a non-verbal clause.

AmV.-hm; yli-Wrm.a'w> “… and they say to me, ‘What is his name?’

~h,lea] rm;ao hm' What shall I say to them?” (Ex 3.13)

hZ<h; ~['h' ^l. hf'['-hm, “What did this people do to you?” (Ex 32.21)

`hf,[]T;-hm; wyl'ae-rm;ayO-ymiW And who says to him, ‘What are you doing?’” (Qo 8.4)

T'm.l'x' rv,a] hZ<h; ~Alx]h; hm' “What is this dream which you dreamed?” (Gn 37.10)

1. hm' also occurs in indirect questions:

aWh-hm; W[d>y" al{ They did not know what it [was] (Ex 16.15)

2. hm' may also ask “why”, often in combination with l (hm'l' or hM'l'©, “for what?”):

hPo ~ybiv.yO Wnx.n:a] hm' “Why are we sitting here …?” (2 Kgs 17.3)

yl'ae T'k.l;h'-al{ hM'l' “Why didn’t you come to me?” (Nu 22.37)

lWav'l. dwID' rm,aYOw: And David said to Saul,

~d'a' yreb.DI-ta, [m;v.ti hM'l' “Why do you listen to men’s words, …?” (1 Sam 24.10)

3. hm' is spelled with three different vowels, depending on the first letter of the following word; 
there is no difference in function:

 

hm' What?

-hm; What?

hm, What?

13.4 Frequency

There are 8,629 independent pronominal forms in Biblical Hebrew:

Personal (subject) 5,001
Demonstratives 2,651

Interrogative 977 (hm' (554x), ymi (423x))

13.5 Concepts

antecedent demonstrative interrogative pronoun
cohesion independent pronoun pronominal subject
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13.6 Vocabulary119

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st common I ykinOa' ynIa] .191 we Wnx.n: Wnx.n:a] .183

2nd
masc. you hT'a; .192 you ~T,a; .184

fem. you T.a; .193 you !T,a; .185

3rd

masc. he, it aWh .194 they (3 mp pers. pron.); 
those (mp dem.)

~he hM'he .186

fem. she, it awhi ayhi .195 they (3fp pers. pron.); 
those (fp dem.)

hN"he .187

Who? ymi .196 this (ms dem. pron.) hz< .188

What? -hm; hm' .197 this (fs dem. pron.) tazO .189

hm, these (cp dem. pron.) hL,ae .190

13.7 Exercises

After learning the personal and interrogative pronouns, and the demonstratives, gloss these clauses, 
parsing any verbal forms.

Ex 6.8 hwhy ynIa] .1

Gn 29.4; Haran; the last two words are 
a quotation

`Wnx.n"a] !r'x'me Wrm.aYOw: .2

1 Sam 4.18; ~y[iB'r.a; 40 `hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a; laer'f.yI-ta, jp;v' aWhw> .3

Ps 110.4; ytir'b.Di order of; Melchizedek `qd,c,-yKil.m; ytir'b.DI-l[; ~l'A[l. !heko-hT'a; .4

Jr 29.20 hwhy-rb;d> W[m.vi ~T,a;w> .5

Gn 42.23; Joseph @seAy [:mevo yKi W[d>y" al{ ~hew> .6

Ex 18.22; t[e time (in the sense of 
measured, or passing time); !jq small; 
on the second clause, cf. §13.1.2(4)

… t[e-lk'B. ~['h'-ta, Wjp.v'w> 
~h,-WjP.v.yI !joQ'h; rb'D'h;-lk'w>

.7

Ru 3.9; Ruth; laEGO redeemer 
(ms Q Ptc < lag, redeem)

… tWr ykinOa' rm,aTow: Ta'-ymi rm,aYOw: 
`hT'a' laegO yKi

.8

Ps 115.18; %rb bless; hT'[; now; 
llh praise (D); Yah

~l'A[-d[;w> hT'[;me Hy" %reb'n> Wnx.n:a]w: 
`Hy"-Wll.h;

.9

Is 14.13; ^- your (m.s.); ~yIm;V'h; 
assumes “to”; hl[ go up, ascend; 
l[;M;mi above

l[;M;ªmi hl,[/a, ~yIm;©V'h; ^b.b'l.bi T'r>m;a' hT'a;w> .10

1 Chr 17.16; ~yhla hwhy is vocative; 
ytiybe my house

ytiybe ymiW ~yhil{a/ hwhy ynIa]-ymi rm,aYOw: .11

Dt 10.10 rh'b' yTid>m;[' ykinOa'w> .12

119. The personal pronouns are listed paradigmatically.
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2 Chr 13.11; tr,m,©v.mi observance 
(cognate  accusative); Wn- our; Atao him 
(direct object) [cf. §13.1.2(4)]120

Wnyhel{a/ hwhy tr,m,v.mi-ta, Wnx.n:a] ~yrIm.vo 
`Atao ~T,b.z:[] ~T,a;w>

.13

Jg 8.23; ~h,leae;] to them (m.p.); Gideon; 
~k,B' over you; ynIB. my son

~k,B' lvom.a,-al{ !A[d>GI ~h,lea] rm,aYOw: 
`~k,B' lvom.yI hwhy ~k,B' ynIB. lvom.yI-al{w>

.14

Ho 2.10; yTit;n" I gave; Hl' to her; 
!g"D' grain; vAryTi new wine

vAryTih;w> !g"D'h; Hl' yTit;n" ykinOa' yKi h['d>y" al{ ayhiw> .15

1 Kgs 2.22; ![;Y:w: and he answered 
(3ms Q Pr < hn[ answer); Solomon; 
Abishag; Shunamite; Adonijah; hk'Wlm. 
kingship, kingdom; yNIM,mi than I 
(comparative use of !mi)

AMail. rm,aYOw: hmol{v. %l,M,h; ![;Y:w: 
WhY"nIdoa]l; tyMin:Vuh; gv;ybia]-ta, tl,a,vo T.a; hm'l'w> 

hk'WlM.h;-ta, Al-ylia]v;w> 
yNIM,mi lAdG"h; yxia' aWh yKi

.16

13.8 Enrichment: Disjunctives in Poetry

The discussion of disjunctive clauses (§6.6) is usually limited to biblical prose, but it also applies 
to biblical poetry. A common poetic signal of a shift in perspective is a line beginning with waw + 
an independent pronoun (or a substantive), especially 1cs (referring to the poet) and 2ms (refer-
ring to YHWH). Note the contrasts in the following verses (participants are in bold; w + pronoun is 
in italics):

yr'c' WBr;-hm' hwhy YHWH, how my enemies have increased;

`yl'[' ~ymiq' ~yBir; Many rise against me;

yvip.n:l. ~yrim.ao ~yBir; Many say about me,

~yhil{abe AL ht'['Wvy> !yae ‘He has no salvation in God’. 

ydI[]B; !gEm' hwhy hT'a;w> But you, YHWH, are a shield on my behalf—

`yviaro ~yrIme ydIAbK. My glory, and the one who raises my head (Ps 3.2–4).

wyTil.k'y> ybiy>ao rm;ayO-!P, Lest my enemy say, ‘I have overcome him!’

`jAMa, yKi WlygIy" yr;c' My foes exult when I fall.

yTix.j;b' ^D>s.x;B. ynIa]w: But I trust in your love;

^t,['WvyBi yBili lgEy" My heart exults in your salvation;

`yl'[' lm;G" yKi hwhyl hr'yvia' I will sing to YHWH, for he has done good for me (Ps 13.5–6).

~yviq.Ay xP;mi hj'l.m.nI rAPciK. Wnvep.n: Our soul like a bird has been delivered from the birders’ snare;

`Wnj.l'm.nI Wnx.n:a]w: rB'v.nI xP;h; The snare is broken, but we are delivered (Ps 124.7).

120. The contrast in this v. is not signaled by the use of different conjugations. Instead, the waw + non-
verb (in this case, the independent pronoun) makes this a disjunctive clause, to which the choice of conjugation 
is subordinate. Contrast is a function of the difference in content between the clauses.
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Lesson 14
PRONOMINALS (II): SUFFIXES

Independent “subject” pronouns indicate the subject of their clause. In order to show pronominal 
possession, and verbal and prepositional pronominal objects, Biblical Hebrew attaches “pieces” of the 
independent pronouns to substantive and verbal forms. Like the independent pronouns, these suffixes 
are inflected to agree with the person, gender, and number of their antecedent. There are 45,590 
pronominal suffixes in Biblical Hebrew (versus about 8,629 independent pronominal forms).

14.1 Form

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st com. y I- my, me Wn- our, us

2nd
masc. ^-

your, you
~k, -

your, you
fem. % e- !k, -

masc.

w- A- h o-
his, him, its

~h, -

WN ,- Wh e- ~ '-
3rd [Am- poetic] their, them

fem. H '-
her, its

!h, -

h'- ! '-

1. There are no cases in Biblical Hebrew (unlike, e.g., Greek, Latin, German), so that the form 
of the suffix is the same regardless of its function, which is determined entirely from its 
context.

2. There is no difference in function between different forms (i.e., all forms listed under 3ms 
refer to “he”, “him”, or “his”).

3. Am- (3ms) occurs only in poetry; WN ,- (3ms) occurs on verbs.
4. Pronominal suffixes are added to nouns as follows:

a. Suffixes are added directly to masculine and feminine singular nouns, sometimes 
with a helping vowel. When a feminine noun ends in h-, the h- is replaced by t- 
(the feminine singular construct ending), and the suffixes are added to the form with 
t - (hr'AT > ytir'AT, my teaching).

 

Absolute Construct Construct + suffix

son !Be !B, { ynIB. my son (2 Sam 19.1)

%nEB. your (fs) son (2 Kgs 6.28)

Hn"B. her son (2 Kgs 4.6)

city ry[i ry[i Ary[i his city (2 Sam 17.23)

land #r,a,© #r,a,© Wnce©r>a; our land (Jos 9.11)

maid/servant hx'p.vi tx;p.vi ^t.x'p.vi your maid/servant (1 Sam 1.18)

teaching hr'AT tr;AT ytir'AT my teaching (Is 51.7)

mistress/lady hr'ybiG> tr,b,©G> HT'r>biG> her mistress (Ps 123.2)
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b. When suffixes are added to plural nouns, there is a y- between the noun and the suffix; 
some forms are found only on plural nouns:

 

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st com. y ;- my, me Wny e- our, us

2nd
masc. ^y ,-

your, you
~k,y e -

your, you
fem. %yI ;- !k,y e -

3rd
masc. wy '- his, him, its ~h,y e - their, them

fem. h'y ,- her, its !h,y e -

1) Masculine plural nouns drop the final ~- of their ending and add the suffixes after 
the y- of the plural.

2) Feminine plural nouns add -y- after their plural (tA-) ending, and before the suffix 
(tAnB' > ~k,yteAnB., your [masc pl] daughters). The third plural suffixes ~ '- and ! '-, 
however, can are added directly to the plural ending (~t'AnB.).

 

words ~yrIb'D> yrbeDI ^yr,b'D> your (ms) words (Josh 1.8)

sons ~ynIB' ynEB. h'yn<¨B' her sons (Is 66.8)

days ~ymiy" ymey> wym'y" his days (Jb 14.5)

garments ~ydIg"B. ydeg>Bi ^yd,©g"B. your garments (1 Kg 22.30)

lands tAcr>a; tAcr'a] ~t'Acr>a;B. in their (mp) lands (Gn 10.5)

daughters tAnB' tAnB. ~k,yteAnB. your (mp) daughters (Ezr 9.12)

c. The 1cs suffix ( y-) is added to plural nouns with the vowel pata˙, which is the only 
difference between “my” used with singular and plural nouns.

 

Absolute Construct + Suffix
horse sWs ysiWs my horse

horses ~ysiWs ys;Ws my horses

son !Be ynIB. my son (Pr 3.1)

sons ~ynIB' yn:¨B' my sons (1 Sam 12.2)

daughter tB; yTiBi my daughter (Ru 3.16)

daughters tAnB' yt;AnB. my daughters (Ru 1.11)

d. Suffixes are added to the construct form of the noun. We may therefore say that a noun 
with a pronominal suffix is in construct to the suffix, and that the pronominal suffix is 
the last “element” or “member” of the construct chain (even if it is a chain of only one 
“form”, composed of two elements).

5. Pronominal suffixes are also used to show the pronominal object of a preposition. They are 
combined with prepositions in one of three ways:
a. Suffixes are added directly to B. and l. (their paradigms are identical, apart from the 

preposition; different glosses illustrate the variety of the prepositions’ function):

1st yBi by me Wnl'© to us

2nd
m. ^l. to you (ms) ~k,B' with you (mp)

f. %B' against you (fs) !k,l' for you (fp)

3rd
m. Al for him ~h,B' in them (mp)

f. HB' with her !h,l' to them (fp)
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b. Singular suffixes and 1cp are added to K.121 and to some forms of !mi and ~[i with a 
“helping” syllable:

 

1st ynIAmK' like me WnAmK' like us

2nd ^AmK' like you (ms) ~k,K' like you (mp)122

3rd
WhAmK' like him ~heK' like them (mp)

h'AmK' like her !heK' like them (fp)

1st yNIM,©mi from me WNM,©mi from us124

2nd
^M.mi from you (ms) ~K,Mi from you (mp)

%Memi from you (fs) !K,mi from you (fp)

3rd WNM©,mi from him123 ~h,me from them (mp)

hN"M©,mi from her !h,me from them (fp)

1st ydiM'[i124 yMi[i with me WnMª'[i125 with us

2nd
^M.[i with you (ms) ~K,M'[i with you (mp)

%M'[i with you (fs) ---126

3rd
AM[i with him ~M'[I ~h,M'[i with them (mp)

HM'[i with her ---127

6. Most prepositions add suffixes by means of a yod between the preposition and suffix, so that 
the suffixes look like those added to plural nouns (each line in this example uses a different 
preposition, and glosses of the prepositions are varied to show use):

 

1st yn:p'l. in my presence WnynE¨p.li before us

2nd
^yl,©ae to you (ms) ~k,ylea] to you (mp)

%yIl;©[' against you (fs) !k,yle[] concerning you (fp)

3rd
wyr'x]a; after him ~h,yrex]a; after them (mp)

h'yT,©x.T; under her/it !h,yTex.T; under them (fp)

N.B.:  The noun lae, god/God occurs only with the 1cs suffix (yliae, my God); all other suffixes 
are added to the construct of ~yhil{a/ (e.g., ^yh,l{a/, your God). The preposition la,/lae uses 
pata˙ to link the 1cs suffix (yl;ae, to me); all other forms have yod, as in the paradigm.

121. The preposition -K. does not occur with 2nd person feminine suffixes.
122. ~k,AmK. occurs once (Jb 12.3).
123. The 3ms and 1cp suffixes with !mi (both are WNM,©mi) can be distinguished only by context.
124. Be careful not to confuse this with forms of the verbal root dm[ stand.
125. Cf. la,-WnM'[i God [is] with us (“Immannuel” (with and without maqqef; e.g., Is 7.14; 8.8, 10).
126. The preposition ~[i does not occur with 2nd person feminine plural suffixes.
127. The preposition ~[i does not occur with 3rd person feminine plural suffixes.
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 The key to analyzing a compound form is to know the pronominal suffixes and the vocabulary 
(which will let you identify the central lexeme (content word)).

 

ytiybeb.W and in my house (Is 3.7)

y I- -tybe- -b.- -W
1cs suffix noun prep. cj.

^yr,b'd>Ki according to your words (1 Kg 3.12)

^- -y- -rbd- -K
2ms suffix plural noun prep.

WnynEb'B. with our sons (Ex 10.9) 

Wn- -y- (supply the final nun) -nb- -B
1cp suffix plural noun prep.

WnyteAnb.biW and with our daughters (Ex 10.9)

Wn- -y- -tAnb.- -bi- -W
1cp suffix plural noun prep. cj.

~h,yteAcWqM.mi from their troubles (Ps 107.6, 13, 19, 28)

~h,- -y- -tAcWqm.- -[!]mi-
3mp suffix plural noun prep.

14.2 Function (HBI §1.5.1b)

1. Pronominal suffixes are added to nouns with all of the nuances of the construct chain 
(possession, relationship, etc.):

 

^yr,b'D> your (ms) words (Josh 1.8) source: words spoken by “you”

h'yn<¨B' her sons (Is 66.8) relationship: sons born to her

wym'y" his days (Jb 14.5) days during which he lived

^yd,©g"B. your (ms) garments (1 Kg 22.30) ownership: garments owned by “you”

~t'Acr>a;B. in their lands (Gn 10.5) ownership: lands lived in by “them”

2. Because pronouns are definite, pronominal suffixes make the word to which they are 
suffixed definite as well, and end the construct chain. Every word with a pronominal suffix 
is therefore both construct and definite. In 1 Sam 26.19, yreb.Di is construct to db,[,, which is 
construct to the 3ms suffix:

 

%l,M,©h; ynIdoa] an"-[m;v.yI 
ADb.[; yreb.DI tae

“…, may my master the king hear the words of his 
servant (1 Sam 26.19)

wyl'g>r;w> wyd'y" his hands and his feet (Jg 1.6); two construct chains

~k,ymeyBi in your days (Jl 1.2)

3. Pronominal suffixes indicate the objects of prepositions:

 

~h,l' rm,aYOw: He said to them, … (Gn 9.1)

wyl'ae T'r>m;a'w> And you shall say to him … (Ex 9.13)

yn:b'l.W yv;n"l. yl;ae xl;v' 
`WNM,mi yTi[.n:m' al{w> ybih'z>liw> yPis.k;l.W

He sent to me for my wives and for my sons and for 
my silver and for my gold; and I have not withheld 
[anything] from him (1 Kgs 20.7).

#r,a'B' ~h,yrex]a; Wrt.An rv,a] who were left behind them in the land … (2 Ch 8.8)

~h,ynEp.li aB' af'm'[]w: And Amasa went in before them (2 Sa 20.8)
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4. Pronominal suffixes indicate the object of a verb, either by being suffixed directly to the 
verbal form, or by being suffixed to the sign of the object. The form of the sign of the object 
often changes to –tao when a pronominal suffix is added (§14.4).

 

`Wnt'ao ~T,d>b;[]w: … then you shall serve us (1 Sam 17.9).

ytiAa ~T,b.z:[] ~T,a;w> …, but you have deserted me, … (Jg 10.13)

~k,t.a, xl;v'-rv,a] %l,M,h;-la, … to the king who sent you (2 Kgs 1.6)

5. As with nouns (§7.1), the preposition l can show pronominal possession and indirect objects 
(verbs of speaking occur with both l and lae).

 

`#r,a'h'-lK' yli-yKi “… for all the earth is mine” (Ex 19.5).

ybia' wyl'ae rm,aTow: She said to him “Father, …” (Jg 11.36)

!Avm.vi ~h,l' rm,aYOw: Samson said to them … (Jg 14.12)

6. Prepositions rarely occur with the relative (rv,a]).128 Instead, the preposition that functions with 
rv,a] falls at or toward the end of the relative clause, with a pronominal suffix that agrees in 
person, gender, and number with the word being modified by the rv,a]-clause. [The suffix will 
be, e.g., fp when the referent is cities (Gn 19.29), ms when it is man (Gn 41.38; Jos 8.24).] In a 
similar way, when rv,a] refers to a place, ~v', there, comes at the end of the clause (Jg 19.26).

 

`jAl !heB' bv;y"-rv,a] ~yrI['h,-ta, … the cities in which Lot lived (Gn 19.29)

`AB ~yhil{a/ x:Wr rv,a] vyai … a man in whom is a divine spirit” (Gn 41.38)

AB ~Wpd'r> rv,a] rB'd>MiB; … in the wilderness into which they had pursued 
them (Jos 8.24)

vyaih'-tyBe xt;P, lPoTiw: She fell at the door of the man’s house

~V' h'yn<Ada]-rv,a] where her master was (Jg 19.26)

ybia'-dy:l. yTid>m;['w> And I will stand beside my father

~v' hT'a; rv,a] hd,F'B; in the field where you are (1 Sam 19.3)

14.3 Definiteness

Comparing the article, construct, and pronominal suffixes reveals that Biblical Hebrew has three 
ways to indicate that a substantive is definite:

1. Proper nouns [names] and pronominals are definite, since they refer to a specific person or 
place:

 

dwID' David aWh he, it, that (when articular)

~h'r'b.a; Abraham !Arb.x, Hebron

ymi Who? ~he they, those (when articular)

2. Articular common substantives are definite:

 
tyIB;h; the house !heKol; to/for the priest

gx'h, the feast hm'x'l.Mih;-yrex]a; after the battle

3. Words in construct to something that is definite, that is when the construct chain ends in:
a) a proper noun:

 

~h'r'b.a; tyBe Abraham’s household (Gn 17.23)

dwID'-!B, David’s son (2 Sam 13.1)

hd'Why> yven>a; the men of Judah (2 Sam 2.4)

128. Contrast the routine and common use of relative pronouns as the objects of prepositions in English.
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b) an articular substantive:

 

!K'v.Mih; yleK.-lK' all the utensils of the Tabernacle (Ex 27.19)

lh'Q'h; ynEy[eme from the eyes of the assembly (Lv 4.13)

~yhil{a/h'-vyai rb;D> the word of the man of God (1 Kg 13.4)

c) a pronominal suffix or ymi:

 

^r,m.vo he who watches over you (Ps 121.5) [your watcher]

yt'Arcex]w: ytiyBe my house and my courts (1 Chr 28.6)

yvid>q' rh; my holy mountain (the mountain of my holiness; Ps 2.6)

^yPi yreb.DI the words of your mouth (Ps 138.4)

rp,ko yTix.q;l' ymi-dY:miW … and from whose hand have I taken a ransom (1 Sa 12.3)

N.B.:  A word with a pronominal suffix is both construct and definite, and the suffix ends a 
construct chain and makes the entire chain definite. A substantive plus pronominal 
suffix is thus a miniature construct chain of two elements contained in one form.

14.4 Verbs with Pronominal Objects

Biblical Hebrew indicates pronominal objects either by suffixing the pronominal to the object 
marker (§14.2.4), or by attaching the suffix directly to the verbal form itself.

14.4.1 Form

1. The pronominal suffixes that are attached to verbs are much like those used on preposi-
tions, nouns, infinitives construct, participles, and the sign of the object (above), and can 
be suffixed to any conjugation except the infinitive absolute (Lesson 16). Like most Hebrew 
pronouns, they are inflected for person, gender, and number. The variation in some forms 
depends on whether the verb ends in a consonant or vowel (e.g., 3fs).

 

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st common ynI - me, to me Wn - us, to us
y i-

2nd
masc. ^ -

you, to you
~k, -

you, to you
fem. % - !k, -129

3rd

masc.
Wh - 

him, to him
~ - 

them, 
to them

w - ~ ' -

fem.
H ' -

her, to her
! -

h' -

2. A few pronominal suffixes have an alternate form, with nun—which is often assimilated—
between the suffix and the verbal form. This paradigm lists all the forms of this type of 
suffix that occur in Biblical Hebrew. In this form, the 3ms and 1cp suffixes are identical, 
and can be distinguished only by the context.

 

Person Gender Singular Plural
1st common yNI , - WN , -
2nd masc. &' , -

3rd
masc. WN , -

fem. hN" , -

129. This form (2fp) occurs only on participles.
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3. The combination of a pronominal suffix and verbal form means that any form that ends 
with –uhû (either WhW- or Wh u-) is a masculine plural verbal form (the first -u-) with a 3ms 
suffix (-hû):

 

~k,l' aceM'yI Whvur>d>Ti-~aiw> 
`~k,t.a, bzO[]y: Whbuz>[;T;-~aiw>

If you seek him, he will be found by you, but if you 
abandon him, he will abandon you (2 Ch 15.2).

Wh[ul'b.yI They will swallow him (Ho 8.7)

14.4.2 Function

1. Pronominal suffixes identify the pronominal object of the verb:

 

!Arb.x, qm,[eme Whxel'v.YIw: … and he sent him from the valley of Hebron (Gn 37.14)

`Atao T'x.v;m'W “… and you shall anoint him” (Ex 29.7)

`~Wgr'h] al{w> and they did not kill them (Josh 9.26)

%t'Aa @rof.nI-!P, “… lest we burn you …” (Jg 14.15)

yqid>ciK. hw"hy> ynIjep.v' Judge me, YHWH, according to my innocence (Ps 7.9b)

yMi][; ynIxukev. yKi “… for my people have forgotten me …” (Jr 18.15a)

2. When parsing a verb with a pronominal suffix, use the “suffix” column to identify the 
person, gender, and number of the suffix (e.g., 3fp):

Lemma Lexical Form Gloss PGN Stem Conj. Suffix

ynIjep.v' jpv judge 2ms Q V 1cs

a~Wgr'h] grh kill 3cp Q P 3mp

14.5 Concepts

definiteness pronominal possession
pronominal object pronominal suffix

14.6 Vocabulary

cherub (perhaps a winged bull 
with human head) bWrK. .205 door [way] tl,D,© .197

other side; region beyond [sthg.] rb,[e© .206 knowledge, understanding t[;D;© .198

power, strength z[' z[o .207 slaughter; sacrifice xb;z" .199

rebellion, revolt; transgression [v;P,© .208 tumult, uproar; crowd, multitude !Amh' .200

be satisfied, satiated [b;f' .209 arm, forearm; strength [:Ar©z> .201

in this way/manner, thus, so hKo .210 fat bl,xe© .202

in front, east; eastward
~d,q,©

.211
be pleased [with], delight [in] 
(st. vb.) #pex' .203

hm'd>qe©

bull, young bull; steer rAv .212
male offspring/child dl,y<¨

.204
female offspring/child hD'l.y:
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14.7 Exercises

1. After learning the pronominal suffixes, gloss these clauses, and be prepared to explain their 
structure and function. Clauses d-i can be checked against the biblical references.

 

Nu 22.9 ~yvin"a]h' ymi .g 2 Sam 12.7 vyaih' hT'a; .d AM[; %l,m,© hwhy .a

Ru 2.5 taZOh; hr'[]N:h; ymil. .h Est 7.5 aWh ymi .e Hv'yai aWh .b

Is 41.13 ^yh,l{a/ hwhy ynIa] .i Jg 2.2 tazO hm' .f ATv.ai ayhi .c

2. Before glossing these phrases and clauses, circle or mark the pronominal suffixes, and iden-
tify their person, gender, and number.

 

Gn 31.44; ht'r>k.nI is cohortative; d[e 
testimony, witness

hT'a'w" ynIa] tyrIb. ht'r>k.nI .a

`^n<ybeW ynIyBe d[el. hy"h'w>

2 Sam 5.7; David `dwID' ry[i ayhi .b

Jos 5.2; t[e time; Joshua … [:vuAhy>-la, hw"hy> rm;a' ayhih; t[eB' .c

1 Kgs 13.26; the last three words are a 
quotation

aWh ~yhil{a/h' vyai rm,aYOw: .d

Gn 29.4; Haran (place name); the last 
two words are a quotation

`Wnx.n"a] !r'x'me Wrm.aYOw: .e

2 Kgs 10.13; Jehu, Ahaziah; Judah hd'Why>-%l,m, Why"z>x;a] yxea]-ta, ac'm' aWhyEw> .f

Wnx.n:a] Why"z>x;a] yxea] Wrm.aYOw: ~T,a; ymi rm,aYOw:

Jg 2.2; bveyO inhabitant [~h,l'] …  rm,aYOw: .g

taZOh; #r,a'h' ybev.Ayl. tyrIb. Wtr>k.ti-al{ ~T,a;w>
yliqoB. ~T,[.m;v.-al{w>

Gn 27.32; rkoB. first-born; Isaac, Esau hT'a'-ymi wybia' qx'c.yI Al rm,aYOw: .h

`wf'[e ^r>kob. ^n>Bi ynIa] rm,aYOw:

Ps 22.7; t[;l;AT worm vyai-al{w> t[;l;At ykinOa'w> .i

Jos 20.6 ayhih; ry[iB' bv;y"w> .j

Gn 11.31; hL'K; daughter-in-law (the 
people identified by the three proper 
names] are direct objects of “Terah 
took …”); Abram, Lot, Haran

AnB.-!B, !r'h'-!B, jAl-ta,w> AnB. ~r'b.a;-ta, … .k

AnB. ~r'b.a; tv,ae AtL'K; yr;f' taew>

Dt 5.5 awhih; t[eB' ~k,ynEybeW hwhy-!yBe dme[o ykinOa' .l

14.8 Enrichment: Ruth 3.16

In Ruth 3.7, Ruth, in obedience to Naomi, went to the threshing floor, and, after he fell asleep, lay 
down at Boaz’s feet. When he awoke in the middle of the night,

ta' ymi rm,aYOw: He said, “Who are you?” (Ru 3.9)

Boaz knew that the person lying beside him was female (and therefore used the fs pronoun), but 
could not identify her.
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After Ruth made her request known to Boaz, she slept, but he awakened her early in the morning 
so that she could get back to the privacy of Naomi’s home without anyone knowing that a woman 
had been at the threshing floor (3.14). Ruth left the threshing floor while it was still dark enough 
that the two of them could not recognize each other (3.14).

When she arrived at Naomi’s house in Bethlehem, Naomi asked:

yTiBi T.a;-ymi “Who are you, my daughter?” (Ru 3.16)

This is often glossed with a question that asks about the plan’s success, for example, “How 
did it go, my daughter” (NAS, NIV; cf. ESV). The question, however, shows that even Naomi—
who was certainly expecting Ruth, and who would have recognized her better than anyone else in 
Bethlehem—could only tell that it was a younger female (hence “my daughter”), not that she was 
Ruth.

The parallel between Naomi’s question and Boaz’s (3.9) implies that when Ruth arrived home it 
was still [nearly] as dark as midnight. The author recorded this question in order to assure readers 
that Boaz’s plan had succeeded—that Ruth’s visit to the threshing floor remained secret, since she 
arrived at Naomi’s house while it was still too dark for anyone to identify her (cf. 3.14), even if they 
had recognized that she was a woman.
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Lesson 15
STATIVE VERBS & hyh

Languages in general have two major types of verb: stative (or static) and dynamic (sometimes 
called “fientive”). Stative verbs describe their subject’s state or condition, rather than an action, 
and are therefore intransitive (do not govern direct objects); the closest parallels to stative verbs in 
English are the verb “to be” with a predicate adjective (He was old) and the verb “become” (He had 
become unclean).

Dynamic verbs—which we have been studying since Lesson 4—describe events or actions, 
including any type of movement. Dynamic verbs are therefore active, but not necessarily transitive, 
since they do not necessarily occur with what we think of as direct objects (“He ran home” means 
“He ran to his house”).

15.1 Stative Verbs

Stative verbs in Biblical Hebrew describe their subject’s condition or state—the way things are or 
were—and so are usually glossed with forms of “to be” or “to become”. The forms of “be” that are 
used to render stative verbs do not have the same function as the forms of “be” found in passive 
clauses in English.130

1. The ball was thrown. passive
2. The ball was red. stative
3. The ball was polished.  passive (if “polished” is a participle) or stative (if “polished” is an 

adjective, as in “It was a polished ball.”).
4. daom. ayrIB' vyai !Alg>[,w> Now Eglon was a very fat man (stative; “fat” is an adjective)
5.      %r'bom. hwhy ~ve yhiy> May YHWH’s name be blessed … (Ps 113.2; passive)

These are the most common stative verbs in Biblical Hebrew.

dbeK' be heavy, wealthy Hb;G" be high, exalted

alem' be full ldoG" be large, great

vdoq' be holy !qez" be old

broq' be near rhoj' be clean, pure

qxor' be far, distant amej' be unclean, impure

15.1.1 Form

1. The lexical form of most stative verbs (3ms qal perfect) has a vowel other than pata˙ 
after the second radical: either ˙olem (ldoG", be[come] large/great) or ßere (amej', be[come] 
unclean).

2. Apart from this difference, the paradigm of the stative verbs is the same as that of lvm in 
the perfect; strong stative verbs tend to have pata˙ after the second radical in the imperfect 
and preterite. [N.B.: Many of these forms do not occur in Biblical Hebrew.]

130. For the various passive and reflexive functions, Biblical Hebrew uses different forms of the verb, 
called “stems” or binyanîm (Lessons 18-21).
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128 Biblical Hebrew

Qal Perfect (ldg be large, great)

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common yTil.d;G" I was/became great Wnl.d;G" We were/became great

2nd
Masc. T'l.d;G"

You were/became great
~T,l.d;G>

You were/became great
Fem. T.l.d;G" !T,l.d;G>

3rd
Masc. ldoG" He was/became great

Wld>G" They were/became great
Fem. hl'd>G" She was/became great

Qal Imperfect/Preterite (dbk be heavy, wealthy, important)

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common dB;k.a, I was/became wealthy dB;k.nI We were/became important

2nd
Masc. dB;k.Ti

You were/became heavy
WdB.k.Ti

You were/became wealthy
Fem. ydIB.k.Ti hn"d>B;k.Ti

3rd
Masc. dB;k.yI He was/became heavy WdB.k.yI

They were/became heavy
Fem. dB;k.Ti She was/became important hn"d>B;k.Ti

Qal Imperative (vdq be holy)

Person Gender Singular Plural

2nd
Masc. vdoq.

Be holy!
Wvd>qi

Be holy!
Fem. yvid>qi hn"v.do©q.

3. The 3ms qal perfect (lexical form) of many stative verbs is identical or nearly identical to 
the ms form of the adjective of the same root, e.g.:

 

large, great ldoG" ldoG" be large, great

old !qez" !qez" be old

strong qz"x' qz:x' be strong (also fientive: hold, seize, grasp)

[ceremonially] clean rhoj' rhoj' be [ceremonially] clean

unclean amej' amej' be [ceremonially] unclean, impure

heavy, wealthy dbeK' dbeK' be heavy, wealthy

full alem' alem' be full 

4. On the other hand, only one form of a stative verb looks like the adjective: 3ms qal perfect 
is exactly like the ms form of the adjective. In all other forms, the stem (or “theme”) vowel—
the vowel after the second radical—varies according to the type of PGN ending, just as in the 
fientive [action/dynamic] verbs (as the above paradigms show). In the adjectives, however, 
the vowel does not change:

 

Adjectival Forms

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Masc. broq' ~ybiroq. near, 
close

dbeK' ~ydIbeK. heavy, 
honoredFem. hb'roq. tAbroq. hd'beK. tAdbeK.

15.1.2 Stative Verbs & Time

Stative verbs can refer to the present even when their form is the perfect conjugation, in the sense 
that they describe a condition that characterizes the subject. This same “presentness” is part of the 
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 II.15. Stative Verbs & hyh 129

function of the perfect of a number of verbs of thought, emotion, and perception (e.g., [dy, bha), 
especially when they occur within quotations. In Ezk 22.4, they might be rendered as “you are …” 
or “you have become …”

T.m.v;a' T.k.p;v'-rv,a] %med'B. 
tamej' tyfi['-rv,a] %yIl;WLgIb.W

because of your blood which you shed, you are guilty, and because 
of your deeds which you have done, you are unclean (Ezk 22.4)

ynIdoa]-ta, yTib.h;a' db,[,h' rm;ayO 
yn"B'-ta,w> yTiv.ai-ta,

… the servant shall say, ‘I love my master, my wife, and my 
 children’ (Ex 21.5)

`T'[.d'y" al{ %l,M,h; ynIdoa]' … my master, O king, you do not know (1 Kgs 1.18)

T'[.d;y" hT'a; y[im.vi-la, %l,M,h; rm,aYOw: 
^b.b'l. [d;y" rv,a] h['r'h'-lK' tae

The king said to Shimei, “You know all the evil which your heart 
knows, …” (1 Kgs 2.44)

15.2 Fientive [Dynamic/Action] Verbs

Dynamic Verbs (transitive) Dynamic Verbs (intransitive)

bh;a' love rb;[' cross over, pass by/through

lk;a' eat, devour, consume %l;h' go, walk

rm;a' say, speak dr;y" go down, descend

vr;y" possess, dispossess
bv;y' remain, sit, settle, stay

bt;K' write, inscribe

%l;m' reign [as king] 
(also stative: be king)

Some verbs can be either 
dynamic or stative in qal:

bz:[' forsake, abandon, leave qz:x' be strong 
(also dynamic: hold, seize, grasp)

dm;[' stand, stop, stay

bk;v' lie down, sleep

[m;v' listen, hear; obey

rm;v' guard, watch, keep

15.3 The Verb hyh

Although the function of “being” is often implicit (cf. predicate adjectives, participles, and adverbial func-
tions), the verb hy"h' is usually glossed as “be” or “become” (the latter especially when followed by l).

15.3.1 Forms of hyh

Because hyh ends in a vowel letter rather than a consonant, its forms are not like those of the verbs 
that we have studied to this point. The primary difference is that the final h- disappears whenever 
there is an ending (and in the preterite when there is no ending). [III-h verbs (hyh and other verbs 
like it) are discussed in Lesson 25.]131 hyh is so important to the structure and message of Hebrew 
narrative that we introduce it here. The chief characteristic of III-h verbs is that the final h- (which 

131. This nomenclature for types of verbal roots was explained in §6.2.
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130 Biblical Hebrew

is a vowel letter, not a radical) disappears before PGN endings in all forms. It is replaced by a yod, 
which is a vowel letter for either ˙ireq or ßere:

Qal Perfect of hyh

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common ytiyyI¨h' I was WnyyI¨h' We were

2nd
Masc. t'yyI¨h'

You were
~t,yyIh]

You were
Fem. tyyIh' ---

3rd
Masc. hy"h' He was

Wyh' They were
Fem. ht'y>h' She was

1. The vowel letter yod (as part of ˙ireq-yod) “replaces” the final vowel letter h- before 
consonantal endings (endings that begin with a consonant).

2. The 3fs ending ht'- “replaces” the final vowel letter h-.
3. The 3cp vocalic ending W- “replaces” the final vowel letter h-.
4. Because they are preceded by a vowel, the t- of the PGN endings does not have dageå 

lene.
5. The sign—means that this form does occur in the Bible.

Qal Imperfect of hyh

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common hy<h.a, I am/shall be hy<h.nI We are/shall be

2nd
Masc. hy<h.Ti

You are/shall be
Wyh..Ti

You are/shall be
Fem. yyIh.Ti hn"yy<¨h..Ti

3rd
Masc. hy<h.yI He is/shall be Wyh..yI

They are/shall be
Fem. hy<h.Ti She is/shall be hn"yy<¨h..Ti

1. The vowel letter yod replaces the final vowel letter h- before consonantal endings (2/3fp).
2. The vowel before the final h- is segol (this is only for forms without PGN endings).
3. The vocalic endings y i- (2fs) and W- (2/3mp) “replace” the final vowel letter h-.

Qal Imperative of hyh

Person Gender Singular Plural

2nd
Masc. hyEh]

Be!
Wyh] Be!

Fem. yyIh] ---

Qal Preterite of hyh

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common yh.a/w" [And] I was yhiN>w: … we were/became

2nd
Masc. yhiT.w:

… you were/became
Wyh..Tiw:

… you were/became
Fem. --- hn"yy<¨h..Tiw:

3rd
Masc. yhiy>w: … he was/became Wyh..YIw:

… they were/became
Fem. yhiT.w: … she was/became hn"yy<¨h..Tiw:

 Final h- drops off in the preterite, so that forms without PGN endings end in ˙ireq-yod.
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Do not confuse forms of the Tetragrammaton (on left) with hyh (on right).

Forms of hyh

hwhy
hw"hy>(

(YHWH)

hy"h' He was [became] 3ms Q P

hy<h.yI He will be[come] 3ms Q F

yhiy> Let him [it] be[come]! 3ms Q J

Wyh.yI They will be[come] 3mp Q F

hw"hyw:
(and YHWH)

hy"h'w> And he will be[come] 3ms Q P + waw

yhiy>w: And he was [became] 3ms Q Pr

1. In the imperfect, the vowel after the second radical of hyh is segol.
2. In the preterite, the final h- (a vowel letter) drops off; the -y prefix is not doubled due to 

the following åewa.

N.B.:  You do not need to memorize these paradigms, but you will need to be able to recognize 
and identify the forms of hyh.

15.3.2 Functions

The verb hyh is usually glossed as “be”, “become”, “happen”, or “come to pass”. Its function is larger 
than the English verb “to be”, which primarily links a topic with its [adjectival, nominal, or adver-
bial] comment (e.g., “Goliath was large”, “Goliath was a giant”, “Goliath was in front of the Philistine 
army”).

The primary distinction in the function of hyh is between the 3ms forms and the other forms of 
hyh. Since the non-3ms forms are more easily explained, we discuss them first.

1. All forms of hyh can link the subject and predicate; the conjugation of hyh indicates the 
general temporal frame of the clause.

 

`~k,l' Wyh.yI ~yaimej.W ~he ~yaimej. They are unclean, and they are/shall be unclean for 
you (Lv 11.35) [both clauses have predicate adjectives]

~B'-ht'y>h' hw"hy>-dy: YHWH’s hand was against them (Jg 2.15)

%M'[i hy<h.a, hv,mo-~[i ytiyyIh' rv,a]K; As I was with Moses, I shall be with you (Jos 1.5)

hk'WlM.h; ht'y>h' yli The kingdom was mine (1 Kgs 2.15)

2. Furthermore, with an expressed (nominal, substantive) subject, hyh is the predicate of a 
stative clause to which it adds explicit temporal information (past for the preterite and 
perfect, and present or future for the imperfect and w+perfect). This is not primarily a 
static description, but often signals some sort of change in the subject’s condition or state, 
and therefore a turn in a story. It thus often marks the beginning of a narrative segment, as 
these examples illustrate:

 

rAa yhiy>w: and there was light (Gn 1.3) 

rq,bo© yhiy>w: br,[,© yhiy>w: There was a morning and there was an evening, 
… (Gn 1.5); or “A morning was and …”

#r,a'©B' b[;r; yhiy>w: There was a famine in the land (Gn 12.10; Ru 1.1); 
or “A famine came upon the land”

[:vuAhy>-ta, hw"hy> yhiy>w: 
`#r,a'h'-lk'B. A[m.v' yhiy>w:

YHWH was with Joshua, and his fame was in all 
[i.e., throughout] the land (Jos 6.27)

3. When a 3ms form of hyh without an expressed (nominal, substantive) subject opens a 
 narrative, the 3ms preterite and w + perfect tend to signal a temporal or locational shift in 
the flow of events which is identified in the next two or three words. Either an infinitive 
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132 Biblical Hebrew

construct (below) with a preposition will follow the form of hyh, or a temporal phrase, with 
a preposition and one or more nouns.
a. If the form is yhiy>w: (3ms qal preterite of hyh), it opens a section of a past narrative built 

on a series of preterites (italicized in both passages):

 

%l,m,ybia] rm,aYOw: awhih; t[eB' yhiy>w: So at that time, Abimelech said (Gn 21.22)

aceYEw: hv,mo lD;g>YIw: ~heh' ~ymiY"B; yhiy>w: 
… vyai ar>Y:w: ~t'l{b.siB. ar>Y:w: wyx'a,-la,

Now in those days, Moses grew up, and he 
went out to his relatives, and he saw their 
burdens, and he saw a man … (Ex 2.11)

b. The form hy"h'w> (waw + 3ms qal perfect of hyh) is either the predicate of a simple clause, 
or it introduces a series of instruction or prophecy outlined by a series of waw + perfects. 
This form therefore occurs primarily within direct quotations, rather than on the main 
storyline of the narrative.

 

~h'r'b.a; ^m.vi hy"h'w> Your name shall be Abraham (Gn 17.5)

~T,r>m;a]w: … ~k,ynEB. ~k,ylea] Wrm.ayO-yKi hy"h'w> When your sons say to you …, you 
shall say (Ex 12.26–27)

c. hy"h'w> may be followed by a temporal particle, such as yKi (“when” in this context), which in 
turn is then followed by one or more verb(s) in the imperfect, preterite, or waw + perfect 
conjugations; yhiy>w: is rarely followed by these particles.

 

rm;a'w> h[or>P; ~k,l' ar'q.yI-yKi hy"h'w> When Pharaoh summons you and says … (Gn 46.33)

byvihew> ~vea'w> aj'x/y<-yKi hy"h'w> When he sins and is guilty and returns … (Lv 5.23)

4. The combination of a form of hyh followed by the preposition l has two predominant func-
tions: possession and change in status.
a. The combination can indicate possession (the “possessive” use of l), with a temporal 

nuance added by the conjugation of hyh.

 rq'b'W-!aco Al-yhiy>w: … and he had flocks and herds (Gn 12.16)

b. It can also indicate a change in its subject’s status or condition. The -l indicates what the 
subject has “become” (or, in the future, “will become”).

 

`hY"x; vp,n<l. ~d'a'h' yhiy>w: The man became a living being (Gn 2.7)

tyrIB. tAal. hy"h'w> It shall be a sign of a covenant (Gn 17.11)

c. These functions can be combined when two words are introduced by l—one indicates the 
new “owner”, and the other the subject’s new status.

 

hV'ail. Al-yhiT.w: … and she became his wife (Ru 4.13); “a wife of his”

!bel. Hl'-yhiy>w: … and he became her son (Ex 2.10)

`~['l. yli-Wyh.yI hM'hew> … and they shall be[come] my people (Jr 31.33)

yZInIQ.h; hN<puy>-!B, blek'l. !Arb.x,-ht'y>h' Hebron became the inheritance of Caleb son of 
Jephuneh the Kenizzite (Jos 14.14)hl'x]n:l.

`~ydIb'[]l; ynIdoal; hy<h.nI Wnx.n:a] We shall be[come] my lord’s slaves (Gn 44.9)
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15.4 Frequency

Some forms of hyh—by far the most common verb in Biblical Hebrew (c. 3500x), are 
extremely frequent in the Bible:

hy"h' He was [became] 3ms Q P 1022x

hy"h'w> He will be[come] 3ms Q P + waw 776x

yhiy>w: He was 3ms Q Pr 396x

hy<h.yI He will be[come] 3ms Q F 334x

Wyh.yI They will be[come] 3mp Q F 130x

yhiy> Let him [it] be[come]! 3ms Q J 75x

15.5 Concepts

dynamic intransitive status, change of
fientive static transitive

stative

15.6 Vocabulary132

be/become full (st. vb.); full (adj.) alem' .221 if, then; ~ai … ~ai ≈ either … or ~ai .213

[a] few, little (adj.) j[;m. .222 be/become high, exalted (st. vb.) Hb;G" .214

be/become holy; restricted in use (st. vb.) vd;q' .223 [ceremonially] clean, pure (adj.) rhoj'
.215be/become far, remote, distant (st. vb.) qx;r'

.224

be/become [ceremonially] clean, pure 
(st. vb.)133

rhej'

far, remote, distant (adj.) qxor' be/become [ceremonially] unclean, 
impure (st. vb.); unclean, impure (adj.) amej' .216

call, invite, summon; name; read; 
proclaim [This overlaps with hrq 
(Lesson 21).]

ar'q' .225
be able [to] (st. vb., often with infinitive 
construct, §16.2.6c); overcome, prevail 
(over)

lkoy" .217

near, close (adj.); be/become near, close, 
approach (st. vb.)

bArq'
broq'

.226
fear, be afraid of (thing or person 
 introduced by !mi, ynEP.mi, tae) (st. vb.) arey" .218

be/become whole, complete (st. vb.) ~lev' .227
be/become heavy, severe; honored, 
wealthy (st. vb.); heavy, severe; etc. (adj.)

dbeK' .219

for, because; that; but; since, while; 
when, if [N.B.: These glosses do not 
exhaust its function, but will suffice for 
the purposes of this grammar.]

yKi .220

15.7 Exercises

When you have reviewed the forms and function of hyh, gloss these clauses, parsing all verbal forms.

Ps 104.1b; daOm. very, much daom. T'l.d;G" yh;l{a/ hwhy .1

Ex 3.5; ~l{h] [to] here ~l{h] br;q.Ti-la; rm,aYOw: .2

132. This list includes all stative verbs with strong verbal roots that occur fifty times or more in Biblical 
Hebrew. Stative verbs from other root types will be introduced later.

133. About one-half of the occurrences of both rhj and amj are in Lv.
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1 Sam 2.22; Eli daom. !qez" yli[ew> .3

Gn 27.2; tAm is construct singular of tw<m' `ytiAm ~Ay yTi[.d;y" al{ yTin>q;z" an"-hNEhi rm,aYOw: .4

Lv 18.25; aqiT'w: and it vomited (3fs Pr); 
bveyO inhabitant (ms Q Ptc)

h'yl,[' Hn"wO[] dqop.a,w" #r,a'h' am'j.Tiw: .5

`h'yb,v.yO-ta, #r,a'h' aqiT'w:

Ex 2.11; Moses hv,mo lD;g>YIw: ~heh' ~ymiY"B; yhiy>w: .6

Gn 13.2; hn<q.mi property; Abram `bh'Z"b;W @s,K,B; hn<q.MiB; daom. dbeK' ~r'b.a;w> .7

2 Sa 20.17; hT'a;h; (2ms pronoun with 
interrogative -h) Is it you?; hm'a' [female] 
servant; Joab
[each line is a separate clause]

ry[ih'-!mi hm'k'x] hV'ai ar'q.Tiw> .8

W[m.vi W[m.vi
baAy-la, an"-Wrm.ai

hN"he-d[; br;q.
`^yl,ae hr'B.d;a]w:

h'yl,ae br;q.YIw:
ba'Ay hT'a;h; hV'aih' rm,aTow:

ynIa' rm,aYOw:
^t,m'a] yreb.DI [m;v. Al rm,aTow:

`ykinOa' [:mevo rm,aYOw:

Gn 9.1 (||134 Gn 1.28); hrP be fruitful; hbr 
multiply (both are 2mp Q imperative)

`#r,a'h'-ta, Wal.miW Wbr>W WrP. ~h,l' rm,aYOw: .9

Locate all of the occurrences of yhiy>w: and hy"h'w> in Genesis 11.27–13.18, as well as any stative verbs, 
and identify their function.

15.8 Enrichment: Genesis 13.2

Since the 3ms qal perfect of stative verbs are identical in form to the masc. sing. adjective, the 
interpretation of some clauses is open to debate, with potentially significantly different interpre-
tations. In Gn 13.2, for example, does dbeK' describe a state or condition, or is it a flashback to Gn 
12.16? The three interpretations are all grammatically permissible:

daom. dbeK' ~r'b.a;w>
Now Abram was very wealthy (dbK as either 3ms qal perfect or ms adj.)

Now Abram became very wealthy (dbK as 3ms qal perfect)

Now Abram had become very wealthy (dbK as 3ms qal perfect)

There is probably not a great deal of difference in the long run—however we translate it, Abram 
was veru wealthy. The larger question is how this wealth affected his relationship with Lot, and 
thus we might want to get some idea of when the troubles between Lot’s and Abram’s shepherds 
may have begun.

Our interpretation of the events of Gn 12, and of the relationship between Gn 12 and 13, will 
affect how we read this clause. The verb can only be interpreted in reference to its clause and 
the larger context. Gn 12.16 says that however well-to-do Abram had been, his wealth greatly 
increased after Pharaoh took Sarai, which in turn suggests that Gn 13.2 is meant to remind the 
reader of what had happened in Egypt (Gn 12.16). This in turn suggests that the third option listed 
above—the past perfect—is the best in this context. We are here searching in the shadows between 
philology and interpretation, but its occurrence in a disjunctive clause also suggests a flashback to 
events before the immediately preceding preterite (“Abram went up from Egypt, …”; Gn 13.1).

134. A double vertical line (||) means that two texts are identical (or nearly so), or else that they are 
parallel poetic lines.
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Lesson 16
THE INFINITIVES & SUMMARY OF QAL

Hebrew has two forms that are called “infinitives”—the infinitive construct (NC) and the infinitive 
absolute (NA). The names refer to whether or not the particular infinitive can occur with affixes; 
NC routinely occurs with prepositions and pronominal suffixes, whereas NA does not. The term is 
traditional but unfortunate, for two reasons: (1) their identity as infinitives does not depend on the 
presence of a preposition as does the infinitive in English (“to …”); (2) their function overlaps with 
that of the English infinitive only occasionally. On the other hand, because they seem merely to 
name an action or event without further specification, they are genuinely “non-finite” in function.

16.1 Form

In nearly all verbs, NC (infinitive construct) is essentially identical to the 2ms imperative. The qal 
infinitive absolute (Q NA) has qameß after the first radical and ̇ olem after the second radical. This 
chart lists 2ms qal imperfect and imperative for comparison.

imperfect 
(2ms)

imperative 
(2ms)

infinitive 
construct

infinitive 
absolute

lvm lvom.Ti lvom. Lvom. lvom'
btk bTok.Ti btoK. btoK. btoK'
bkv bK;v.Ti bk;v. bk;v. bkov'
[mv [m;;v.Ti [m;v. [m;v. [:Amv'

16.1.1 Infinitive Construct (NC): Function (HBI §2.2.6)

1. Infinitives (NC & NA) are inflected for stem, but not for person, gender, or number. Instead, 
they use pronominal suffixes to indicate pronominal subjects (“he”, “they”), or nouns to indi-
cate nominal subjects; in some uses the subject is implied from the context.

2. If the subject is a noun, it follows the infinitive construct; if the subject is pronominal (“he”, 
“they”), it is suffixed (almost every time a pronoun follows an infinitive construct, the infini-
tive is rmoale and the pronoun begins the direct quotation).

3. If NC has an object, the object may be suffixed (in which case the subject will be a noun), or 
it may follow the infinitive (in which case the subject may be either a suffix or noun). These 
clauses illustrate the possibilities:

Arm.v'B. when he guards or that he may guard

bqo[]y:-ta, Arm.v'B. when he guards Jacob

Atao Arb.q' yrex]a; yhiy>w: After he buried him (1 Kgs 13.31)

hm'x'l.mi ~d'M.l;l. to teach them war (Jg 3.2)
[the pronominal object may be considered 
“indirect” in English]

Atxoa] hq'b.rI yreb.DI-ta, A[m.v'k.W and when he heard the words of Rebecca his 
sister (Gn 24.30)
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4. NC often occurs with prepositions (as the above examples show); the preposition indicates 
the function of the subordinate clause. When NC occurs with a preposition other than l, it 
tends to be the predicate of a temporal [circumstantial] clause. In these cases its temporal 
reference—or “tense”—is relative to that of the main clause. Both prepositions -B. and -K. 
convey contemporaneous action (when, while, as); the temporal aspect depends on the prepo-
sition and the cotext.135

 

wyt'boa]-~[i %l,M,h;-ynIdoa] bk;v.Ki hy"h'w>
When my lord the king sleeps with his fathers, 
… (1 Kg 1.21).
[The future is indicated by introductory hy"h'w>.]

`wybia'-ta, Arb.q' yrex]a; … after he buried his father (Gn 50.14).

~z<N<h;-ta, taor>Ki yhiy>w:
When he saw the gold ring … and when he heard 
the words of Rebecca his sister (Gn 24.30).

Atxoa] hq'b.rI yreb.DI-ta, A[m.v'k.W [The past is indicated by introductory yhiy>w:.]

5. The prepositions that occur most frequently with infinitives are:

-B. when, 
while

AnB. Wf'[e-la, qx'c.yI rBed;B. when Isaac spoke to Esau his son (Gn 27.5)

-K. wybia' yreb.Di-ta, wf'[e [:mov.Ki when Esau heard his father’s words (Gn 27.34)

-l. to hmol{v. tm;k.x' tae [:mov.li … to hear Solomon’s wisdom (1 Kgs 5.14)

by [X]-ing yQ;xu rmov.li yk;r'd>Bi %leTe ~aiw>
And if you walk in my ways by keeping my 
 statutes (1 Kgs 3.14)

yrex]a; after wyt'Aba]-~[I %l,M,h;-bk;v. yrex]a; after the king slept with his fathers (2 Kgs 14.22)

ynEp.li before jyliP'h; aAB ynEp.li before the fugitives came (Ek 33.22)136

6. When the phrase ~AyB. (in the day [that]) precedes NC, it usually has the same contempo-
raneous function as the prepositions -B. and -K. (i.e., when, while, as), although it can also 
refer to a specific period of time (daylight, twenty-four hours, etc.). This sometimes affects 
our reading of the text—does Nu 30.9 mean that the husband must restrain his wife imme-
diately (“when he hears”), or either before sundown or within the next twenty-four hours 
(“on the day that he hears”)?

 

hv,mo ytiAa x:l{v. ~AyB. rv,a]K; just as when Moses sent me (Jos 14.11)

~d'a' ~yhil{a/ aroB. ~AyB. … when God created them (Gn 5.1)

Ht'Aa aynIy" Hv'yai [:mov. ~AyB. ~aiw> and if, when her husband hears, 
he restrains her, … (Nu 30.9)

7. With a prefixed l, NC (infinitive construct) has four main functions (not all of these are 
qal NC):
a. telic (purpose, result); this is always the case when it occurs with ![;m;l., and often when 

it occurs with prefixed l:

 

 [:mov.li ~yMi[:h'-lK'mi WaboY"w: They came from all the peoples to hear 
Solomon’s wisdom (1 Kgs 5.14).hmol{v. tm;k.x' tae

-%l,M,h;-la, AnB.-~r'Ay-ta, y[iTo xl;v.YIw: Toi sent Joram his son to King David to ask 
him for peace and to bless him because he 
had fought against Hadad-ezer (2 Sa 8.10).

~Alv'l. Al-la'v.li dwID'
rz<[,d>d;h]B; ~x;l.nI rv,a] l[; Akr]b'l.W

`Hr'm.v'l.W Hd'b.['l. !d,[e-!g:b. … … in the garden of Eden to serve [till] it and 
to guard it (Gn 2.15)

135. This function is precisely analogous to the infinitive with prepositions in Greek.
136. The form ynEp.li is not common before infinitives construct.
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b. gerundive (glossed as “by ________ ing”; the blank is filled by the infinitival verb)

 

AvD>q;l. tB'V;h; ~Ay-ta, rAmv' Keep the Sabbath day by sanctifying it (Dt 5.12); 
(the main verb is an imperatival infinitive absolute 
(16.1.2.1))

^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> lAqB. [m;v.ti yKi When you obey YHWH your God by keeping all his 
commands (Dt 13.18)wyt'wOc.mi-lK'-ta, rmov.li

c. complementary, completing or explaining a “vague verb” (lky “be able”, hlK “finish”, ldx 
“cease”, the hifil of @sy “do again, repeat”. NC can have this function with or without -l. 
[In Jg 3.18 and Ru 1.18, English style suggests their gerundive gloss.]

 

~t'ao rPos.li lk;WT-~ai … … if you are able to count them (Gn 15.5)

`h'yl,ae rBed;l. lD;x.T,w: She stopped talking to her (Ru 1.18); She ceased to talk …

hx'n>Mih;-ta, byrIq.h;l. hL'Ki … … he finished offering the tribute (Jg 3.18)

d. quotative frame. The form rmoale (Q NC [qal infinitive construct] of rma; trad., saying) 
is the most common infinitive construct in Biblical Hebrew, usually following verbs of 
speech other than rma (although it does occur with rma):

 

rmoale [:vuAhy>-ta, Wn[]Y:w: They answered Joshua, saying, “… (Jos 1.16)

rmoale ~ykia'l.m; ~h,yle[] hx'l.v.a,w" I sent messengers to them, saying, “… (Ne 6.3)

rmoale wyr'['n>-ta, z[;Bo wc;y>w: Boaz commanded his servants, saying, “… (Ru 2.15)

N.B.:  Although -l occurs far more frequently with NC than any other preposition, and even 
though the -l is often glossed as “to”, it is not the “sign of the infinitive” as the word “to” 
is in English. [In other words, “go” is not an English infinitive, but “to go” is.] In contrast, 
lvom.—with or without the prefixed -l is an infinitive construct.

8. NC is negated by either yTil.Bi or yTil.bil., expressing negative purpose or result, or a negated 
gerundive.

 

WNM,mi-lk'a] yTil.bil. ^ytiyWIci … I commanded you not to eat from it … 
(Gn 3.11)

hL'gIM.h;-ta, @rof. yTil.bil. %l,M,b; W[GIp.hi They pressed the king not to burn the scroll 
(Jr 36.25)

^yh,l{a/ hwhy-ta, xK;v.Ti-!P, … lest you forget YHWH your God by not 
keeping his commandments … (Dt 8.11)wyt'Ac.mi rmov. yTil.bil.

16.1.2 Infinitive Absolute (NA): Function (HBI §2.2.7)

“Absolute” means that no prefixes (e.g., prepositions) or suffixes are affixed to it except the conjunc-
tion waw (147x) and interrogative –h] (23x).

infinitive 
construct

infinitive 
absolute

lvm lvom. lvom'
btk btoK. btoK'
bkv bk;v. bkov'
[mv [m;v. [:Amv'

1. NA usually occurs in a clause with a finite form of the same verb. This makes it fairly easy 
to recognize, because there are two forms of the same verbal root in one clause. It apparently 
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focuses or strengthens the function of the main verb.137 Its gloss depends on the function of 
the main verb (stem and conjugation) and the context.

 

#[emeW `lkeaTo lkoa' !G"h;-#[e lKomi 
`tWmT' tAm … [r'w" bAj t[:D;h;

“From [any] tree of the garden you may freely eat, but 
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil …, you 
shall surely die” (Gn 2.16–17)

yTir>m;a' rAma' “I most certainly said …” (1 Sam 2.30)

^yl,['me hk'l'm.M;h;-ta, [r;q.a, [:roq' I will certainly tear the kingdom from you (1 Kgs 11.11) 

2. When NA occurs alone, it serves as the main verb in its clause. When it does this, its func-
tion is equivalent to that of any conjugation, but is most often imperatival.

 

rAkz" ~['h'-la, hv,mo rm,aYOw Moses said to the people, “Remember this day!” 
(Ex 13.3)hZ<h; ~AYh;-ta,

~Il;©v'Wry> ynEz>a'b. t'ar'q'w> %l{h' Go call in the ears of Jerusalem (Jr 2.2)

`rh'j.W … T'c.x;r'w> %Alh' Go and wash … and you will be clean (2 Kgs 5.10)

3. Infinitive absolutes (NA) of two different verbal roots can occur side-by-side, especially NA 
of %lh, in the sense of continually or constantly.

 

lAdg"w> %Alh' dwID' %l,YEw: David continued to grow strong (2 Sam 5.10 
[ = 2 Ch 11.9]); grew stronger and stronger

`tArp'AVB; [:Aqt'w> %Alh' … … continually blowing the horns (Jos 6.9)

`hkob'W hl{[' Wl['w> … … and they were weeping as they went up 
(2 Sam 15.30)

4. NA cannot be directly negated, although the main verb of its clause may be negated with aOl 
or la;.

16.2 Summary of the Qal Stem

It is helpful to think of verbal forms in Hebrew as containing certain “diagnostics” that help us 
identify the stem and form of the verb. The most basic of these are the PGN prefixes and endings 
for the perfect, imperfect (cohortative, jussive), preterite, and imperative. You must be able to iden-
tify these at sight.

Perfect Imperfect Imperative
Person Gender Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.

1st common yTi - Wn - - a - n 

2nd
masc. T' - ~T,- - T W - T ---

h '- W -

fem. T. - !T, - y I - T hn" - T y  i- hn" -

3rd
masc. --- W -  - y W - y
fem. h '- - T hn" - T

Since the PGN affixes are common to all stems and types of verbal root, they do not enable us to 
distinguish a verb’s stem (which often affects or determines the verb’s function). It is instead the 
vowels that “attach” the subject [PGN] prefixes to the verbal root and the vowel after the second 
radical that are the primary diagnostic of the verb’s stem. We will address this as we encounter 
each stem (Lessons 18–21).

137. The vagueness of this statement reflects the generally vague understanding that biblical scholars 
have of the significance and function of NA in such cases.
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 II.16. The Infinitives & Summary of Qal 139

16.2.1 The Qal Stem

The sign of the qal are the a-vowels of the perfect, the (occasional) hiolem of the imperfect, impera-
tive, and infinitive construct, and the hiolem and åureq of the qal active and passive participles. In 
imperfect and preterite, the primary signal that a verb is qal is the ˙ireq under the prefix.

The primary diagnostic for the qal is therefore negative: no prefix or doubling in the 
perfect, imperative, participle, and infinitives, and ˙ireq as the prefix vowel in the imper-
fect (cohortative, jussive), and preterite. This paradigm summarizes the qal. [See also the full 
paradigm in Appendix D.]

Conjugation PGN Fientive Verbs Stative Verbs

Perfect 3ms lv;m' dbeK'
Imperfect 3ms lvom.yI dB;k.yI
Preterite 3ms lvom.YIw: dB;k.YIw:
Imperative [2]ms lvom. db;K.
Inf. Const. lvom. dboK.
Inf. Abs. lvom' db;K'
Ptc. (active) ms lvemo
Ptc. (passive) ms lWvm'

1. Qal perfects tend to have a-vowels; qal imperfects and preterites tend to have o- or 
a-vowels.

2. The prefix vowel in qal imperfect and preterite is ˙ireq.
3. The “stem” or “theme” vowel (qal imperfect, preterite, imperative, infinitives) is either ̇ olem 

(fientive roots) or pata˙ (stative roots); this only appears when there is no ending or a conso-
nantal ending.

4. Qal active participle is nearly the only verbal form with ˙olem after the first radical.
5. Qal passive participle is the only verbal form with a u-vowel between the second and third 

radicals.
6. Qal is the only stem that lacks both a stem prefix (perfect, imperative, infinitives, & parti-

ciple), and a doubled middle radical. [The significance of this will become clear as we study 
the other stems.]

16.2.2 The Conjugations

We have now reviewed all of the conjugations of the Hebrew verb, as they appear in the qal stem of 
the strong verb. How are the functions of these conjugations related?

1. The perfect (P) and preterite (Pr) are complementary. The predicate of an “interruptive” 
disjunctive clause may be in the perfect. The predicate of the disjunctive clause may also be 
either participial or non-verbal, in which case the clause contains background information 
about the setting. This is one way in which Biblical Hebrew shows a “flashback”—an event 
that happened before the story—or compares the actions or situations of two characters.

2. The imperfect (F) and w + perfect (w + P) are complementary. If a disjunctive clause “inter-
rupts” the w + perfect chain of instructions, commands, or predictions, the predicate of the 
disjunctive clause will usually be in the imperfect, signaling that the event is secondary to 
the main line of the instructions, etc.

3. Infinitives construct (NC) are either circumstantial (often after yhiw>w:) or complementary, 
filling out “vague verbs”, telic (showing purpose or result), or else they function as gerunds. 
They may do this after any finite conjugation (imperfect, preterite, perfect, imperative). 
Infinitives absolute appear to modify the function of the main verb; if the clause lacks a 
main verb, their function must be determined by context.

4. Participles (Ptc) are functionally adjectives, modifying or functioning as nouns, although 
they occasionally occur with a form of hyh, apparently as a way of saying that someone “was 
doing” something.
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5. The conjugations can occur with various affixes [in addition to the subject (PGN)]:

 

This conjugation … can be combined with …

conjunction w- article prepositions
pronominal 

suffixes

imperFect yes no no yes
Preterite always no no yes
imperatiVe yes no no yes
Perfect yes no no yes
Participle yes yes yes yes
iNfinitive Construct yes no yes yes
iNfinitive Absolute yes no no no

a. Thus any verbal form with an article, for example, is a participle; a conjunction-less 
verb cannot be preterite, etc.

b. “Yes” does not mean “always”.
c. “Always” means “always”.
d. “No” means “never”.

16.3 Frequency

More than one-tenth (11%) of all verbs in Biblical Hebrew are infinitives (6985 occurrences 
in Biblical Hebrew), but infinitives construct (9%) are far more common than infinitives 
absolute (1%).

16.4 Concepts

circumstantial clause infinitive absolute temporal clause
gerundive infinitive construct vague verb

16.5 Vocabulary

open (vb.) xt;P' .236
there is/are not (opp. 317); no; !yaew> 
often ≈ without

!yae .228
!yIa;ª

innocence (§2.4/3); 
righteousness hq'd'c. .237

not (adv.); except, unless (cj.) us. 
yTil.bil. or yTil.Bimi

lB;
yTil.Bi

.229

north !Apc' .238 wine !yIy:¨ .230

abundance, multitude, 
great quantity bro .239

right (hand, side); cf. Benjamin 
(“son of my right hand”); south !ymiy" .231

chase, persecute, pursue @d;r' .240 seat, throne aSeKi .232

rejoice, be glad xm;f' .241 number, total rP's.mi .233

hate anEf' .242 dwelling; Tabernacle !K'v.mi .234

break, smash, shatter rb;v' .243 assembly (trad. “congregation”) hd'[e .235
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16.6 Exercises

After learning the forms of the qal infinitives construct and absolute, and reviewing the qal system, 
gloss these clauses, parsing the verbs. Remember that infinitives have no PGN; if they have a 
pronominal suffix, it is identified by PGN in the “suffix” column.

2 Sam 15.10; lGEr;m. spy (here secret 
messengers); rp'vo ram’s horn; Absalom; 
Hebron

rmoale laer'f.yI yjeb.vi-lk'B. ~yliG>r;m. ~Alv'b.a; xl;v.YIw: .1

rp'Voh; lAq-ta, ~k,[]m.v'K.
`!Arb.x,B. ~Alv'b.a; %l;m' ~T,r.m;a]w:

Gn 37.8; interrogative –h]; when 
followed by ~ai, the two clauses express 
alternatives (real or hypothetical)

Wnyle[' %l{m.Ti %l{m'h] wyx'a, Al Wrm.aYOw: .2

WnB' lvom.Ti lAvm'-~ai

Gn 3.24; !Kev.Y:w: he caused to dwell; 
~d,Q,mi [to the] east of; !G: garden; Eden; 
~yYIx; life

~ybiruK.h;-ta, !d,[e-!g:l. ~d,Q,mi !Kev.Y:w: .3

`~yYIx;h; #[e %r,D,-ta, rmov.li …

Qo 3.6, 8; %yliv.h; throw away 
(hifil of %lv)

`%yliv.h;l. t[ew> rAmv.li t[E .4

anOf.li t[ew> bhoa/l, t[E
`~Alv' t[ew> hm'x'l.mi t[e

Jr 45.1; rB,Di he said; Jeremiah, 
Baruch, Neraiah

%WrB'-la,, aybiN"h; Why"m.r>yI rB,DI rv,a] rb'D'h; .5

hL,aeh' ~yrIb'D>h;-ta, Abt.k'B. hY"rInE-!B,
Why"m.r>yI yPimi rp,se-l[;

Ex 15.26; this is not a complete 
sentence

… ^yh,l{a/ hwhy lAql. [m;v.Ti [:Amv'-~ai rm,aYOw: .6

Pr 6.22; bkv lie down; [the subject of 
rmov.Ti (3fs) is “Wisdom”]

^yl,[' rmov.Ti ^B.k.v'B. .7

1 Sam 24.21 %Alm.Ti %l{m' yKi yTi[.d;y" .8

Jos 14.7; hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a;-!B, 40 years old; 
lgr to spy (D); Moses, Kadeå Barnea

ytiao hwhy-db,[, hv,mo x:l{v.Bi ykinOa' hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a;-!B, .9

#r,a'h'-ta, lGEr;l. [:nEr>B; vdeQ'mi

2 Ch 24.1; hn"v' [b;v,-!B, 7 years old; 
Joash

Akl.m'B. va'yO ~ynIv' [b;v,-!B, .10

Dt 6.17 [the nun on !Wrm.v.Ti does not 
affect its function]

hwhy twOc.mi-ta, !Wrm.v.Ti rAmv' .11

1 Sa 8.7; sam reject, spurn; refuse; the 
second yKi but

Wsa'm' ^t.ao al{ yKI .12

`~h,yle[] %l{M.mi Wsa]m' ytiao-yKi

1 Sam 23.15; ar>Y:w: and he saw (3ms Q 
Pr < har); acy go out; vqb seek; David, 
Saul

Avp.n:-ta, vQeb;l. lWav' ac'y"-yKi dwId' ar>Y:w: .13

Gn 41.49 yKi + d[; until; ldx stop, 
cease

`rP's.mi !yae-yKi rPos.li ld;x'-yKi d[; .14
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Dt 12.23; qr; only; lkat (2ms Q F) vp,N"h; aWh ~D'h; yKi ~D'h; lkoa] yTil.bil. qz:x] qr; .15

`rf'B'h;-~[i vp,N<h; lk;ato-al{w>

Dt 21.14; rkm sell (hN"r,- 3fs suffix) @s,K'B; hN"r,©K.m.ti-al{ rkom'W .16

2 Sam 19.6–7; T'v.b;ho you have shamed; 
both NCs are gerundive (“by ____ing”)

~AYh; T'v.b;ho %l,M,h;-la, ba'Ay rm,aYOw: .17

^ya,n>f-ta, hb'h]a;l. ^yd,b'[]-lk' ynEP.-ta,
^yb,h\ao-ta, anOf.liw>

16.7 Enrichment: Gerundive Infinitives Construct

As the functions outlined above suggest, not all infinitives construct are created equal. In Deuter-
onomy 10.12, for example, the first infinitive construct, to fear, presents the basic response of the 
Israelites, whereas the next three—by walking … loving … serving—expound what “fear” means in 
this covenantal context:

laer'f.yI hT'[;w> Therefore, Israel,

%M'[ime laevo ^yh,l{a/ hwhy hm' what does YHWH your God ask from you

^yh,l{a/ hwhy-ta, ha'r.yIl.-~ai yKi but to fear YHWH your God

wyk'r'D.-lk'B. tk,l,l' by walking in all his ways

Atao hb'h]a;l.W and by loving him,

^yh,l{a/ hwhy-ta, dbo[]l;w> and by serving YHWH your God

`^v,p.n:-lk'b.W ^b.b'l.-lk'B. with all of your heart and all of your being (Dt 10.12).
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Lesson 17
QUESTIONS, NEGATIVES, NUMERALS

This lesson addresses three syntactical and functional topics: (1) explicit and implicit questions; 
(2) negated clauses (at which we have already glanced under the topic of “irrealis” (§6, §6.11, 
§10.3); and (3) numerals. Combining these in one lesson does not mean that they are unimportant. 
Numerals occur in nearly 3000 verses (and not just in genealogies and the book of Numbers!), and 
there are more than 6000 negated statements and nearly 900 explicit questions.

17.1 Asking Questions

Biblical Hebrew asks questions in two basic ways. Explicit questions begin with an interrogative 
form, such as an interrogative pronoun or adverb, or the interrogative particle -h]. Implicit ques-
tions—which are much less common—are required or suggested by the context. Unlike English, 
Biblical Hebrew has no question mark.

17.1.1 Interrogative Adverbs

1. Biblical Hebrew has a number of interrogative adverbs, which can ask about location, direc-
tion (“where”), reason (“why”), or manner (“how”). Since a good many questions in Biblical 
Hebrew are rhetorical—asked not to gain information, but to make a point (e.g., Gn 4.9; 
Ps 42.4, 10)—the line between questions and exclamations is often blurred (e.g., %yae in Is 
14.11 and 2 Sam 1.5).

hm'l'
Why? 178x

ynIT'x.k;v. hm'l' Why have you forgotten me?

hM'l'© %leae rdeqo-hM'l' Why do I go about mourning? (Ps 42.10)

[:WDm; Why? 72x hk,bo ynIdoa] [:WDm; Why is my master weeping? (2 Kgs 8.12)

%yae
hk'yae

How?
Why?
How!

61x

~yIm;V'mi T'l.p;n" %yae How you have fallen from heaven! 
(Is 14.11)

lWav' tme-yKi T'[.d;y" %yae How do you know that Saul is dead? 
(2 Sam 1.5)

ry[ih' dd'b' hb'v.y" hk'yae How the city sits solitary, …! (La 1.1)

hYEa; Where [is]? 56x `^yh,l{a/ hYEa; Where is your God (Ps 42.4)

hn"a' !a' [To] where? 42x %leho hT'a; hn"a' “Where are you going?” (Zc 2.6)

yae Where? 31x ^yxia' lb,h,© yae Where is Abel, your brother? (Gn 4.9)

hn"a' d[; How long? 11x hL,ae-lL,m;T. hn"a'-d[; How long will you say these things (Jb 8.2)

hZ<mi-yae From where? 9x `hM'he hZ<mi yae yTi[.d;y" al{ I did not know where they were from 
(1 Sam 25.11)
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17.1.2 Interrogative -h]

The interrogative particle -h] introduces “yes-no” questions by being prefixed to the first word of a 
direct or indirect question.138

ykinOa' bl,k,©h] Am I a dog? (1 Sam 17.43)

laer'f.yI db,[,©h; Is Israel a slave/servant? (Jr 2.14)

`ykinOa' yxia' rmevoh] Am I my brother’s keeper? (Gn 4.9)

rt'y"b.a,w> qAdc' ~v' ^M.[i aAlh]w: And are not Zadok and Abiathar there with you? (2 Sam 15.35)

2. The vowel under the interrogative -h varies according to the first letter of the word to which 
it is attached:

 

Interrogative If the word begins with … Example

-h] any non-guttural followed by a full vowel hr'm.v'h] Did she keep watch?

-h;
any guttural followed by a vowel other than 
qameß or qameß ˙atuf, db,[,©h; Is a servant …?

or any non-guttural followed by a half-vowel ~yhil{a/h; Did God …?

-h, any guttural followed by qameß or qameß ˙atuf ykinOa'h, Am I …?

3. The compound form aAlh] (aOl + -h]) introduces a negative rhetorical question—that is, a 
question that assumes a positive answer. These might be represented with or without a 
“tag question” in English (e.g., “Am I not YHWH?” versus “I’m YHWH, aren’t I?”), or even 
“indeed”. The question’s cotext (literary context) and content determine which might be 
more  appropriate).

 

`hw"hy> ykinOa' al{h] Am I not YHWH? (Ex 4.11)

^n>toa] ykinOa' aAlh] “Am I not your she-donkey, …?” (Nu 22.30)

~k,M'[I ~k,yhel{a/ hw"hy> al{h] Is not YHWH your God with you? (2 Chr 22.18)

4. Polar questions—“yes/no” questions that pose a choice between opposites—end with al{ ~ai 
(“… or not” questions; e.g., Jg 2.22), introduce each choice with interrogative –h (Nu 13.18b), 
or end with ~ai followed by an adjective (Nu 13.18c).

 

laer'f.yI-ta, ~B' tASn: ![:m;l. … in order to test Israel by them—

hw"hy> %r,D,-ta, ~he ~yrIm.voh] whether they will observe the way of YHWH

`al{-~ai … … or not (Jg 2.22).

awhi-hm; #r,a'h'-ta, ~t,yair>W and see the land, what it is,

h'yl,[' bveYOh; ~['h'-ta,w> and the people who live in it

hp,r'h] aWh qz"x'h, —whether they are strong or weak,

`br'-~ai aWh j[:m.h; [whether they are] few or many (Nu 13.18).

5. Implicit questions are not marked (interrogative –h] occurs only 746x). Some questions are 
semi-explicit, introduced by a verb such as lav, “he asked”, but most must be recognized 
from the context, which means that there is often disagreement about whether or not a 

138. It is preceded twice by the conjunction -w: (2 Sa 15.35; Zc 3.1).
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particular clause is a question or a statement. In 1 Ch 22.18, David exhorts the leaders of 
Israel by asking a rhetorical question (introduced by aOlh]). Does the force of the interroga-
tive carry over to the next clause or not? It can be read either way:

 

~k,M'[i ~k,yhel{a/ hwhy al{h] Is not YHWH your god with you?

bybS'mi ~k,l' h:ynIhew> And has he not given you rest all around? or

And he has given you rest all around (1 Ch 22.18).

 Nor does the rest of the sentence (“for he has given into my hand the inhabitants of the land, 
and the land has been subjugated before YHWH and his people.”) answer the question, since 
it fits both readings.

17.2 Negatives

Biblical Hebrew has three main negative clause-level adverbs—aOl, la;, !yIa;©/!yae—as well as a number 
of relatively infrequent negatives (e.g., yTil.Bi, Lesson 16). These largely and usually negate the 
clause in which they occur.

1. The adverbs al{ and la; negate clauses.

 

hv,mo-la, W[m.v' al{w> … but they did not listen to Moses (Ex 6.9)

Wrx'B' al{ hwhy ta;r>yIw> … but the fear of YHWH they did not choose (Pr 1.29)

ynIb. ytiar'q'-al{ I did not call, my son … (1 Sam 3.6)

`!Ke rm;ayO-la; jp'v'wOhy> rm,aYOw: Jehoshaphat said, “The king should not say so” (1 Kgs 22.8)

2. al{ and !yIa;© can also occur in single-element statements as “No”, when the rest of the sentence 
is understood from the context:

 

`!yIa' T.r>m;a'w> vyai hPo-vyEh] rm;a'w> “… and he says, ‘Is there a man here?’, you shall say, 
‘No’.” (Jg 4.20)

!ylin" bxor.b' yKi al{ Wrm.aYOw: They said, “No. Instead/But, we will spend the night 
in the square” (Gn 19.2).

3. !yae negates non-verbal clauses as “There is/was not/no”. When it negates a participle, its 
subject is often a pronominal suffix. When the participle itself is the subject, !yaew> can func-
tion like “without …” (Lv 26.36).

 

#r,a'h'-lk'B. ynImoK' !yae There is none like me in all the earth (Ex 9.14)

 x:Wrh' %r,D,-hm; [:deAy ^n>yae rv,a]K; Just as you do not know what the way of the spirit 
is (Qo 11.5)

`@dero !yaew> Wlp.n"w> … and they will fall without a pursuer (Lv 26.36)

4. !yaew> also occurs with nouns and participles in the sense of “there is no one who” or “without”:

 

`h[or>p;l. ~t'Aa rteAP-!yaew> … but there was no interpreter of them for Pharaoh (Gn 41.8);

… no one to interpret them …

`[:yviAm !yaew> … but there will be no [without a] deliverer (Dt 28.29)

`aB' !yaew> aceAy !yae No one went out and no one went in (Josh 6.1)

5. !yae occurs with the possessive preposition l. to indicate that someone “does not have” some-
thing. The l. is prefixed to the person who “does not have”:

 
Al-!yae !beW … and he had no son (Dt 25.5)

laeGO vyail' !yae-~aiw> but if the man has no “redeemer, …” (Nu 5.8)
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17.3 Numerals

Like English, Hebrew has two sets of numerals, cardinal (e.g., “one”, “two”, “three”) and ordinal, 
which identify order (e.g., “first”, “second”, “third”).

17.3.1 Cardinal Numerals

Cardinal numerals are words that refer to the amount or quantity of something (“ten years”, “thirty 
shekels”).

“One” – “Ten” “Tens”
“Masculine” “Feminine”

dx'a, tx;a;© one

~yIn:¨v. ~yIT;¨v. two (the initial åewa is silent in the feminine)

vOlv' hv'Olv. three ~yviOlv. thirty

[B;r>a; h['B'r>a; four ~y[iB'r>a; forty

vmex' hV'mix] five ~yVimix] fifty

vve hV'vi six ~yVivi sixty

[b;v,© h['b.vi seven ~y[ib.vi seventy

hn<mov. hn"mov. eight ~ynImov. eighty

[v;Te© h['v.Ti nine ~y[iv.Ti ninety

rf,[,© hr'f'[] ten ~yrIf.[, twenty (plural of “ten”)

1. Apart from “one” and “two”, the main difference between the masculine and feminine forms 
is the “feminine ending” (h-).

2. When the feminine forms occur in the construct, the final h- is replaced by t- (as in nouns); 
e.g., hr'f'[] / tr,f,©[].

3. The numeral “one” usually follows the noun that it modifies and agrees with it in gender 
and definiteness. If there is no noun, it functions like an indefinite “one” in English, often 
with the article.

 

Wnx.n: dx'a,-vyai ynEB. We are the sons of one man [a man] (Gn 42.11)

~h,l' tx;a; hr'AT They [shall] have one law (Lv 7.7)

dx'a, ~Aqm'-la, %leAh lKoh; Everything goes to one place (Qo 3.20)

!AvyPi dx'a,h' ~ve The name of [the] one was Pishon (Gn 2.11)

4. The numeral that signals “two” can either precede or follow its noun, which is in the plural. 
If it precedes, it is in construct, but does not mean “two of …”. “Two” also occurs with 
 pronominal suffixes:

 

~yIn:v. ~ydIWM[; two pillars (2 Chr 3.15)

h'yn<b' ynEv. taew> … and her two sons (Ex 18.3)

%nEj.biB. ~yIAg ynEv. Hl' hw"hy> rm,aYOw: YHWH said to her, “Two nations are in your womb”

(Gn 25.23)

wD'x.y: ~h,ynEv. Wlk.aYOw: The two of them ate together (Jg 19.6)

5. The numerals that represent “three” through “ten” disagree in gender with the noun that 
they modify.

 
x:nO-ynEB. hL,ae hv'l{v. These three were Noah’s sons (Gn 9.19)

@s,K' ~yliq'v. hV'mix] five shekels of silver (Lv 27.6)
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6. Hundreds & thousands:

 

ha'me 100

~yIt;©ame 200 (dual ending)

tAame vOlv' 300

… etc.

@l,a,© 1,000

~yIP;©l.a; 2,000 (dual ending)

~ypil'a] tv,Olv. 3,000

… etc.

hb'b'r> / tABrI 10,000

~yIt;©ABrI 20,000 (dual ending)

tABrI vOlv. 30,000

… etc.

7. #6 (above) illustrates how Hebrew forms compound numerals (e.g., “thirteen”, “ninety-nine”, 
“one hundred forty-two”): numerals are either juxtaposed or linked with the conjunction w>. 
Determining whether to multiply or add large numerals is contextual.

 

rf'[' h['B'r>a; vp,n<-lK' fourteen people in all (Gn 46.22)

dx'a,w> ~yrIf.[, tAame vve 621 (Ez 2.26)

tAame vmex]w: @l,a, ~y[iB'r>a;w> hV'vi 46,500 (Nu 1.21)

8. The preposition -K. occurs with numerals in the sense of “approximately” or “about”:

 
`vyai tAame [B;r>a;K. about four hundred men (1 Sam 22.2)

~ynIv' rv,[,K. about ten years (Ru 1.4)

9. Age is usually indicated by the phrase “the son of X years”:

 
hn"v' ~y[ib.viw> ~ynIv' vmex'-!B, ~r'b.a;w> Now Abram was seventy-five years old … (Gn 12.4)

WKl.m'b. WhY"viayO hn"v' hn<mov.-!B, Josiah was eight years old when he became king (2 Kgs 22.1)

17.3.2 Ordinal Numerals

Ordinal numberals are adjects that tell the order in which something occurred. Apart from the 
words for “first”, they are generally formed by adding y i- to the cardinal forms. Ordinal numerals 
are not inflected for gender:

!AvarI first (cf. tyviare, beginning; varo, head)

dx'a, first (occasionally)

ynIve second

yviyliv. third

y[iybir> fourth (cf. [B;r>a;)
yviymix] fifth

yVivi sixth

y[iybiv. seventh

ynIymiv. eighth

y[iyviT. ninth

yrIyfi[] tenth
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1. The ordinals function as attributive adjectives, following their noun and agreeing with it in 
gender, number, and (usually) definiteness:

 

y[iybiV.h; ~AYB; yhiy>w: On the seventh day … (Josh 6.15)

hr'f'[] ~yrIP' y[iybir>h' ~AYb;W On the fourth day, ten bulls, … (Nu 29.23)

!Arx]a; ynIa]w: !AvarI ynIa] I am the first and I am the last (Is 44.6)

2. Ordinals only function from “first” to “tenth”; beyond “tenth”, Biblical Hebrew uses cardinal 
numerals:

  

xs;P,h;-ta, Wf[]Y:w: They made [celebrated] the Passover in the 
first [month] on the fourteenth day of the 
month (Nu 9.5).

vd,xol; ~Ay rf'[' h['B'r>a;B. !AvarIB'

zx'a'l. href.[, ~yTev. tn:v.Bi In the twelfth year of Ahaz … (2 Kgs 17.1)

17.4 Concepts

cardinal numeral non-verbal clause polar question
interrogative negation rhetorical question

ordinal numeral

17.5 Vocabulary

nine [v;Teª .252 one (m., f.) tx;a;© dx'a, .244

ten rf'[' rf,[,©
.253

two (m., f.) ~yIT;©v. ~yIn:¨v.
.245

twenty ~yrIf.[, second (ord.; m., f.) tynIve ynIve
hundred ha'me

.254 three vOlv' .246
two hundred ~yIt;©ame

thousand @l,a,©
.255 four [B;r>a; .247

two thousand ~yIP;©l.a;
first (ord.) !AvarI .256 five vmex' .248

first; beginning (n.) tyviare .257 six vve .249

half ycix] .258 seven [b;v,© .250

shekel (approx. 11.4 g, 0.5 oz.) lq,v,© .259 eight hn<Amv. .251

17.6 Exercises

You will find numerals for the populations of the tribes of Israel in the following verses. Fill in the 
name of each tribe and its population at the beginning and end of the wandering in the wilderness.

N.B.: The order of two tribes is reversed in Nu 26.
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Num 1 Tribe Population Num 26 Population

1.21 !bwar 26.7 43,730

1.23 26.14

1.25 26.18

1.27 26.22

1.29 54,400 26.25

1.31 !lwbz 26.27

1.33 26.37

1.35 26.34

1.37 26.41

1.39 26.43 64,400

1.41 rva 41,500 26.47

1.43 26.50

1.46 26.51 601,730

These verses contain numerals for ages, numbers of people (census lists), etc. Gloss the clauses, 
transmogrifying the numerals.

Gn 5.27; Methusaleh hn"v' tAame [v;t.W hn"v' ~yViviw> [v;Te xl;v,Wtm. ymey>-lK' Wyh.YIw: .a

Gn 7.24; rbg prevail; the sign sof pasuq 
[`] marks the “end of the verse”

`~Ay ta;m.W ~yVimix] #r,a'h'-l[; ~yIM;h; WrB.g>YIw: .b

Ex 23.12; hf,[]T; you shall do (2ms Q F 
< hf[); hf,[]m; work, deed; tbv rest

tBov.Ti y[iybiV.h; ~AYb;W ^yf,[]m; hf,[]T; ~ymiy" tv,ve .c

Ex 24.18b; Moses `hl'y>l; ~y[iB'r>a;w> ~Ay ~y[iB'r>a; rh'B' hv,mo yhiy>w: .d

2 Sam 5.4–5; vd,xo month, new moon; 
David, Hebron, Jerusalem, Israel, 
Judah; each line is a clause

Akl.m'B. dwID' hn"v' ~yviOlv.-!B,
`%l'm' hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a;

~yvid'x] hV'viw> ~ynIv' [b;v, hd'Why>-l[; %l;m' !Arb.x,B.
`hd'WhywI laer'f.yI-lK' l[: hn"v' vOlv'w> ~yviOlv. %l;m' ~Il;v'WrybiW

.e

Nu 11.19; the second form of ~Ay is 
dual (i.e., two days); the final nun on 
“you shall eat” is not (yet) explained

~ymiy" hV'mix] al{w> ~yIm'Ay al{w> !Wlk.aTo dx'a, ~Ay al{
`~Ay ~yrIf.[, al{w> ~ymiy" hr'f'[] al{w>

.f

Gloss these clauses and sentences, parsing the verbal forms.

Nu 14.41; hZ< hM'l' why?; Moses hw"hy> yPi-ta, ~yrIb.[o ~T,a; hZ< hM'l' hv,mo rm,aYOw: .a

Jr 3.14 hx'P'v.Mimi ~yIn:v.W ry[ime dx'a, ~k,t.a, yTix.q;l'w> .b

Is 44.6; hKo thus; laeGO redeemer (Q Ptc); 
!Arx]a; last; yd;['l.B;mi apart from, except for, 
without (+ 1cs suffix); Israel; the second line 
is a quotation

tAab'c. hw"hy> Ala]gOw> laer'f.yI-%l,m, hw"hy> rm;a'-hK
`~yhil{a/ !yae yd;['l.B;miW !Arx]a; ynIa]w: !AvarI ynIa]

.c

2 Kgs 10.34; rt,y<© [the] rest, remainder; hf[ 
do; hr'WbG> strength, power; Jehu

Atr'WbG>-lk'w> hf'[' rv,a]-lk'w> aWhyE yreb.DI rt,y<w>
~ymiY"h; yreb.DI rp,se-l[; ~ybiWtK. ~he-aAlh]

`laer'f.yI ykel.m;l.

.d
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17.7 Enrichment: Irrealis

If a story is a record of events—a record of “what happened”—why do authors tell their readers that 
some events did not occur? What does negative information (irrealis) add to a story?

As Lydia walked down the street, she saw a dog tied in front of a house. The dog barked and lunged at 
her, breaking its rope. Suddenly realizing that it was free, it ran after her, but did not bite her.

In this admittedly simple illustration, the negative clause (in italics) tells the reader some-
thing that is contrary to expectation. We probably expect that a barking dog that breaks loose and 
chases someone intends to attack that person, but this dog did not, contrary to our expectation (and, 
perhaps, to our experience). In fact, in this example, the last (negative) statement also leads us to 
conclude that the dog caught her, since if it did not, the irrealis would not make sense (if the dog 
didn’t catch her, it couldn’t have bitten her).

But what if the story read:

As Lydia walked down the street, she saw a dog tied in front of a house. The dog barked and lunged at 
her, breaking its rope. Suddenly realizing that it was free, it chased her, but Lydia ran inside before 
the dog could catch her.

In this case the negative information is that the dog did not catch her (most readers would prob-
ably infer that if the dog had caught her, it would have attacked her). The irrealis is given obliquely 
and implicitly, in a “privative” clause (related to the root of the word “deprive”), rather than in a 
negative statement. Furthermore, if we rewrite the last clause so that it reads merely “… but Lydia 
ran safely inside”, we would not need the clause in italics, since the word “safely” implies that the 
dog did not catch her.139

In the beginning of the story of Abram, we find a number of irrealis clauses:

`dl'w" Hl' !yae hr'q'[] yr;f' yhiT.w: And Sarai was barren—she had no child (Gn 11.30)

This is one of the precipitating crises of the Abram story—his lack of an heir—set over against the 
divine promise of descendants (e.g., Gn 12.2; 13.16). Since we are told this at the very beginning of the 
stories about Abram, we might suspect that this will become an important theme in what follows.

In 1 Sa 3.1b, the author uses a form of irrealis to warn readers against mis-reading the preceding 
incident (the prophetic announcement of YHWH’s judgment upon Eli’s house). This prophecy follows 
Eli’s word to Hannah (1.17), which might encourage us to think that prophetic revelation was relatively 
commonplace in Israel at that time. As the opening of 1 Sa 3 shows, however, that was not true:

~heh; ~ymiY"B; rq'y" hwhy-rb;d>W Now YHWH’s word was rare in those days;

`#r'p.nI !Azx' !yae there was no vision breaking through (1 Sa 3.1b).

This double statement not only warns against misinterpreting the prophetic activity of the 
preceding chapter as a normal occurrence, but also helps to set the stage for the restoration of 
prophetic revelation through Samuel (which is the story of 1 Sa 3).

139. There is another type of irrealis, which we might call “semantic”, or “positive”, irrealis in which a 
non-negated verb describes a non-event. In Lv 10.3, Aaron’s response to Moses’ speech was silence: !roh]a; ~DoYIw:, 
and Aaron was silent, i.e., Aaron did not speak. This raises a host of complex questions about the relationship 
between positive and negative statements that are better left for another course of study. Note that in this 
case, the author does not tell us what Aaron actually did.
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Part III
LESSONS 18–31

VERBAL GRAMMAR (II)
READING HEBREW

This section introduces the forms and functions of the other stems of the verb, the other [“weak”] 
forms of the verbal root, as well as the basic tools of Biblical Hebrew (the Hebrew Bible and lexica), 
and the basic steps of beginning to read biblical narrative and poetry.

By the end of these lessons (the end of the book), you should be able to recognize and read nominal 
phrases with some fluency, as well as recognize a number of fairly standard forms and formulae at 
sight. You should also be able to identify all of the forms of the verbal stems and roots.

Depending on your teacher and the goals of your course of study, you will have begun to read from 
the biblical text, and to discuss how to use your knowledge of Hebrew to study the biblical text.
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Lesson 18
OTHER STEMS

Verbal function is primarily modified in English by syntax, using various types of pronouns (e.g., 
reflexive), “helping verbs”, prepositions, etc., as illustrated by the differences between the following 
sentences:

(1) John hid.
(2) John hid himself.
(3) John hid the ball.
(4) The ball was hidden by John.
(5) John made Jim hide the ball.
(6) John caused Jim to hide the ball.

Since most readers or speakers of English assume that “hide” without an expressed object is reflexive 
(the subject hides himself or herself), they will read or hear sentences (1) and (2) as essentially 
 identical—the “reflexive” pronoun (2) merely clarifies the meaning of (1). Sentence (3)—which also 
uses “hid”, the same form of the verb as in (1) and (2)—shows an entirely different relationship 
between the subject (“John”) and the object (“the ball”). Sentences (4), (5), and (6) are morphologically 
and syntactically different from the others; (5) and (6), like (1) and (2), are functionally identical.

18.1 The Concept of “Stem”

Where English uses helping verbs, prepositions, and syntax to indicate verbal nuances, (“David hid the 
sword”, “David hid [himself]”, “David was hidden [by Samuel]”), Hebrew modifies the shape of the verb 
itself, using prefixes,140 different sets of vowels, and a doubled middle radical in patterns which are 
called “stems” or binyanim (“buildings”). These combinations are traditionally called the “derived” stems 
because the early grammarians viewed qal as the basic (“simple”) stem, from which these stems were 
“derived”. Although the vowel patterns and forms of the stems differ, the PGN affixes and the functions 
of the conjugations are the same in all stems. In these examples, the verbs have different stems:

qv,M,d;B. Wkl.m.YIw: they reigned in Damascus (1 Kgs 11.24) 3mp qal preterite

%l,m,l. %l,m,ybia]-ta, Wkylim.Y:w: they made Abimelek king (Jg 9.6) 
[“caused” Abimelek to be king]

3mp hifil preterite

WnM'[i rTeT;s.mi al{h] Is not David hiding with us? (1 Sam 23.19) ms hitpael ptc141

yn:p'L.mi WrT.s.nI al{w> They are not hidden from me (Jr 16.17) 3cp nifal perfect

rb'D' rTes.h; ~yhil{a/ dboK. The glory of God is to hide a matter (Pr 25.2) hifil inf. const.

There are eight basic verbal patterns in Biblical Hebrew,142 but more than two-thirds of all verbal 
forms in the Bible are qal, and three of the main stems (hitpael, pual, hofal) occur fairly infrequently 
(less than 3% of all verbal forms). Furthermore, only two verbs occur in all eight stems (ten occur in the 
seven stems not including qal passive),143 and most occur in various combinations of two to four stems.

140. These are combined with the PGN prefixes of the imperfect (below).
141. This example demonstrates “metathesis”, in which two letters change places (a normal occurrence 

in the hitpael when the verbal root begins with a sibilant (“s-sound”). The root is rts, one of a relatively few 
verbal roots that occur in these three stems.

142. The existence of the eighth stem—the qal passive—has been suspected for several centuries, but not 
confirmed until relatively recently.

143. Not including qal passive (Lesson 21).
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18.1.1 The Names of the Stems

The stems have been given various names through the centuries, following changes in academic 
fashion, or the individual grammarian’s convictions. The traditional names, except for the qal, are 
the 3ms perfect form of the verb l[P, “do, make”, which was the original verb for Hebrew para-
digms. The early Hebrew grammarians used l[P because the Arabic grammarians used fa’ala as 
their paradigm verb, and the early Jewish grammarians based their study of Hebrew grammar 
upon that of the Arabs. It is no longer used as the paradigm verb for Biblical Hebrew because [ does 
not double in Hebrew (as it does in Arabic).

Since the mid-18th century, the study of the Semitic languages has shown that Hebrew is only 
one of a family of related languages, including Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Coptic, as well as various 
Aramaic dialects and Arabic. In order to use terminology that reflects the relationship of Hebrew 
to, for example, Akkadian, scholars have developed what might be called “pan-Semitic” names for 
the stems. These names reflect the distinguishing aspect of that stem that is shared by some or all 
of the Semitic tongues. This grammar will use the “Semitic” designations for the stems as a sort of 
shorthand, but will always refer initially to both sets of terms.

N.B.:  The standard Hebrew-English lexica use the traditional names of the stems, so you will 
want to know both sets of terms.

3ms 
Perfect

Traditional 
Name

“Pan-Semitic” 
Name

Stem 
Prefix Vowels

Doubled 
II-radical?

l[;P' Qal G (the Grund-, or 
“basic”, stem)

---

l[;p.nI Nifal N (n-prefix) -nI -hi ---

l[ePi Piel D (“doubled”) yes

l[;Pu Pual Dp (passive of D) yes

l[eP;t.hi Hitpael Dt (D with t-infix) -t.hi -t.yI yes

ly[ip.hi Hiphil H (h-prefix) -   .hi -   .y: ---

l[;p.h' Hophal Hp (passive of H) -   .h' -   .y" ---

The name of the stem which we have studied thus far—the qal (from the verb llq)—means 
“light”, because it lacks a stem prefix (unlike N, Dt, H, Hp) and does not have a doubled radical 
(unlike D, Dp, Dt).

18.1.2 The Paradigm Verb

Hebrew grammarians turned from l[p to ljq, “kill”, as a paradigm verb, since it has no begad-kefat 
letters (and thus no appearing and vanishing dageå lenes), and no gutturals (thus no ˙atef-vowels). 
ljq, however, occurs only three times in Biblical Hebrew (Ps 139.19; Jb 13.15; 24.14), which is 
rather rare for a “model” verb.144

Today, different grammars use different verbal roots as their “model” verb. Since the root lvm 
meets the requirements of a paradigm verb (three “strong” radicals, no gutturals or reå, and the 
first radical is a non-sibilant), we will continue to use it as our paradigm verb. It occurs in only a 
few stems (which means that most of the listed forms do not exist in Biblical Hebrew), but is fairly 
frequent in Biblical Hebrew (99x).

18.1.3 The Functions of the Stems

The nuances [the plural is deliberate] of a verb’s function in different stems must be determined for 
each verbal root, but there are some overall tendencies. For example, if a verb is fientive (active) in 

144. Transliterated as qtl, however, it appears in one of the sets of names for the verbal conjugations: 
qatal (perfect), yiqtol (imperfect, jussive), wayyiqtol (preterite), &c.
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the qal, it will probably be passive in nifal. On the other hand, a verb that occurs in nifal but not in 
qal usually “sounds” active when glossed in English.

Qal tends to be either fientive or stative
Nifal tends to be the passive of qal (or piel); if there is no qal or piel, it tends to be 

reflexive or reciprocal
Piel fientive, and nearly always transitive; if qal is stative, piel is often causative

Pual passive of piel
Hitpael its nuances are difficult to classify, but are usually passive or double-status 

(reflexive, reciprocal, etc.)
Hifil causative of qal and nifal

Hofal passive of hifil

The stems thus correspond in a very rough and approximate way to the concept of voice (active, 
middle, reflexive, passive, etc.) in English.

N.B.:  Although the vowel patterns and forms of the stems differ, the PGN affixes of each 
conjugation (perfect, imperfect, etc.) are the same in all stems as those learned for the 
qal, as are also the functions of the various conjugations.

18.2 The N-Stem (Nifal)

The name nifal comes from the 3ms perfect in the traditional paradigm verb (l[;p.nI). The primary 
difference between nifal and qal is a prefixed n (hence its “Semitic” name, “N”). This n is visible 
(orthographic) in the perfect and participle, but assimilates (“nunnates”, see §7.2) to the first radical 
whenever it is followed by silent åewa. This means that in every conjugation except the perfect and 
participle a diagnostic for the nifal is a doubled first radical preceded by a ˙ireq (under the 
prefix) and followed by qameß. These examples illustrate this process (∗ = hypothetical form):

∗yinm¡åel ∗yimm¡åel lveM'yI 3ms N F

∗hinm¡åelû ∗himm¡åelû Wlv.M'hi 2mp N V

18.2.1 Form

Conjugations with orthographic [written] -n
In the nifal perfect and participle, the prefixed nun is visible at the beginning of the verbal form.

Nifal Perfect

Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common yTil.v;m.nI Wnl.v;m.nI

2nd
Masc. T'l.v;m.nI ~T,l.v;m.nI
Fem. T.l.v;m.nI !T,l.v;m.nI

3rd
Masc. lv;m.nI

Wlv.m.nI
Fem. hl'v.m.nI

1. Every form of the nifal perfect begins with -nI, followed by a silent åewa after the first 
radical.

2. Every form with no ending or a consonantal ending has pata˙ after the second radical.
3. 3ms N P looks just like the 1cp Q F of some verbs, especially statives (e.g., dB;k.nI, “we 

shall be wealthy”); they can be distinguished by their context.
4. All PGN affixes are the same in all stems.
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Nifal Participle

Gender Singular Plural

Masc.
lv'm.nI ~yliv'm.nI

ylev'm.nI
Fem. hl'v'm.nI tAlv'm.nI

1. Every form begins with -nI (nun+˙ireq), and has silent åewa after the first radical and 
qameß after the second radical.

2. The qameß after the second radical distinguishes the ms and fs participle from 3ms and 
3fs perfect.

Conjugations without orthographic -n

The prefixed -nI appears only in the nifal perfect and participle. The other conjugations of the nifal 
have three characteristics in common:

1. The prefix vowel is ˙ireq in all forms.
2. The first radical is doubled in all forms, since the nun assimilates to the first radical 

of the verbal root.
3. The doubled first radical is followed by qameß.

If there is no PGN ending, the vowel after the second radical is often siere, which is thus a secondary 
diagnostic. Nifal preterite is identical to the imperfect (with the prefixed - w: and dageå forte in the 
PGN prefix).

Nifal Prefix Conjugations

Imperfect (= Preterite)
Person Gender Singular Plural

1st Common lveM'a, lveM'nI

2nd
Masc. lveM'Ti Wlv.M'Ti
Fem. yliv.M'Ti hn"l.veM'Ti

3rd
Masc. lveM'yI Wlv.M'yI
Fem. lveM'Ti hn"l.veM'Ti

Like hifil, hofal, and hitpael (H, Hp, Dt, below), but unlike qal, nifal imperative and infinitives 
have a prefix. They thus resemble the imperfect, with -h instead of the PGN prefix.

Nifal Imperative

Person Gender Singular Plural

2nd
Masc. lveM'hi Wlv.M'hi
Fem. yliv.M'hi hn"l.veM'hi

The infinitive absolute occurs in two forms; most verbal roots tend to use one form or the other. 
As in all stems, the infinitive construct is the same as 2ms imperative.

Nifal Infinitives

NC lveM'hi
NA lvoM'hi

lvom.nI
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18.2.2 Summary of Nifal Diagnostics

This chart summarizes the main clues for identifying a nifal form.

Conjugation Diagnostic Example Parsing

Perfect -  .nI dB;k.nI 3ms N P

Participle - .nI ~ydiB'k.nI mp N Ptc

Imperfect
-„'yI treK'yI 3ms N F

-„'Ti hn"l.v;M'Ti 2fp N F

Preterite -„'YIw: bteK'YIw: 3ms N Pr

Imperative & 
Infinitives -„'hi

areB'hi N NC

War.B'hi mp N V

1. All forms of the nifal have a prefix, and most have hiireq as a prefix vowel (like qal imperfect 
and preterite, hifil perfect, and all forms of the hitpael). The exception to this is I-guttural 
roots, which have siere (below). Nifal and qal are the only stems that use hiireq as their prefix 
vowel (except for hifil perfect, which has other distinguishing features).

2. All forms of the nifal except perfect and participle begin with the same pattern: prefix+hiireq-
dageå forte in first radical+qamesi. This pattern occurs only in nifal.

3. Compare nifal and qal in this skeleton paradigm:

 

Conjugation PGN Qal Nifal

Perfect 3ms lv;m' he ruled lv;m.nI he was ruled

Imperfect 3ms lvom.yI he shall rule lveM'yI he shall be ruled

Preterite 3ms lvom.YIw: he ruled lveM'YIw: he was ruled

Imperative 2ms lvom. Rule! lveM'hi Be ruled!

Inf. Const. lvom. to rule lveM'hi to be ruled

Inf. Abs. lAvm' lvoM'hi
lvom.nI

Participle  ms lvemo one who rules lv'm.nI one who is ruled

18.2.3 Function of the Nifal (HBI §2.1.3)

1. The nifal is primarily the passive and reflexive of the active stems (qal, piel, hifil). Note the 
difference between the active (2 Kgs 21.26; qal) and passive (2 Kgs 21.18; nifal) of rbq, “bury”:

 

aZ"[u-!g:B. Atr'buq.Bi Atao rBoq.YIw: He buried him [Manasseh] in his tomb in Uzzah’s garden,

`wyT'x.T; Anb. WhY"viayO %l{m.YIw: and Josiah his son reigned in his place (2 Kgs 21.26).

wyt'boa]-~[I hV,n:m. bK;v.YIw: And Manasseh slept with his fathers,

aZ"[u-!g:B. AtyBe-!g:B. rbeQ'YIw: and he was buried in the garden of his palace, in Uzzah’s garden.

`wyT'x.T; AnB. !Ama' %l{m.YIw: And Amon his son ruled in his place (2 Kgs 21.18).

2. The sign of the object may precede the subject of a passive nifal, apparently since the subject 
is affected by the action of the verb:

 dr'y[i-ta, %Anx]l; dleW"YIw: Irad was born to Enoch (Gn 4.18).

N.B.:  Unlike English (or NT Greek), passive clauses in Hebrew rarely identify or mention 
who or what did the action described by the verb (the agent or the means). We do not 
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know if the passive was used in order to avoid naming the doer of the deed or if, having 
decided to use a passive, the author was constrained by the rules of Hebrew syntax so 
that he could not name the actor. This is true of all passives in Biblical Hebrew, not 
merely of the nifal.

3. When the nifal is adjectival, it can be glossed by words ending in “-ible”, “-able”, “-ful”, 
“-some”. This function, sometimes called “potential” is common with stative verbs.

 

lkea'yE rv,a] lk,aoh'-lK'mi Any of the food which may be eaten 
[is ceremonially edible] … (Lv 11.34) [3 ms N F]

hL,aeme ~ydIB'k.nIw> ~yBir; ~yrIf' leaders more numerous and honorable 
than these (Nu 22.15) [ms N Ptc]

4. Nifal also has a variety of “double-status” nuances, in which the subject both does the 
action described by the verb and is affected by its own action. These functions are variously 
called generally “reflexive”, “middle”, “reciprocal”, or “tolerative” (depending on the verbal 
root), and often sound active when glossed into English (the third verb in Gn 19.17 is a 
passive nifal).

 

… ^v,p.n:-l[; jleM'hi “Escape for your life … to the hill country

`hp,S'Ti-!P, jleM'hi hr'h'h' so that you are not [lest you be] swept away” (Gn 19.17).

tyrIK. lx;n:B. T'r>T;s.nIw> … and hide at the Wadi Cherith (1 Kg 17.3)

~k,l' ~xeL'yI hwhy YHWH will fight for you (Ex 14.14).

18.3 Frequency

The nifal occurs 4,140 times in the Bible (6% of all verbal forms); it is more frequent in the latter 
prophets and poetic books than in Genesis – 2 Kings.

18.4 Concepts

active middle reciprocal tolerative
double-status passive reflexive

18.5 Vocabulary

still, yet, again; dA[ al{, no 
longer, not [never] again

dA[ .269 or (cj.) Aa .260

[whole] burnt offering hl'[o .270 light (n.) rAa .261

now [at this time] hT'[:
.271

only, surely (adv.) %a; .262

“therefore” (esp. when followed 
by a volitional form cf. §8.6)

hT'[:w> wise, skilled (adj.) ~k'x' .263

shepherd (Q Ptc) h[,ro .272 court, enclosure, settlement rcex' .264

joy, rejoicing, gladness hx'm.fi .273 therefore (!Ke + -l.); not usually followed 
by a volitional form)

!kel' .265

sun vm,v,© .274
for the sake of, on account of (prp.); in 
order that/to (cj.)

![:m;©l. .266

judge (Q Ptc) jpevo .275
very, exceedingly (adv.); power, might (n.) daom. .267

find; be found (N) ac'm' .268
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18.6 Distribution of the Stems

The occurrence of the stems varies widely, as this table shows. Slightly more than two-thirds of all 
verbal forms in Biblical Hebrew are qal.145

Stems Occurrences % of Total

Qal146 49847 67.4%
Qal Passive 1277 1.7%
Nifal 4125 5.6%
Piel 6879 9.3%
Pual 450 0.6%
Hitpael 1177 1.6%
Hifil 9671 13.1%
Hofal 531 0.7%

Total 73957
  

18.7 Exercises

After studying the characteristics of the nifal, gloss these sentences and clauses, parsing the verbs, 
which contain both qal and nifal forms.

Jg 8.32; rb,q, tomb of; Joash wybia' va'Ay rb,q,B. rbeQ'YIw: .1

Jb 28.12a … 13b; !yIa;©me [from] where?; ~yYIx; 
life, living (“wisdom” is the subject of the 
clause)

… aceM'Ti !yIa;me hm'k.x'h;w> .2

`~yYIx;h; #r,a,B. aceM'ti al{w>

Ex 22.3; Adyb. in his hand; hb'nUG> stolen thing … hb'nUG>h; Ady"b. aceM'ti aceM'hi-~ai .3

Lv 25.54; laeG"yI he/it will be redeemed; hL,ae 
these [means of redemption]; acy go out; 
lbeAy Jubilee

lbeYOh; tn:v.Bi ac'y"w> hL,aeB. laeG"yI al{-~aiw> .4

`AM[i wyn"b'W aWh

2 Kg 14.14; xq;l'w> and he took; hrcao 
storehouse

~yaic'm.NIh; ~yliKeh;-lK' taew> @s,K,h;w>-bh'Z"h;-lK'-ta, xq;l'w> .5

%l,M,h; tyBe tArc.aob.W hw"hy>-tyBe

Jr 51.8; Babylon rbeV'Tiw: lb,b' hl'p.n" .6

Gn 2.4; tAdl.AT generations; arb create ~a'r>B'hiB. #r,a'h'w> ~yIm;V'h; tAdl.At hL,ae .7

1 Sa 4.11 [-w: is due to hatef-patah. under -a], 
not to preterite]

xq'l.nI ~yhil{a/ !Ara]w: .8

Dn 12.1 rp,SeB; bWtK' ac'm.NIh;-lK' .9

Ps 37.28; dysx pious, godly, kind (each line 
is a clause)

jP'v.mi bheao hw"hy> yKi .10

wyd'ysix]-ta, bzO[]y:-al{w>
Wrm'v.nI ~l'A[l.

`tr'k.nI ~y[iv'r> [r;z<w>

145. Statistics vary from source to source. Statistics in this book are based on Dean Forbes & Francis I. 
Andersen, Vocabulary of the Old Testament (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1975).

146. Some of qal’s relative frequency reflects some common verbs (rma, hyh), but verbs that occur in qal 
and other stems tend to occur most frequently in qal.
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Zc 9.10b; tv,q,© bow; rB,dIw> he will speak (3ms 
D P+w); sp,a, end; lv'm' dominion, rule, realm 
(each line is a clause)

hm'x'l.mi tv,q,© ht'r>k.nIw> .11

~yIAGl; ~Alv' rB,dIw>
`#r,a'-ysep.a;-d[; rh'N"miW ~y"-d[; ~Y"mi Wlv.m'W

Ne 13.1; arq read; aAby" he may enter (3ms 
Q F); lhq assembly; Moses, Ammonite(s), 
Moabite(s)

~['h' ynEz>a'B. hv,mo rp,seB. ar'q.nI aWhh; ~AYB; .12

AB bWtK' ac'm.nIw>
`~l'A[-d[; ~yhil{a/h' lh;q.Bi ybia'moW ynIMo[; aAby"-al{ rv,a]

Ps 139.16; -LKu = lOK with suffixes WbteK'yI ~L'Ku ^r>p.si-l[;w> .13

1 Sa 1.13 (“her” refers to Hannah) [:meV'yI al{ Hl'Aqw> .14

Gn 9.11; lWBm; flood (only used of “Noah’s 
flood” and in Ps 29.10); txv destroy (D); the 
speaker is YHWH

lWBM;h; yMemi dA[ rf'B'-lK' treK'yI-al{w> .15

`#r,a'h' txev;l. lWBm; dA[ hy<h.yI-al{w>

2 Kg 22.13; d[;B. on behalf of; l[; concerning, 
about

hd'Why>-lK' d[;b.W ~['h'-d[;b.W ydI[]B; hwhy-ta, Wvr>dI .16

… hZ<h; ac'm.NIh; rp,Seh; yreb.DI-l[;
hZ<h; rp,Seh; yreb.DI-l[; Wnyteboa] W[m.v'-al{ rv,a] l[;

Ps 34.19a ble-yreB.v.nIl. hwhy bArq' .17

Nu 9.13 h'yM,©[;me awhih; vp,N<¨h; ht'r>k.nIw> .18

1 Kg 2.10 `dwID' ry[iB. rbeQ'YIw: wyt'boa]-~[i dwID' bK;v.YIw: .19

1 Sa 4.22; yai no; hlG depart laer'f.YImi dAbk' hl'G" rmoale dAbk'-yai r[;N:l; ar'q.Tiw: .20

`~yhil{a/h' !Ara] xq;l.nI yKi

Ps 37.17; [:Arz> arm (fem.); %ms [to] support 
[Each line is a clause.]

hn"r>b;V'Ti ~y[iv'r> tA[Arz> yKi .21

`hw"hy> ~yqiyDIc; %meAsw>

18.8 Enrichment: Nifal vs. Hitpael?

A much-debated point of interpretation in Genesis pits the nifal and hitpael (Lesson 19) against 
each other—the translation of these verses has even been made a test of the orthodoxy of English 
translations. In YHWH’s covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the divine promise of widespread 
blessing is repeated five times—three times using the nifal, twice with the hitpael:

`hm'd'a]h' txoP.v.mi lKo ^b. Wkr>b.nIw> … … and in you all the clans of the earth shall 
be blessed (Gn 12.3b) [N]

hm'd'a]h' txoP.v.mi-lK' ^b. Wkr]b.nIw> … 
`^[,r>z:b.W

… and in you all the clans of the earth shall 
be blessed and in your seed (Gn 28.14) [N]

#r,a'h' yyEAG lKo Ab Wkr>b.nIw> … … and in him all nations of the earth shall be 
blessed (Gn 18.18) [N]

#r,a'h' yyEAG lKo ^[]r>z:b. Wkr]B't.hiw> … … and in your seed all nations of the earth 
shall bless themselves (Gn 22.18) [Dt]

`#r,a'h' yyEAG lKo ^[]r>z:b. Wkr]B't.hiw> … and in your seed all nations of the earth 
shall bless themselves (Gn 26.4) [Dt]

The usual approaches to this apparent conundrum assume that all five statements repeat 
the same promise. They therefore either (1) assign priority to the hitpael forms of the promise, 
claiming that the promise is middle/reflexive (“shall bless themselves” i.e., by invoking the name 
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of Abraham—“May you be blessed [or May YHWH bless you] as he blessed Abraham!”); (2) claim that 
all five statements are passive (“shall be blessed in/through Abram”), since that is the primary func-
tion of the nifal; (3) suggest that there is no real difference between the two forms of the promise.

The first interpretation tends to deny that the hitpael can be passive; the second seeks to demon-
strate that passivity is a normal function of the hitpael (as above). The third refuses to assign 
priority to one or the other.

Perhaps instead of choosing one of these interpretations as the “correct” intent of the divine 
promise, we should conclude that its different forms were intended to be complementary, and they 
record what are in fact two separate but interlinked promises. The promise(s) could mean that 
“clans/nations of the earth shall be blessed through the divine covenant with Abraham” (Abraham as 
a channel or means of blessing), and “shall bless themselves by or in Abraham” (invoking  Abraham’s 
blessings on oneself or someone else). This approach allows the different stems to reflect two 
different—but related—outcomes of YHWH’s prior promise to bless and exalt Abram.

This example illustrates the importance of examining the context(s) within which a verbal root 
occurs in different stems, and of assuming that morphological differences are intentional and func-
tional, rather than being merely arbitrary, stylistic, or mistaken.
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Lesson 19
THE D-STEMS (PIEL, PUAL, HITPAEL)

Piel, pual, and hitpael are also called “D-stems”, since they all have a doubled (or “geminated”) 
middle radical. This dageå forte is the primary diagnostic of the D-stems. Like qal—but unlike 
nifal—D and Dp have no prefix in the imperative and infinitives; Dt (hitpael) always has an ortho-
graphic prefix. Further, these stems are relatively stable in form, since the first syllable of the root 
is closed due to the doubled middle radical.

Many verbs that occur in one or more D-stems also occur in qal. The function of the two sets of 
forms (Q & D) may not be related, just as the functions of nifal and qal are not necessarily related. 
Each verbal root-stem combination must be analyzed and evaluated on its own terms, on the basis 
of its occurrences and use(s) in the biblical text. There is no “pure” or “absolute” one-to-one relation-
ship between them.

The main difference between piel and pual—in fact, the only difference in many forms—is the 
vowel under the first radical. If it is a i- or a-vowel (hiireq or patahi) the verb is piel; if it is an o- or u-
vowel (qibbuß or hiolem), it is pual. All forms of hitpael has a closed prefix syllable (e.g., -t.hi, -t.yI, -t.mi).

19.1 Form

Perfect

Person Gender D Dp Dt

S
in

gu
la

r

1st Common yTil.V;mi yTil.V;mu yTil.V;m;t.hi

2nd
Masc. T'l.V;mi T'l.V;mu T'l.V;m;t.hi
Fem. T.l.V;mi T.l.V;mu T.l.V;m;t.hi

3rd Masc. lVemi lV;mu lVem;t.hi
Fem. hl'V.mi hl'V.mu hl'V.m;t.hi

P
lu

ra
l

1st Common Wnl.V;mi Wnl.V;mu Wnl.V;m;t.hi

2nd
Masc. ~T,l.V;mi ~T,l.V;mu ~T,l.V;m;t.hi
Fem. !T,l.V;mi !T,l.V;mu !T,l.V;m;t.hi

3rd Common WlV.mi WlV.mu WlV.m;t.hi

1. The middle radical is doubled (has dageå forte) in all forms of the D-stems.

N.B.:  If the middle radical of a verbal form is a begad-kefat letter, it will have dageå lene when-
ever the first radical is followed by silent åewa (e.g., bK;v.YIw:, and he lay down). This means 
that a dageå in the middle radical does not always mean that the verb is a D-form.

2. There is always a full vowel under the first radical in all forms of the D-stems.
3. Like qal, piel and pual have no prefix in the perfect (unlike nifal, hifil, hofal, hitpael, 

which have prefixes in all forms).
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4. The PGN indicators are the same in all stems.
5. The closed syllable does not change; the vowel after the first radical is consistent 

throughout the perfect of each D stem, as are the prefix and first root syllable of hitpael:

lVmi D

lVmu Dp

lVm;t.hi Dt

Prefix Conjugations

Imperfect (= Preterite)

Person Gender D Dp Dt

S
in

gu
la

r

 1st Common lVem;a] lV;mua] lVem;t.a,

2nd
Masc. lVem;T. lV;muT. lVem;t.Ti
Fem. yliV.m;T. yliV.muT. yliV.m;t.Ti

3rd Masc. lVem;y> lV;muy> lVem;t.yI
Fem. lVem;T. lV;muT. lVem;t.Ti

P
lu

ra
l

 1st Common lVem;n> lV;mun> lVem;t.nI

2nd
Masc. WlV.m;T. WlV.muT. WlV.m;t.Ti
Fem. hn"l.Vem;T. hn"l.V;muT. hn"l.Vem;t.Ti

3rd Masc. WlV.m;y> WlV.muy> WlV.m;t.yI
Fem. hn"l.Vem;T. hn"l.V;muT. hn"l.Vem;t.Ti

1. The middle radical is doubled in all forms of the D-stems (see note above).
2. Piel and pual have the same prefix vowel (åewa) in imperfect, preterite (and participle; 

below); hitpael uses the same prefix vowel (hireq) throughout its conjugations:

lVmy> D, Dp

lVm;t.yI Dt

3. In all forms of piel except the perfect, the first radical is followed by pata˙.
4. In all forms of pual, the first radical is followed by qibbuß (usually) or ˙olem (if the 

middle radical is a guttural or reå).
5. The PGN prefixes replace the initial -h of hitpael (as in the H-stems, below).
6. The preterite of all three stems is identical to the imperfect (with prefixed -w: plus dageå 

forte). The exception is the -y prefix (3ms, 3mp), which lacks the dageå:

 

~yhil{a/ ATai rBed;y>w: And God spoke with him, …(Gn 17.3)

~ypir'F.h; ~yvix'N>h; tae ~['B' hwhy xL;v;y>w:
~['h';-ta, WbV.n:y>w:

And YHWH sent among the people fiery serpents, 
and they bit the people (Nu 21.6)

Imperative

Person Gender D Dt

S
g. 2nd

Masc. lVem; lVem;t.hi
Fem. yliV.m; yliV.m;t.hi

P
l. 2nd

Masc. WlV.m; WlV.m;t.hi
Fem. hn"l.Vem; hn"l.Vem;t.hi
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1. The imperative of piel looks exactly like the imperfect without the prefix.
2. The -t.hi prefix of hitpael occurs in all forms except imperfect, preterite, and participle 

(below).
3. Pual does not occur in the imperative.

Infinitives

D Dt

Construct lVem; lVem;t.hi
Absolute lVom; lVom;t.hi

1. Both infinitives often look exactly like ms imperative in piel and hitpael; context will deter-
mine which conjugation is being used.

2. Pual does not occur as infinitive construct.
3. Pual occurs once as infinitive absolute (yTib.N:GU bNOGU, I was surely stolen; Gn 40.15).

Participles

Gender D Dp Dt

S
g.

Masc. lVem;m. lV'mum. lVem;t.mi

Fem. hl'V.m;m. hl'V'mum. hl'V.m;t.mi

P
l.

Masc. ~yliV.m;m. ~yliV'mum. ~yliV.m;t.mi

Fem. tAlV.m;m. tAlV'mum. tAlV.m;t.mi

1. Every form begins with -m, which is the participial prefix for all stems except qal and 
nifal.

2. The prefix vowel is the same as for the imperfect and preterite:

- m. D, Dp

- m;t.mi Dt

N.B.:  When the middle radical is followed by vocal åewa, the dageå forte is often missing from 
certain consonants, especially l, m, and q. The middle radical of llh, praise, for example, 
is never doubled when followed by a half-vowel, although it is written with two ls in 
English: Halleluiah.

Hy"-Wll.h; Praise YAH! (Ps 150.1)

hwhy-ta, Wvq.biW … and seek YHWH! (Ho 3.5)

Summary of the Hitpael

1. Due to its prefix (-t.hi, -t.yI, etc.), some forms of Dt differ from those given above.
2. If the verbal root begins with a sibilant (z s c f v), the t of the prefix metathesizes 

(switches places with) the first letter of the verbal root (e.g., rMeT;v.a,w" < rmv).147

3. If the verbal root begins with c (e.g., qdc), the t of the prefix metathesizes with the c, and 
partially assimilates to it, becoming j (e.g., qDej;c.hi).

147. In the only I-z verb in hitpael, the t of the prefix assimilates to, and doubles the z (WKZ:hi, Is 1.16; this 
parsing is disputed).
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4. If the verbal root begins with a dental (d j t), the t of the prefix assimilates to, and thus 
doubles, it (e.g., rBeD;mi = m.s. hitpael Ptc of rbD < ∗mitdabb™r).148

5. The relatively frequent verbal root hxv, “bow, honor, do obeisance; worship”149 (170x) occurs 
in forms that begin -T;v.hi, etc., which have traditionally been parsed as hitpael of hxv, with 
the expected metathesis of the t and v: hw"x]T;v.hi, he bowed;150 its participial prefix is -m. 
These are all the forms of this verb in Biblical Hebrew (note the subtle difference between 
3ms preterite and 3mp preterite, which are the most frequent forms):

PGN Perfect Imperfect Preterite Imv.

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural

1c ytiywEx]T;v.hi hw<x]T;v.nI hw<x]T;v.a,w" hw<x]T;v.NIw:
2m t'ywIx]T;v.hi ~t,ywIx]T;v.hi hw<x]T;v.Ti Wwx]T;v.hi
2fs ywIx]T;v.hi
3m hw"x]T;v.hi Wwx]T;v.hi 

WWx]T;v.hi
hw<x]T;v.yI Wwx]T;v.yI WxT;v.YIw: 

WWx]T;v.YIw:
Wwx]T;v.YIw:

3f WxT;v.Tiw: !'yw<x]T;v.Tiw:
NC tAwx]T;v.hi
Ptc ms hw<x]T;v.mi
mp ~ywIx]T;v.mi

19.2 D-Stem Diagnostics

This chart summarizes the main clues for recognizing a D or Dp form.

Conjugation Diagnostics Example Parsing

Perfect

d
ag

eå
 f

or
te

 i
n

 m
id

dl
e 

ra
di

ca
l

n
o 

pr
ef

ix

i/e-vowel under I (D) dBeKi 3ms D P

u/o-vowel under I (Dp) dB;Ku 3ms Dp P

Imperative & 
Infinitive

a-vowel under I (D, Dt); WdB.K; mp D V

these forms not in Dp dBeK; D NC

Imperfect

åe
w

a 
u

n
de

r 
pr

ef
ix

- · uy> (Dp) - ·  ;y> 
(D)

lD;gUy> 3ms Dp F

- ·  uT. (Dp) - ·  ;T. 
(D)

hn"d>Be©k;T. 2/3fp D F

Preterite - ·  uy>w: (Dp) - ·  ;y>w: 
(D)

lDeg:y>w: 3ms D Pr

Participle - m. ~ydIB.k;m. mp D Ptc

148. ∗in front of a transliterated form means that the form is a hypothetical reconstruction.
149. hxv is often glossed “bow [down]”, but this does not fit a number of contexts in which it describes a 

person who is already bowing (e.g., 2 Sa 14.4, 22; 1 Kg 1.31; 1 Chr 21.21; 29.20; 2 Chr 7.3), or who cannot “bow” 
because they are, e.g., in bed (1 Kg 1.47).

150. Although this parsing has been challenged (based on Ugaritic), it remains the simplest interpretation 
of the forms.
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1. All D forms have a doubled middle radical.
2. The only forms of D & Dp that have a stem prefix are imperfect, preterite and participle; the 

prefix vowel is always a half-vowel.
3. Dt always has a prefixed stem syllable; the prefix syllable is either –t.hi (P, V, NC), -t.yI 

(F, Pr), or –t.mi (Ptc).
4. Comparing the Stems. This chart reveals the differences and similarities between the 

various stems. Note the the similarity between the D-stems as a group:

Conjugation PGN Q N D Dp Dt

Perfect 3ms lv;m' lv;m.nI lVemi lV;mu lVem;t.hi
Imperfect 3ms lvom.yI lveM'yI lVem;y> lV;muy> lVem;t.yI
Preterite 3ms lvom.YIw: lveM'YIw: ∗lVem;y>w: ∗lV;muy>w: lVem;t.YIw:
Imperative 2ms lvom. lveM'hi lVem; lVem;t.hi
Inf. Const. lvom. lveM'hi lVem; lVem;t.hi
Inf. Abs. lAvm' lvoM'hi lVom; lVomu lVom;t.hi
Participle  ms lvemo lv'm.nI lVem;m. lV'mum. lVem;t.mi

∗The yod prefix is not doubled in piel and pual preterite—the other PGN prefixes 
are doubled, just as in qal, nifal, and hitpael.

19.3 Function of the D-Stems

19.3.1 Piel (HBI §2.1.4)

Piel is an active stem. Although the function of verbs in the piel is often related to the qal of the 
same stem (if it occurs), the piel is not primarily derived from or dependent upon the function of the 
qal, but has its own identify and function, which must be established for each verb.

1. If a verbal root occurs in both Q and D, the piel often describes the action that causes or 
brings about the state or condition described by the qal, especially if the verb is stative in qal 
(1 Ch 29.25; Lam 4.6 is for comparison of both function and form). This use of piel is often 
called “factitive” or “resultative” because it is said to describe the action that results in or 
brings about the state.

 

~dos. taJ;x;me yMi[;-tB; !wO[] lD;g>YIw: The guilt of the daughter of my people is greater 
than the sin of Sodom (Lam 4.6; 3ms Q Pr).

hmol{v.-ta, hwhy lDeg:y>w: YHWH exalted Solomon … (1 Ch 29.25; 3ms D 
Pr).

yTil.D;GI ~ynIB' I raised sons … (Is 1.2; 1cs D P).

`^yQ,xu dm;l.a, ![;m;l. ytiyNE[u-yki yli-bAj It is good for me that I have humbled so that 
I might learn your statutes (Ps 119.71; 1cs Q F).

`^yQ,xu ynIdeM.l; byjimeW hT'a;-bAj You are good and [you] do good; teach me your 
 statutes (Ps 119.68; ms D V + 1cs).

~t'Olm.fi WsB.k;y>w: ~['h'-ta, vDeq;y>w: He sanctified the people and they washed their 
clothes (Ex 19.14; 3ms D Pr).

WvD'q;t.hi ~['h'-la, [:vuAhoy> rm,aYOw: Joshua said to the people, “Sanctify yourselves” 
(Jos 3.5).

2. Many verbs, especially those that occur only or primarily in piel, sound merely “active” 
when glossed in English, without any apparent causative function. This is especially true 
for verbs that occur in piel but not in qal, and for so-called “denominative” verbs. Denomi-
native verbs are those that supposedly developed from nouns (e.g., rb''D' > rBeDi), a claim that 
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generally means that either there is no parallel verb in another Semitic language, or that 
the noun is more frequent than the verb. We do not yet know how the lexicon of these roots 
developed (i.e., from verb to noun, or vice versa).

hn"Ay-ta, [;l{b.li lAdG" gD' hw"hy> !m;y>w: YHWH appointed a great fish to swallow Jonah 
(Jon 2.1; 3ms D Pr).

hL,aeh' ~yrIb'D>h;-ta, hv,mo rBed;y>w: 
laer'f.yI ynEB.-lK'-la,

Moses spoke these words to all the sons of Israel 
(Nu 14.39; 3ms D Pr).

lv'm' ~ypil'a] tv,Olv. rBeD;y>w: He spoke 3000 proverbs (1 Kgs 5.12).

~t'Olm.fi WsB.k;y>w: ~['h'-ta, vDeq;y>w: He sanctified the people and they washed their 
clothes (Ex 19.14; cf. above).

~T,v.Q;bi al{ td,b,aoh'-ta,w> … and the perishing one [female] you did not 
seek (Ezk 34.4).

laer'f.yI yhel{a/ hwhyl. rMez:a] I will sing to YHWH, Israel’s God (Jg 5.3).

trev'l. dmo[]l; ~ynIh]Koh; Wlk.y"-al{w> The priests could not stand to serve (1 Kgs 8.11).

~dos. taJ;x;me yMi[;-tB; !A[] lD;g>YIw: The guilt of the daughter of my people has 
become greater than the sin of Sodom (Lam 4.6).

19.3.2 Pual (HBI §2.1.5)

Pual is the passive of piel. Many puals are participles (40%), perhaps because passive verbs are 
basically descriptive. These participles often function as adjectives (e.g., Pr 27.5).

`dB'kuy> tx;k;AT rmeAvw> But whoever regards reproof shall be honored 
(Pr 13.18).

hd'M'lum. hl'g>[, ~yIr;p.a,w> And Ephraim is a trained [taught] heifer (Ho 10.11)

aCeM'YIw: rb'D'h; vQ;buy>w: The matter [plot] was searched out and found 
(Est 2.23)

… hwhy ~ve %r;bom. yhiy> May YHWH’S name be blessed …

`lL'hum. hwhy ~ve … YHWH’s name is to be praised (Ps 113.2a … 3b)

`tr,T'sum. hb'h]a;me hL'gUm. tx;k;AT hb'Aj Better an uncovered rebuke than hidden love (Pr 27.5).

19.3.3 Hitpael (HBI §2.1.6)

Much like nifal, hitpael is passive, reflexive, or “reciprocal”. These functions vary from verb 
to verb, and even from one text to another. Although the hitpael occurs more frequently than 
either pual or hofal (below), it is relatively uncommon (only twenty-two verbs occur more than ten 
times in hitpael). [In Ps 2.2, the parallel hitpael and nifal are apparently reflexive and reciprocal, 
 respectively.]

Ht'a'm.Jumi tv,D,q;t.mi ayhiw> She cleansed herself from her uncleanness 
(2 Sam 11.4)

~r'Ay-la, … aWhyE rVeq;t.YIw: Jehu conspired … against Joram (2 Kgs 9.14).

lWav' tybeB. qZEx;t.mi hy"h' rnEb.a;w> Now Abner was strengthening [his position] in 
the household of Saul (2 Sam 3.6).

dx;y"-Wds.An ~ynIz>Arw> #r,a,-ykel.m; WbC.y:t.yI The kings of the earth take their stand, and 
the rulers counsel [nifal] together (Ps 2.2).

lL'h;t.ti ayhi hwhy-ta;r>yI hV'ai A woman who fears YHWH —she shall be 
praised (Pr 31.30; final qamesi is due to 
pausal lengthening).
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Compare the qal, piel, pual and hitpael of ldg (Ps 144.12 is the only pual occurrence of ldg):

^M,mi lD;g>a, aSeKih; qr; Only [with regard to] the throne am I greater than you 
(Gn 41.40); 1cs Q F

yTil.D;GI ~ynIB' Sons I have raised (Is 1.2); 1cs D P

lD'G:t.yI lKo-l[; yKi For he will exalt himself over all (Dn 11.37); 3ms Dt F

~h,yreW[n>Bi ~yliD'gUm. ~y[ijin>Ki WnynEB' Let our sons be like full-grown plants in their youth 
(Ps 144.12a); mp Dp Ptc

N.B.:  It is not uncommon to read—especially in older works—that the D-stems are emphatic 
or intensifying. This “intensifying” function has never been demonstrated, and has, in 
fact, been disproved, so that today we discuss the “functions” (plural) of the piel, etc., as 
illustrated above.

19.4 Frequency

There are 8,506 D-forms in the Bible (12% of all verbal forms); piel is by far the most common of 
the three.

D 6,879 9.3%
Dp 450 0.6%
Dt 1,177 1.6%

Total 8,506 11.5%

19.5 Concepts

denominative factitive passive pual reflexive
D-stem hitpael piel reciprocal resultative

19.6 Vocabulary

cover (Q); atone [for] (D) dp: K' .284 kneel (I: Q); bless (II: D) %d:B' .276

learn (Q); teach (D)
dm;l' .285

look for, seek, search (D; not 
in qal) vq;B' .277

hasten, act quickly (D) [often 
in hendiadys: “do X quickly”] rhem' .286

say, speak (D; in Q only 
as ptc.) rb;D' .278

capture, seize dk;l' .287
living, alive (adj.); life, 
 lifetime (pl. n.)

Yx; 
~yYIx;

.279

above (prp., also l[;M;©mi); higher 
(adv., usually hl'[.m;) l[;m;© .288

wrath, anger; heat
hm'xe .280

so that not (i.e., !P, is a nega-
tive telic particle, trad., “lest”)

-!P, .289
account, regard, value, 
reckon bv;x' .281

remain, be left over (N); spare, 
leave [behind] (H) ra;v' .290

young sheep: young ram 
(m.; rarely written as bf,K,©); 
ewe-lamb (f.; also hB'f.Ki)

fb,K, 
hf'b.Ki

.282

serve, minister to (D) tr;v' .291 strength, power x:Ko .283
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19.7 Exercises

After studying the characteristics of the D-stems, gloss these sentences and clauses, parsing the 
verbs.

Ex 22.6; bn"G" thief; ~Lv [re]pay (D) `~yIn"v. ~Lev;y> bN"G:h; aceM'yI-~ai .1

1 Sam 15.30; ajx sin; hxv worship (Dt); 
bwv return (2ms Q V)

yMi[;-ynEq.zI dg<n< an" ynIdeB.K; hT'[; ytiaj'x' rm,aYOw:
yMi[i bWvw> laer'f.yI dg<n<w>

`^yh,l{a/ hw"hyl; ytiywEx]T;v.hiw>

.2

Mal 2.4; tAyh.li to be (Q NC < hyh + l); 
ta, (2nd time) with; Levi

taZOh; hw"c.Mih; tae ~k,ylea] yTix.L;vi yKi ~T,[.d;ywI
`tAab'c. hwhy rm;a' ywIle-ta, ytiyrIB. tAyh.li

.3

Pr 27.1; llh boast (Dt); rx'm' tomorrow rx'm' ~AyB. lLeh;t.Ti-la; .4

Ex 12.31 (the speaker is Pharaoh); Moses, Aaron … rm,aYOw: hl'y>l; !roh]a;l.W hv,mol. ar'q.YIw: .5

`~k,r>B,d;K. hwhy-ta, Wdb.[i

Est 2.23; hlT impale (trad., hang) #[e-l[; ~h,ynEv. WlT'YIw: aceM'YIw: rb'D'h; vQ;buy>w: .6

`%l,M,h; ynEp.li ~ymiY"h; yreb.Di rp,seB. bteK'YIw:

Ps 148.5; hW"ci he commanded (3ms D P); 
arB create

`War'b.nIw> hW"ci aWh yKi hwhy ~ve-ta, Wll.h;y> .7

Jr 46.26; ~yTit;n>W and I will give/put them (1cs Q 
P < !tn + 3mp + w>); dy:B. in the hand of; when q 
precedes vocal åewa it usually lacks dageå forte

~v'p.n: yveq.b;m. dy:B. ~yTit;n>W
wyd'b'[]-dy:b.W lb,B'-%l,m, rC;ar,d>k;Wbn> dy:b.W

.8

Ex 14.12; Egypt … ~yIr;c.mib. ^yl,ae Wnr>B;DI rv,a] rb'D'h; hz<-al{h] .9

Pr 12.8; ypil. according to; lk,fe© prudence vyai-lL;huy> Alk.fi-ypil. .10

Ex 10.11; Ht'ao it/that (dir. obj. + 3fs) [i.e., the act 
of serving YHWH]; vrg drive out/away [D]; taeme 
from [tae + !mi] (Pharaoh); one clause per line; the 
first line is a quotation.

hwhy-ta, Wdb.[iw>
~yviq.b;m. ~T,a; Ht'ao yKi

`h[or>p; ynEP. taeme ~t'ao vr,g"y>w:

.11

1 Sam 23.15; ar.Y:w: and he saw (3ms Q Pr < har); 
David, Saul, Ziph, Horshah

Avp.n:-ta, vQeb;l. lWav' ac'y"-yKi dwId' ar>Y:w:
`hv'r>xoB; @yzI-rB;d>miB. dwId'w> 

.12

Gn 5.24; WNn<yaew> and he was not (!yae + 3ms suffix); 
Enoch

WNn<yaew> ~yhil{a/h'-ta, %Anx] %Leh;t.YIw:
`~yhil{a/ Atao xq;l'-yKi

.13

1 Kgs 1.12; jlm escape (N), rescue (D); Nathan is 
speaking to Bathsheba; Solomon

`hmol{v. %nEB. vp,n<-ta,w> %vep.n:-ta, yjiL.m;W .14

Ho 3.5 ~K'l.m; dwID' taew> ~h,yhel{a/ hwhy-ta, Wvq.biW .15

Gn 18.33; %l,YEw: he went (3ms Q Pr < %lh); rv,a]K; 
when; hlk finish (D); Abraham

~h'r'b.a;-la, rBed;l. hL'Ki rv,a]K; hwhy %l,YEw: .16

Ho 7.10 `tazO-lk'B. Whvuq.bi al{w> .17

2 Sam 7.27; llP pray (Dt); hL'piT. prayer ^yl,ae lLeP;t.hil. ABli-ta, ^D>b.[; ac'm'
`taZOh; hL'piT.h;-ta,

.18

Josh 22.6; Wkl.YEw: and they went (3mp Q Pr < %lh) `~h,yleh\a'-la, Wkl.YEw: ~xeL.v;y>w: [:vuAhy> ~ker>b'y>w: .19
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Ps 113.1–3; yhiy> let/may it be, it should/must be 
(3ms Q J < hyh); xr'z>mi dawn/east; aAbm. entrance; 
the jussive (yhiy>) is “distributed” to the last line as 
well

Hy" Wll.h; .20

hw"hy> ydeb.[; Wll.h;
`hw"hy> ~ve-ta, Wll.h;

`~l'A[-d[;w> hT'[;me %r'bom. hw"hy> ~ve yhiy>
`hw"hy> ~ve lL'hum. AaAbm.-d[; vm,v,-xr;z>Mimi

Josh 23.14 ~ybiAJh; ~yrIb'D>h; lKomi dx'a, rb'D' lp;n"-al{ .21

~k,yle[] ~k,yhel{a/ hwhy rB,DI rv,a]

Am 2.14–15; sAnm' flight [i.e., the ability to flee]; 
lq' swift; qz"x' strong; jlm escape (N), deliver, 
rescue (D); #ma strengthen (D); fpT use, wield; 
tvq [a] bow; bkr ride; each line is a clause

lQ'mi sAnm' db;a'w> .22

AxKo #Mea;y>-al{ qz"x'w>
`Avp.n: jLem;y>-al{ rABgIw>
dmo[]y: al{ tv,Q,h; fpetow>
jLem;y> al{ wyl'g>r;B. lq;w>

`Avp.n: jLem;y> al{ sWSh; bkerow>

1 Ch 17.27; T'l.a;Ah you have been pleased (2ms 
H P < lay); tAyh.li to be  (Q NC < hyh + l)

^D>b.[; tyBe-ta, %reb'l. T'l.a;Ah hT'[;w> .23

^yn<p'l. ~l'A[l. tAyh.li
`~l'A[l. %r'bom.W T'k.r;Be hwhy hT'a;-yKi

19.8 Enrichment: The Nature of D/Piel

There are two D-forms in Ps 29, both occur in the second of two parallel lines, both parallel qal 
verbs. The qal-piel parallel of the same verbal root (Ps 29.5) is often cited as proof that the second 
of two parallel lines is more “intense” (since the piel was said to be an intensifying stem), or that it 
“focuses” or “extends” the content of the first line (see §19.4/N.B.).

~yzIr'a] rbevo hwhy lAq YHWH’s voice breaks cedars,

`!Anb'L.h; yzEr.a;-ta, hwhy rBev;y>w: And YHWH breaks Lebanon’s cedars (Ps 29.5).

It is true that Ps 29.5b is more specific than 29.5a, but it is more specific (or focused) because 
the cedars are identified more specifically as “Lebanon’s cedars”, not because of the stem of the 
predicate. Nor should we necessarily read the act of smashing Lebanon’s cedars as somehow more 
violent, or more destructive, or more anything—at least not on the basis of the verbal stem. That 
reading must come from the broader context, possibly even from the use of “cedars of Lebanon” in 
Biblical Hebrew (the phrase occurs only five times).

At the end of the psalm (29.11), the two stems are again parallel, but this time in different verbal 
roots. The point, however, is not that the blessing of peace (11b) is somehow greater than the gift of 
strength (11a); they are coordinate blessings.

hwhy !TeyI AM[;l. z[o YHWH gives strength to his people;

`~AlV'b; AM[;-ta, %reb'y> hwhy He blesses his people with peace (Ps 29.11).
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Lesson 20
THE H-STEMS (HIFIL, HOFAL)

The hifil (H) and hofal (Hp) are also called “H-stems”, since they have a prefixed -h in all conjuga-
tions except the imperfect and preterite (where the usual PGN prefixes replace the prefixed -h, as 
they do in the hitpael), and participle (where the participial prefix -m replaces the -h). This -h is the 
primary diagnostic of the H-stems. Like nifal and hitpael (but unlike qal, piel, pual), the H-stems 
have a prefix in every form.

The main difference between hifil and hofal is the prefix vowel. If it is hiireq (perfect only) 
or patahi (all other conjugations) the verb is hifil; if it is qameß hiiatuf (usually) or qibbuß (some 
verbs, e.g., most forms of %lv), the form is hofal. A second difference is the vowel after the second 
radical: in hofal, it is always an a-vowel (patahi or qameß); in hifil it is usually an i/e-vowel (hiireq, 
ßere, segol).

20.1 Form

Perfect

No. Person Gender H Hp

S
in

gu
la

r

1st Common yTil.v;m.hi yTil.v;m.h'

2nd
Masc. T'l.v;m.hi T'l.v;m.h'
Fem. T.l.v;m.hi T.l.v;m.h'

3rd
Masc. lyvim.hi lv;m.h'
Fem. hl'yvim.hi hl'v.m.h'

P
lu

ra
l

1st Common Wnl.v;m.hi Wnl.v;m.h'

2nd
Masc. ~T,l.v;m.hi ~T,l.v;m.h'
Fem. !T,l.v;m.hi !T,l.v;m.h'

3rd Common Wlyvim.hi Wlv.m.h'

1. The prefixed -h occurs in all forms of the perfect.
2. The primary diagnostic for hifil and hofal perfect is the prefixed -h and its vowel.
3. The first radical is always followed by silent åewa, so that the prefixes of the hifil and 

hofal form a closed syllable with the first radical (cf. nifal perfect & participle, and qal 
imperfect & preterite).

4. Like nifal and hitpael, the H-stems have a prefix in all forms.
5. The long ˙ireq of the hifil occurs only in forms that do not have a consonantal ending.
6. The PGN indicators are the same in all stems.
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Prefix Conjugations

Imperfect Preterite

Person Gender H Hp H Hp
S

in
gu

la
r

1st Common lyvim.a; lv;m.a' lvem.a;w" lv;m.a'w"

2nd
Masc. lyvim.T; lv;m.T' lvem.T;w: lv;m.T'w:
Fem. yliyvim.T; yliv.m.T' yliyvim.T;w: yliv.m.T'w:

3rd
Masc. lyvim.y: lv;m.y" lvem.Y:w: lv;m.Y"w:
Fem. lyvim.T; lv;m.T' lvem.T;w: lv;m.T'w:

P
lu

ra
l

1st Common lyvim.n: lv;m.n" lvem.N:w: lv;m.N"w:

2nd
Masc. Wlyvim.T; Wlv.m.T' Wlyvim.T;w: Wlv.m.T'w:
Fem. hn"l.vem.T; hn"l.v;m.T' hn"l.vem.T;w: hn"l.v;m.T'w:

3rd
Masc. Wlyvim.y: Wlv.m.y" Wlyvim.Y:w: Wlv.m.Y"w:
Fem. hn"l.vem.T; hn"l.v;m.T' hn"l.vem.T;w: hn"l.v;m.T'w:

1. The PGN prefixes replace the -h of the perfect.
2. The prefix vowel is pata˙ in all forms of H except the perfect.
3. The prefix vowel is qameß ˙atuf in all forms of Hp.
4. The first radical is followed by ßlent åewa in all forms of H and Hp.
5. The preterite of both stems is like the imperfect, with prefixed -w: and dageå forte in the 

PGN prefix. Hifil preterites without PGN endings have ßere rather than ˙ireq yod after the 
second radical (1cs, 2ms, 3ms, 3fs, 1cp):

`%v,xoh; !ybeW rAah' !yBe ~yhil{a/ lDeb.Y:w: And God divided the light from the dark [… a 
separation/division between …] (Gn 1.4).

… ^D>s.x; lDeg>T;w: And you have exalted your lovingkindness … 
(Gn 19.19)

ryDIa.y:w> hr'AT lyDIg>y: He will exalt and make glorious [the] teaching 
(Is 42.21b).

Imperative & Infinitives

The imperatives and infinitives resemble the imperfect, except that the prefix -h replaces the -T 
PGN prefix (cf. nifal):

Gender H Hp N

S
g.

Masc. lvem.h; lveM'hi
Fem. yliyvim.h; yliv.M'hi

P
l.

Masc. Wlyvim.h; Wlv.M'hi
Fem. hn"l.vem.h; hn"l.veM'hi

NC lyvim.h;
NA lvem.h; lvem.h'

1. Hofal imperative occurs only twice in the Bible: (hb'K.v.h'w>, Be laid down! (Ezk 32.19); Wnp.h', 
Be turned back! (Jr 49.8)).

2. The prefix vowel is patahi in hifil (as in imperfect, preterite, and participle).
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3. Hifil infinitive absolute and imperative are identical.
4. Hofal infinitives construct are extremely rare, and never occur in the strong verb.151

Participles

Gender H Hp Dp

S
g.

Masc. lyvim.m; lv'm.m' lV'mum.
Fem. hl'yvim.m; hl'v'm.m' hl'V'mum.

P
l.

Masc. ~yliyvim.m; ~yliv'm.m' ~yliV'mum.
Fem. tAlyvim.m; tAlv'm.m' tAlV'mum.

1. Every form begins with -m, which is the participial prefix for all stems except qal and nifal 
(cf. D, Dp, Dt, above); the first radical is followed by silent åewa, so that the prefix syllable 
is closed.

2. The prefix vowel is pata˙ in H and qameß ˙atuf in Hp.
3. The vowel after the second radical is always qamesi in Hp participle (cf. Dp).

20.2 Summary of H-stem Diagnostics

This chart summarizes the main clues for identifying a H-stem form.

Diagnostics

Conjugation Prefix Example Parsing

Perfect

-h

-hi
hiireq[-yod] after II dyBik.hi 3ms H P he honored

dB;k.h' 3ms Hp P he was honored

Imperative
-h; i/e-vowel after II

dBek.h; 2ms H V Honor [someone]!

WdyBik.h; 2mp H V Honor [someone]!

Infinitives dyBik.h; H NC [to] honor

Imperfect & 
Preterite

PGN 
prefix

-y:
dyBik.y: 3ms H F he will honor

dBek.Y:w: 3ms H Pr and he honored

-y" dB;k.T'w: 3fs Hp Pr and she honored

Participle -m
-m;

dyBik.m; ms H Ptc one how honors

tAdyBik.m; fp H Ptc they who honor

-m' ~ydiB'k.m' mp Hp Ptc they who are honored

1. All forms have a prefix—either -h (perfect, imperative, infinitives), -m (participle), or PGN 
(imperfect, preterite).

2. Hifil perfect has ˙ireq as prefix vowel; all other conjugations of H have pata˙.
3. The “stem vowel” (after the second radical of the root) is either an -i- or an -e- vowel in all 

forms of H, and an -a- vowel in all forms of Hp.
4. All forms of Hp have qameß ˙atuf as their prefix vowel.
5. Comparing the Stems. The following chart reveals differences and similarities between the 

seven stems. Note the similarity between the H-stems:

151. Hp infinitive construct of dly (td,L,hu) occurs three times (Gn 40.20; Ek 16.4, 5); the other four 
occurrences of hofal NC are of the root ~mv (Lv 26.34, 35, 43; 2 Ch 36.21).
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Conjugation PGN Q N D Dp Dt H Hp

Perfect 3ms lv;m' lv;m.nI lVemi lV;mu lVem;t.hi lyvim.hi lv;m.h'

Imperfect 3ms lvom.yI lveM'yI lVem;y> lV;muy> lVem;t.yI lyvim.y: lv;m.y"

Preterite 3ms lvom.YIw: lveM'YIw: lVem;y>w: lV;muy>w: lVem;t.YIw: lvem.Y:w: lv;m.Y"w:

Imperative 2ms lvom. lveM'hi lVem; lVem;t.hi lvem.h;

Inf. Const. lvom. lveM'hi lVem; lVem;t.hi lyvim.h;

Inf. Abs. lAvm' lvoM'hi lVom; lVomu lVem;t.hi lvem.h; lvem.h'

Participle ms lvemo lv'm.nI lVem;m. lV'mum. lVem;t.mi lyvim.m; lv'm.m'

N.B.:  If the second radical is a begad-kefat letter, it will have dageå lene in all forms of hifil 
and hofal, qal imperfect and preterite, and nifal perfect and participle; all forms of the 
D-stems have dageå forte.

20.3 Function of the H-stems

The basic relationship between H and Hp is that hifil is always active, and hofal is its corre-
sponding passive. Many reference works call hifil the “causative” of the qal, but many verbal roots 
occur in hifil but not in qal, or occur in both stems with little apparent relationship between their 
functions.

20.3.1 Hifil (HBI §2.1.7)

The hifil is an active stem. Beyond that it is necessary to determine the nuance of the hifil for each 
verbal root, and, even within each root, for each occurrence of the hifil, since its function depends, 
not only upon the verbal root, but also upon its context, and especially the subjects, objects, and 
even prepositions with which it occurs.

1. If a verb does not occur in Q, hifil is often simply transitive (also “singly” transitive, since it 
governs one object).

 

tAldoG> ~ynIb'a] ~h,yle[] %yliv.hi hw"hyw: And YHWH threw great stones at them 
… (Josh 10.11; 3ms H P)

aWhh; ~AYB; yn:P' ryTis.a; rTes.h; ykinOa'w> I will most surely hide my face on that 
day (Dt 31.19; H NA & 1cs H F)

~k,ytmoB'-ta, yTid>m;v.hiw> … and I will destroy your high places 
(Lv 26.30; 1cs H P + w)

2. When a verb occurs in Q or N and H, hifil is usually causative of Q or N. When glossing a 
hifil, it is often helpful to first translate it by saying “A caused B to do X”, and then to look 
for an appropriate gloss for the entire expression.

a. The first pair of examples shows rb[ in Q and H; the second shows dba in N and H, and 
the third illustrates the use of [mv in all three stems (Q, N, H). Note the relationship 
between the subject, object, and action of the hifil verb.

 

!AM[; ynEB.-la, rbo[]l; %l,YEw: He went to cross over to the Ammonites (Jer 41.10; Q NC + l)

!Der>y:-ta, %l,M,h;-ta, rybi[]h;l. to cause the king to cross [≈ to bring the king over] the Jordan 
(2 Sa 19.16; H NC)

wD'x.y: Wdm.v.nI ~y[iv.poW but transgressors will be destroyed together (Ps 37.38; 3cp N P)

 yrImoa/h'-ta, yTid>m;v.hi ykinOa'w>
~k,ynEP.mi

But I destroyed the Amorite(s) before you (Am 2.9; 1cp H P)
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WhY"nIdoa] %l;m' yKi T.[;m;v' aAlh] Have you not heard that Adonijah has 
become king? (1 Kgs 1.11; 2fs Q P)

~h,yTeB'mi hq'['z> [m;V'Ti A cry shall be heard from their 
houses (Jr 18.11; 3fs N F)

hx'_m.fiw> !Aff' ynI[eymiv.T; You cause me to hear joy and glad-
ness (Ps 51.10a; 2ms H F + 1cs)

b. If the verb is transitive in qal, H is doubly transitive, that is, it takes two objects. 
The first object is the person (or thing) that the subject causes to perform the action 
of the verb; the second object is the direct object of that action. In this example the 
subject is 3ms (“he”), the first object us 1cp (“us”), and the second object is 3fs (“it” [the 
 commandment]):

 Ht'ao Wn[emiv.y:w> … that he may cause us to hear it (Dt 30.12; 3ms H F)

c. If the verb is stative in qal, H is factitive or resultative (see on piel, above), a type of 
causative in which a verb describes or names the process or action that brings the object 
to the condition or state described by the qal:

 

^yh,Ola/ hw"hy>l; vyDiq.T; … rAkB.h;-lK' Every firstborn … you shall sanctify [≈ set apart] 
to YHWH your God (Dt 15.19; 2ms H F).

yf;[]m; yTil.D;g>hi I increased my works (Qo 2.4; 1cs H P)

3. In some cases, however, the nature of the object suggests that a hifil verb is less than causa-
tive. In Is 8.13, the prophet contrasts the Judahites’ fear of the northern kings with the fear 
due YHWH:

 
WvyDIq.t; Atao tAab'c. hw"hy>-ta,w> … but [instead] you shall sanctify [≈ recognize as 

holy] YHWH Sabaoth (Is 8.13; 2mp H F)

4. H can also be called “tolerative” or “permissive”, that is, the subject allows something [not] 
to happen:

 

~k,l.Aq-ta, W[ymiv.t;-al{w> Do not let your voice be heard ≈ cause [someone] to 
hear your voice (Jos 6.10; 2mp H F)

`hc'r>a'* wyr'b'D>-lK'mi lyPihi-al{w> And he [YHWH] did not allow any of his words to fall 
to the ground [i.e., to fail] (1 Sam 3.19; 3ms H P 
[lpn])

20.3.2 Hofal (HBI §2.1.8)

The hofal [Hp] is consistently passive. When it corresponds to hifil forms of the same verbal root, 
it makes the causative part of the hifil passive. If a verbal root occurs only in Q and Hp, then it 
will be a simple passive in Hp:

laer'f.yI ynEb.W hv,mo-ryviy" za' hwhyl 
taZOh; hr'yVih;-ta,

Then Moses and the sons of Israel sang 
this song to YHWH (Ex 15.1); 3ms Q F

hZ<h;-ryVih; rv;Wy aWhh; ~AYB; In that day this song will be sung 
(Is 26.1a); 3ms Hp F

The following examples compare Q, H, and Hp (dm[) and Q, H, and Hp (tWm). We have not yet 
studied the hollow verbs, but the point here is the function of the various stems, not their form). 
[Cf. also §20.3.1(2a).]
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dmo[]y: ~yIm;Ay Aa ~Ay-~ai %a; …, but if he stands for a day or two days (Ex 21.21; 3ms Q F)

#r,a' dymi[]y: jP'v.miB. %l,m, A king causes a land to stand [preserves] by justice 
(Pr 29.4a); 3ms H F

hwhy ynEp.li yx;-dm;[\y" … [the goat] shall be caused to stand alive before YHWH 
(Lv 16.10); 3ms Hp F

`rymiv'B. rbeQ'YIw: tm'Y"w: He died and was buried in Shamir (Jg 10.2; 3ms Q Pr).

`AtybeB. %l,M,h;-ta, WtymiY"w: … … and they caused the king to die (killed) in his house 
(2 Kgs 21.23; 3mp H Pr).

`~v' tm;WTw: … … and there she was caused to die (was put to death) 
(2 Kgs 11.16; 3fs Hp Pr)

20.4 Frequency

There are 10,102 H-forms in the Bible (14% of all verbal forms). Hifil is the second most frequent 
stem in Biblical Hebrew; hofal is one of the least frequent.

H  9,671 13.1%

Hp    531  0.7%

Total 10,102 13.8% of all verbal forms

20.5 Concepts

causative permissive tolerative
doubly transitive stative

20.6 Vocabulary

fight (N) ~x;l' .300
then, at that time za'

.292
formerly, since (za' + !mi) za'me

escape (N); rescue, deliver (D) jl;m' .301
be trustworthy, faithful; steady, 
firm (N); believe, trust (H)

!mea' .293

relent, be sorry, rue (N); comfort, 
console (D) ~x;n" .302 truth; trustworthiness tm,a/ .294

hide, conceal [oneself] (N, Dt); be 
hidden/concealed (N); hide
[someone] (H)

rt;s' .303 [the] firstborn rkoB. .295

cow (female) hr'P' 
.304

there is/was, here is/was (trad., 
Behold!)

hNEhi .296

bull (male) rP; [city] wall hm'Ax .297

be ruined, spoiled, corrupt (N); ruin, 
spoil, corrupt (D); destroy (H) tx;v' .305

ordinance, rule, prescription 
[something prescribed, required, 
commanded]

qxo
.298hQ'xu

be destroyed, exterminated (N); 
destroy, exterminate (H) dm;v' .306

together, simultaneously (adv.); 
phps. twice as community (Dt 33.5; 
1 Ch 12.18)

dx;y:¨
wD'x.y:

.299
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20.7 Exercises

After learning the characteristics of the H-stems, gloss these sentences and clauses, parsing the 
verbs.

1 Kgs 3.7; David ybia' dwID' tx;T; ^D>b.[;-ta, T'k.l;m.hi hT'a; yh'l{a/ hw"hy> hT'[;w> .1

Ps 8.7 ^yd,y" yfe[]m;B. Whleyvim.T; .2

Ps 22.11; ~x,r,© womb; !j,B,© belly, womb
~x,r'me yTik.l;v.h' ^yl,['
`hT'a' yliae yMiai !j,B,mi

.3

Dt 32.20 ~h,me yn:p' hr'yTis.a; rm,aYOw: .4

Ps 143.8; xjb trust yTix.j'b' ^b.-yKi ^D,s.x; rq,Bob; ynI[eymiv.h; .5

Lv 21.17 `wyh'l{a/ ~x,l, byrIq.h;l. br;q.yI al{ … ^[]r>Z:mi vyai .6

Lv 20.24; ldb separate (H) `~yMi[;h'-!mi ~k,t.a, yTil.D;b.hi-rv,a] ~k,yhel{a/ hw"hy> ynIa] .7

Is 8.17; hKx wait [for] (D); hWq 
wait [for] (D)

bqo[]y: tyBemi wyn"P' ryTis.M;h; hw"hyl; ytiyKixiw>
`Al-ytiyWEqiw>

.8

Ex 24.4; ~kv arise/awake/do [X] 
early; !b,YIw: and he built (3ms Q Pr < 
hnB);  hb'Cem; standing stone; add the 
numerals for the total

rq,BoB; ~Kev.Y:w: hw"hy> yreb.DI-lK' tae hv,mo bTok.YIw:
hb'Cem; href.[, ~yTev.W rh'h' tx;T; x:Bez>mi !b,YIw:

`laer'f.yI yjeb.vi rf'[' ~ynEv.li

.9

Gn 1.14; troaom. lights [-givers/bearers]; 
[:yqir' vault, firmament; Wyh'w> (3cp Q 
P < hyh be, become; ldb (see #7); tAa 
[a] sign

~yIm;V'h; [:yqir>Bi troaom. yhiy> ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw:
hl'y>L'h; !ybeW ~AYh; !yBe lyDIb.h;l.

`~ynIv'w> ~ymiy"l.W ~ydI[]Aml.W ttoaol. Wyh'w>

.10

Zc 13.2; ~aun> declaration, utterance; 
bc'[' idol; ha'muj. uncleanness; 
each line is a clause

tAab'c. hw"hy> ~aun> aWhh; ~AYb; hy"h'w>
#r,a'h'-!mi ~yBic;[]h' tAmv.-ta, tyrIk.a;

dA[ Wrk.Z"yI al{w>
`#r,a'h'-!mi rybi[]a; ha'm.Juh; x:Wr-ta,w> ~yaiybiN>h;-ta, ~g:w>

.11

1 Ch 23.1; [bf be full, satisfied with; 
have one’s fill of; David, Solomon

~ymiy" [b;f'w> !qez" dywId'w>
`laer'f.yI-l[; Anb. hmol{v.-ta, %lem.Y:w:

.12

Nu 3.6; Levi, Aaron (in the following 
verses YHWH assigns duties to the 
 Levitical clans)

rmoale hv,mo-la, hwhy rm,aYOw:
Atao T'd>m;[]h;w> ywIle hJem;-ta, breq.h;

`Atao Wtr>vew> !heKoh; !roh]a; ynEp.li

.13

Ps 17.8; !Avyai apple; lce shadow; 
@n"K' wing

!yI['-tB; !AvyaiK. ynIrem.v'
`ynIreyTis.T; ^yp,n"K. lceB.

.14

Dt 31.18; l[; because of, on account 
of; hf[ do, make (3ms Q P); 
hnP turn (3ms Q P)

aWhh; ~AYB; yn:P' ryTis.a; rTes.h; ykinOa'w>
`~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/-la, hn"p' yKi hf'[' rv,a] h['r'h'-lK' l[;

.15

Est 4.4; Esther is the subject 
of xl;v.Tiw:; Mordecai

yk;D\r>m'-ta, vyBil.h;l. ~ydIg"B. xl;v.Tiw: .16

1 Sam 25.15; ~lk humiliate, trouble; 
hm'Wam. anything; WnteAyh.Bi while we 
were (Q NC < hyh + 1cp + B.)

daom. Wnl' ~ybijo ~yvin"a]h'w>
hm'Wam. Wnd>q;p'-al{w> Wnm.l;k.h' al{w>

`hd,F'B; WnteAyh.Bi ~T'ai Wnk.L;h;t.hi ymey>-lK'

.17
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Ps 119.19; rGE sojourner; alien 
(i.e., non-native)

#r,a'b' ykinOa' rGE
`^yt,wOc.mi yNIM,mi rTes.T;-la;

.18

Ps 46.10; tbv cease, stop; hcq end, 
edge; tv,q,© bow; #cq break (D); tynIx] 
spear; hlg[ wagon, chariot

#r,a'h' hceq.-d[; tAmx'l.mi tyBiv.m;
`vaeB' @rof.yI tAlg"[] tynIx] #Ceqiw> rBev;y> tv,q,

.19

Ho 2.20 [final t of trk doubles the 
perfect subject ending]; hYx living 
thing; @A[ bird; fmr creeping thing; 
tv,q,© bow; xj;B,© securely

hd,F'h; tY:x;-~[i aWhh; ~AYB; tyrIB. ~h,l' yTir;k'w>
hm'd'a]h' fm,r,w> ~yIm;V'h; @A[-~[i'w>

#r,a'h'-!mi rABv.a, hm'x'l.miW br,x,w> tv,q,w>
`xj;b,l' ~yTib.K;v.hiw>

.20

20.8 Enrichment: Modality

English uses “helping verbs” to modify the function of the main verb in other ways than causation. 
Auxiliary verbs modify either the temporal reference (“they have gone”, “they shall have gone”) or 
can be modal (“you must/could/should have gone”). With rare exceptions Biblical Hebrew does 
not use helping verbs (lkoy", be able, is the main exception), either modal or temporal. Modality and 
“tense” are translational (i.e., exegetical) decisions, so that, for example, Ps 5.12 could be rendered 
in various ways, all of which are grammatically defensible, even though they are not all equally 
probable. This does not mean that verbal function is somehow inherently ambiguous or indetermi-
nate, but it does underline the importance of lexical value (semantic load) and context, alongside 
conjugation and stem.

%b' yseAx-lk' Wxm.f.yIw> And let all [those] who take refuge in you rejoice

And all [those] who take refuge in you shall rejoice

And all [those] who take refuge in you rejoice

And all [those] who take refuge in you should/must rejoice

And all [those] who take refuge in you may rejoice

And may all [those] who take refuge in you rejoice

~l'A[l. WnNEr;y> For ever let them shout

For ever shall they shout (etc.)

Amyle[' %set'w> And may you shelter them

And you shall shelter them (etc.)

`^m,v. ybeh]ao ^b. Wcl.[.y:w> And may those who love your name exult in you

That those who love your name may exult in you (etc.)
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Lesson 21
THE QAL PASSIVE / IDENTIFYING (PARSING) VERBAL FORMS

A number of verbs occur in forms which look like pual or hofal, but which have come to be recog-
nized as the remnants of a qal passive [Qp] stem.153

21.1.1 Form

The primary criteria for identifying forms as Qp rather than as Dp or Hp is that (1) the verbal root does 
not occur in piel or hifil; or (2) these forms function as the passive of the qal (i.e., rather than the passive 
of the piel or hifil); or both. Note, for example, the function of these verbs in their various stems:

Q Qp and N D H

lka eat; consume, destroy be eaten, consumed --- feed

dly bear, give birth to be born
deliver 
(as a midwife)

beget, become 
father/ancestor of

xql take be taken --- ---

!tn give be given --- ---

ddv destroy be destroyed assault, mistreat ---

This charts some forms of the qal passive in these stems (not all are listed, forms not listed do not 
occur), as well as how relatively infrequent they are.154

153. The existence of a qal passive stem was suggested by Ibn Jikatilla in the 10th century. On the qal 
passive, cf. Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar (Oxford: Oxford University), §52e, 53u; Paul Joüon, A Grammar of 
Biblical Hebrew. Trans., Takamitsu Muraoka (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1991), §58; Bruce K. Waltke &
M. O’Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1993), §22.6, 23.6.1, 24.6a, 
25.1a, 27.1a; Ronald J. Williams, “The Passive Qal Theme in Hebrew” Essays on the Ancient Semitic World, 
ed. J.W. Wevers & D.B. Redford (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1970), 43-50.

154. The perfect and participle tend to follow the forms of pual, whereas the imperfect and infinitive 
construct are analogous to hofal, as the following distribution for these verbs shows.

Verbal Root “Stem” Perfect Participle Imperfect Inf. Const.

lka “Pual”  3 1 1

dly “Pual” 
“Hofal”

26 1
3

xql “Pual” 
“Hofal”

 8 1
6

!tn “Hofal” 8

ddv “Pual” 
“Hofal”

20
2

all ≈ “Dp” 2/3 ≈ “Dp” 16/17 ≈ “Hp” all ≈ “Hp”
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Verbal 
Root

Perfect Imperfect/
Preterite

Infinitive 
Construct

Participle Gloss Occurrences 
(Qp/total)

lka lK;au lK;auy> lK'au be eaten 5/809

dly dL;yU td,L,Wh dl'yU be born 30/499

xql xQ;lu xQ;yU xQ'lu be taken 15/938

!tn !T;yU be given 8/2007

ddv dD;vu dv;Wy be destroyed 22/43

21.1.2 Function (HBI §2.1.2) 

As shown above, the qal passive is the passive of the function of the qal of the same verbal root.

ht'r'Ko wyl'['-rv,a] hr'vea]h'w> … and the Asherah which was beside it had been cut down (Jg 6.28)

~h,l' WdL.yU tAnb'W … and daughters were born to them (Gn 6.1)

21.1.3 Frequency

It is difficult to garner statistics for the frequency of the qal passive. Whether or not to include the 
“regular” Qp participle, such as %WrB', “blessed” (which occurs fairly frequently, and in a number of 
verbs, but which has a different morphology (i.e., not pual- or hofal-“like”) is problematic. Refer-
ence works tend to either (1) identify these forms as pual or hofal (e.g., DCH); or (2) mention the qal 
passive as a possible identification of pual or hofal (e.g., BDB, HALOT). The statistics used in this 
grammar suggest that qal passive occurs 1,277 times in Biblical Hebrew (1.7% of all verbal forms).

21.2 Identifying (Parsing) Verbal Forms

You may well wonder why we spend so much time identifying [parsing] verbs, especially given the 
availability of analytical lexicons (which parse every form in Biblical Hebrew), computerized data-
bases, interlinears, and parsing guides. This emphasis does not imply that verbs are somehow more 
important or “key” to Biblical Hebrew. It merely reflects the nature of the language—Hebrew verbs 
are more complex than, for example, nouns or numerals, and therefore require more study.

As we begin reading the biblical text, and see verbal forms in their larger linguistic contexts, we 
will find that they are both more and less complex: more complex because their function is a direct 
reflection of their literary context (the words, clauses, and sentences around them), and less complex, 
because they become increasingly easier to recognize as we spend more time in the text itself.

Helpful as they can be, the tools mentioned above form yet another layer between the reader and 
the Hebrew text, one of the barriers that the study of Hebrew attempts to overcome. Furthermore, 
the greater our dependence on the “tools”, the more tools we need to gather and refer to in order to 
study the text. If we need to look up the parsing of every other verb form, we spend our study time 
interacting primarily with the tools, rather than the text. Also, no parsing guide—computerized or 
not—is infallible, and there are valid differences of opinion between grammarians and commenta-
tors regarding the parsing of some forms (most tools identify only one possibility).154 A major reason 
for studying Hebrew is to enable the student of Scripture to interact with the text on a more imme-
diate level,155 as directly as possible with the Hebrew text.

21.2.1 Verbal Diagnostics (summary)

This section presents some diagnostics for identifying verbal forms in Hebrew. If one does not seem 
to work, try another! You will probably recognize something about most verbal forms (an ending, 

154. These are more common when the verbal form is based on a weak verbal root (Lessons 24-31).
155. “[More] immediate” describes the relationship of the interpreter to the text, not to “layers” of meaning 

within the text itself (as might be implied by “deeper”). Students of the languages should apprehend or interact 
with the text in a different way than those who read it in their native tongue.
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 III.21. The Qal Passive/Identifying (Parsing) Verbal Forms 183

the stem, conjugation, lexical form, etc.). Begin from what you recognize, and then develop a routine 
method that allows you to identify the verb’s subject, conjugation, stem, and lexical form.

Stem Perfect
Imperfect & 

Preterite Imperative Infinitives Participle

Q no prefix; 
a-vowels

- .yI
- .Yiw:

no prefix no prefix no prefix; ˙olem 
after first radical

N - .nI - · 'yI
- ·' Yiw:

- ·'hi - ·'hi
- .nI

- .nI

D no prefix - ;y>
- ;y>w:

no prefix no prefix - ;m.

Dp no prefix - uy>
- uy>w:

--- no prefix - um.

Dt -t.hi -t.yI
-t.YIw:

-t.hi -t.hi -t.mi

H - .hi - .y:
- .Y:w:

- .h; - .h; - .m;

Hp - .h' - .y"
- .Y"w:

--- --- - .m'

21.2.2 Diagnostic Questions

1. Is there a pronominal suffix or syntactical prefix (conjunction, preposition, article, 
 interrogative -h)?
a. The conjunction waw and interrogative -h can be prefixed to any verbal form.
b. A preposition occurs only with infinitives construct and participles.
c. The article occurs only with participles.
d. Pronominal suffixes can affect the pointing of, e.g., the prefix vowel; they can also 

obscure the subject ending of the verb.
2. Is there a PGN suffix (i.e., an affix that identifies the person, gender, number of the 

subject)?
3. Is there a PGN prefix (i.e., a prefix that is part of the verbal form, not a syntactical prefix 

[above], that identifies the person, gender, number of the subject)? Identify the prefix vowel 
(if any).

4. In imperfect and preterite, f the prefix vowel is ˙ireq, is the first radical of the verbal root 
doubled?
a. Yes → nifal
b. No → qal (unless root is I-n or [certain] geminate verbs)

5. Does the second radical of the verbal root have dageå forte (i.e., dageå preceded by a full 
vowel)?
Yes → piel, pual, hitpael

6. If you can answer questions 1-5, and know only two forms of each stem (3ms P, 3ms F), you 
can parse nearly any form.

Q N D Dp Dt H Hp

3ms perfect lv;m' lv;m.nI lVemi lV;mu lVem;t.hi lyvim.hi lv;m.h'
3ms imperfect lvom.yI lveM'yI lVem;y> lV;muy> lVem;t.yI lyvim.y: lv;m.y"

All stems except qal and nifal prefix the letter -m to form the participle; in those stems the prefix 
vowel for the participle is the same as the prefix vowel of the imperfect and preterite.
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21.2.3 Summary

Forms Without a Prefix

1. A verbal form without a prefix must be qal (perfect, imperative, participle, infinitive) or piel 
or pual (perfect, imperative, infinitive).

Forms with a Prefix

1. A tri-radical form with a prefixed -n is either nifal perfect or participle, or 1cp imperfect or 
preterite (any stem).

2. A tri-radical form with a prefixed -h is either hifil, hofal, or hitpael perfect, imperative, or 
infinitive; or nifal imperative or infinitive.

3. A tri-radical form with a prefixed -m is a participle in either piel, pual, hitpael, hifil, or hofal; 
or a participle or infinitive construct with prefixed min (-mi).

Prefix Vowel

1. If the prefix is -hi and there is -y i- after the second radical, the form is hifil perfect.
2. If the prefix is -t.hi and the second radical is doubled, the form is hitpael (perfect, impera-

tive, or infinitive).
3. If the prefix is -h' the form is hofal (perfect or infinitive).
4. Hifil is the only stem with a pata˙ prefix vowel in imperfect, preterite, imperative, infini-

tives, and participle (i.e., all conjugations except perfect).
5. If the prefix vowel of an imperfect or preterite form is ˙ireq, the form is qal, nifal, or hitpael.

Doubled Radical

1. A tri-tradical form with a doubled second radical must be piel, pual, or hitpael (all 
 conjugations).

2. A tri-radical form with a doubled first radical must be nifal imperfect, preterite, imperative, 
or infinitive.

N.B.:  As always, the goal is the ability to “figure out” a verbal form, not to memorize a set of 
“rules”.

21.3 Vocabulary

gather, assemble #b;q' .316 sister, female relative tAxa' .307

burn incense; cause a sacrifice 
or incense to smoke (D, H) rj;q' .317 trust, be confident in/of xj;B' .308

meet, encounter (only as NC) ar'q'

.318

burn, consume (Q, D) r[;B' .309

happen, occur hr'q'
walk, step on, tramp; cause to 
march, tread down, tread [string] 
a bow (both Q & H)

%r;D' .310

toward, against, opposite 
(Q inf. const. + l.)

tar;q.li like, just like (variant of -K.) AmK. .311

hunger, famine b['r' .319 leader, member of ruling class ayfin" .312

burn (oft. specified with vaeB') @r;f' .320 surrounding, [all] around (adv.) bybis'
.313rise early (H; often in hendi-

adys: “do X early”); often with 
rq,BoB; “in the morning”

~k;v' .321
surrounding, [all] around (adv.); 
bybis' + !mi bybiS'mi

throw, cast, hurl (H) %l;v' .322
close, shut (Q); give into someone’s 
power [hand] (H) rg:s' .314

pillar, column dWM[; .315
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21.4 Exercises

After studying the diagnostics of the stems, gloss these clauses, parsing all verbal forms. If a verb’s 
function is not clear due to its stem, consult a lexicon.

Lv 9.13; acm present (H); xt;nE piece 
[of a cut-up carcass]; -l. by

varoh'-ta,w> h'yx,t'n>li wyl'ae Waycim.hi hl'[oh'-ta,w> 
`x:Bez>Mih;-l[; rjeq.Y:w:

.1

1 Ch 14.12; David; rma probably  functions here 
as “commanded”

`vaeB' Wpr>F'YIw: dywID' rm,aYOw: ~h,yhel{a/-ta, ~v'-Wbz>[;Y:w: .2

1 Kg 15.24; Asa; Jehoshaphat wyt'boa]-~[i as'a' bK;v.YIw: 
wybia' dwID' ry[iB. wyt'boa]-~[i rbeQ'YIw: 

`wyT'x.T; AnB. jp'v'Ahy> %Olm.YIw:

.3

Is 22.22; yTit;n"W I will put/place/set  (< !tn); 
x:Tep.m; key (something showing that the wearer 
has authority or ability to open & close?); ~k,v,© 
shoulder; David

Amk.vi-l[; dwID'-tyBe x:Tep.m; yTit;n"W 
`x:tePo !yaew> rg:s'w> rgEso !yaew> xt;p'W

.4

Jr 7.15; Ephraim yn"P' l[;me ~k,t.a, yTik.l;v.hiw> 
`~yIr'p.a, [r;z<-lK' tae ~k,yxea]-lK'-ta, yTik.l;v.hi rv,a]K;

.5

Isai 36:15; !tn give; dy:B. in[to] the hand of; Heze-
kiah; Assyria; the first verb is volitional

rmoale hwhy-la, WhY"qiz>xi ~k,t.a, xj;b.y:-la;w> 
`rWVa; %l,m, dy:B. taZOh; ry[ih' !teN"ti al{…

.6

Josh 10.6; lae against (lae and l[; often overlap 
in function); Amorite(s)

`rh'h' ybev.yO yrImoa/h' ykel.m;-lK' Wnyleae WcB.q.nI .7

1 Sam 28.4; WaboY"w: they came/went; Wnx]Y:W: they 
camped; Philistines, Shunem, Saul, Gilboa; note 
the difference in function between the N & Q of 
#bq

~nEWvb. Wnx]Y:w: WabOY"w: ~yTiv.lip. Wcb.Q'YIw: 
`[:Bol.GIB; Wnx]Y:w: laer'f.yI-lK'-ta, lWav' #Boq.YIw:

.8

Gn 3.19; the suffix on !mi is 3fs because it refers 
to hm'd'a]; rp'[' dirt, dust; bWvT' you shall return 
(2ms Q F < bWv)

T'x.Q'lu hN"M,mi yKi 
`bWvT' rp'['-la,w> hT'a; rp'['-yKi

.9

Is 15.1; aF'm; oracle; burden; lyle || hl'y>l;; 
ddv destroy, ruin, devastate (3ms Dp P); Ar 
(capital(?) city [cf. ry[i] of Moab); hm'd>nI it is 
destroyed/undone (3ms N P); 1a is a “title”; 1b-d 
are clauses

ba'Am aF'm; 
r[' dD;vu lyleB. yKi 

hm'd>nI ba'Am 
`hm'd>nI ba'Am-ryqi dD;vu lyleB. yKi

.10

1 Kg 2.21; Abishag; Shunamite; Adonijah tyMin:Vuh; gv;ybia]-ta, !T;yU rm,aTow: 
`hV'ail. ^yxia' WhY"nIdoa]l;

.11

2 Chr 18.5; %l,nEh] shall we go;  
Ramoth-gilead

vyai tAame [B;r.a; ~yaibiN>h;-ta, laer'f.yI-%l,m, #Boq.YIw: 
hm'x'l.Mil; d['l.GI tmor'-la, %lenEh] ~h,lea] rm,aYOw: 

.12

Ps 119.35; bytin" path, way `yTic.P'x' Ab-yKi ^yt,Ac.mi bytin>Bi ynIkeyrId>h; .13

Ps 125.1; Zion; jWMyI it/he moves/shall be moved; 
bveyE it/he endures/shall endure; these singular 
verbs are collectives; their subject is the first word

!AYci-rh;K. hwhyB; ~yxij.Boh; 
`bveyE ~l'A[l. jAMyI-aOl

.14

Ps 31.9; bx'r>m, wide [i.e., open] place (cf. bxr, be 
wide)

byEAa-dy:B. ynIT;r>G:s.hi al{w> 
`yl'g>r; bx'r>M,b; T'd>m;[/h,

.15
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21.5 Enrichment: Nominal Formation

The lexicon of Biblical Hebrew has many words that are related to each other, so that knowing a 
verbal root can help you recognize new words, even when they are quite infrequent (e.g., tWap.ri, 
below). These lists also show that noun formation is not arbitrary in Biblical Hebrew. In English, 
for example, suffixing “r-” to a verb yields the noun that identifies someone characterized by that 
activity, such as “write+r” (one who writes), but adding “r-” to the beginning of a word does not 
change its function, since initial “r-” is not a functional prefix in English.

1. Nouns formed by suffixed tW- are feminine, and tend to be abstract:

 

%lm reign, rule, be king tWkl.m; royalty, royal authority; kingdom; reign

lks be insolent, foolish tWlk.si folly, insolence (7x; all in Qo)

apr heal tWap.ri healing (only Pr 3.8)

hn"m'l.a; widow tWnm'l.a; widowhood

2. Nouns can be formed by prefixing -m to a root:

 

ary fear, be afraid of ar'Am fear

bvy sit, stay; settle, live, dwell bv'Am dwelling[-place]

rps count rP's.mi number, total

hf[ work, do, make, act hf,[]m; deed, act; thing done,work

hwc command, order, demand hw"c.mi command, order, demand

hnq purchase, buy; acquire hn<q.mi property, acquisition(s); cattle

hrq happen, befall; meet Hr,q.mi happening, occurrence

har see, observe, look [at] ha,r.m; sight, appearance

jpv judge jP'v.mi judgment; justice; custom

3. Some of these designate the place of the activity described by the corresponding verb:

 

xbz sacrifice x:Bez>mi altar; place of sacrifice

%lm reign, rule, be king hk'l'm.m; kingdom; sovereignty, rule, reign, dominion

hpc watch, guard hP'c.mi watchtower (Mizpah)

vdq be[come] holy vD'q.mi sanctuary; holy place

~Wq stand ~Aqm' place; standing place

~Wr be high, exalted ~Arm' height

bkr ride hb'K'r.m, chariot (cf. bk,r,, chariot, chariotry)

bkv lie down, sleep bK'v.mi bed

!kv live, dwell !K'v.mi living/dwelling place; “tabernacle”
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4. Participles can be substantival so frequently that they essentially function as nouns:

bvy live, dwell, settle, remain bveyO inhabitant; citizen (Q Ptc)

!hk be/act as priest !heKo priest (Q Ptc)

lgr go about on foot; spy lGEr;m. spy, scout (D Ptc)

jpv judge, administer justice jpevo [a] judge (Q Ptc)

5. Nouns “from” geminate roots can retain the repeated radical of the root (cf. dageå forte):

llh praise hL'hiT. praise

llp pray hL'piT. prayer

6. False cognates—words that share the same radicals, but have a different root (i.e., homo-
nyms), as English “Put the money in the bank”, “a hole in the river bank”, and “The pilot 
put the plane into a bank”—are usually distinguished by Roman numerals (I, II, etc.) in the 
lexica; related adjectives, nouns, etc. are identified by the same Roman numeral.

I lvm compare(?); use a proverb lv'm' proverb, saying; parable

II lvm reign, rule hl'v'm.m, / tl,v,m.m, rule, dominion, kingdom
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Lesson 22
GUTTURAL VERBS

Verbal roots that have a, h, x, or [ as one of their root consonants belong to a subset of the basic 
verb called guttural verbs. There are five types, identified according to the position of the guttural 
consonant. Some verbs with r also share the characteristics of the guttural verbal roots, since r 
does not double.156

I-guttural (and I-r) p-guttural rb[ cross over

I-a a"P157 rma say

II-guttural 
(and II-r)

[-guttural r[b burn

r"[ %rb bless

III-guttural l-guttural xlv send

III-a a"l acm find

22.1 The Basic Differences

Four characteristics of the gutturals (one of which they share with r) cause the vowels of some 
forms to differ from those of the basic verb.

1. a, h, x, [, r do not double (geminate). In forms of the strong verb that have dageå forte in a 
position occupied by a guttural or r (e.g., the middle radical in D, Dp, and Dt), the dageå is 
absent; this non-gemination often causes the preceding vowel to lengthen, because a syllable 
is open rather than being closed by dageå forte.

2. a, h, x, [ are followed by ˙atef-vowels instead of åewa (i.e., the half-vowel is under the 
guttural and thus “follows” it in pronunciation).
a. I-guttural verbs often have a ˙atef-vowel after the first radical instead of åewa
b. II-guttural roots have ˙atef-vowels instead of vocal åewa after the second radical 

(i.e, before vocalic endings)
3. h, x, [ tend to occur with a-vowels, either full vowels or pata˙ furtivum, so that pata˙ may 

occur where the basic verb (lvm) has ˙olem or ßere.
4. Since a does not close a syllable, verbs whose roots end in a tend to have long vowels after 

the second radical. Although h (i.e., without mappiq) does not close a syllable, verbs that 
end in h are a type of weak root (below); verbs ending in H- are strong, and considered 
III-guttural.

These characteristics cause most of the differences between guttural verbs and the basic verb. In 
this table, each pair of examples has the same parsing; the second example is the basic verb.

156. This lesson presents a great deal of information about guttural verbal roots; the rules merely demon-
strate that the patterns are predictable, regular, and reflect the effect of the gutturals on vocalization.

157. The " means that this is to be read as an abbreviation or symbol, not a word. Labels such as a"p are 
read from right to left (pe-’alef).
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Guttural 
Verb

Basic 
Verb

Parsing Nature of the 
Difference Reason for the Difference

qbea'yE lveM'yI 3ms N F no dageå forte; long 
vowels instead of short

Since gutturals don’t double, the syllable is 
open; this also affects roots I/II-r in certain 
stems (below).

%reBe lVemi 2ms D V

[m;v.yI lvom.yI 3ms Q F a-vowels (esp. pata˙) 
after the second radical

Word-final gutturals tend to be preceded by 
an a-vowel.[M;v;y> lVem;y> 3ms D F

Wrx]B; Wlv.m' 3cp Q P ˙atef-vowels instead of 
vocal åewa

Gutturals have hatef-vowels where the basic 
verb has vocal åewa~T,d.m;[] ~T,l.v;m. 2mp Q P

dmo[]y: lvom.yI 3ms Q F ˙atef-vowels under the 
first radical instead of 
silent åewa in forms 
with prefixes (F, Pr)

Initial guttural that closes the prefix 
syllable (i.e., where the first radical is 
followed by silent åewa in the basic verb) 
is often followed by the hatef-vowel that 
matches the prefix vowel.

dymi[]y: lyvim.y: 3ms H P

lD;x.y< lvom.yI 3ms Q F
segol as prefix vowel 
instead of ˙ireq

Initial gutturals, especially x, may have 
segol as a prefix vowel where the basic verb 
has hireq.

ytiac'm' yTil.v;m' 1cs Q P long vowel after the 
second radical, no åewa 
before PGN ending; 
no dageå in t of PGN 
ending

III-a forms generally have a long vowel after 
the second radical of the verbal root. The t 
of PGN endings lacks dageå lene since it is 
“preceded” by a vowel (final a is not consid-
ered consonantal).

aC'muy> lV;muy> 3ms Dp F

tymic' T.l.v;m' 2fs Q P

lack final a
[Silent] a drops out of some III-a forms 
(usually noted in Mp; Lesson 29).ytic'm' yTil.v;m' 1cs Q P

AbY"w: lvom.YIw: 3ms Q Pr

22.2 I-Guttural Roots

These verbal roots differ from the basic verb wherever the first radical is followed by åewa (qal 
imperfect and preterite; nifal perfect and participle; all forms of hifil and hofal) or doubled (nifal 
imperfect, imperative, infinitive construct). The D-stems are not affected.

1. 2mp and 2fp qal perfect have hiatef-patahi under the first radical (lvm is for comparison).

 ~T,d>b;[] You served 2mp Q P ~T,l.v;m.

2. Wherever the basic verb has silent åewa after the first radical, guttural roots have a hiatef-
vowel, with the corresponding full vowel under the prefix (lvm is for comparison).

 
dybi[/h, He enslaved 3ms H P lyvim.hi
qz:x/a, I [will] seize 1cs Q F lvom.a,

3. Whenever the initial radical of the basic verb is doubled (nifal F, V, NC), the prefix vowel is 
long (siere). Since r does not geminate, this also applies to verbs that are I-r.

 
bzE['yE He/It will be forsaken 3fs N F lveM'Ti You/she will be ruled

ha,r'Tew> and she/it will appear 3ms N Pr lveM'Tiw: and she/it will appear

22.3 I-a Roots

This sub-set of the I-guttural roots (cf. §6.2), contains only five verbs (rma, lka, dba, hba, hpa). 
They differ from other I-guttural verbs (above) only in qal imperfect (Q F) and qal preterite (Q Pr).
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22.4 II-Guttural Roots

These verbal roots differ from the basic verb wherever the second radical is doubled (all three 
D-stems), or followed by vocal åewa (all forms with vocal PGN sufformatives, in all stems except 
hifil). The forms of II-guttural verbs are not affected in hifil.

1. The D-stems follow one of two patterns:
a. In some II-guttural roots the vowel after the first radical is long (qamesi or siere in piel, 

hitpael; hiolem in pual), since that syllable is open.

 

%reBe He blessed 3ms D P lVemi
%r;Bo He was blessed 3ms Dp P lV;mu

%r'bom. Blessed ms Dp Ptc lV'mum.

b. Other II-guttural roots look just like the basic verb, but without dageå forte, so that the 
vowel after the first radical is hiireq or patahi (piel, hitpael) or qibbusi (pual).158

 
rxeBi He chose 3ms D P lVemi
rx;bun> We will be chosen 1cp Dp F lV;mun>

2. With vocalic PGN suffixes (W-, h-', y   i-), these roots have a ̇ atef-vowel after the second radical 
instead of vocal åewa (all stems):

 

Wla]G" They redeemed. 3cp Q P Wlv.m'
Wrx]B; Choose! 2mp Q V Wlv.mi
Wla]G"hi Redeem yourselves! 2mp N V Wlv.M'hi

22.5 III-Guttural Roots (III-x/[/H only)

These verbal roots differ from the basic verb mainly by having patahi after the second radical, or 
patahi furtivum after its vowel. Mappiq in the final h of these roots means that the H is a consonant, 
not a vowel letter (as it is in roots III-h; below).

1. If a form has no ending or suffix, the vowel after the second radical is patahi, except in H 
(which will, nonetheless, have pata˙ furtivum):

 

xr;b.yI He flees 3ms Q F lvom.yI
[:ymiv.y: He causes ____ to hear 3ms H F lyvim.y:
[m;v.YIw: and he heard 3ms Q Pr lvom.YIw:
[:ymiv.Y:w: and he caused ____ to hear 3ms H Pr lyvim.Y:w:

2. If the vowel after the second radical is written with a vowel letter, patahi furtivum is added 
(see also the last example in #1, above):

 
[:Wmv' Heard ms Qp Ptc lWvm'
[:ymiv.y: He will cause ____ to hear 3ms H F lyvim.y:

3. 2fs P (all stems) has patahi after the third radical instead of silent åewa:

 
t[;m;©v' You heard 2fs Q P T.l.v;m'

t[;m;©v.h' You were caused to hear 2fs Hp P T.l.v;m.h'

158. This is called “virtual doubling” or “gemination”, because the Masoretes pointed the word with a 
short vowel (since the syllable would have been closed if the radical had been doubled)—the term is confusing, 
since nothing is in fact doubled.
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22.6 III-a Roots

These forms differ from the basic verb because a cannot close a syllable; at the end of a syllable it 
becomes silent and the preceding vowel is long, usually qamesi or siere. Forms with vocalic endings 
(W -, y i-, h '-), where a begins the final syllable, are like the basic verb.

1. The vowel after the second radical is long, and the PGN ending (t) does not have dageå lene, 
because the a is silent (and therefore ignored in pronunciation).

 
ac'm' He found 3ms Q P lv;m'

t'ac'm' You found 2ms Q P T'l.v;m'

Silent a may even be missing (the verbal root is amc; see table, §22.1):

 tmic' You are thirsty (Ru 2.9) 2fs Q P T.l.v;m

2. With the ending hn"- (2/3fp F, Pr, V), the vowel after the second radical is segol (all stems):

 
hn"aC,m;t.Ti You/they [will] find your/themselves 2/3pf Dt F hn"l.V;m;t.Ti
hn"ac,m.Ti You/they [will] find 2/3fp Q F hn"l.vom.Ti

22.7 Common Guttural Roots

This table lists all guttural roots with pointing that is affected by the presence of a guttural or r that 
occur more than two hundred times in Biblical Hebrew, listed by type. Verbs are listed according 
to the type of weakness that actually occurs (e.g., ary, “fear”, does not occur in the D-stems, and so 
is listed as III-a, but not as II-r; dry, “descend, go down”, does not occur in the D-stems, and so is 
not listed).

I-a I-guttural (not I-a)

rma say, speak (> 5000x) hf[ do, make; act [perform a deed] 
(2573x)

lka eat, devour, consume (795x) har see (1294x)

bha love (205x) hl[ go up, ascend (879x)

III-guttural rb[ cross/pass over/through/by (539x)

[mv hear, listen [to]; obey (1136x) dm[ stand; stop (519x)

[dy know, understand; notice, recognize (924x) hn[ answer; testify (314x)

xql take, get, acquire (964x) db[ serve, be servant to (289x)

xlv send [away], let go; stretch out, reach, 
extend (839x) qzx be[come] strong (Q); seize, grab; 

hold (H) (288x)

[vy save, deliver, triumph (205x) hyx live, be alive (281x)

III-a ajx sin, miss [a target] (237x)

aAB come, go [in], enter (2530x) @sa gather, collect (203x)

acy go out, leave, exit (1055x) bz[ leave, forsake, abandon (212x)

arq call; name; invite; read (730x) II-guttural (or r)

afn lift up, carry, bear; forgive (651x) %rB bless, worship (D) (328x)

acm find, discover (451x)

ary fear, be afraid [of ] (377x)

alm be[come] full (250x)

ajx sin, miss [a target] (237x)
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22.8 Concepts

doubling I-guttural II-guttural III-guttural mappiq
gemination p-gutteral [-guttural l-guttural “virtual doubling”

22.9 Vocabulary

south, Negev bg<n<¨ .332 length %r,ao© .323

skin, leather rA[ .333 turn, overturn, destroy %p;h' .324

cloud(s) !n"[' .334 animal(s) [coll.], living thing hY"x; .325

footstep; time (i.e., once, thrice) ~[;P;©
.335

wounded, slain, dead (adj.) ll'x' .326

twice (dual) ~yIm;©[]P; male donkey/ass rAmx] .327

rest, sabbath tB'v; .336
on account of, for the sake of 
(prp.); because [of ] (cj.) ![;y:¨ .328

forget xk;v' .337 vineyard ~r,K,© .329

regularly, continually (adv.)159 dymiT' .338
sell rk;m' .330

sight, appearance (cf. har) ha,r.m; .331

22.10 Exercises

After studying the characteristics of the guttural verbs, gloss these clauses, parsing the verbs.

Jg 8.18; hpoyae Where? ~T,g>r;h] rv,a] ~yvin"a]h' hpoyae .1

Gn 37.5; ~lx dream; Joseph ~Alx] @seAy ~l{x]Y:w: .2

Joel 3.4; x:rey" moon ~d'l. x:reY"h;w> %v,xol. %peh'yE vm,V,h; .3

Gn 41.56; qzx sieze, be strong `~yIr'c.mi #r,a,B. b['r'h' qz:x/Y<w: .4

2 Ch 20.20; xlc succeed, prosper; Judah, 
Jerusalem

~Il;v'Wry> ybev.yOw> hd'Why> ynIW[m'v. rm,aYOw: 
Wnmea'tew> ~k,yhel{a/ hw"hyB; Wnymia]h;

 `Wxylic.h;w> wya'ybin>bi Wnymia]h; 

.5

Josh 1.2; ~Wq stand, rise (2ms Q V; this 
form often introduces another imperative); 
Jordan

hZ<h; ~['h'-lk'w> hT'a; hZ<h; !Der>Y:h;-ta, rbo[] ~Wq hT'[;w> 
`laer'f.yI ynEb.li ~h,l' !tenO ykinOa' rv,a] #r,a'h'-la,

.6

Ps 38.22 (hwhy and yh;l{a/ are vocative; each 
line is a clause)

hw"hy> ynIbez>[;T;-la;
`yNIM,mi qx;r>Ti-la; yh;l{a/

.7

Ps 143.8a, bb (in reading poetry, “bb” refers 
to the second half (“b”) of the second poetic 
line (“b”))

yTix.j'b' ^b.-yKi ^D,s.x; rq,Bob; ynI[eymiv.h; 
`yvip.n: ytiaf'n" ^yl,ae-yKi …

.8

Lv 26.38 (each line is a clause) ~yIAGB; ~T,d>b;a]w:
`~k,ybey>ao #r,a, ~k,t.a, hl'k.a'w>

.9

Ex 6.6 hw"hy> ynIa] laer'f.yI-ynEb.li rmoa/ !kel' .10

159. In a construct chain, dymiT' refers to something repeated, regular, or perpetual (dymiT' hl'[o, perpetual 
offering).
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Gn 3.2; vx'n" snake; !G" garden `lkeanO !G"h;-#[e yrIP.mi vx'N"h;-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow: .11

Ps 129.8; hk'r'B. blessing  ~k,ylea] hw"hy>-tK;r>Bi ~yrIb.[oh' Wrm.a' al{w> 
`hw"hy> ~veB. ~k,t.a, Wnk.r;Be

.12

Ex 32.30; ajx sin (v.); ha'j'x] sin (n.), more 
commonly taJ'x;; the second line contains 
the quotation; Moses

~['h'-la, hv,mo rm,aYOw: 
hl'dog> ha'j'x] ~t,aj'x] ~T,a;

.13

Pr 15.9; hb'[eAT abomination; each line is a 
clause

[v'r' %r,D, hw"hy> tb;[]AT 
`bh'a/y< hq'd'c. @Der;m.W

.14

Jr 22.21 `yliAqB. t.[;m;v'-al{ yKi … .15

Gn 27.34; q[c cry out [for help] ; hq'['c. 
cry (n.); rm bitter (adj.); ybia' is vocative; Esau

wybia' yreb.DI-ta, wf'[e [:mov.Ki
daom.-d[; hr'm'W hl'doG> hq'['c. q[;c.YIw:
`ybia' ynIa'-~g: ynIker]B' wybia'l. rm,aYOw:

.16

1 Kgs 3.3; tk,l,l' by walking (Q NC < %lh + 
l); qr; only; hm'B' high place, cultic center; 
Solomon, David

hw"hy>-ta, hmol{v. bh;a/Y<w:
wybia' dwID' tAQxuB. tk,l,l'

`ryjiq.m;W x:Bez:m. aWh tAmB'B; qr;

.17

Jr 17.14; hL'hiT. praise (n.) `hT'a' ytiL'hit. yKi … aper'aew> hw"hy> ynIaep'r> .18

Ex 12.46; ~c,[,© bone; this is from the 
 instructions about the Passover

`Ab-WrB.v.ti al{ ~c,[,w> … lkea'yE dx'a, tyIb;B. .19

Mi 3.4; q[z cry out [for help]; hn<[]y: he will 
answer (3ms Q F < hn[)

~t'Aa hn<[]y: al{w> hw"hy>-la, Wq[]z>yI za'
ayhih; t[eB' ~h,me wyn"P' rTes.y:w>

.20

2 Kg 24.2; dWdG" band, troop; multiple 
national/ethnic names

~yDIf.k; ydeWdG>-ta, AB hw"hy> xL;v;y>w:
ba'Am ydeWdG> taew> ~r'a] ydeWdG>-ta,w>

!AM[;-ynEb. ydeWdG> taew>
Adybia]h;l. hd'WhyBi ~xeL.v;y>w:

`~yaiybiN>h; wyd'b'[] dy:B. rB,DI rv,a] hw"hy> rb;d>Ki

.21

Dt 7.24a ^d,y"B. ~h,ykel.m; !t;n"w>
~yIm'V'h; tx;T;mi ~m'v.-ta, T'd>b;a]h;w>

.22

22.11 Enrichment: Vocabulary

A common standard for determining “fluency” in a language is a threshold vocabulary of about 
1000 words. This seems to be the point at which most people can begin to communicate with native 
speakers with some degree of comfort. There are at least two effective ways to approach this goal; 
many students find that they work well in tandem.

1. Memorize more vocabulary, using, for example, Mitchel (see Bibliography), which allows 
you to learn glosses for words that occur in descending frequency in Biblical Hebrew. If you 
are learning new words and reading the text, you will find that the two often reinforce each 
other, as when you encounter a newly memorized word (or a closely related form) in the 
passage that you are reading.

2. Learn words as they occur in whatever text you are reading. For example, since fifty of the 
fifty-two occurrences of vr,q, plank are in the book of Exodus (describing the Tabernacle), 
there is not much sense in learning to gloss this word unless you plan to read Exodus. But if 
you are going to read Exodus, then taking time to learn this word will be worth your while.

Continuing to strengthen your grasp of vocabulary (through memorization), and to see how it func-
tions in a variety of contexts (through reading) will increase your ability to both read and under-
stand the text.
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Lesson 23
BASIC TOOLS

In addition to the Hebrew Bible itself, there are many tools designed to help you understand the 
biblical text. Lexical aids suggest glosses (lexicons and word lists), or discuss the use, distribution, 
and broader function of individual words (theological dictionaries and wordbooks). There are also 
grammatical aids (e.g., reference grammars), and guides to textual criticism, the masora, and other 
technical aspects of the biblical text. Most of these are discussed briefly in Appendix F (below). This 
Lesson focuses on the text of BHS and the major lexical tools.

23.1 Hebrew Bible

23.1.1 Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS)

Since its completion, BHS has been the basis for nearly every Bible translation, Hebrew-based 
commentary, and reference work on Biblical Hebrew, whether in print and or electronic. Biblia 
Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), named for its place of publication, is the fourth “scholarly” edition 
of the Hebrew text. It began to appear in 1967 and was complete ten years later; several corrected 
versions have appeared since then. A fifth edition, to be known as Biblia Hebraica Quinta (5th) is 
now being released (2010).

Prolegomena  ....................................................................................................................................  III

Foreword (in German, English, French, Spanish, Latin)  ................................................................  III
Part I.  A history of this edition of the Hebrew Bible, explains the differences between it and 

its predecessor, referred to as either BH3 [3rd ed.] or BHK [“Kittel”, its editor].
Part II.  Explains the basis of the masora in BHS, and some of the masoretic notes and read-

ings. The English version of this material is on pp. XI-XVIII.

Sigla et Compendia Apparatum (List of Signs & Abbreviations)  .............................................  XLVII
I. Apparatus criticus (The [Text-] Critical Apparatus)  ..........................................................  XLVII

Sources  .............................................................................................................................  XLVII
An alphabetical list of abbreviations used in the textual apparatus (at the bottom of 
each page of the biblical text), with the documents to which they refer.

Abbreviations  ......................................................................................................................  LIX
An alphabetical list of abbreviated Latin expressions used in the textual apparatus, 
with the full Latin terms.

II. Apparatus masorae (The Masoretic Apparatus)  ................................................................... LIII
 Lists alphabetically abbreviations used in the textual apparatus to refer to masoretic 
 materials.

Index Siglorum et Abbreviationum Masorae Parvae (Index of Signs & Abbreviations of the Masora 
Parva)  ........................................................................................................................................... LIII
Lists the abbreviations in the margins of BHS is in alphabetical [Hebrew] order; its Latin trans-
lations can be deciphered with the help of Kelley, et al. (1998).

Index Librorum Biblicorum (Index of the Biblical Books)  .....................................  [no page number]
Lists the biblical books in the order in which they are printed in BHS; titles are in Latin & 
Hebrew.
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The Hebrew Bible  .............................................................................................................................. 1

The order of the books differs slightly from that found in English Bibles, because they follow the 
general order of the Septuagint (pre-Christian, Greek translation of the Hebrew text), rather than 
the Hebrew Bible:

➢ Ruth, Lamentations, Daniel, Esther, Ezra-Nehemiah, & Chronicles are among the Writings, 
rather than the historical and prophetic books.

➢ Samuel, Kings, Ezra-Nehemiah, & Chronicles are each a single book; there is no new title 
page for the second “book”, although the second “half” begins again with chapter 1.

➢ Because the Latin titles are used, some will not look familiar (e.g., Regum = Kings, 
 Threni = Lamentations).

➢ Although BHS claims to reproduce the text of the codex, the book of Chronicles precedes 
Psalms in the codex, rather than concluding the Bible, as it does in BHS.

Text Pages

The name of the biblical book is listed at the top of each page (Hebrew on the right page, Latin 
on the left). Page numbers are on the upper inside corners; chapter/verse references on the upper 
outside corners.

There are four blocks of material on each page. In the center of each page is the biblical text 
itself. This reproduces the text of Codex Leningrad, which is considered the oldest representative of 
the best masoretic scribal tradition, manuscripts copied and corrected by the family of Ben Asher. 
This text therefore represents a single manuscript, and is therefore a single witness to the biblical 
text (much as Alexandrinus or Vaticanus is to the text of the GNT). The UBS and Nestle-Aland 
Greek New Testaments contain an eclectic text that represents a committee’s conclusions about 
the best reading for each verse, based on a comparison of many manuscripts, so that there is prob-
ably no single manuscript of the Greek NT with exactly the same text as the UBS/Nestle-Aland 
NT. BHS presents a single manuscript, and is thus no different in principle from a Greek NT that 
reproduces the text of only one manuscript, such as B (Codex Vaticanus).

In the outside margin are masoretic notes—masora parva [mp] or masora marginalis—which 
contains the Masoretes’ comments on anything that they thought worthy of note, often unusual or 
rare forms. Written in Hebrew and Aramaic, they refer to the words in the text with small circles 
over them. We will discuss some of these, and how to read them.

At the bottom of each page are two sets of footnotes. The first set, consisting of raised numbers followed 
by “Mm” and a number, refer you to Weil (1971) for further information about some of the notes in mp. 
The second set of footnotes records whatever variants the editor of that biblical book thought worthy of 
notice, along with suggested alternate readings that are unsupported by manuscript evidence.

Each verse is preceded by its number. In prose passages, the verse number is repeated on the 
inner margin of the line on which the verse begins (but not on the left page if the verse begins at the 
right margin). In poetry, most verses begin at the right margin of the page. There are many differ-
ences in verse numbering between the Hebrew and English texts, and quite a few differerences in 
chapter divisions. You need to know which system a commentary or reference work is using, so that 
you can be sure that you are looking at the verse that the reference work is discussing.

Some Marks in the Text

` sof pasûq, “end of pasûq”, marks the end of nearly every “verse”, not the end of a sentence. The 
final masora (at the end of each biblical book) lists the number of pasûqîm in the book

s/p Solitary unpointed samek and pe mark textual breaks that were apparently based on content. 
These “paragraph” endings, called hx'WtP. (“open”) or hm'Wts. (“closed”) were separated by either 
samek or pe, to indicate whether the next section began on the same line (s) or on the next line 
(p, i.e., “Leave the rest of this line open”). Because these have been collated from various reading 
traditions their occurrences in BHS are no longer consistent with this principle.

In the inner margin large samek headed by a rotated qameß marks the beginning of a seder, 
a system of indicating the weekly reading in the synagogues. Each is numbered by a small letter 
with a superscript dot under the samek. The final masora for each book also lists the total number 
of sedarîm in that book (except the Minor Prophets, which the rabbis considered one book).
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accents Nearly every biblical word is marked with an accent that shows which syllable is accented, how 
the word should be sung (cantillated), and how closely it is related to the following word. Your 
copy of BHS should include a card marked Tabula Accentum that lists disjunctive and conjunctive 
accents from strongest to weakest. There are two lists because the accents have different musical 
value in Psalms, Job, and Proverbs (Accentus poëtici). See Lesson 27 and HBI §4.

23.1.1 Biblia Hebraica Quinta (BHQ)

This newest edition of Biblia Hebraica began to appear in 2004; it will eventually comprise two 
volumes, the first a biblical text much like BHS, and intended to replace it. The main differences 
between BHQ and BHS are the inclusion of the text of the Masorah finalis at the foot of the biblical 
text on each page, the Masorah parva/marginalis as it stands in Codex Leningradensis (i.e., not as 
corrected and expanded by Weil for BHS), a much more full textual apparatus that includes abbre-
viated explanations of the reason for each textual variant. You will also immediately notice the use 
of English rather than Latin (e.g., titles of books).

The second volume of BHQ will include a text-critical introduction to each biblical book (prima-
rily a descriptive list of the witnesses used in compiling the apparatus), commentaries on textual 
variants and the Masorah parva, and a translation of the Masorah magna. These materials will be 
part of each fascicle as it is published; when the project is complete, the materials will be divided 
to create the two-volume set.

Since most of the material that describes BHS (above) also applies to BHQ, this section notes 
only some of the differences.

General Introduction (English, German, Spanish)
The main purpose of this section is to explain the differences between BHQ and BHS (i.e., what 
justifies the enormous investment of time, effort, and money), and especially to explain the crit-
ical apparatus of BHQ. Since the textual apparatus is the reason for this new edition, this is the 
most extensive section of the Introduction, and describes “The Selection of Cases and Inclusion 
Witnesses”, “The Evaluation of the Evidence”, “The Structure and Presentation of Cases”, “The 
Layout of a Page”, and so forth.

Following the general introduction are two figures: a “Sample of an Apparatus Entry Illus-
trating the Presentation of the Text Critical Cases” and a “Sample Page Illustrating the Features 
of the Layout”.

Sigla, Symbols and Abbreviations
Sigla for Textual Witnesses (alphabetical list of abbreviations used in the textual apparatus, with 
the documents to which they refer).
Symbols Used in the Apparatus.
Abbreviations (alphabetical list of abbreviated English terms used in the textual apparatus).

Definitions and Abbreviations for the Terms Used to Characterize Readings
The Typology Underlying the Characterizations (a “characterization” is the editor’s explanation 
of the reason for a textual variant), followed by an “Index by Type of Characterization” and an 
“Alphabetical List of the Characterizations and Their Definitions”.

Glossary of Common Terms in the Masorah Parva (Index of Signs & Abbreviations of the Masora 
Parva). An alphabetical list of the abbreviations in the margins of BHQ.

Table of Accents
Accents for the Twenty-One Prose Books
Accents for the Three Poetic Books (Psalms, Job, Proverbs)

Text Pages

The pages of the biblical text are similar to those of BHS. There are four blocks of material on each 
page.

In the center of each page is the biblical text itself—the “text block”, which reproduces the text 
of Codex Leningrad, as in BHS.

In the outside margin the Masora parva [mp] or Masora marginalis, is again much as in BHS.
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At the bottom of each page are two sets of footnotes. The first set, consisting of unpointed text, is 
the Masora magna, reproduced from Codex L, with the addition of chapter-and-verse numbers.

The second set of footnotes records those textual variants that the editor of that particular 
portion of the Bible thought worthy of notice, along with a suggested reason for each variant.

The name of the biblical book is listed at the top of each page (Hebrew on the right page, English 
on the left).

23.2 Lexica

As the term is commonly used today, “lexicon” refers to a bi-lingual dictionary that offers a set of 
glosses to render words from one language into another. As noted above (Lesson 2), however, these 
are glosses, not definitions. For discussions of a word’s function within the language as a whole, it 
is necessary to turn to a theological wordbook or dictionary, which usually discusses each word’s 
frequency, patterns of occurrence, and suggests nuances of function, as well as its relationship to 
any synonyms and antonyms.

23.2.1 Lexicons

BDB Brown, Francis, S.R. Driver, & Charles A. Briggs. 1907. A Hebrew and English 
Lexicon of the Old Testament with an appendix containing the Biblical Aramaic. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press.

Words are grouped according to putative root (e.g., nouns, adjectives, and prepositions follow the 
verbal root from which they supposedly developed; so-called “denominative” verbs follow the noun 
which was their “source”). The list of abbreviations is helpful; the list of sigla—“signs” (p. xix)—is 
crucial. In addition to its eighteenth-century linguistics, major twentieth-century archaeological 
and epigraphic finds were not available to the editors. [See the appendix on BDB.]

HALOT Köhler, L., and W. Baumgartner, eds. 2001. Hebrew and English Lexicon of the 
Old Testament. Study Edition. 2 vols. Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2000.

The most complete modern lexicon of Biblical Hebrew. It generally follows the same classical 
approach as BDB, except that words are listed alphabetically rather than by root. [Holladay (below) 
contains the English portion of an earlier German-English edition, without the etymological and 
cognate information, and fewer references.] The third edition contains a plethora of bibliographic 
references, supplemented by an extenstive bibliography at the end of the second volume.

DCH Clines, David J.A., et al., eds. Dictionary of Classical Hebrew. Vols. 1 - . Sheffield: 
University of Sheffield, 1991.

Projected to fill ten volumes, DCH covers all Hebrew (Biblical Hebrew, seals, inscriptions, Eccle-
siasticus, DSS) except rabbinic Hebrew. All words, including proper names, are listed alphabeti-
cally by actual spelling, which makes nouns and adjectives much easier to find. It includes no 
etymological or other cognate information, even when the suggested gloss depends on a cognate. It 
is essentially an analytical concordance, which lists, for example, every subject, object, and prepo-
sition with which every verb occurs, as well as synonyms and antonyms. This is unique to DCH; a 
computerized database should yield similar results.

HOLLADAY Holladay, W.L. 1971 A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the OT. Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans.

An abridgement of an earlier edition of KBL (above), Holladay is more current than BDB (i.e., 
cognate and extra-biblical evidence), but does not have nearly as much information about usage, 
occurrences, collocations, etc. as BDB, DCH, or KBL. Words are listed alphabetically, rather than 
grouped by root, and so are easier to find than in BDB. Popular because it is easy to use, but diligent 
students will outgrow its resources fairly rapidly.
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23.2.2 Theological Dictionaries

TDOT Botterweck, G.J., and H. Ringgren 1974 - Theological Dictionary of the OT. Vols. 1 - . Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans.

A translation into English of a massive German work, appearing at the rate of one volume every 2-3 years. 
Copious information on etymology, usage, context, discussions of function, related terms, etc.

NIDOTTE van Gemeren, Willem, ed. 1997 The New International Dictionary of OT Theology & Exegesis. 
5 vols. Grand Rapids: Zondervan.

Detailed studies of nearly every word (even words occurring only one or two times), essays on theological 
topics (e.g., “Theology of Retribution”), and an essay on the theology of every biblical book (e.g., “Theology of 
Samuel”). First volume includes essays on exegesis and theology (but not on the language itself).

TWOT Harris, R.L., G.L. Archer Jr., and B.K. Waltke, eds. 1980 Theological Wordbook of the OT. 
2 vols. Chicago: Moody.

A basic tool with brief essays. A handy quick reference with more semantic information than a 
lexicon, but much less than either TDOT or NIDOTTE.

23.3 The challenges of Lexicons

If you don’t find what you are looking for in a few minutes, then you are looking in the wrong place, 
or have misidentified the form. Skip it and come back later, or ask your teacher (bring the lexicon 
for reference). Difficulty often arises from:

1. Confusing letters that look alike (especially h and x, v and f);
2. Confusing letters that sound alike (especially a and [) when you say the word to yourself as 

you look for it;
3. Looking for a word that is written defectively (i.e., without a vowel letter) in your passage, 

but is listed in its “full” spelling in the lexicon (i.e., with the vowel letter);
4. Looking in the Aramaic section for a Hebrew word (especially words at the end of the 

alphabet, since the Aramaic section usually follows the listings for Hebrew);
5. Looking under the wrong “root” (for lexica arranged by “root”).
6. Having the wrong parsing.

23.4 Vocabulary

bone; essence (i.e., the inmost part) ~c,[,© .347 cult center (trad., “high place”) hm'B' .339

dust, dirt, soil rp'[' .348
redeem, purchase as a kinsman-
redeemer; redeemer (Q Ptc.)

la;G"
.340

laeGO

fruit; descendants, offspring yrIP. .349 straight, upright; honest (adj.) rv'y" .341

chariot(s); chariot force bk,r,© .350 put on, clothe (oneself); wear vbel' .342

who, which, what (with dageå forte 
in the following consonant); = rv,a] -v, .351 tongue, language !Avl' .343

pour [out]; shed [blood] %p;v' .352 reject, refuse sa;m' .344

lie, falsehood; deception rq,v,© .353
kingdom, realm; kingship, 
dominion, royal power/authority

hk'l'm.m;
.345

tWKl.m;

abomination (something horrific) hb'[eAT .354
[permanent] river; both rh'N"h; & 
lAdG"h; rh'N"h; refer to Euphrates 
(rarely as tr;P. rh;n>)

rh'n" .346
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23.5 Exercises: The Hebrew Bible

1. Fill in the information missing from the following chart (not all biblical books are included):

Hebrew Title Gloss the Hebrew Title Latin Title (BHS) English Title (BHQ) Page No.

tyvarb 1

arqyw And he called Leviticus

lawmv Samuel

Reges

hymry

Micha

~ylht Praises 1087

ylvm

~yryvh ryv Canticum

hkya

~ymyh yrbd

2. Gloss these clauses, parsing the verbal forms, and using the lexicon where necessary.

Ps 19.10 d[;l' td,m,A[ hr'Ahj. hw"hy> ta;r>yI .a

`wD'x.y: Wqd.c' tm,a/ hw"hy>-yjeP.v.mi

Ho 8.1; the context suggests that rb[ (cross over/
through) signifies a trespass or transgression; [vp 
revolt, rebel, transgress

`W[v'P' ytir'AT-l[;w> ytiyrIb. Wrb.[' b.

Jr 51.62; tAyh/ yTil.bil. so that there would not be; 
la, used here as l[;; hm'm'v. desolation, devastation

hZ<h; ~AqM'h;-la, T'r>B;di hT'a; hw"hy> .c

bveAy AB-tAyh/ yTil.bil. AtyrIk.h;l.
`hy<h.Ti ~l'A[ tAmm.vi-yKi hm'heB.-d[;w> ~d'a'mel.

Jos 24.9; ~q'Y"w: he rose (< ~Wq); llq curse; belittle; 
Balak, Zippor, Moab, Balaam, Beor

laer'f.yIB. ~x,L'yIw: ba'Am %l,m, rAPci-!B, ql'B' ~q'Y"w: .d

`~k,t.a, lLeq;l. rA[B.-!B, ~['l.bil. ar'q.YIw: xl;v.YIw:

1 Kgs 2.42; Shimei wyl'ae rm,aYOw: y[im.vil. ar'q.YIw: %l,M,h; xl;v.YIw: .e

hw"hy>b; ^yTi[.B;v.hi aAlh]

Gn 42.4; Benjamin, Joseph, Jacob; !Asa' trouble, 
disaster

wyx'a,-ta, bqo[]y: xl;v'-aOl @seAy yxia] !ymiy"n>Bi-taew> .f

`!Asa' WNa,r'q.yI-!P, rm;a' yKi

Lv 1.5; jxv slaughter, kill; qrz sprinkle; Aaron; 
since this is a set of instructions, the main verb 
form (“backbone”) is weqatal (waw+perfect)

hw"hy> ynEp.li rq'B'h; !B,-ta, jx;v'w> .g

~D'h;-ta, ~ynIh]Koh; !roh]a; ynEB. WbyrIq.hiw>
x:Bez>Mih;-l[; ~D'h;-ta, Wqr>z"w>

`d[eAm lh,ao xt;P,-rv,a] bybis'

Jr 36.4; hL'gIm. scroll (“something rolled up” < llg); 
Jeremiah, Baruch, Neraiah

hY"rInE-!B, %WrB'-ta, Why"m.r>yI ar"q.yIw: .h

hw"hy> yreb.DI-lK' tae Why"m.r>yI yPimi %WrB' bTok.YIw:
`rp,se-tL;gIm.-l[; wyl'ae rB,DI-rv,a]
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Nu 27.1 … 2; Zelophehad, Moses hv,mo ynEp.li hn"d.mo[]T;w: … dx'p.l'c. tAnB. hn"b.r;q.Tiw: .i

1 Kgs 15.7; Abijam; Jeroboam; Judah ~he-aAlh] hf'[' rv,a]-lk'w> ~Y"bia] yreb.DI rt,y<w> .j

hd'Why> ykel.m;l. ~ymiY"h; yreb.DI rp,se-l[; ~ybiWtK.
`~['b.r'y" !ybeW ~Y"bia] !yBe ht'y>h' hm'x'l.miW

23.6 Enrichment: Using the Lexicon

Lexicons list glosses, not definitions, meanings, or descriptions. They therefore rarely give more or 
less information than a mere word-list when it comes to exegesis; their great benefit is the topical or 
functional arrangement of the occurrences of the word(s), as well as identifying collocations in which 
they occur, such as a particular combination of a verbal root with certain subjects or  prepositions.

The glosses suggested for the various stems often assume that, for example, the hifil is the 
causative of the qal, or that the function of any stem in which a verb occurs is somehow related to 
its function in qal. This is often (but not always) true, and should never be assumed. Since lexica 
offer glosses instead of definitions, other tools, such as theological dictionaries and wordbooks, 
are often more helpful than a lexicon when determining the range of a word’s function, and where 
within that range its use in a given passage lies.

The lexica will suggest this if the listing is exhaustive, by assigning each lemma to either a gloss 
or functional category. You will then need to examine the other passages listed under that gloss or 
function to be sure that they are related to passage that you are studying.

As an example, consider the verbal root %rb, glossed as kneel (Q) or bless (D). Many contempo-
rary translations of the Bible render the piel as “bless” when its object is human, but “praise” when 
the object is divine. Ps 103.1, for example, has traditionally been rendered as “Bless the LORD, O 
my soul” (KJV, NAS, ESV), but many contemporary translations read “Praise the LORD, O my soul”, 
apparently to avoid implying that anyone can somehow do something that will benefit YHWH.

HALOT suggests that the function of %rb is either to “endue with special power” (with God 
as subject), or “declare God to be the source of special power = bless” (with a human subject and 
a divine object) (HALOT, I:160). Discovering the word’s function requires searching the biblical 
text, looking for patterns of usage, and, perhaps asking whether or not “bless” (in this case) is still 
the best basic gloss for this verbal root, especially given our cultural understanding of the word 
“bless”.

A question that often concerns students is how to determine the precise “meaning” of a given word—
why the author chose this word for this point in the text. This question is not always helpful.

The first danger in asking this question is that it assigns greater precision to the biblical authors 
than we are willing to accept ourselves. When someone asks us what we meant by a particular word, 
we are usually quite willling to list two or three synonyms (based on our internal “thesaurus”), 
rather than replying with the kind of definition found in a dictionary. Only when the word is a 
so-called technical term, such as might be used within a particular field of study (e.g., “synec-
doche” (poetry), “synthetic compound” (organic chemistry)), might we resort to a dictionary-like 
explanation. Their question might also help us realize that we had chosen the “wrong” word for our 
hearer(s) (we assumed that they would understand it), or for the occasion (perhaps we used a highly 
formal word in an informal setting), or for some other reason.

Since they were human beings, using a human language to communicate with other people, we 
can assume that the biblical authors also used words “as they thought”, that is, without necessarily 
worrying about whether or not it was the “precise” term. Furthermore, there are many constraints 
upon an author’s choice of terms, some of which we can [sometimes] determine, most of which we 
cannot. In attempting to discern the significance of a particular choice, therefore, we need to be 
aware of these constraints—or at least to realize that the author was constrained—before trying 
to assess or assign any special meaning or function to a particular word. What are some of those 
constraints?

1. The immediate context is the most obvious constraint. A word must fit its linguistic envi-
ronment, contribute to the function of the overall text, and generally “make sense” to its 
hearers or readers. It is in this sense that we may, for example, find ourselves “stuck” for 
“just the right word” when writing a letter, paper, or sermon.
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2. A less obvious constraint is that the author must know the word (syntagm, etc.) in order to 
use it, and would have known its connotative “load”—socially emotive associations that are 
lost to us. This load may privilege or neutralize a particular linguistic expression (lexical 
choice, morphosyntactic choice, etc.) for the author and for that context, in light of his 
purpose(s) for writing, his own background and his assumptions about his hearers. Further, 
since connotation is both personal and contextual, as well as societal, we must be extremely 
cautious about extrapolating the author’s motivation by merely studying its occurrences in 
Biblical Hebrew. This is far more important than the “root” or “basic” meaning of a word, 
which (cf. Lesson 2) is illusory.

None of this is intended to make us despair, but merely to caution us against over-reading the 
biblical text, seeking out “hidden treasures” of meaning. The languages in which the Bible was 
written were ordinary, working languages, spoken, written, and read by ordinary people. They are 
not secret or hidden “codes” which we need to decipher, but stories, poems, and sermons (and gene-
alogies, and …) written for us to read and enjoy, and to profit from reading them.

Reading the text in Hebrew (or Greek) forces us to slow down, to give more attention to the text 
itself, rather than to merely skim over its surface or “reading” it through the lenses of sermons 
heard or read, lessons learned, or other interpretations. We cannot rid ourselves of every assump-
tion or prejudgement, but we can force ourselves to read more carefully, paying attention to how 
the biblical authors wrote, as well as to what (and why) they wrote it.

Since reading in Hebrew forces us to slow down, we are prone to pay far more attention to specific 
linguistic elements of the biblical text than we would ever pay to a book in our own language, such 
as an author’s choice of verbal tense. This is a good thing, but it also encourages us to lose sight of 
the forest for the trees, which is not helpful.

We need to be sure, therefore, to read the entire story, not merely the individual words that make 
up that story; the entire poem, not merely the words and lines of that poem; the entire sermon 
(prophecy), not merely its forms and lexical choices, just as we read any other text in a language 
that is more familiar to us.
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Lesson 24
OTHER KINDS OF VERBAL ROOTS

There are two main types of verbal roots in Biblical Hebrew: those which “have three unchangeable 
root consonants” (Joüon-Muraoka 1991, §40c), and which are called “strong”, and those which lack 
one or more of their radicals in some forms, and may be called “weak” or “variable”.160 Up to this point 
we have studied only the forms of verbs with strong roots, but we now turn to the other types.

Although it is tempting to think in terms of “regular” and “irregular” verbs, Hebrew verbs are more 
or less regular. Even the types of roots to which we now turn are fairly consistent. There are five 
main types of variable verbs in Biblical Hebrew, named according to the position of the weak letter, 
using either Roman numerals or the letters of the traditional paradigm verb l[p (“do, make”).

24.1 The Types & Effect of Root Weakness

Name
Lexical 
Form

The Nature of the Variation 
(effect of the weakness)

Initial 
Weak

I-n
!"p

lpn 
fall

Initial n assimilates to (and doubles) the second radical of the 
verbal root whenever the first radical is followed by silent åewa.

I-w/y 
w/y"p

bvy 
sit, settle

Initial y either disappears or becomes a vowel letter whenever the 
first radical is followed by silent åewa (and in a few other forms).

Middle 
Weak 

(Hollow)

II-w/y 
w/y"[

ryvi 
sing

Lacking a second radical (thus “hollow”), these roots differ from 
the basic verb in all forms except the D-stems (where they are 
rare). Unlike other verbs, their lexical form is Q NC.

Final 
Weak

["[ 
geminate

bbs 
surround

The second and third radicals are the same (“geminate” means 
“twinned”); they are weak in most forms except the D-stems.

III-h 
h"l

hnB 
build

The final h of the lexical form is a vowel letter, replacing an 
original y, which is still present before verbal (PGN) endings; the 
most consistent weak verbs.

The nature and location of the different weaknesses means that not all forms of a weak verb are, in 
fact, weak (i.e., some forms look just like the forms of lvm). This chart shows how each type relates 
to the strong verb.

Weakness Qal Nifal D-stems H-stems

I-n 
I-w/y

Weak in imperfect, 
preterite imperative, 
infinitive construct

Weak in perfect & 
participle

Strong in all 
forms Weak 

in 
all 

formsII-w/ y 
Geminate

Weak in nearly all forms
Replaced by polel, 

polal, hitpolel

III-h Weak in preterite, jussive, infinitive construct, & all forms with PGN endings

160. English distinguishes strong from weak verbs by the form of their past tense. Verbs which add 
“-ed” to form the past are called “strong”, since the form of the verbal root does not change (“look”, “looked”), 
whereas verbs that indicate the past by changing a vowel (“run”, “ran”), or all or part of their form (“go”, 
“went”; “teach”, “taught”; “be”, “are”) are “weak”.
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Any verbal form with only two root consonants has a weak root, which you can discover by elimi-
nation or by knowing vocabulary. For example, the form %b.YEw: must be from one of the following 
roots: %bn, %by, hkb, %wb, %yb, %kb. Checking the lexicon shows that only two of these roots occur 
in Biblical Hebrew: hkb, “weep, cry” (c. 100x) and %Wb, “be confused” (3x). Context should let you 
choose the correct root.

24.1.1 Consistency among Verbal Forms

Each verbal stem is fairly consistent, using, for example, the same prefix vowel for each type of 
weakness. In addition, the III-h verbs (for example) are weak in many forms, but their weakness 
is consistent across all stems and conjugations, and—this is especially important—their weakness 
does not affect any of the diagnostics that we learned for the basic verb, which means that they are 
fairly easy to recognize.

It is tempting to see the strong and weak forms as vastly different, but they are in fact quite 
closely tied to the forms of the strong verb (more strongly than, e.g., “be”, “was”, “are”, and “am”, or 
even ble,pw and ei=don).

1. The subject [PGN] affixes are the same in all verbal forms (e.g., Wn- is always 1cp perfect, 
whether the stem is strong or weak).

2. The weaknesses of these verbal roots are only morphological—they only affect the shape of 
the verbal form. They do not affect the function or syntax of the stems or conjugations (i.e., 
the preterite delineates the narrative backbone, and the hifil is generally transitive [occurs 
with an object]).

24.2 III-h Verbs

The final h- of the lexical form of these verbal roots is a vowel letter, not a consonant. These verbs 
originally ended in y, which thus “replaces” the final h- before consonantal PGN endings and in 
Q passive participle. This weakness does not affect anything in front of the second radical of the 
verbal root, which means that their stem diagnostics are identical to those of the basic verb. These 
roots are also called h"l and “final h”.

N.B.:  Verbal roots ending in H- (h with mappiq) are not weak, but III-guttural (above); mappiq 
shows that the final h is a consonant, not a vowel letter (e.g., HbG, “be high”; Hgn, “shine/be 
bright”).

24.2.1 Form

1. If there is no PGN ending
a) All forms except jussive, preterite, and infinitive construct end in h. Each conjugation has 

a specific vowel before the final h, regardless of the stem (on J, Pr, and NC, see below).

 

Ending Conjugation Example Parsing Where this Ending Occurs

h '- perfect hn"B' 3ms Q P 3ms P only

all stems
h ,- imperfect hn<b.yI 3ms Q F

1cs F, 2ms F, 3m/fs F, 
1cp F only

participle hn<b.m; ms H Ptc ms Ptc only

h e- imperative hnEB. ms Q V 2ms V only

infinitive 
absolute hnEb.h; H NA H & Hp NA H & Hp only

h o- infinitive 
absolute hNOB;t.hi Dt NA NA only

all stems 
except H & Hp

tA- infinitive 
construct tAnB. Q NC

NC 
f.p. Ptc

all stems
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b) In the jussive and preterite of all stems, the final h drops off forms without a PGN 
ending, and a “helping” vowel—usually segol—is added between the first and second 
radicals of the root.

 

Perfect Imperfect Jussive Preterite

Q 3ms hn"B' hn<b.yI !b,yI !b,YIw: and he built

1cp WnyliG" hl,g>nI lg<nI lg<NIw: and we revealed

N 3ms ha'r>nI ha,r'yE [ar'yE] ar'YEw: and he appeared

D 3ms hW"ci hW<c;y> wc;y> wc;y>w: and he commanded

Dp 3ms hW"cu hW<cuy> wcuy> wcuy>w: and he was commanded

Dt 3ms [hS'K;t.hi] hS,K;t.yI [sK;t.yI] sK;t.YIw: and he hid [himself]

H 3ms hq'v.hi hq,v.y: qv.y: qv.Y:w: and he poured out

Hp 3ms hq'v.h' [hq,v.y"] [qv.y"] [qv.Y"w:] and it was poured out

c) In the qal passive (Qp) participle the final radical is y instead of h:

 
yWnB' built ms Qp Ptc
yWlG" revealed

2. If there is a PGN ending:
a) Vocalic PGN endings are added directly to the second radical of the root. This occurs 

with W- and y i-, but not with the 3fs perfect ending (h '-; #3 below):

 

Wnb.yI They will build 3mp Q F

ynIb.Ti You (fs) will build 2fs Q F

ynIB. Build! 2fs Q V

WWc; Command! mp D V

b) With consonantal endings y replaces the h of the lexical form,161 and comes between the 
verbal root and the ending. It is preceded by hiireq or siere (in P), or segol (F, V).

 

ytiynIB' I built 1cs Q P

t'yqiv.hi You (ms) watered 2ms H P

hn"yn<b.Ti You/they (fp) will build 2/3fp Q F

3. In 3fs P (all stems), ht'- is added to the second radical of the root:

 

ht'n>B' She built 3fs Q P

ht'n>b.h' She was caused to build 3fs Hp P

ht'n>p.hi She caused to turn 3fs H P

4. The infinitive construct in all stems is formed by replacing the final h with tA- :

 

tAnB. to build Q NC

tAnB'hi to be built N NC

tAnb.h; to cause to build H NC

161. As mentioned above, y- was the original final letter of the III-h verbs.
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5. The cohortative and imperfect look alike (i.e., cohortative h is not used), so that it can only 
be detected from the context.

 
hn<b.nI Let us build! 1cp Q C or

We shall build 1cp Q F

6. III- h roots which are also I-[ (hf[, hn[, hl[) have hiatef-patahi under the [ and patah as 
prefix vowel in both Q and H. When this is combined with the loss of the final h in the pret-
erite (#1b, above), some forms of qal and hifil look exactly alike, and can be distinguished 
only from the context. Many of these verbs are intransitive in qal (e.g., hl[), and so will not 
have a direct object (He went up), but will have one in H (He took [X] up).

 

~t,yfi[] You (mp) made 2mp Q P

Wl[]T; You (mp) go up/ascend or 
You (mp) take [cause to go] up

2mp Q F or 
2mp H F

[requires an object]

l[;Y:w: He went up (Q) or 
He [caused to go] took up (H) 

3ms Q Pr or 
3ms H Pr

[requires an object]

hnE[] Answer [ms]! 2ms Q V

24.3 The Verb hyh (Review)

The verb hyh (introduced in §15.2) is the most common verb in the Bible (more than 3500x), Its 
forms are rather unusual due to its final h- and medial -y-. Since it is a III-h root, it follows the 
patterns described above, but whenever the yod ends a verbal form (in, e.g., 1cs, 2ms, 3ms, and 3fs 
preterite), it becomes a vowel letter and the form ends in long ˙ireq ( y I-).

24.3.1 Common Forms of hyh (all qal)162

P 1cs ytiyyIh' I was Pr 3ms yhiy>w:
Now he/it was
Then there was a/some …

3cp Wyh' They were 3mp Wyh.YIw: They were

F 3ms hy<h.yI He shall be J 3ms yhiy> Let/May he/it be/happen

3mp Wyh.yI They shall be NC tAyh.
tAyh]

to be/[by] being

24.3.2 Function of hyh (cf. §15.2.2)

Although hyh is often glossed “be” or “become”, its most common function in biblical narrative is 
to introduce a change of setting or circumstance—a shift of scene or focus—in a biblical narrative. 
The form most commonly used for this function is 3ms qal preterite (yhiy>w:), which functions as a 
discourse-level particle except when followed by a nominal subject.2 In Ruth 1.1, for example, the 
first yhiy>w: is introductory and thus not represented in the translation, but the second is followed by 
a subject (b['r'), and therefore is predicate (and glossed in English). The circumstantial clause is 
formed with NC, as is frequent in Biblical Hebrew:

yhiy>w: [signals past reference]

~yjip.Voh; jpov. ymeyBi In the days when the judges were judging,

#r,a'B' b['r' yhiy>w: there was a famine in the land [yhiy>w: has a subject],

vyai %l,YEw: and [so] a man went … (Ru 1.1)

162. hyh also occurs in nifal. For a complete paradigm of the III-h verb, see Appendix D.
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The circumstantial element can also be a nominal prepositional phrase, usually with a word of time 
or place:

hy"h'w> [signals future reference]

~ymiY"h; tyrix]a;B. at the end of the days

!Akn" hwhy-tyBe rh; hy<h.yI the mountain of YHWH’s house [temple] will be 
established (Mi 4.1)

24.4 Frequency

This lists all III-h verbal roots that occur fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew, in order of 
descending frequency.

hyh c. 3500x hnx camp, encamp 143x

hf[ do, make, act 2573x hnP turn (aside) 134x

har see 1294x hkB weep 114x

hl[ go up, ascend 879x hdy throw (D); thank, praise (H) 115x

hkn hit, wound, defeat 504x hnz fornicate 95x

hwc command (D) 494x hrx be(come) angry, hot 94x

hnB build 373x (II) hn[ be humbled, humiliated (Q) 79x

(I) hn[ answer 314x hqv water, give to drink (H) 79x

hyx live 281x hlx be(come) weak, sick 77x

hbr increase, multiply 226x hnq acquire, get, buy 78x

hlK cease, finish, end 204x hzx see 72x

hjn stretch out, turn 215x hdP buy, ransom 56x

htv drink 217x hba agree, accept 54x

hlG reveal, uncover 187x (III) hry teach, instruct (H) 54x

(I) h[r feed, graze, tend 171x hcr be pleased with, like 50x

hsK cover, conceal (D) 157x h[T wander (lost) 50x

24.5 Concepts

circumstantial strong verb weak verb

24.6 Vocabulary

answer, reply; respond (I) hn"[' .363 build hn"B' .355

be humbled, afflicted; 
humble, afflict (D) (II) hn"[' .364

uncover, reveal (√I) hl'G"
.356

go into captivity/exile (√II) hl'G"
do, make; act hf'[' .365 live, be/stay alive hy"x' .357

command, order (D) hw"c' .366
cease, finish, end, complete 
(often with inf. const.) hl'K' .358

see ha'r' .367 cover, conceal (D) hs'K' .359

increase, multiply hb'r' .368 stretch out; turn hj'n" .360

feed, graze, tend; herd h['r' .369 hit, wound, defeat (H) hk'n" .361

drink ht'v' .370 go up, ascend hl'[' .362
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24.7 Exercises

After you have studied the III-h verb, gloss these sentences, parsing all verbal forms.

Is 40.5; dxy together hw"hy> dAbK. hl'g>nIw> .1

`rBeDI hw"hy> yPi yKi wD'x.y: rf'B'-lk' War'w>

Jr 35.17; these are parallel poetic lines, each 
consisting of two clauses joined by -w>

W[m_ev' al{w> ~h,ylea] yTir>B;DI .2

`Wn*[' al{w> ~h,l' ar'q.a,w"

Jonah 1.10; the conjunction yKi has two different 
functions

t'yfi[' taZO-hm; wyl'ae Wrm.aYOw: .3

~yvin"a]h' W[d>y"-yKi
x:rebo aWh hw"hy> ynEp.Limi-yKi

Ps 30.11 [EV 30.10]; ynI = 1cs suffix; !nx be gracious, 
show favour; there are three imperatives in this v.; 
both occurrences of hwhy are vocative

ynINEx'w> hw"hy>-[m;v. .4

`yli rzE[o-hyEh/ hw"hy>

2 Ch 19.6 ~yfi[o ~T,a;-hm' War> .5

Gn 13.1; Egypt; Abram, Lot; Negev ATv.aiw> aWh ~yIr;c.Mimi ~r'b.a; l[;Y:w: .6

`hB'g>N<h; AM[i jAlw> Al-rv,a]-lk'w>

Gn 1.3–4a; the athna˙ (the accent under the first 
occurrence of rAa means “pause here”; see §27.3)

`rAa-yhiy>w: rAa_ yhiy> ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: .7

bAj-yKi rAah'-ta, ~yhil{a/ ar>Y:w:

Gn 1.9; hwq be gathered (N) ~yIm;V'h; tx;T;mi ~yIM;h; WwQ'yI ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: .8

`!ke-yhiy>w: hv'B'Y:h; ha,r'tew> dx'a, ~Aqm'-la,

Gn 2.18; db;l. only, alone, here with 3ms suffix ADb;l. ~d'a'h' tAyh/ bAj-aOl .9

Gn 2.24 dx'a, rf'b'l. Wyh'w> .10

Gn 8.20; Noah hw"hyl; x:Bez>mi x:nO !b,YIw: .11

Gn 20.12 hV'ail. yli-yhiT.w: .12

Ex 33.18 [ynI e = 1cs suffix] `^d,boK.-ta, an" ynIaer>h; rm;aYOw: .13

Ex 32.4; larfy is vocative; Egypt laer'f.yI ^yh,l{a/ hL,ae Wrm.aYOw: .14

`~yIr'c.mi #r,a,me ^Wl[/h, rv,a]

Dt 9.9 `ytiytiv' al{ ~yIm;©W yTil.k;a' al{ ~x,l,© .15

1 Sa 4.9; ~yTiv.liP. is vocative; Philistines, Hebrews Wdb.[;T; !P, ~yTiv.liP. ~yvin"a]l; Wyh.wI WqZ>x;t.hi
~yrIb.[il'

.16

`~T,m.x;l.nIw> ~yvin"a]l; ~t,yyIh.wI ~k,l' Wdb.[' rv,a]K;

1 Sa 26.23; hba be willing `hwhy x:yvim.Bi ydIy" x:l{v.li ytiybia' al{w> .17

1 Sa 14.35; Saul hwhyl x:Bez>mi lWav' !b,YIw: .18

Ne 9.18; hc'a'n< contempt, blasphemy; Egypt ~yIr'c.Mimi ^l.[,h, rv,a] ^yh,l{a/ hz< Wrm.aYOw: .19

`tAldoG> tAca'n< Wf[]Y:w:

Lv 18.8; hwr[ nakedness [The “nakedness” 
commandments occur in Lv 18.6-19.]

`awhi ^ybia' tw:r>[, hLeg:t. al{ ^ybia'-tv,ae tw:r>[, .20
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24.8 Enrichment: Narrative Aperture

Circumstantial clauses or phrases, as discussed above, often signal narrative onset (or “aperture”), 
and thus can signal the author’s organization of the story (cf. the examples under in §24.3.2). The 
significance of this is that we need to beware the tendency to rearrange a text in order to suit our 
own purposes (i.e., the temptation to use the text merely to make our point). To take the first point 
of a sermon or exposition from the middle of the story (or poem), the second point from the begin-
ning, and our final point from near the end is merely a way of announcing to others that we would 
have written the passage differently. It is, in other words, to subordinate our own interests to the 
interests and concerns of its author.

Our message—which purports to re-present the text to our readers or hearers—must serve the 
text; the text does not exist to serve our sermon.

Noting narrative aperture is one means of being sure that we are paying attention to the authors’ 
arrangement of the material, and that we are attempting to follow their lead rather than to replace 
it with our own. Since every aperture also means that the previous section has closed, identifying 
apertures enables us to note the “breaks” in the story that correspond to the paragraphs, etc. of 
stories in English. Since the chapter breaks in our modern Bibles were not original, we need to be 
careful not to assume their priority in the organization of the story, even though they may indicate 
a “shift” of perspective within a larger, more general topic (cf. §26.8).

Semantic markers of aperture are mainly words that signal a change of some type—especially 
shifts in time (chronology), place (location), and participants (characters). By the same token, conti-
nuity of characters across chapter breaks suggests that the break is ill-placed. In Gn 18 (see §26.7) 
and 44, for example, the main character in the first unit of the chapter is not identified by name, 
implying in each case that he is the same person identified as the subject of the preceding clause(s). 
This in turn implies that the stories now separated by the chapter break are a single story that 
should be read and studied as a whole.
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Lesson 25
“PRE-READING” BIBLICAL NARRATIVE

This lesson outlines six steps that will help you find your way through a biblical story by 
“pre-reading” it in order to prepare to read [translate]. The first four steps—marking preterites, 
wayhî, Masoretic accents, and clause-initial particles—are purely mechanical, and can be done after 
only a few weeks’ study; the last two—quotation formulae and disjunctive clauses ( especially)—
strengthen our interpretation. This process will prepare you to read, study, and understand biblical 
stories but without, of course, guaranteeing a valid reading or interpretation. Nor can these the 
process of itself (i.e., merely by applying it) yield an expository outline. Used carefully, however, 
it should both help you avoid misinterpreting the story and suggest how the passage might be well 
interpreted and explained.

25.1 Preterites

Preterites (also called “imperfect + waw-consecutive” or wayyiqtol) form the “backbone” of biblical 
narratives, and tie them together, much as sticking to the past tense in English tells the reader 
or hearer “what happened then” or “next”. Locate and mark the preterites in the narrative by 
circling, highlighting, underlining, etc. This does at least three things:

1. Syntax. Since a preterite always “opens” (comes first in) its clause, marking the preter-
ites indicates where many, or even all, of the main narrative clauses begin. Each preterite 
clause should be read as a syntactical unit—do not move words “across” a preterite (e.g., we 
should not read ~rba Abram, the last word in Gn 12.7a, as part of the following preterite 
clause).163

Since the subject is often the second word in the preterite clause, marking the preterites 
also suggests where the subject of each clause can be found (this is far more of a tendency 
than a “rule”).

2. Flow & Pace. Preterites outline the story by their spacing and content (lexical function). If 
the preterites occur in clusters, with relatively larger stretches of material between clus-
ters, there will probably be a great deal of direct quotation, or a large amount of descriptive 
material (background), introducing or supporting the chain of events (e.g., 1 Sam 3.1-3). 
They may also be spaced relatively evenly throughout the narrative.

3. Content. The content (semantic load) of the preterites also suggests the nature of the story. 
For example, in Gn 12.1-9, the preterite that opens the discourse (rm,aYOw:) introduces three 
verses of direct quotation (12.1-3), which is followed by a stretch of six preterites (4-6), five 
of which are verbs of motion or travel. The next two preterites (7a) introduce another, very 
brief, divine speech (7b), followed by six more preterites, two of which describe the act of 
building (7c, 8b), and two of which are again verbs of motion (8a, 9a). Simply noting this 
suggests that the narrative contained in these verses centers on a person or persons moving 
from one place to another. Reading the story, therefore, you expect to find information 
about this type of activity (see Table I, below).

163. This does not address whether a particular translation might need or choose to place “Abram” in the 
following clause.
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Preterites in Gn 12.1-9

Gloss Next Form Preterite V.

∗and YHWH said hwhy rm,aYOw: 1

and Abram went ~r'b.a; %l,YEw: 4a

and he went with him ATai %l,YEw: 4b

and Abram took ~r'b.a; xQ;YIw: 5a

and they left to go tk,l,l' Wac.YEw: 5b

and they entered the land hc'r>a; WaboY"w: 5c

and Abram crossed/passed ~r'b.a; rbo[]Y:w: 6

and YHWH appeared hwhy ar'YEw: 7a

and he said to your seed ^[]r>z:l. rm,aYOw: 7b

and he built there ~v' !b,YIw: 7c

and he moved on from there ~V'mi qTe[.Y:w: 8a

and he pitched his tent hl{h\a' jYEw: 8b

and he built there ~v' !b,YIw: 8c

and he called on the name ~VeB. arq.YIw: 8d

and Abram set out ~r'b.a; [S;YIw: 9

Words in italics represent the verbal predicate;
regular type glosses the word after the preterite.

If, on the other hand, most or all of the preterites are verbs of speaking (e.g., Gn 17), you know 
that the “story” largely records a conversation, which in Scripture will tend to be one person telling 
another what to do (instruction, exhortation) or what he or she [the speaker] will do (prophecy, 
promise). In fact, in Gn 12.1-3, this is what we find. God tells Abram what to do (1), and then makes 
certain promises to him (2-3). This leads directly to a second aspect of narrative.

Identifying the preterites in a narrative reveals the beginning of the main narrative clausees, 
divides the narrative into smaller, more manageable pieces, outlines the flow of the story, suggests 
its pacing, and reveals some of its content.

25.2 wayhî-Clauses

A special preterite is yhiy>w: (3ms Q Pr of hyh), which has two primary syntagmatic functions, each of 
which is related to its function within the larger discourse.

1. Circumstantial. When wayhî is followed by a temporal expression—either a nominal 
phrase or a verbal clause (e.g., aWhh; ~AYB; yhiy>w: preposition + infinitive construct)—its 
clause is circumstantial. These usually indicate a change in the temporal or locative setting 
(cf. Gropp 1995, 202).

2. Predicate. When a subject follows wayhî, the clause introduces a person or object, or 
describes a change in the larger setting or circumstances of the story.

Taking the next passage in Genesis as an example, the form wayhî occurs four times in Gn 12.10-16 
(Table II). The first (10) and fourth (16b) have subjects and are therefore predicate, introducing 
changes in the narrative situation; the second (11) and third (14) are circumstantial, introducing 
[events at] stages in Abram’s journey to Egypt.
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WAYHÎ in Gn 12.10-16

Narrative Shift Gloss wayhî Clause Gn

A change in situation, implying that 
the famine began after Abram was is 
in the land (background information 
for what follows)

There was a famine in the 
land

#r,a'B' b['r' yhiy>w: 12.10

The second “stage” of Abram’s journey 
to Egypt (cf. v. 10b)

When he was about to 
enter Egypt, …

hm'y>r'c.mi aAbl' byriq.hi yhiy>w: 12.11

The conclusion of Abram’s journey to 
Egypt

When Abram entered 
Egypt, …

hm'y>r'c.mi ~r'b.a; aAbK. yhiy>w: 12.14

A change in Abram’s circumstance 
because of Sarai

He had flocks and herds, 
…

rq'b'W-!aco Al yhiy>w: 12.16

The beginning of 12.10 implies that when Abram had arrived and received the promise of God there 
was no famine; the clause in 12.16 implies that he now had [much?] more than before Pharaoh took 
Sarai.

When wayhî is predicate (as defined above), it is morphologically bound to (or cohesive with) the 
main storyline since it is a preterite, which suggests that wayhî clauses raise the description of a 
state or condition to the status of the narrative backbone, even though they do not narrate a sequen-
tial or consequential event (e.g., Gn 12.10).164

This function is analogous to that of a preterite of a non-dynamic stative verb. For example, 
“Abram was very wealthy”, describes a general state or condition, while “Abram became [or had 
become] very wealthy”, describes either the beginning of his wealth (“became”) or his prior arrival at 
a state of wealth (“had become”). There is thus the possibility that predicate wayhî clauses may be 
inceptive, as in the traditional translation of the prophetic formula: yT;mia]-!B, hn"Ay-la, hwhy-rb;D. yhiy>w:, 
“YHWH’s word came to Jonah …” [Jon 1.1]); Gn 12.10 would then signal “A famine came upon the 
land”.

In fact, since both types of wayhî clauses can signal a change in setting or circumstance (e.g., 
Gn 12.10), they reveal some of the discontinuities in the story that mark what can be called  narrative 
“seams” or “boundaries”, or the onset of the story’s narrative “chunks”.

Although we need to check our impressions of the function of wayhî against the relationship 
between the content of the wayhî clause and the rest of the discourse (especially the preceding 
clauses), this helps us look beyond the individual form to its literary cotext, and thus to avoid 
merely “literal” renderings such as “and it happened/came to pass”.

25.3 Rabbinic Accents

The Masoretic accents were inserted into the text c. 500-900 CE to help readers pronounce and 
understand what they read;165 each is associated with a brief melody that tells the cantor how to 
chant the text during services. Most of them indicate the accented (“tone”) syllable, but they also 
signal each word’s relationship to the following word.166 There are two types of accents, disjunc-
tive167 and conjunctive.168

164. The exception to this “rule of non-narration” is when yhiy>w: (and other forms of hayah) are followed by 
a -l in order to show a change in the subject’s status; the combination is generally rendered by a form of the 
verb “become”.

165. There are two accentual systems, one used in Psalms, Job, and Proverbs, the other in the rest of the 
Hebrew Bible.

166. Accents thus testify to a now-codified rabbinic reading of the verse; like the paragraphing and punc-
tuation of a modern English version, they are part of the history of biblical interpretation, not part of the text 
per se.

167. The rabbis called these melakhîm (“kings”); Christian grammarians called them domini (“lords”).
168. The rabbis called these meshartîm (“servants”); Christian grammarians called them servi (“servants”).
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A disjunctive accent means “Pause after this word”, that is, separate this word from the next 
one. The pause may be large or small, depending on the relative strength of the accent. The 
accent’s function applies only to the individual word that it marks. These six disjunctive accents 
are numbered according to the Tabula Accentum (included in BHS) according to their approximate 
“weight” or “strength” (there is little difference between #5 and #6).169

Major Disjunctive Accents

1. sillûq `%l,m,† marks the last word in the verse; it is followed by the two “diamonds” called 
sof pasuq (“end of verse/pasuq”)

2. ’atnach %l,m<+ divides the verse into two major sections (often called “halves”, but logical 
halves, not in number of words); there is only one ’atnach per verse170

3. segôlt¡ è%l,m, the primary divider of the first “half” of the verse (as indicated by ’atnach); 
written after its word (i.e., “postpositive”), and so does not mark the accented 
syllable

5. z¡q™f parva %l,m,ê divides either “half” or both “halves” of the verse171

6. z¡q™f magna %l,m,§ essentially a variant of #5

7. rebîa‘ %l,m,© resembles holem, but higher, larger, and diamond-shaped

8. tifka %l,m,Þ regularly precedes words with ’atnach (#2) and silluq (#1), i.e., before the 
major divisions of the verse172

The Masoretes used these accents to create divisions that were semantic, syntactical, or (often) 
both, much like English (European) punctuation. Furthermore, these disjunctive accents often 
precede preterites (and other clauses), reinforcing the first step (above). Just as preterites mark 
the ebb and flow of the story’s events, the major disjunctive accents suggest smaller units of textual 
organization that also help us “think our way through” the narrative.

We can read “between” the disjunctive accents (much like reading “between” preterites), since 
the material (words) between disjunctive accents functions as a unit. Although the accents are not 
original, and occasional accentual interpretations may even be questionable (e.g., 1 Sam 3.3b), they 
are quite venerable, and often help us read the text; at the very least, they are an important witness 
to the history of interpretation.

You will soon notice a certain amount of coordination and overlap between these two systems—
preterites are normally preceded by disjunctive accents.

When pre-reading, putting a vertical line after words marked with one of these accents visibly 
divides the text into “meaningful” or “functional” clusters of words. The major disjunctive accents 
divide 1 Kings 1.1 into five ”pieces”; the last word is not separate, but part of the verbal clause, 
despite tifka.

1 Kings 1.1

!qeêz" dwID' %l,M,h;w> Now King David was old, zaqef

~ymi+Y"B; aB' advanced in days, ’atnach

~ydiêg"B.B; WhSuk;y>w: and they covered him with garments, zaqef

`Al) ~x;yI aOlw> but he was not warm. tifka – silluq

169. This table does not include silluq (#1), which tends to coincide with sof pasuq at the end of (nearly) 
every verse, or with the relatively rare accent åalåelet (#4).

170. It may be missing from short verses (e.g., Gn 18.1; Nu 27.5, 6; 28.1; Jon 1.1), or even longer ones 
(e.g., Dt 6.22).

171. Zaqef can occur more than once in either “half” of the verse.
172, Tifka can precede a short word cluster in which the last word has ’atnach or silluq, and so can break 

up a “longer” string of words that might begin with, e.g., a word following zaqef and end with silluq. In Jon 1.6, 
tifka occurs before the last two words, which are a preterite clause.
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The conjunctive accents, on the other hand, mean “Don’t pause after this word”, that is, link 
this word to the next one—they belong together. The strength of the link depends on the relative 
strength of the accent. The most important conjunctive accent (and the only one that this pre-
reading exercise uses) is munach (%l,m,ä). Munach can occur several times in a verse, and even under 
consecutive words, linking, for example, words in a construct chain. When munach occurs under a 
word that is also marked with a disjunctive accent, the disjunctive accent takes priority (cf. tyMiên:WVåh; 
in 1 Kgs 1.3). Noticing and marking munach keeps together words that belong together.

N.B.:  Not every accent occurs in every verse (e.g., Gn 18.1 lacks ’atnach; many verses lack 
zaqef, rebîa‘); munach is often lacking.

25.4 Clause-Initial Particles

Another step of this pre-reading process is to mark any “clause-leading” or “clause-initial” particles. 
These function words usually begin or “introduce” their clause.173 Having a basic idea of the func-
tion of these words, we can strengthen our expectations about the story by noting the relationships 
that these particles signal between clauses and larger chunks of the narrative.

Clause-Initial Particles

rv,a] which, who, that introduces relative clause that usually refers to the preceding word

hT'[;w>174 therefore
introduces volitional conclusions 
(i.e., calls for action/response: imperative, cohortative, jussive)

rv,a]K; as, just as introduces comparison

hKo thus, so introduces clause of manner

yKi

that introduces content of indirect quotation

because, for introduces reason for, cause of

when/if introduces conditions (e.g., laws)

![;m;l. in order that, so that introduces purpose or result (goal)

!Ke-l[; therefore introduces logical conclusion (never calls for action/response)

25.5 Quotation Formulae

The narrative burden of many stories is carried by direct quotations, which are often introduced by 
preterites that someone said, spoke, commanded, etc.

Direct quotations are normally introduced by a verb of speaking (rma, rbD, lav, etc.) that is often 
followed by the subject and addressee (introduced by the preposition -l). The syntagm (e.g., “YHWH said 
to Abram”) helps us locate the beginning (aperture) of the quotation; if the form rmoale occurs, the next 
word almost always begins the quotation. The end of a speech is not as easily recognized, since other 
clauses may come between the end of the quotation and the next preterite. For now, merely noting the 
quotation formulae will alert you to the presence of speeches in the passage.

Many quotation formulae are preterites, but they also occur in other types of clauses (e.g., in 
Gn 12.12a Wrm.a'w>, and they will say, is a quote within a quote—it falls within Abram’s speech), which 
means that it is not enough merely to check the marked preterites for verbs of speaking; other 
clauses must also be examined.

173. Contrast the conjunction waw, which functions at all syntagmatic levels, from phrase to discourse.
174. Without the prefixed waw-, hT'[;; refers to the present: “now”. We‘att¡ clauses are disjunctive (see 

below) by definition (w+non-verb), and mark the transition from argument to conclusion (and action or 
 decision).
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When a character instructs or directs another to do something, the narrator often says merely that 
“and he did so” (!Ke f[;Y:w: (Jg 6.20; 1 Kg 20.25; Est 2.4; Is 20.2)) or “so they did what Moses [Josuha] 
had commanded”, without describing their actions or repeating the instructions. This means that 
although the preterites of quotation formulae may carry the narrative flow of the story, the content 
of the quotations often provides much of its substance. Key to pre-reading a narrative is therefore 
identifying the quotations.

Quotation formulae also serve another purpose: when repeated within a unified speech (i.e., a 
speech made by one person), they do not so much re-introduce the speaker (as though the author 
expects the reader to have forgotten who was speaking), but signal topical shifts within the speech. 
Here are three examples from Genesis.

Throughout the creation account (Gn 1.3-26), each occurrence of the quotation formula rm,aYOw: 
signals the next divine creative activity. There was no one else to speak, so we must ask why the 
verb and its subject (~yhiOla/ rm,aYOw:) are repeated. Typically in Biblical Hebrew, the repeated quota-
tion formulae break up and “outline” extended speeches; here, divine speech initiates each creative 
act.175 These three examples demonstrate this function of quotation formulae.

1. At the end of that chapter, two quotation formulae divide, or “outline”, the divine speech to 
the newly created man and woman topically (Gn 1.28-30):

 

Topic Gloss Quotation Formula Gn

The blessing of abundance &
dominion

God blessed them … and 
God said to them,“… ~h,l' rm,aYOw: … %r,b'y>w: 3.28

The provision of food And God said,“… ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 3.29

2. In Gn 9.1-17, the author uses quotation formulae to organize a long divine speech:

 

Topic Gloss Quotation Formula Gn

And God blessed Noah and his 
sons and said to them, “…

x:An-ta, ~yhil{a/ %r,b'y>w: 
~h,l' rm,aYOw: wyn"B'-ta,w> 

9.1

Divine covenant with all life
And God said to Noah & his 
sons with him [saying], “…

x:An-la, ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 
rmoale ATai wyn"B'-la,w>

9.8

The sign of the covenant And God said, “… ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 9.12

Reiteration: sign & scope 
of covt.

And God said to Noah, “… x:nO-la, ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 9.17

3. Genesis 17 illustrates both points about quotation formulae, including the difference 
between an extended speech and conversation. The announcement of the covenantal sign of 
circumcision (Gn 17.3b-17) is divided into three sections by further quotative frames:

 

New Topic Gloss Quotation Formula Gn

YHWH’s rôle in the covenant
And God spoke with 
him [saying], “…” rmoale ~yhil{a/ ATai rBed;y>w: 17.3b

Abraham’s responsibility under 
the covenant (circumcision)

And God said to 
Abraham, “…” ~h'r'b.a;-la, ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 17.9

Sarah’s rôle in the covenantal 
promise

And God said to 
Abraham, “…” ~h'r'b.a;-la, ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 17.15

175. More precisely, as is often pointed out, the divine speech is the creative act; this theological issue is 
separate from its function within the structure of the narrative.
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This is followed by three preterites that describe Abraham’s response (He fell … he laughed … 
he said to himself … [17.17]),176 after which two further quotation formulae introduce the next part 
the conversation between Abraham and YHWH:

Topic Gloss Quotation Formula Ref.

Abraham asks about Ishmael And Abraham said to God, “… ~yhil{a/h'-la, ~h'r'b.a; rm,aYOw: 17.18

God reassures him about Ishmael And God said, “… ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 17.19

Noting quotational formulae should fill some of the visual “gaps” in the preterite chain. Just 
as the preterite chain suggests the pace of the story, quotation plays a rôle in pacing by slowing a 
narrative.177 While we read a quotation, no other events are being narrated, which stops the flow of 
events—the only “event” is the words of the quotation.

If a passage consists largely of quotation (as in, e.g., Gn 1.3-26; 9.1-17; 17.3b-21), not much 
“happens”, even if the passage is fairly lengthy, although, to be fair (and to invoke a false dichotomy), 
what is said (the content of the quotations) often overshadows that something is being said (the 
narrated event).

25.6 Disjunctive Clauses

Another key to reading a biblical narrative is the location and content of disjunctive clauses. A 
clause consists of a topic (the subject) and a comment about that topic (the predicate).178 A sentence 
always consists of at least one clause, but a single clause can also be a sentence. In Biblical Hebrew, 
topics and comments can belong to several “classes” of words, and nearly anything that can be a 
topic can also be a comment (nearly all of these combinations occur; this chart does not imply that 
any are more frequent or prominent than others):

“Word-classes” in Clauses

Topic (word-classes) Comment (word-classes)

noun (generic) aybin" noun (generic) %l,m,
noun (proper) ~r'b.a; noun (proper) dwID'
pronoun (independent) hT'a; participle (predicate) rpeso
pronoun (suffixed to NC) ^T.k.l,l' participle (substantive) bteKoh;
pronoun (subject PGN affix) !T,b.t;K. adjective (predicate) [r;
participle (substantive) bteKoh; adjective (substantive) ~yliAdG>h;
adjective (substantive) ~yliAdG>h; infinitive construct tk,l,
infinitive construct tAyh.li prepositional phrase (usually locative) tyIB;B;

finite verb (perfect, imperfect,
 preterite, imperative)

bK;v.yI
%l,

Clauses often have other elements that relate primarily to the entire clause—to the relationship 
between the topic and comment, rather than specifically to one or the other. For example, a prepo-
sitional phrase that tells us where something occurred may also tell us where the subject/topic was 
when it happened. Such a phrase relates to the entire predication, not just to one of its elements.

176. This rapid succession of preterites—which is quite unlike the surrounding narrative—suggests that 
the author saw these actions as some sort of narrative “peak” or “climax”.

177. In a movie, for example, dialogue often controls pace. Unlike a movie (in which we can both listen to 
and watch a speaker or listener), text can only mention one thing at a time.

178. The term “comment” seeks to avoid the confusion caused by “predicate”, which connotes “verb” to 
many readers (verbs are only one of a number of potential grammatical forms that can function as a comment 
in Biblical Hebrew).
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Disjunctive clauses begin with the conjunction waw + a non-verb (i.e., anything except a 
finite verbal form). Backgrounded actions, activities, setting, and irrealis (i.e., what didn’t happen) 
tend to occur in disjunctive clauses, but it is not primarily the verbal conjugation that determines 
the relative status or function of a clause. Instead, a disjunctive clause signals the reader that 
it (the clause) is not on the narrative “backbone”, or the preterite “story-line”. After noting this, 
we can address the separate question of what the clause suggests about its status relative to the 
storyline. Disjunctive clauses have two primary functions:

1. They describe an activity or state that parallels that described in the previous clause. The 
syntax of the disjunctive clause often reverses or inverts the syntax of the clause that it 
parallels. After Naomi’s second statement urging Orpah and Ruth to return to Moab, the 
contrasting responses of her daughters-in-law are described in a preterite clause (“and 
Orpah kissed …”) and a disjunctive clause (“but Ruth clung …”):

 
Ht'Amx]l; hP'r>[' qV;Tiw: and-she-kissed Orpah her-mother-in-law,

HB' hq'b.D' tWrw> but-Ruth she-clung to-her. (Ru 1.14b; cf. 1 Sam 1.2b)

 On the other hand, the wives of Abram and Nahor are introduced in parallel clauses with no 
implied contrast, the first is asyndetic, and the second disjunctive (Gn 11.29b):

 
yr'f' ~r'b.a;-tv,ae ~ve The-name-of the-wife-of Abram [was] Sarai,

hK'l.mi rAxn"-tv,ae ~vew> and-the-name-of the-wife-of Nahor [was] Milkah.

2. Disjunctive clauses also present parenthetic information, which tends to be either flashback 
(information about earlier events), setting, or other information that the reader will need in 
order to understand events upcoming in the narrative. For example, the Canaanite presence 
in the land, noted in a disjunctive clause (Gn 12.6) creates narrative tension with Abram’s 
preceding call (Gn 12.1) and YHWH’s following promise (Gn 12.7):

 `#r,a'B' za' ynI[]n:K.h;w>  Now-the-Canaanite [was] then in-the-land.

This information is expanded in a later disjunctive clause that helps the reader understand why 
Abram and Lot could not stay together (Gn 13.7b):

`#r,a'B' bveyo za' yZIrIP.h;w> ynI[]n:K.h;w>  Now-the-Canaanite and-the-Perizzite then lived in-the-land.

Genesis 12 contains four disjunctive clauses. They identify Abram’s age, which becomes increas-
ingy important in his ongoing search for an heir (Gn 12.4b); the potential tension between YHWH’s 
promise and the Canaanite presence (Gn 12.6b); Pharaoh’s good treatment of Abram for Sarai’s 
sake (Gn 12.16a), as he had predicted (Gn 12.13b); and what Abram was to do after Pharaoh discov-
ered his deception about his relationship to Sarai (Gn 12.19b); it therefore begins with hT'[;w>, there-
fore (see “clause-initial particles”, above).

Marking disjunctive clauses highlights information that is crucial to the story; it also reminds us 
that they probably do not describe the next event in the narrative sequence.

25.7 What’s Next?

Ater pre-reading, the next step is to translate the passage in writing; this has at least four purposes: 
(1) it slows down our reading, compelling us to pay attention to the text itself; (2) it forces us to 
choose a rendering (rather than merely note all of the possibilities); (3) it quickly reveals that 
translation entails far more than choosing the “right” gloss or creating a “word-for-word” running 
gloss; and thus (4) it should protect us against the arrogance that can come from a facility with the 
biblical languages, as we realize the number and nature of choices and compromises entailed in 
preparing a written translation.
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25.8 Vocabulary

teach, instruct (H) (III) hr'y" .379 be willing, agree hb'a' .371

ransom, buy (back) hd'P' .380 weep, mourn, wail hk'B' .372

turn (toward) hn"P' .381 fornicate, commit illicit sex hn"z" .373

acquire, get, buy hn"q' .382 see, observe, gaze [at] hz"x' .374

be pleased with, like hc'r' .383 be/become weak, sick, ill hl'x' .375

pleasure, favor !Acr' .384 camp, encamp hn"x' .376

water, give a drink 
[to someone or something] (H) hq'v' .385 be/become angry, hot hr'x' .377

wander (lost) h['T' .386 thank, praise (H) hd'y" .378

25.9 Exercise

In the reading passage for the next class, (1) mark (highlight, underline) the preterites; (2) quota-
tion formulae; and (3) any occurrences of wayhî (and identify their function as either circumstan-
tial or predicate).

25.10 Enrichment: Pre-reading Ruth 2.1-7

What is the result of pre-reading a passage of biblical narrative? In Ru 2.1-7 the underlining and 
shading show that the author used two disjunctive clauses flanking two appositional phrases to 
describe Boaz (1). The next disjunctive clause in these verses also refers to Boaz, this time to his 
arrival at the field (4). The shading (quotations) shows the increasingly dialogical nature of the 
story (5-7), as well as the use of preterites within the direct speech of the servant’s report on Ruth’s 
actions (v. 7). The sequence of three preterites (3) stands out from the rest of the passage (there 
are no other consecutive preterites), suggesting that these actions form some sort of anticipatory 
climax.

Having been pre-read, these verses no longer consist of either a single block of text or 105 indi-
vidual concatenated words, but are revealed as a series of brief functional units of two to four 
words that together tell a well-crafted story:

                           

tWr rm,aTow:2 `z[;Bo Amv.W || %l,m,ylia/ tx;P;v.Mimi || lyIx; rABGI vyai || Hv'yail. [D'yUm. ymi[\n"l.W1

|| wyn"y[eB. !xe-ac'm.a, rv,a] || rx;a; || ~yliB\Vib; hj'q\l;a]w: hd,F'h; aN"-hk'l.ae || ymi[\n'-la, hY"bia]AMh;
tq;l.x, || h'r,q.mi rqeYIw: || ~yrIc.Qoh; yrex]a; || hd,F'B; jQel;T.w: aAbT'w: %l,Tew:3 `yTibi ykil. Hl' rm,aTow:

hwhy ~yrIc.AQl; rm,aYOw: || ~x,l,-tyBemi aB' || z[;bo-hNEhiw>4 `%l,m,ylia/ tx;P;v.Mimi rv,a] || z[;bol. hd,F'h;
`taZOh; hr'[]N:h; ymil. || ~yrIc.AQh;-l[; bC'NIh; || Ar[]n:l. z[;Bo rm,aYOw:5 `hwhy ^k.r,b'y> Al Wrm.aYOw: || ~k,M'[I
`ba'Am hdeF.mi ymi[\n"-~[i hb'V'h; || ayhi hY"bia]Am hr'[]n: || rm;aYOw: ~yrIc.AQh;-l[; bC'NIh; r[;N:h; || ![;Y:w:6
d[;w> rq,Boh; za'me || dAm[]T;w: aAbT'w: || ~yrIc.AQh; yrex]a; || ~yrIm'[\b' yTip.s;a'w> aN"-hj'q\l;a] || rm,aTow:7

`j['m. tyIB;h; HT'b.vi hz< || hT'[;-

                        

            

Key
Double underline preterite (wayyiqtol)
Single underline disjunctive clause (waw+non-finite-verb)

Wavy double underline clause-initial particle
Shaded quotation

|| major disjunctive accent (as described above)
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Lesson 26
I-n VERBS

Verbal roots that begin with n are weak whenever the first radical of a verbal form is followed by silent 
åewa, since the n assimilates to the following consonant. Verbs I-n are therefore weak throughout hifil 
and hofal, and in some forms of nifal (P, Ptc) and qal (F, Pr, V, NC). They are strong throughout all 
three D-stems, and in some conjugations of nifal (F, Pr, V, NC) and qal (P, NA, Ptc). This general 
pattern is the same as the I-y verb (below), so that some forms of these roots are exactly alike, and the 
lexical form can be determined only by knowing the vocabulary or from context, or both.

Stem Weak Forms Strong Forms

Q F, Pr, V [NC,NA] P, Ptc [NC, NA]

N P, Ptc F, Pr, V [NC,NA]

D, Dp, Dt None All forms

H, Hp All forms None

When the first radical of a verbal form is followed by silent åewa (e.g., lvom.yI), the initial n assimi-
lates to the following consonant and doubles it. Each of the following pair of forms has the same 
parsing; the second verb of each pair is I-n.

Form Root Parsing Gloss Dageå forte

lv;m.nI lvm
3ms N P

He was kept In vG:nI the initial –n of vgn has assimilated to the g; the –n is 
the prefix of the nifal perfect.vG:nI vgn He approached

lvom.yI lvm
3ms Q F

He keeps (will keep)
In lPOyI the initial –n of lpn has assimilated to the p.

lP§oyI lpn He falls (will fall)

lyvim.hi lvm
3ms H P

He caused to keep
In lyCihi the initial –n of lcn has assimilated to the c.

lyCihi lcn He rescued

1. The primary clue that a verbal form is from a I-n root is that there are only two radicals, the 
first of which is doubled (if there is any type of stem or subject prefix).

2. If the second radical of a I-n root is a guttural or r, the root is like the basic verb (n does not 
assimilate).

3. Roots that are both I-n and hollow (vowel-medial, e.g., sWn) follow the rules of the hollow 
verbs (Lesson 28), not I-n verbs.

4. Some forms of I-n roots in Q look exactly like I-y forms (Lesson 30).

26.1 I-n Verbal Roots in Qal

There are three main types of I-n verb (creatively called Types I, II, and III). Type I occurs in 
all stems, Type II in Q of some verbal roots; Type III consists of only one verb (!tn). There is no 
 distinction in the other stems (i.e., the differences between Types I, II, & III only appear in qal).
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26.1.1 Type I (Q F with holem)

This is the most common type of I-n verb; when the initial n is followed by silent åewa it assimi-
lates to the second radical and doubles it. Type I verbal forms from I-n roots are therefore weak 
throughout the H-stems (hifil, hofal), in qal imperfect (Q F) and preterite (Q Pr), and in nifal 
perfect (N P) and participle (N Ptc). This skeleton paradigm shows the forms of Type I verbs that 
are affected (weak):

Type I Q N H Hp

P 3ms lp;n" lP;nI lyPihi lP;hu

F 3ms lPoyI lpeN"yI lyPiy: lP;yU

V ms lpon> lpeN"hi lPeh; ---

mp Wlp.nI Wlp.N"hi WlyPih; ---

NC lpon> lpeN"hi lyPih; lP;hu

Ptc ms lpenO lP'nI lyPim; lP'mu

1. Forms in shaded spaces are not weak (“---” means that this form does not occur).
2. The prefix and its vowel are unaffected (except in Hp, where the prefix vowel is always qibbusi).
3. The endings and vowels after the second radical are the same as those of the basic verb.

26.1.2 Type II (Q F with patah)

These verbs differ from Type I only in qal imperfect, preterite, imperative, and infinitive construct; all 
other forms are the same as Type I (above). The paradigm shows only the weak forms of this type of I-n 
verb, using vgn and xql, and lists Q forms only, since the other stems are the same as Type I (above).

Type II (Qal) √vgn √xql

F

3ms vG:yI he approaches/will 
approach

xQ;yI he takes/will take

3mp WvG>yI they approach/will 
approach

Wxq.yI they take/will take

Pr
3ms vG:YIw: and he approached xQ;YIw: and he took

3mp WvG>YIw: and they approached Wxq.YIw: and they took

V
ms vG: Approach! xq; Take!

mp WvG> Approach! Wxq. Take!

NC tv,G<¨ [to] approach tx;q;© [to] take

1. The root sign (√) is used in studying Hebrew to show that we are discussing or describing 
forms from a particular verbal root.

2. Qal imperfect has patahi after the second radical.
3. In Q imperative and infinitive construct the initial n drops off (apocopates).
4. A final t- is added to Q NC, which has two seghols (two pata˙s in II- and III-guttural roots), 

and looks just like Q NC of some I-y verbs (below).
5. The forms of the verb xql look just like the forms of a I-n verb (Type II); any verbal form 

with xq- or - xQ- is therefore a form of xql. It is the only I-l verb that does this. The medial 
q loses dageå forte before åewa; cf. 3 mp Q F (above).
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26.1.3 Type III (!tn only)

The most common I-n verb (nearly 2000x in Biblical Hebrew), !tn, is the only verb of this type. In 
nifal (the only non-qal stem in which it occurs), it is like Type II (above). Its main difference from 
other verbs in qal is that the final ! assimilates to consonantal PGN endings:

Q P 1cs yTit;n" I gave

N P 2 mp ~T,T;n> You were given (put, set, made)

The other forms of !tn look like Type II (above), except that its stem vowel is siere. In addition, 
Q NC lacks both n’s.

F 3ms !TeyI He gives/will give

3mp WnT.yI They [will] give

Pr 1cs !Tea,w" I gave

3ms !TeYIw: He gave

V 2ms !Te

hn"T. Give!

2mp WnT.

NC tTe to give

+1cs sfx yTiTi my giving

+2ms sfx ^T.Ti your giving

A paradigm listing all forms of !tn that occur in Biblical Hebrew follows the I-n paradigm (Appendix E).

26.2 Nifal of I-n Verbal Roots

Like the strong verb (Lesson 18), I-n verbal roots appear in two basic forms in nifal, with a doubled 
second radical (P, Ptc) or a doubled first radical (F, Pr, V):

√lpn

P 3ms lP;nI

F 3ms lpeN"yI

Pr 3ms lpeN"YIw:

V ms lpon>

NC lpon>

Ptc ms lP'nI

1. In the perfect and participle, the initial -n assimilates to the second radical. The -n is the -n 
prefix of the nifal.

2. In the other conjugations, the -n of the nifal prefix assimilates to the initial -n of the verbal 
root; these forms look just like the strong verb. The visible -N- is the initial radical of the 
verbal root.

3. Unlike qal, the nifal of I-n verbal roots appears in only one set of forms.
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26.3 Hifil & Hofal (H, Hp) of I-n Verbal Roots

Since the nun is assimilated in all forms of the hifil and hofal,179 the initial –n of I-n verbal roots 
that occur only in the H-stems (e.g., dgn, gfn) never appears:

√dgn √gfn

H Hp H

P 3ms dyGIhi dG:hu gyFihi

F 3ms dyGIy: ---∗ gyFiy:

Pr 3ms dGEy:w: dG:YUw: gFeY:w:

V ms dGEh; --- ---

NC dyGIh; --- ---

Ptc ms dyGIm; --- gyFim;

∗Forms marked with “---” do not occur; Hp of gfn does not occur.

26.4 Frequency

This table lists all I-n verbs that occur fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew.

!tn give 1994x abn prophesy (N) 115x

hkn hit, wound, defeat (H; once each 
in N, Dp)

504x bcn take one’s stand/place (N, H) 75x

afn lift, carry, forgive 651x jbn look at, pay attention (once in D; 
 therefore “always” jB-)

70x

lpn fall 433x xcn lead (D) 65x

dgn tell; declare, report, announce 
(H; always dG-) 369x rcn watch, guard 63x

hjn stretch out; turn 215x [jn plant 57x

lcn snatch, rescue, deliver (H) 208x xdn be scattered (N); scatter (H) 51x

[gn touch; reach, come to 150x rkn recognize (H); a few times in N, D; 
therefore usually rK-

50x

[sn depart, break camp 146x gfn overtake (H; always gF-) 50x

vgn approach, come near 125x

179. This assimilation always takes place because the first radical of every form in H and Hp is followed 
by silent åewa.
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26.5 Vocabulary

depart, break camp, travel [s;n" .395 prophesy (N) ab'n" .387

fall lp;n" .396 look at, pay attention to (H) jb;n" .388

take one’s stand/place; be assigned (N) bc;n" .397 tell; report, declare, announce (H) dg:n" .389

lead (D) xc;n" .398 touch; reach, come to [g:n"
.390

rescue, deliver; snatch (all H) lc;n" .399 blow, assault; plague [g:n<¨
watch, guard, keep, protect rc;n" .400 come near, approach vg:n" .391

lift, carry; forgive af'n" .401 be scattered (st. vb.) xd;n" .392

give !t;n" .402 plant [j;n" .393

pretend (N); recognize (H) rk;n" .394

26.6 Exercises

After you have studied the I-n verb, gloss these texts, and then parse all of the I-n verbs in Genesis 
11.27-13.14.

Gen 32.30; 2ms V with h '- ending; 
Jacob

^m,v. aN"-hd'yGIh; rm,aYOw: bqo[]y: la;v.YIw: .1

Ex 17.2; byr strive (3ms Q Pr); 
Moses

hT,v.nIw> ~yIm; Wnl'-WnT. Wrm.aYOw: hv,mo-~[i ~['h' br,Y"w: .2

1 Sa 8.6; [r;YEw: but it was wrong (evil, 

wicked); 2ms V with h '- ending; llp 
pray; Samuel

WnL'-hn"T. Wrm.a' rv,a]K; laeWmv. ynEy[eB. rb'D'h; [r;YEw: 
`hw"hy>-la, laeWmv. lLeP;t.YIw: Wnjep.v'l. %l,m,

.3

1 Sa 14.43; Saul, Jonathan ht'yfi[' hm, yLi hd'yGIh; !t'n"Ay-la, lWav' rm,aYOw: 
!t'n"Ay Al-dG<Y:w:

.4

Is 63.15; lbz dwelling haer>W ~yIm;V'mi jBeh; 
^T,r>a;p.tiw> ^v.d>q' lbuZ>mi

.5

Jr 1.8; ary fear, be afraid `hw"hy>-~aun> ^l,Cih;l. ynIa] ^T.ai-yKi ~h,ynEP.mi ar'yTi-la; .6

Am 7.15 %le (2ms QV %lh); the 
speaker is Amos

hw"hy> yl;ae rm,aYOw: !aCoh; yrex]a;me hw"hy> ynIxeQ'YIw: 
`laer'f.yI yMi[;-la, abeN"hi %le

.7

Gen 3.6 `lk;aYOw: HM'[i Hv'yail.-~G: !TeTiw: lk;aTow: Ayr>Pimi xQ;Tiw: .8

Ps 56.14a [ET 15a]; this nomenclature 
means that the English and Hebrew 
texts are divided differently; in English 
this verse is Ps 56.15

tw<M'mi yvip.n: T'l.C;hi yKi .9

Ps 121.6; hK'- is a 2ms suffix; x:rey" moon `hl'y>L'B; x:rey"w> hK'K,y:-al{ vm,V,h; ~m'Ay .10

1Kg 20.35 Wh[ere-la, rm;a' ~yaiybiN>h; ynEB.mi dx'a, vyaiw> 
`AtKoh;l. vyaih' !aem'y>w: an" ynIyKeh; hw"hy> rb;d>Bi

.11

Gn 9.13; tv,q, bow (n.) tyrIB. tAal. ht'y>h'w> !n"['B, yTit;n" yTiv.q;-ta, 
`#r,a'h' !ybeW ynIyBe

.12
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Gn 34.16 Wnl'-xQ;nI ~k,ytenOB.-ta,w> ~k,l' WnytenOB.-ta, WNt;n"w> 
`dx'a, ~[;l. WnyyIh'w> ~k,T.ai Wnb.v;y"w>

.13

Ex 20.7; awv' vanity, in vain; hqn acquit, 
leave unpunished

aw>V'l; ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy>-~ve-ta, aF'ti al{ 
`aw>V'l; Amv.-ta, aF'yI-rv,a] tae hw"hy> hQ,n:y> al{ yKi

.14

Jos 3.6; Joshua rmoale ~ynIh]Koh;-la, [:vuAhy> rm,aYOw: 
~['h' ynEp.li Wrb.[iw> tyrIB.h; !Ara]-ta, Waf. 

`~['h' ynEp.li Wkl.YEw: tyrIB.h; !Ara]-ta, Waf.YIw:

.15

Jg 4.7; %vm draw [pull] [out]; !Amh] host, 
multitude; tumult, confusion; Kishon, 
Sisera, Jabin

ar's.ysi-ta, !Avyqi lx;n:-la, ^yl,ae yTik.v;m'W 
AnAmh]-ta,w> ABk.rI-ta,w> !ybiy" 

ab'c.-rf; `^d,y"B. WhyTit;n>W

.16

2 Kgs 19.7; h['Wmv. report, rumour; bv'w> 
3ms Q P + w < bWv, return, go back

h['Wmv. [m;v'w> x:Wr AB !tenO ynIn>hi 
`Acr>a;B. br,x,B; wyTil.P;hiw> Acr>a;l. bv'w>

.17

Jr 1.9; yTit;n" may be performative (§10.9) yPi-l[; [G:Y:w: Ady"-ta, hw"hy> xl;v.YIw: 
`^ypiB. yr;b'd> yTit;n" hNEhi yl;ae hw"hy> rm,aYOw:

.18

26.7 Enrichment: Participant Reference

Noting the preterites, quotation formulae, and wayhî-clauses in a biblical narrative helps us study 
the text more carefully (Lesson 25), but other types of information in narrative also need to be 
recognized and accounted for. One that can be especially helpful in understanding the author’s 
intention in a passage is participant identification. You have probably noticed that the biblical 
authors tend to identify the main characters (actors) in the story, either by name, or title, or both.

In Genesis 16, for example, the use of appositional descriptors underlines the dysfunctionality 
of the triad of Sarai, Hagar, and Abram (to name them in the order in which they appear in the 
story). The passage begins with three disjunctive clauses (Gn 16.1) that set the stage for the story 
by identifying the major participants, Sarai and Hagar:

1a Al hd'l.y" al{ ~r"b.a; tv,ae yr;f"w> Now Sarai, Abram’s wife, had not born [a child] to/for him,

1b tyrIc.mi hx'p.vi Hl'w> and she had an Egyptian maid,

1c `rg"h' Hm'v.W and her name was Hagar (Gn 16.1).

Sarai is identified by her relationship to Abram, and Hagar in relationship to her, as well as by 
her ethnicity. Abram is mentioned only to establish his relationship to Sarai—to “remind” readers 
that Sarai was his wife.

In Gn 16.2, Sarai is explicitly named as the subject of the leading preterite, but this is a necessary 
identification. Since two women were named in v. 1, the 3fs preterite rm,aTow: requires an explicit 
subject in order for the reader to know—as the quotation begins—which woman spoke to Abram. At 
the end of the verse, when Abram acquiesced to Sarai, both actors, already named at the beginning 
of the verse, are again called by name. On the other hand, Sarai does not mention Hagar’s name, 
referring to her merely as “my maid” (ytix'p.vi).

… ~r"b.a;-la, yr;f' rm,aTow: And Sarai said to Abram, “…

`yr;f' lAql. ~r'b.a; [m;v.YIw: and Abram listened to Sarai’s voice 
(Gn 16.2).

In Gn 16.3, both Sarai and Hagar are identified as fully as they were in v. 1, and Abram is named 
“in both directions”—Sarai as his wife, and he as her husband, probably to highlight the tangled 
relationships that are being created:
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~r"b.a;-tv,ae yr;f' xQ;Tiw: 
Ht'x'p.vi tyric.Mih; rg"h'-ta,

And Sarai, Abram’s wife, took Hagar, 
the Egyptian, her maid, …

`hV'ail. Al Hv'yai ~r"b.a;l. Ht'ao !TeTiw: and she gave her to Abram her husband, 
to become his wife (Gn 16.3).

When the relationship between Hagar and Sarai deteriorates (Gn 16.4), the author places Sarai 
and Abram on the same level by introducing both of their quotations with both names:

… ~r"b.a;-la, yr;f' rm,aTow: And Sarai said to Abram, “… (Gn 16.5)

… yr;f'-la, ~r'b.a; rm,aoYw: and Abram said to Sarai, “… (Gn 16.6)

Throughout this brief conversation, Hagar is again demoted implicitly, since she is not called 
by her name, but merely called “my/your maid”. At the end of the story, however, Hagar is named 
three times—always as the subject of the verb dly (a preterite [15a], a perfect in a relative clause 
[15b], and an infinitive construct in a temporal clause within the final disjunctive clause [16]).

!Be ~r"b.a;l. rg"h' dl,Tew: And Hagar bore Abram a son,

AnB.-~v, ~r'b.a; ar'q.YIw: 
rg"h' hd'l.y"-rv,a]

and Abram called the name of his son, 
whom Hagar bore … (Gn 16.15)

~ynIv' vvew> hn"v' ~ynImov.-!B, ~r'b.a;w> 
`~r'b.a;l. la[em'v.yI-ta, rg"h'-td,l,B.

(now Abram was eighty-six years old when 
Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram). (Gn 16.16)

Although she is not called Abram’s “wife” after v. 3, at the end of the story she is no longer 
defined in terms of her relationship to Sarai, but in her own right as the mother of Ishmael, which 
implies some change in her standing within the home.

In Genesis 18.1-5, the author’s ways of refering to the participants suggests that Gn 18.1-15 (the 
story of Abraham’s hospitality and the repeated promise of an heir) was meant to be read as the 
consummation of the story recorded in Gn 17 (the institution of the covenantal sign of circumcision 
and its attendant promises).

The narrator identifies the subject of the first clause by name (hwhy), but does not name another 
subject until Gn 18.6a (below); he instead uses pronominal suffixes, an independent pronoun, and 
PGN affixes. Nor does he identify the pronominal object of the preposition (wyl'ae). The significance 
of this lack of identification again comes from the tendency of Hebrew narrative to identify partici-
pants (one of the functions of the passive stems is to avoid identifying the subject).

In fact, apart from “YHWH” (18.1a) the participants in these verses are identified only by pronouns 
and generic nouns (i.e., ~yvin"a] ~yviOlv.; 18.2a):

arem.m; ynEl{aeB. hwhy wyl'ae ar'YEw: YHWH appeared to him among the oaks of Mamre 1a

… lh,aoh'-xt;P, bveyO aWhw> (now he was sitting at the entrance to the tent …) 1b

wyn"y[e aF'YIw: and he lifted his eyes 2a

wyl'[' … ar>Y:w: and he saw … near him 2b

ar>Y:w: and he saw 2c

… ~t'ar'q.li #r'Y"w: and he ran to meet them … 2d

`hc'r>a' WxT;v.YIw: and he bowed to the ground. 2e

… rm;aYOw: and he said, “… (18.3) 3a

… Wrm.aYOw: and they said, “… 5d

During his speech (3b-5c), he does not identify himself except as “I” (as 1cs verbal PGN affix) 
and ^d>b.[; “your servant”. There is no contextual clue to his identity, except that he was a male, who 
was authorized to offer the hospitality of his home to three strangers, and who was also conscious 
of the social niceties of abasing himself (“your servant”).
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Only after the “three men” accept this unnamed person’s offer of hospitality (18.4-5) does the 
author call him “Abraham” (18.6a), and then, as if to confirm or reinforce his identity, names 
“Abraham” as the subject of two of the next three narrative clauses:

hr'f'-la, hl'h/aoh' ~h'r'b.a; rhem;y>w: And Abraham hastened to the tent, to Sarah, 6a

… rm,aYOw: and he said, “… 6b

~h'r'b.a; #r' rq'B'h;-la,w> and [then?] to the herd ran Abraham, and … 7a

The point is that this repeated “non-identification” of the subject, followed by his repeated 
identification by name is that these verses—and the story that they open—were written as part 
of the preceding story: they do not record a meal isolated from the promises and commandments 
of Gn 17, but rather the meal that ratifies the covenant that had just been sealed by circumcision 
(17.23-27).180 This contextual setting also explains the promises about Sarai’s rôle in the covenant’s 
fulfillment (18.9-15; cf. 17.15-16), and YHWH’s musings about telling Abraham what he [YHWH] 
was about to do (18.17-19).

Because we read the biblical stories having heard them in sermons and Bible lessons, we often find 
it difficult to read them as they were written, so that in this case (for example), we already “know” that 
Abraham is the main participant in verses 1-5, even though he is never identified (English versions 
tend to supply “Abraham” in these verses). Paying close attention to the Hebrew text—especially 
in light of the normally explicit nature of Hebrew narrative—reveals the misleading nature of this 
chapter break, and encourages us to read the story in light of the covenantal statements of Gn 17.

Finally, this table lays out all participant references in Ruth 2.1-7. You can study the manners 
of reference (proper name, noun, independent pronoun, pronominal suffix, verbal PGN affix), and 
their relationship to the person(s) mentioned. This sort of exercise will help you focus on how the 
author is telling his story, which is in turn a clue to how he or she intends us to understand it.

Person referred to & Manner of Mention

Others Boaz Ruth Naomi “Voice” V.

ymi[\n"l. ymi[\n" author 1

Hv'yail. [D'yUm.

lyIx; rABGI vyai

%l,m,ylia/ tx;P;v.Mimi

z[;Bo Amv.W 

hY"bia]Moh; tWr rm,aTow: author 2

wyn"y[eB. !xe-ac'm.a, rv,a] Ruth

ymi[\n" author

Hl' rm,aTow: author

yTiBi ykil. Naomi

180. For another account of a convenant ratification followed by a meal between the parties, see Ex 24.4-11.
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%l,Tew: author 3

aAbT'w:

~yrIc.Qoh; jQel;T.w: author

h'r,q.mi author

%l,m,ylia/ tx;P;v.Mimi rv,a] 
z[;Bo

author

z[;Bo author 4

~yrIc.Qol; rm,aYOw: author

~k,M'[I Boaz

Wrm.aYOw: Al author

Ar[]n:l. z[;Bo rm,aYOw: author 5

~yrIc.AQh;-l[; bC'NIh;

taZOh; hr'[]N:h; Boaz

r[;N:h; ![;Y:w: author 6

~yrIc.AQh;-l[; bC'NIh;

rm;aYOw:

ayhi hY"bia]Am hr'[]n:
ymi[\n"-~[I hb'V'h;

ba'Am hdeF.mi

ymi[\n" Boaz’s 
servant

rm,aTow:
aAbT'w:
dmo[]T;w:
HT'b.vi

Boaz’s 
servant

7
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Lesson 27
PRE-READING A BIBLICAL POEM

Poetry has been called the “other use [or “kind”] of language”; it does not communicate like “ordi-
nary” speech or thought, but rather functions as language “for its own sake”; this suggests that it 
needs to be read in a different manner. Nor is this “other kind” of language limited to the “poetic 
books” (so-called), but also occurs widely throughout the prophetic books, so that nearly one-half of 
the Hebrew Bible is poetic.

A major challenge in reading a biblical poem in Hebrew is that a careful translation will often not 
“sound right”. There are several reasons for this: (1) poetry’s linguistic “compression” often yields 
ambiguous syntax, especially in non-verbal clauses; (2) poetry often uses unusual or rare vocabu-
lary; (3) verbal conjugations in poetry do not have the same functions as in narrative; (4) scholars 
disagree about the nature and structure of biblical poetry, so that the results of their studies differ; 
and (5) the translation tradition in English often controls or determines the English text.

All of these reasons (there are more) mean that it is crucial to translate the Hebrew text before 
studying, or checking, published translations.181

This lesson presents some points to consider when trying to understand a biblical poem; it aims 
to protect us from interpreting the text based only on our impressions by encouraging us to pay 
close attention to specific aspects of the text itself. These “steps” should prepare you to begin to 
read a biblical poem as a poetic text.

27.1 Lineation: One Clause per Line

Begin by dividing the poetic text into clauses, and then making each clause a separate poetic line. 
[A clause consists of a subject (topic) and predicate (comment).]182 In doing this, you must not assume 
(1) that a verse contains a certain number of lines; or (2) the validity of the layout in either BHS or 
the English versions.

27.1.1 Nominal/Substantive Subjects & Objects

First, list the nouns in the poem, keeping construct chains together. There are nine in Ps 117, three 
of which are in construct:

Nouns Construct Absolute

1
~yIAG-lK' hwhy

`~yMiauh'-lK'

2

ADs.x;
hwhy-tm,a/w<

Hy

181. You will also find that commentaries and reference grammars often justify traditional renderings. 
These comments are not meant to disparage the work of Bible translators, in light of the very severe constraints 
under which translators work—there is simply not time to do detailed research, and so the tendency is to default 
to the standard. [Other considerations also skew the process, such as the public’s desire for what is familiar.]

182. Poetic passages in BHS were arranged typographically by the editor(s); don’t assume that the lines, 
or even the half-lines (separated by an extra space, called a caesura [Lat., “cut”]), correspond to poetic lines—
they may or may not.
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Nouns tell us what a poem is about—its topic. Two of these six nominal phrases refer to humanity 
(“all” people), the other four refer to YHWH. The repeated divine name (in two forms) suggests an 
inclusio or “envelope” (because the same form “envelops” a section of text).

27.1.2 Verbal Predicates

After listing the nominal forms, list the verbs, again in sequence; it can be helpful to divide this list by 
conjugation (there is no column for conjugations that do not occur), and to parse each verbal form.

Verbs Imperative Perfect Parsing

1
Wll.h; 2mp DV

WhWxB.v; 2mp DV+3ms

2
rb;g" 3ms QP

Wll.h; 2mp DV

Verbs tell us what the poet says about the topic revealed by the list of nouns: three of these forms 
(all piel imperative) describe an act of worship or praise, one (rbg) describes rank or position. The 
inclusio suggested by the list of nouns (above) is even more apparent here where the same form (Wll.h;) 
is repeated. As it does in Ps 117, any aspect of verbal morphology (conjugation, PGN, stem)—or 
more than one, in combination—can reveal the poem’s structure.

27.1.3 Clausal Lineation

In order to have some control over our “reconstruction” of the poem, we can make each clause a 
single poetic line, based on its subject and predicate (no matter how long or short the resultant 
line).183 When the two lists are thus combined, they yield very nearly all of Psalm 117, except for 
one conjunction (2a) and two prepositional phrases (2a, 2b):

Subject Object Imperative Perfect

1a184 ~yIAG-lK' hwhy Wll.h;
1b `~yMiauh'-lK' WhWxB.v;
2a ADs.x; rb;g"
2b hwhy-tm,a/w<
2c Hy Wll.h;

When we add the conjunction and prepositional phrases to the lines, we realize that the first 
prepositional phrase is “part of” the predicate of 2a, and that the second is the predicate of 2b. The 
resultant full text is organized by line, so that we can translate the poem and then begin to analyze 
the particulars of its semantics and syntax.

Predicate Subject Object Predicate Conj.

1a ~yIAG-lK' hwhy Wll.h;
1b `~yMiauh'-lK' WhWxB.v;
2a ADs.x; Wnyle[' rb;g" yKi
2b ~l'A[l. hwhy-tm,a/w<
2c Hy Wll.h;

183. A quick glance at nearly any translation of a biblical poem will reveal single clauses divided between 
two lines (or more), largely based on the theory that poetic lines had roughly the same length.

184. Each line is identified by its verse number and a letter; this is conventional in reference works, 
commentaries, and other sources.
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You may wonder what you have learned that makes it worth doing this rather than merely 
 translating the poem. The point is that this is intended to help ensure that you read this text 
in Hebrew, rather than merely repeat what you have heard or read that it says. This is only a 
 beginning—the first few of many things to consider in studying a biblical poem—but it should help 
give some form to the poetic text before you.

27.5 Vocabulary

sanctuary, holy place vD'q.mi .411 [a] blessing hk'r'B. .403

dead (adj.) tme .412 breath, idol; vanity; Abel lb,h,© .404

[a] witness hd'[e d[e .413 cry out [for help], shout (cf. q[c) q[;z" .405

reach, overtake (H) gf;n" .414 strange, foreign; illicit rz" .406

only, surely (often begins clause) qr; .415 disgrace, reproach hP'r>x, .407

cry out [for help], shout (cf. q[z) q[;c' .416 sin, miss [a mark] aj'x'
.408

bird, insect [any flying thing] @A[ .417 sin, error, fault; sin-offering taJ'x;

bow, worship, do obeisance; show 
respect or honor (mainly Dt) hx'v' .418∗

Why? [:WDm; .409

sunrise, east xr'z>mi .410

∗ Because of its initial sibilant, the root hxv never appears as hxv, but only with the initial -v and 
the -t- of the prefix inverted: -T;v.- (metathesized). Forms that end in åureq (Wx-) are singular, those 
in WWx]- or Wwx]- (waw followed by åureq) are plural. Since it is fairly frequent (172x), here is a skeleton 
paradigm:

√hxv Dt

P
3ms hw"x]T;v.hi

F
3ms hw<x]T;v.yI

Pr
3ms WxT;©v.YIw:

3cp Wwx]T;v.hi 3mp Wwx]T;v.yI 3mp Wwx]T;v.YIw:
V mp Wwx]T;v.hi 3fp hn"yw<x]T;v.Ti

Ptc ms hw<x]T;v.mi NC tAx]T;v.hi∗185

27.6 Exercises

This is the text of Ps 114, laid out more or less as in the Hebrew Bible. Divide it into lines (you 
should end up with sixteen), list the verbal predicates, and identify any repetitions.

`z[el{ ~[;me bqo[]y: tyBe ~yIr'c.Mimi laer'f.yI taceB. .1

`wyt'Alv.m.m; laer'f.yI Avd>q'l. hd'Why> ht'y>h' .2

`rAxa'l. bSoyI !Der>Y:h; snOY"w: ha'r' ~Y"h; .3

`!aco-ynEb.Ki tA[b'G> ~yliyaek. Wdq.r' ~yrIh'h, .4

`rAxa'l. bSoTi !Der>Y:h; sWnt' yKi ~Y"h; ^L.-hm; .5

`!aco-ynEb.Ki tA[b'G> ~yliyaek. Wdq.r>Ti ~yrIh'h, .6

`bqo[]y: H:Ala/ ynEp.Limi #r,a' yliWx !Ada' ynELimi .7

`~yIm'-Any>[.m;l. vymiL'x; ~yIm'-~g:a] rWCh; ykip.hoh; .8

In this psalm you should see three sections that are clearly defined by the parallels between 
lines. The the question is not “Does this line parallel the other line of this verse?” but rather “How 
can we describe the relationship between this line and the next line (and the preceding)?”

185. The end of this word is pronounced as though there were two waws, the first a consonant, the second 
the mater lectionis: -wôt.
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27.7 Enrichment: Reading a Poem

Analyzing the lineation, semantics, syntax, and morphology of a biblical poem often reveals patterns 
that are obscured by the differences between languages. This table presents one approach to the 
preliminary study of a poem—“preliminary”, because this analysis is not the poem’s meaning, but 
is instead a way of forcing ourselves to pay attention to every aspect of a poem. We have no way of 
knowing in advance what will or will not help us establish the meaning of any particular poem; we 
therefore pay as close attention as possible to everything.

Ps 117

L. MT/BHS Semantics Word Count Syntax Predicate

1a ~yIAG-lK' hwhy-ta, Wll.h; a . b . c 5: 1.2.2 P/v – O – S/cc 2mp DV

1b `~yMiauh'-lK' WhWxB.v; a1+b1 . c1 3: 1.2 P/v+O – S/cc 2mp DV

2a ADs.x; Wnyle[' rb;g" yKi a . b . c 4: 2.1.1 ki – P/v – pp – S/cc 3ms QP

2b ~l'A[l. hwhy-tm,a/w< c1 . a1 3: 2.1 w+S – P/pp

2c `Hy"-Wll.h; a . b 2: 1.1 P/v – O 2mp DV

Key
L. line no.

MT/BHS The Masoretic text as represented by BHS 
Semantics Each letter represents a functional semantic unit in the line (a construct chain, e.g., is a single 

functional unit); repeated units in parallel lines have the same letter, with a superscript 
numeral if they are not exactly identical.

Word 
Count

The total number of words—groups of letters between spaces or linked by maqqef—in the line, 
followed by the number of forms in each of the semantic units identified in the “semantics” 
column.

Syntax The syntax of the clause (these are all that apply to Ps 117):
P Predicate
/ consists of
v [finite] verb
pp prepositional phrase
O object (“direct” or “indirect”)
S subject
/ function
cc construct chain

Predicate The parsing of the verbal predicate.

Translation can be done in at least two stages: a very wooden, “interlinear” translation, designed 
to show the underlying Hebrew text, followed by a rendering into “sensible” and well-formed 
English:

1a praise-ye! YHWH all-of nations
1b commend-ye-him all-of peoples
2a for he-is-strong over-us his-lovingkindness
2b and-the-truth-of YHWH for-long-time
2c praise-ye! YH

1a Praise YHWH, all nations!
1b Commend him, all peoples!
2a For his lovingkindness is strong over us,
2b And YHWH’s truth is strong for a long-time.
2c Praise YH!
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Lesson 28
HOLLOW (II-W/ Y) VERBS

Hollow verbal roots consist of two root consonants with a medial vowel. Their lexical form is qal 
infinitive construct (they are the only verbs not listed by 3ms qal perfect). Some verbs, for example, 
~Wq, rise, stand, have medial åureq (- W -), others have medial ˙ireq (-y i-, e.g., ryvi, sing). The lexica 
identify their roots in different ways, so if you do not find the root listed with medial -W-, try the 
same root with - y i- (or vice versa). This skeleton paradigm compares the basic forms of the verb:

√~Wq Q N H Hp

P 3ms ~q' ~Aqn" ~yqihe ~q;Wh
F 3ms ~Wqy" ~AQyI ~yqiy" ~q;Wy
V 2ms ~Wq ~AQhi ~qeh'
NC ~Wq ~AQhi ~yqih' ~q;Wh
Ptc ms ~q' ~Aqn" ~yqime ~q'Wm

The hollow verbs are weak in all forms (apart from rare occurrences in the D-stems, when they 
have doubled medial -Y-, regardless of the stem vowel of the lexical form.

28.1 Hollow Verbs in Qal (Q)

Qal
√~Wq 
(II-w)

√~yfi 
(II-y)

P

3ms ~q' ~f'
2mp ~T,m.q; ~T,m.f;
3cp Wmq' Wmf'

F

3ms ~Wqy" ~yfiy"
2fs ymiWq©T' ymiyfi©T'
2fp hn"mqo©T' hn"m.f©eT'

Pr
3ms ~q'Y"¨w: ~f,Y"¨w:
3mp WmWq©Y"w: Wmyfi©Y"w:

V
2ms ~Wq ~yfi
2mp WmWq Wmyfi

NC ~Wq ~yfi

NA ~Aq ~Af

Ptc
ms ~q' ~f'
fs hm'q' hm'f'
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1. There is no difference between II-y and II-w in the qal perfect and participle.
2. Since the 3ms Q perfect and ms Q participle are identical, they cannot always be identified 

with certainty.
3. The original [lexical] vowel appears in the conjugations other than the perfect and 

participle.
4. In Q jussive and 2/3fp Q F, the stem vowel is often hiolem in verbs II-w and segol in roots II-y:

 

Qal √~Wq √~yfi

J
2/3fp hn"m.qoT' hn"m.f,T'
3ms ~qoy" ~f,y"¨

28.1a Unique Hollow Verbs

Although most hollow verbs have either medial -W- (like ~Wq) or - y I- (cf. ~yfi), three are unique in qal:

1. aAB, “come, go, enter” (c. 2350x in Biblical Hebrew), is III-a, so its stem syllable is always 
open, and its stem vowel is always long (qamesi in Q P and Ptc; and -A- elsewhere in Q):

 

Qal √aAB
P 2ms t'aB'
F 3ms aAby"
Pr 2ms/3fs aAbT'w:
V 2ms aAB

2mp WaAB WaBo
NC aAB

2. vAB, “be ashamed” (126x in Biblical Hebrew), has hiolem (with or without w) in all forms of Q, 
and siere as its prefix vowel in Q F and Pr.

 

Qal √vAB
P 1cp Wnv.AB
F 2mp WvAbTe
Pr 3mp WvAbYEw:
V 2fp hn"v.AB
NC vAB
Ptc186 mp ~yviAB

3. tWm, “die” (737x in Biblical Hebrew) has ßiere in Q P forms without consonantal endings, as 
well as in Q Ptc. Its other forms look like ~Wq (above).

 

Qal √tWm

P 3ms tme
3fs ht'me

Ptc mp ~ytime

186. There is one qal participle of vAB (Ek 32.30).
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28.2 Hollow Verbs in Nifal (N)

Nifal √~Wq (II-w) √ryfi (II-y)

P 3ms ~Aqn" rAvn"
2mp ~t,moWqn> ~t,roAvn>
3cp WmAqn" WrAvn"

F 3ms ~AQyI rAVyI
2fs ymiAQTi yrIAVTi
2mp WmAQTi WrAVTi

Pr 3ms ~AQYIW: rAVYIW:
V 2ms ~AQhi rAVhi

2mp WmAQhi WrAVhi
NC ~AQhi rAVhi

Ptc ms ~Aqn" rAvn"

1. The stem vowel in N is either ˙olem (most forms) or åureq (nifal perfect with consonantal 
PGN endings).

2. The prefix vowel in N is either qameß (P, Ptc) or ˙ireq (F, V, NC, NA).
3. As in H (below), there is a helping vowel before consonantal PGN endings.
4. As in the basic verb, the prefixed -n is orthographically present in N P and Ptc, and assimi-

lates to the first radical in the other conjugations in nifal.
5. Unlike the basic verb, the prefix vowel in the perfect and participle is long, since the syllable 

is open.
6. The form is identical for either type of stem vowel (-û- or -î-).

28.3 Hollow Verbs in Hifil & Hofal (H, Hp)

√~Wq H Hp Q (II-y) Q (II-w)

P

3ms ~yqihe ~q;Wh ~f' ~q'
1cp WnAm©qeh] Wnm.q;©Wh Wnm.f; Wnm.q;
3cp Wmyqi©he Wmq]©Wh Wmf' Wmq'

F

3ms ~yqiy" ~q;Wy ~yfiy" ~Wqy"
2fs ymiyqi©T' ymiq.WT ymiyfiT' ymiWqT'
2fp hn"ym,©yqiT. hn"m.q;©WT hn"ym,©yfiT. hn"mqo©T'

Pr
3ms ~q,Y"©w: ~q;WYw: ~f,Y"¨w: ~q'Y"¨w:
3mp Wmyqi©Y"w: Wmq]WYw: WmyfiY"w: WmWq©Y"w:

V
2ms ~qeh' --- ~yfi ~Wq
2mp Wmyqi©h' --- Wmyfi WmWq

NC ~yqih' ~q;Wh ~yfi ~Wq
NA ~qeh' ~q;Wh ~Af ~Aq

Ptc
ms ~yqime ~q;Wm ~f' ~q'
fs hm'yqime hm'q;Wh hm'f' hm'q'
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Hifil

1. The stem vowel in hifil is ˙ireq in all forms except infinitive absolute and 2ms imperative 
(which have ßere).

2. Its prefix vowel is qameß (H F, V, NC, NA) and ßere (H P, Ptc).
3. In hifil, a helping vowel (A) joins consonantal PGN endings to the verbal root.
4. Q F and H F look alike in II-y verbs, and must be distinguished by context; in the II-W verbs 

they are distinguished by the stem (central) vowel, which will be a u-/o-vowel in Q and an 
i-/e-vowel in H.

Hofal

1. In Hp, the prefix vowel is always åureq (W). Its stem vowel is pata˙ or åewa. This skeleton 
paradigm displays the H-stems with qal of two hollow verbs.

28.4 Hollow Verbs in Polel, Polal, Hitpolel (P, Pp, Pt)

In the hollow verbs the D-stems are usually replaced by another set of stems in which the second 
radical is reduplicated to create a tri-radical “root”.

These stems, polel (P), polal (Pp), and hitpolel (Pt) correspond in function to piel (D), pual (Dp), 
and hitpael (Dt), respectively.

√~Wq Polel Polal Hitpolel

P 3ms ~meAq ~m;Aq ~meAqt.hi
1cs yTim.m;Aq yTim.m;Aq yTim.m;Aqt.hi
3cp Wmm\Aq Wmm\Aq Wmm\Aqt.hi

F 3ms ~meAqy> ~m;Aqy> ~meAqt.yI
3mp Wmm]Aqy> Wmm]Aqy> Wmm]Aqt.yI

V 2ms ~meAq --- ~meAqt.hi
2mp Wmm]Aq --- Wmm.Aqt.hi

NC ~meAq ~m;Aq ~meAqt.hi

Ptc
ms ~meAqm. ~m'Aqm. ~meAqt.mi
fs hm'm]Aqm. hm'm]Aqm. ~ymim.Aqt.mi

1. Åewa is the prefix vowel in the imperfect, preterite, and participle of both polel and polal.
2. ¥olem follows the first radical, either with or without the vowel letter (A).
3. If the form has a sufformative, polel and polal are identical, and can only be distinguished 

by context.
4. Hitpolel is directly analogous to Dt (hitpael), looking just like P with prefixed -t.hi. As in Dt, 

the -t- of the prefix switches places (metathesizes) with the initial sibilant of the verbal 
root:

 
yvip.n: yxix]Atv.Ti-hm; Why do you despair [melt?], my soul? (Ps 42.6; xv)

ha,r>M;h;-l[; ~meATv.a,w" … and I was astonished at the vision (Dn 8.27; ~mv)

5. Hollow verbs rarely occur in D, Dp, or Dt. When they do, their middle radical is doubled yod (Y):

 `^r,b'd>Ki ynImeY>q; Restore me according to your word (Ps 119.28b); 2ms D V + 1cs
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28.5 Frequency

This table lists all twenty-three hollow verbs that occur fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew.

aAB come, go (in), enter 2530x vAB be(come) ashamed 126x

bWv turn, turn back, return; repent 1055x #Wr run 103x

tWm die 737x bWj be(come) good, pleasant 90x

~Wq rise, stand 624x ryvi sing 88x

bAj be good187 612x tyvi put, place, set 87x

~yfi put, place, set 584x rWG reside as alien, sojourn 81x

rWs turn (aside); remove (H) 298x rW[ awake, arouse 76x

!WK be established; prepare (H) 219x !yli spend the night, lodge 71x

~Wr be(come) high, exalted 195x #WP scatter, disperse (intrans.) 65x

!yBi understand, perceive 171x byri sue, strive, contend 64x

sWn flee 160x lyxi be [writhe] in labor 57x

x:Wn rest (Q); deposit (H) 143x

28.6 Vocabulary

die tWm .427 come, go [in], enter aAB .419

rest (Q); deposit (H) x:Wn .428 be/become ashamed (st. vb.) vAB .420

flee sWn .429 understand, discern !yBi .421

turn (aside); take away, 
remove (H) rWs .430

reside as an alien (i.e., live in a 
land other than your native land; 
trad., sojourn)

rWG
.422

alien; stranger (trad., sojourner) rGE
awake, arouse rW[ .431 writhe, tremble; [be in] labour lyxi .423

scatter, disperse (instrans.) #WP .432
be/become good, pleasant (st. vb.) bAj

.424
bWj

sue, strive, contend byrI .433 be established, fixed (in place); 
prepare (H) !WK .425

[law]suit, strife, contention (n.) byrI .434 lodge, spend the night !yli .426

N.B.: The lexical form of hollow verbs is qal infinitive construct (= ms qal imperative).

28.7 Exercises

After studying the hollow verbs, gloss these texts, parsing all verbal forms, and then locate and 
identify all hollow verbal forms in Genesis 14–15.

Is 60.1; xrz dawn, shine; rAa shine, give light %reAa ab' yKi yrIAa ymiWq 

`xr'z" %yIl;[' hw"hy> dAbk.W
.1

Ps 103.19 Aas.Ki !ykihe ~yIm;V'B; hw"hy> 
`hl'v'm' lKoB; AtWkl.m;W

.2

187. It is often difficult to distinguish the verb from the (predicate) adjective bAj. Furthermore, this verb 
does not occur in the imperfect; the imperfect function uses the I-y root bjy.
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Ps 100.4; hd'AT thanks, thanksgiving; rcex' 
court; 2mp H V < hdy praise, profess; thank (H)

hd'AtB. wyr'['v. WaBo 
hL'hit.Bi wyt'rocex] 

Al-WdAh 

`Amv. Wkr]B'

.3

Ps 96.1-2; rfb proclaim, announce; h['WvT. 
victory, salvation

vd'x' ryvi hwhyl. Wryvi 
`#r,a'h'-lK' hwhyl. Wryvi 

hw"hyl; Wryvi 
Amv. Wkr]B' 

`At['Wvy> ~Ayl.-~AYmi WrF.B;

.4

Gn 4.8; Cain, Abel wyxia' lb,h,-la, !yIq; rm,aYOw: 
hd,F'B; ~t'Ayh.Bi yhiy>w: 

`WhgEr>h;Y:w: wyxia' lb,h,-la, !yIq; ~q'Y"w:

.5

Gn 2.17 WNM,mi lk;ato al{ [r'w" bAj t[;D;h; #[emeW 
`tWmT' tAm WNM,mi ^l.k'a] ~AyB. yKi

.6

2 Sam 21.17; Philistine Whteymiy>w: yTiv.liP.h;-ta, %Y:w: .7

Ps 23.3; lGE[.m; path, track bbeAvy> yvip.n: 
`Amv. ![;m;l. qd,c,-yleG>[.m;b. ynIxen>y:

.8

Is 58.1; rp'Av ram’s horn; trumpet; ~Wr be high, 
exalted; Jacob

^l,Aq ~reh' rp'AVK; 
~['v.Pi yMi[;l. dGEh;w> 

`~t'aJox; bqo[]y: tybel.W

.9

2 Sam 4.10; Saul lWav' tme-hNEhi .10

Josh 9.8; !yIa;me from where?; Joshua Wnx.n"a] ^yd,b'[] [:vuAhy>-la, Wrm.aYOw: 
`WaboT' !yIa;meW ~T,a; ymi [:vuAhy> ~h,lea] rm,aYOw:

.11

1 Sam 8.5 T'n>q;z" hT'a; hNEhi wyl'ae Wrm.aYOw: 
^yk,r'd>Bi Wkl.h' al{ ^yn<b'W 

`~yIAGh;-lk'K. Wnjep.v'l. %l,m, WnL'-hm'yfi hT'[;

.12

2 Kgs 4.20; 3ms Q Pr < bvy stay, sit; %r,B, knee; 
~yIr;h\c' noon

AMai-la, Whaeybiy>w: WhaeF'YIw: 
`tmoY"w: ~yIr;h\C'h;-d[; h'yK,r>Bi-l[; bv,YEw:

.13

Gn 2.22; [l;ce piece [trad., rib] xq;l'-rv,a] [l'Ceh;-ta, ~yhil{a/ hw"hy> !b,YIw: 
`~d'a'h'-la, h'a,biy>w: hV'ail. ~d'a'h'-!mi

.14

1 Sam 2.31; [dg cut/chop off ^[]roz>-ta, yTi[.d;g"w> ~yaiB' ~ymiy" hNEhi 
`^t,ybeB. !qez" tAyh.mi ^ybia' tyBe [:roz>-ta,w>

.15

Ex 20.24 ymiv.-ta, ryKiz>a; rv,a] ~AqM'h;-lk'B. 
`^yTik.r;beW ^yl,ae aAba'

.16

Ne 2.18 `hb'AJl; ~h,ydey> WqZ>x;y>w: WnynIb'W ~Wqn" Wrm.aYOw: .17

2 Kgs 6.22; when waw + imperfect follows an 
imperative, it is often telic (purpose or result)

WTv.yIw> Wlk.ayOw> ~h,ynEp.li ~yIm;w" ~x,l, ~yfi 
`~h,ynEdoa]-la, Wkl.yEw>

.18
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Ps 119.73 ynIWnn>Aky>w: ynIWf[' ^yd,y" 
`^yt,wOc.mi hd'm.l.a,w> ynInEybih]

.19

Ps 1.5-6 jP'v.MiB; ~y[iv'r> Wmquy"-al{ !Ke-l[: 
`~yqiyDIc; td;[]B; ~yaiJ'x;w> 

~yqiyDIc; %r,D, hw"hy> [:deAy-yKi 
`dbeaTo ~y[iv'r> %r,d,w>

.20

Is 40.9; HbG high (not III-h); tr,F,b;m. messenger 
(f.s. D Ptc); Zion, Jerusalem

!AYci tr,F,b;m. %l'-yli[] h:boG"-rh; l[; 
~Il;v'Wry> tr,F,b;m. %leAq x:Kob; ymiyrIh' 

yair'yTi-la; ymiyrIh' 
`~k,yhel{a/ hNEhi hd'Why> yre['l. yrIm.ai

.21

28.8 Enrichment: Dating Haggai

One of the most carefully dated biblical books contains the prophecy of Haggai, yG:x; (Ezekiel is 
a close second), with five date formulae in thirty-eight verses (the second and third are divided 
between two verses).

%l,M,h; vw<y"r.d'l. ~yIT;v. tn:v.Bi vd,xol; 
dx'a, ~AyB. yViVih; vd,xoB;

In the second year of Darius the king, 
in the sixth month, on the first day of 
the month, … (Hg 1.1)

29 August 520

yViViB; vd,xol; h['B'r>a;w> ~yrIf.[, ~AyB. … on the twenty-fourth day of the sixth 
month (Hg 1.15a).

21 September 520

`%l,M,h; vw<y"r.d'l. ~yIT;v. tn:v.Bi vd,xol; 
dx'a,w> ~yrIf.[,B. y[iybiV.B;

In the second year of Darius the king, 
in the seventh [month], on the twenty-
first day of the month (Hg 1.15b–2.1)

17 October 520

y[iyviT.l; h['B'r>a;w> ~yrIf.[,B. 
vw<y"r>d'l. ~yIT;v. tn:v.Bi

In the twenty-fourth [day] of the ninth 
[month], in the second year of Darius 
… (Hg 2.10)

18 December 520

yG:x;-la, tynIve hwhy-rb;d> yhiy>w: 
y[iyviT.l; h['B'r>a;w> ~yrIf.[,B.

The word of YHWH came a second time 
to Haggai on the twenty-fourth [day] of 
the ninth [month] (Hg 2.20)

18 December 520

Such careful dating allows us to identify precisely the time of Haggai’s ministry, and demonstrates 
the ancient Near Eastern tendency to date events by the king (cf. also Dn 1.1; Ezk passim) and other 
important figures (cf. the cross-references to the kings of Israel and Judah in the book of Kings), 
and events (cf. Amos 1.1). Although the result is not always a precise chronology in the modern 
sense, it nonetheless lets us see Israel’s development and some of their history (or, in this case, the 
circumstances of the Persian province of Yehud).

In this case (as also in, e.g. the books of Ezekiel and Jeremiah), it establishes a relative chro-
nology for the prophet’s messages, and allows us to see how he adapted his message to the changing 
times (even if we do not know exactly what changes he was addressing).
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Lesson 29
THE MASORA

In the outer margin and directly below the text block of BHS lie two sets of notes. The masora188 
marginalis (marginal masora)—also called Masora parva ([Mp]; “Small Masora”)—consists of 
single letters, and unpointed words and expressions in Hebrew and Palestinian Aramaic, often 
with overhead dots, along with occasional superscript Arabic numerals. Below the text block, the 
first set of footnotes, which in BHS consists largely of “Mm” followed by a numeral, is a cross-
reference system, the Masora magna ([Mm]; “Great Masora”), which directed the scribe to similar 
occurrences of the same or similar word(s).

Both parts of the masora are parts of an elaborate system designed to encourage scribal accu-
racy in copying the text, by telling the scribe to copy the word or phrase just as it stood in the text. 
The Masoretes—the “scribes” who copied biblical manuscripts, and developed the masora. were 
thus concerned to protect the text from scribes who might take it upon themselves to correct what 
they thought were mistakes. Masoretic notes, in essence, admit that the textual form was strange, 
unusual, disputed, or even wrong, but warn the copyist that it was better to leave a known error 
than for every scribe to begin “correcting” the text as he saw fit.189 The Masoretes were saying in 
essence, “We know that this form is unusual—it only occurs a few other times in the Bible—but 
copy it as it stands. Don’t change it to something more familiar or ‘correct’.”

29.1 Reading the Masora

29.1.1 The Masora Marginalis

1. A circellus (“little circle”) over a word or between words refer to notes in Mp. A circellus over 
a word (qxor'me; Gn 37.18) means that the note refers only to that word; a circellus between 
two words (ynIB.-la,; Gn 37.35), or a series of circelli between more than two words means that 
the note refers to that sequence of words. These are occasionally interwoven, so that a note 
refers to a single word in the middle of a marked series of words. You have to sort out which 
note refers to which piece of the text.

In Gn 13.10 (hwhy-!gK) the circles mean that the first note is to !gK and the second to the 
entire phrase (hwhy-!gK). In Gn 37.25, seven consecutive words are marked, but the circles 
are over the words, not between them. There are seven marginal notes, one for each word.

2. The usual syntax of a masoretic note is the main statistic first, followed by any further expla-
nation or discussion, including real or apparent exceptions or limitations to the number. The 
first example in Gn 37.18 (rOwtb sOx zO), above, restricts the statistic to the Torah (rOwtb ≈ in 
Torah).

3. Heavy dots separate masoretic notes, which are read from right to left. The rightmost note, 
therefore, refers to the first marked word or group of words in the line, in the order of the 
Hebrew text.

4. Superscript dots have several purposes:
a. A dot over a single letter means that it is a numeral, and that the form in the text occurs 

that many times (e.g., Gn 37.18 zO = 7 times).

188. It seems that the masora was originally so-called because the notes restricted the interpretation of 
the text (tr,som', “fetter” or “bond”, occurs only in Ezk 20.37) by eliminating discrepancies (as they thought). It 
was later connected to the root rsm (“to assign”, “hand down/over”; it occurs only in Nu 31.5, 16) in the sense 
of “received tradition”.

189. For an extended description of the masora and how to read and use it, see Kelley, Mynatt, & Crawford 
(1998).
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b. A dot over every letter in a group of letters means that it is a compound numeral (e.g., in 
Gn 37.18 zOyO = 17 (10 + 7); Gn 37.22 yOhO = 15 (10 + 5)).

c. A dot over the last letter in a group of letters means that the word is abbreviated (e.g., 
in Gn 37.18 rOwtb sOx represents, respectively, rsx (lacking or defective; i.e., without the 
expected vowel letter) and hrAtb (in Torah).

5. Numerals mean that the particular form of the word (morphological form, along with any 
prefixes and suffixes) occurs only that number of times (e.g., the 1cp Q F + 3ms suffix + w 
of the verb grh occurs only in Gn 37.20; the root grh occurs 168 times in all).

6. In the Prolegomena of BHS is the Index siglorum et abbreviationum masorae parvae (“Index 
of the Signs & Abbreviations of the Mp”). This lists most of the words and abbreviations 
used in Mp in alphabetical order, and glosses them into Latin. Glosses for these Latin terms 
are listed in “An English Key to the Latin Words and Abbreviations and Symbols of Biblia 
Hebraica Stuttgartensia” (Rüger 1985), which is printed as a separate booklet, or included 
in newer printings of BHS immediately following the Latin index.

7. Superscript numerals in Mp (cf. Gn 37.20: 20dO) refer to the first set of footnotes in BHS, 
which consists of a list of notes in the form: “Mm” followed by a numeral (in this case “Mm 
276”). These refer in turn to numbered lists in G. Weil (Massorah Gedolah. Vol. 1. Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1971), which lists the verses containing the occurrences of the 
form described in the note. You can check this quickly with a modern concordance (e.g., 
Even-Shoshan).

8. qO in Mp stands for qere, Aramaic for “Read!” (areq., ms imperative), and means that the 
vowels in the text should be read with the consonants written above the qO in the margin. 
The consonants in the text are known as the ketib (bytiK., “[that which is] written”), which is a 
combination of consonants and vowel points that cannot be pronounced as written. The qere 
“corrects” the problem by suggesting the appropriate reading, but putting it in the margin 
meant that they did not have to change the consonantal text. These qere/ketib readings are 
important in textual criticism; they are referred to as Q and K, respectively, in the textual 
footnotes. In Gn 39.20, for example:

 

Interpretation Masora Lemma

Read yrewsia] as though it were written yreysia]. The text (K) has the conso-
nants of the Qp Ptc (yreWsa], prisoners; as in Gn 40.3, 5); the Masoretes 
preferred the tradition that read this as mp of the noun rysia', prisoner, 
which occurs in Gn 39.22. [For further examples, see “Enrichment”, below.]

yrysa 
q©

yrewsia]

9. Finally, remember that although you can use a lexicon, Hebrew concordance (e.g., Even-
Shoshan, Mandelkern), or electronic database to look up the form that is described in the 
note, such resources had not yet been invented when the Masoretes were at work—a testi-
mony to their knowledge of the text!

29.1.2 The Ending Masora

1. At the end of every biblical document, the Masoretes appended a list of statistics for that 
text. In order to help them ensure that they had not left out or doubled any verses, the scribes 
counted the number of verses (~yqwsph pasûqîm, marked off by sof pasûq), and wrote the 
total at the end, as well as the first word(s) of the middle verse (wycxw, and its half). A scribe 
could thus determine which half of the document had an extra or missing pasûq. [Pasûqîm 
do not always correspond to verses, since a few “verses” do not end with sof pasûq).

2. They also totaled the sedarîm (~yrds) for each text, “reading sections” for reading through 
the Torah on the Sabbath in three years, which are marked by a large samek in the inner 
margin, “crowned” by a sideways qamesi, and numbered by small Hebrew letters within 
square brackets. One of these (#33) comes at Gn 37.1, which also coincides with the  beginning 
of a much larger unit called a paraå (marked vrp in the inner margin), which were used 
to read through the Torah on the Sabbath in one year (peraåôt were not listed in the final 
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Masora). Within the text block a Hebrew numeral in small letters records the number of 
pasûqîm in the previous paraå (dOnOqO = 154 pasûqîm).

3. Since the Masoretes treated the Minor Prophets as a single entity—“The Twelve”—their 
final masora lists only the number of verses; Malachi also lists the central verse for the 
entire prophetic corpus (Joshua – Malachi) and the number of sedarîm for the Twelve. More 
elaborate lists follow Deuteronomy and Chronicles.

4. This is the ending masora for Qohelet (Ecclesiastes):

 

~yqwsph ~wks The total of the “verses”

b©k©r© rps lv of the work [is] 222
21rbk hyhv hm wycxw and its middle/half [is the verse that begins] 

21rbk hyhv hm
d© ~yrdsw and sedarim [are] 4.

The superscript (21) at the end of the line that identifies the middle verse (wycxw) directs us to #21 in 
the first set of notes at the bottom of the page—the apparatus for the Masora Magna, which then 
sends us to Qo 6.10; where Mp reads ~yqwspb rpsh ycx (“the middle of the work in verses”).

29.2 Masoretic Numerals

These are the values of the letters of the alphabet in the masora (note the superlinear dot that 
indicates their numerical function).

Numeral Value Notes Numeral Value Notes

aO 1 used in combinations only (see 
lO, below)

tO - qO 100-400

bO 2 On mO bO see below. $O 500

jO - gO 3-9 ~O 600

yO 10 !O 700

kO 20 @O 800

lO 1 used alone for unique forms #O 900

30 used in combinations for 31-39 
(e.g., aOlO = 31)

a© 1000 The dot is supposed to be slightly 
larger than the numeral for “one” 
(and so down the alphabet); some 
traditions use two dots to show 
thousands; in BHS the letter’s 
position shows that it refers to 
thousands.

mO 40 This can also be an 
 abbreviation for !mi, from; the 
combination mO bO means either 
“two of” or “except for, with 
the exception of”.

nO 50 b© 2000

cO - sO 60-90 etc.

29.3 Summary

The Masoretes’ aim was to safeguard the continued integrity of the biblical text as it was copied 
by hand from one MS to another. Thus was the biblical text preserved for many centuries until the 
printing press began to make their work superfluous. With the passage of time, the masora came 
to be viewed as more ornamental than helpful, and [at least some of] its purpose and function was 
lost. We pay attention to the masoretic notes because they offer ancient suggestions about difficult 
readings (e.g., qere/ketib), because they signal unusual forms (e.g., mal™’/has™r), and because they 
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may point out interesting statistical coincidences that we might otherwise overlook (e.g., the clause 
#r,a'B' b['r' yhiy>w:, “there was a famine in the land”, occurs twice in the Bible, Gn 12.10; Ru 1.1).

29.4 Vocabulary

rise, stand ~Wq .443 goat; goat hair z[e .435

be/become high, exalted ~Wr .444 be wonderful, amazing, miraculous al'P' .436

run #Wr .445 wall, city ryqi .437

put, place, set (cf. tyvi)190 ~yfi .446 wash (oneself) #x;r' .438

turn (back), return, repent bWv .447 rest; stop (doing something) tb;v' .439

sing, chant ryvi
.448

ram’s horn (“trumpet”) rp'Av .440

song, chant (n.) ryvi inherited/owned property (real estate) hZ"Wxa] .441

put, place, set (cf. ~yfi) tyvi .449 friend (n), familiar (adj); chief (n) @Wla; .442

29.5 Exercises

1. Using the final masora, how many verses (~yqwsp) and reading sections (~yrds) are in each 
of these biblical books? Locate the middle verse and its page no.

Book ~yqwsp ~yrds Middle verse (wycx)
(“Verses”) (“Sections”) Ref. Page no.

Genesis

Kings

Ezra-Nehemiah

2. Interpret one or two masoretic notes on the assigned reading passage, and check their accu-
racy with a concordance or electronic database (see the example on the next page). Do any 
of them affect the reading or function of the text? If so, how, and how will you determine 
which reading to prefer?

29.6 Enrichment: The Masora Marginalis to Genesis 37.18-22

Interpretation Masora Lemma V.

[This word is written] seven times “defectively” [rsx] (i.e., with 
˙olem rather than ˙olem-waw]) in Torah. You could find the other 
six occurrences (Gn 22.4; Ex 2.4; 20.18, 21; 24.1; Nu 9.10) in a 
Hebrew concordance. Checking all of its occurrences shows that the 
note refers to the entire form (preposition + adjective).

rOwtb sOx zO qxor'me 18

[This word occurs] three times in the Bible (cf. Jr 1.5; 13.16). gO ~r,j,b.W

[This word is written] seventeen times “full” [alm] (also called 
plene, Latin for “full”), i.e., with the vowel letter y. The occurrences 
are listed in Mm #250 (the same form and note occur in cf. Gn 37.6).

9rOwtb lOm zOyO ~h,ylea]

190. Although these two verbs are nearly synonymous, tyFi 
ª
occurs more than 550 times, whereas tyvi 

occurs only about 80 times (and never in a book in which tyfi  
ª
does not also occur).
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This is the only occurrence of this form in the Bible. lO WlK.n:t.YIw:

[This word is written] two times defectively [rsx] (i.e., without the 
vowel letter [˙olem without waw]) in the Bible (cf. Gn 42.9).

sOx bO tAmOlx]h; 19

This form occurs twice in the Bible (cf. Gn 24.65) bO hz<L'h;

This is the only occurrence of this form in the Bible. lO WhgEr>h;n:w> 20

This form occurs four times in the Bible (cf. Gn 37.33; Ezk 15.5; 
19.12).

dO Wht.l'k'a]

This form occurs four times in the Bible, listed in #276 (cf. 2Kg 7.13; 
Is 41.23; 66.5).

20dO ha,r>nIw>

This form occurs three times in the Bible (cf. Gn 37.8; Dn 2.2). gO wyt'mol{x]

This is the only defective occurrence of this word (i.e., without the 
vowel letter y) in the Bible. Even-Shoshan’s concordance shows that 
this is the only time that a form of lcn could have the yod but does 
not.

sOxw lO WhleCiY:w: 21

This form occurs twice closely following [i.e., immediately after] the 
accent zarqa (over !bWar; it is the “hook”, and occurs right before 
words marked with segolta—the “upside-down supra-linear segol).

kOymsd bO 21aqrzl ~d' 22

This form occurs three times in the Bible (cf. Ezk 18.31; 20.7). gO Wkyliv.h;

This form occurs fifteen times in the Bible (the numerals are 
reversed to avoid abbreviating the divine name), three of which 
[hOnm] have qamesi (abbreviated mOq).

mOq hOnm gO yOhO dy"w>

None of these notes affects the readings or interpretation (content) of the text, although they should 
keep a scribe from changing less common forms to match what was more familiar. This may seem 
mere pedantry in a world after Gutenberg; it is nonetheless a reminder of the faithfulness of many 
generations of now-unknown scribes without whose work the Bible as we know it would not exist.
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Lesson 30
IÄy/ w VERBS

Like I-n roots (Lesson 26), I-y/w verbs are weak whenever the initial letter of the root is followed by 
silent åewa—that is, throughout the H-stems, as well as in some forms of qal (F, Pr, V, NC) and 
nifal (P, Ptc). They are strong throughout the D-stems. Some I-n forms therefore look just like I-y 
forms, but whereas I-n forms tend to have two radicals with dageå forte in the first letter, I-y forms 
tend to have a long prefix vowel, without a doubled second radical.191

Stem Weak Forms Strong Forms

Q F, Pr, V [NC,NA] P, Ptc [NC, NA]
N P, Ptc F, Pr, V [NC,NA]

D, Dp, Dt None All forms
H, Hp All forms None

30.1 Nifal, Hifil, Hofal (N, H, Hp)

The original initial -y appears as a long vowel in N P and Ptc (-A-), and throughout H (-A-) and 
Hp (-W-). The other forms of N are strong, with doubled waw [+ qameß] (-W"-) as the first radical. The 
long prefix vowel, or the doubled waw, is the main clue to the presence of a I-y root:

Prefix/
Prefix Vowel Stem Conjugations

- An N perfect, participle

H 1cs imperfect, preterite

- W"yI N imperfect, preterite (strong, with doubled -W- for initial -y)
- W"hi N imperative, infinitive construct

- A - H
all forms

- W - Hp

The skeleton paradigm of these stems illustrates the basic principle:

√bvy Q N H Hp

P 3ms bv;y" bv;An byviAh bv;Wh
F 3ms bveyE bveW"yI byviAy bv;Wy
V 2ms bve bveW"hi bveAh ---
NC tb,v,© bveW"hi byviAh bv;Wh
Ptc  ms bveyO bv'An byviAm bv;Wm

191. This chart of weak and strong forms is identical to that for I-n roots.
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30.2 Qal (F, Pr, V, NC)

I-y verbs are strong in the qal perfect and participle, which are therefore not discussed. I-y verbs 
have three forms in qal F, Pr, V, & NC. Some verbs are mixed in type.

1. Type I (qal imperfect with ßere). The prefix and stem vowels are both ßere, and the initial -y 
of the verbal root is missing in Q F, Pr, V, NC. %lh is not I-y, but follows this pattern as well 
(it is the only non-I-y verbal root that does this). The skeleton paradigm shows forms that 
differ from the basic verb.

 

Qal √bvy √%lh

F 3ms bveyE %leyE¨
2fs ybiv.Te ykil.Te
3mp Wbv.yE Wkl.yE

Pr 3ms bv,YEw: %l,YE¨w:
V 2ms bve %le

2mp Wbv. Wkl.
NC tb,v,© tk,l,©

N.B.:  Some forms of these roots look just like forms from I-n roots, and can be distinguished 
from them only by knowing the vocabulary, or from the context. There is a paradigm of 
similar forms from different roots in Appendix D.

2. Type II (qal imperfect with pata˙). In these roots the initial y is a vowel letter in Q F, but disap-
pears in Q V and NC of some verbs. The prefix vowel is ˙ireq and the stem vowel pata˙.

 

Qal √vby √vry

F 3ms vb;yyI vr;yyI
2fs --- yvir>yTi
3mp Wvb.yyI Wvr>yyI

Pr 3ms vb;yYIw: vr;yYIw:
V 2ms vb;y> vr;

2mp --- Wvr>
NC vboy> tv,r,©

3. Type III (original I-y roots). There are only six verbs of this type (bjy, qny, lly, rvy, #qy, !my). 
They all occur primarily in Q and H. Since the initial -y is present in all forms, either as a 
vowel letter or consonant, these are also called I-y roots. The prefix vowel is hiireq-yod in Q 
(like Type II, above), and siere-yod in H.

 

√bjy Qal Hifil

P 3ms bj;y" byjiyhe
3cp Wbj.y" Wbyjiyhe

F 3ms bj;yyI byjiyyE
2fs ybij.yTi ybiyjiyTe
3mp Wbj.yyI WbyjiyyE

Pr 3ms bj;yYIw: bj,yYEw:
V 2ms bj;y> bjeyhe

2mp Wbj.yI Wbyjiyhe
NC bjoy> byjiyhe
Ptc ms bjeyO byjime
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30.3 Frequency

These are all nineteen I-y verbs that occur fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew, listed by 
frequency.

bvy sit, dwell, remain 1078x bjy be(come) good 120x

acy leave, go out 1055x hdy throw (D); thank (H) 115x

[dy know 924x rty remain, be left (N), leave (H) 106x

dly bear, give birth, beget 488x #[y counsel, advise 82x

dry go down, descend 380x rcy shape, form, mold 64x

ary fear, be afraid [of] 377x xky dispute (N); rebuke (H) 56x

vry subdue, [dis]possess 231x vbey" be(come) dry 55x

@sy add (Q), repeat (H) 212x hry throw; teach (H) 54x

[vy save (H) 205x qcy serve (food); pour (liquid) 53x

lkoy" be able, prevail 194x

30.4 Vocabulary

serve (food); pour (liquid) qc;y" .457 be[come] dry, dry up (st. vb.) vbey" .450

shape, form, mold rc;y" .458 know, understand [d;y" .451

inhabitant, citizen, dweller (Q Ptc) bveyO .459 be[come] good (cf. bAj, bWj) bj;y" .452

save, deliver (implied: by winning a 
victory) (H) [v;y"

.460

dispute (N); correct, rebuke (H) xk;y" .453

deliverance, salvation; victory h['Wvy>
repeat, do again (with inf. 
const.); add (H); add (Q) @s;y" .454

remain, be left [behind/over] (N) rt;y" .461 counsel, advise #[;y"
.455

be[come] small, insignificant 
(st. vb.); small, insignificant (adj.) !Ajq' .462

advice, counsel hc'[e

leave, go out, exit, depart ac'y" .456

30.5 Exercises

1. After learning to recognize the I-y verbs, locate and identify (parse) any I-y verbs in whatever 
biblical passage your teacher assigns.

2. Gloss these verses, parsing all verbal forms.

S2 15.19; yrIk.n" foreigner WnT'ai hT'a;-~G: %lete hM'l'
hT'a; yrIk.n"-yKi %l,M,h;-~[i bvew> bWv

.1

Ps 100.3; ty[ir>m; flock; pasturing, 
shepherding; pasturage

~yhil{a/ aWh hw"hy>-yKi W[D>
Wnx.n:a] Alw> Wnf'['-aWh
`Aty[ir>m; !acow> AM[;

.2

Ps 100.4 hd'AtB. wyr'['v. WaBo
hL'hit.Bi wyt'rocex]

`Amv. Wkr]B' Al-WdAh

.3
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Jg 7.4 br' ~['h' dA[ !A[d>GI-la, hw"hy> rm,aYOw:
… ~yIM;h;-la, ~t'Aa dreAh

%T'ai %leyE aWh %T'ai %leyE hz< ^yl,ae rm;ao rv,a] hy"h'w>
%M'[i %leyE-al{ hz< ^yl,ae rm;ao-rv,a] lkow>

`%leyE al{ aWh

.4

Josh 7.12; @r,[o [back of] neck ~h,ybey>ao ynEp.li ~Wql' laer'f.yI ynEB. Wlk.yU al{w>
~h,ybey>ao ynEp.li Wnp.yI @r,[o

.5

Dt 31.2 ~AYh; ykinOa' hn"v' ~yrIf.[,w> ha'me-!B, ~h,lea] rm,aYOw:
aAbl'w> tacel' dA[ lk;Wa-al{

`hZ<h; !Der>Y:h;-ta, rbo[]t; al{ yl;ae rm;a' hw"hyw:

.6

1 Sam 9.16; dygIn" leader; Benjamin, 
Israel, Philistines

!miy"n>Bi #r,a,me vyai ^yl,ae xl;v.a, rx'm' t[eK'
laer'f.yI yMi[;-l[; dygIn"l. ATx.v;m.W
~yTiv.liP. dY:mi yMi[;-ta, [:yviAhw>

`yl'ae Atq'[]c; ha'B' yKi yMi[;-ta, ytiyair' yKi

.7

Gn 39.11 ATk.al;m. tAf[]l; ht'y>B;h; aboY"w: hZ<h; ~AYh;K. yhiy>w:
`tyIB'B; ~v' tyIB;h; yven>a;me vyai !yaew>

.8

Gn 25.19; Abraham, Isaac `qx'c.yI-ta, dyliAh ~h'r'b.a; .9

Jg 13.9; Manoah x:Anm' lAqB. ~yhil{a/h' [m;v.YIw:
hV'aih'-la, dA[ ~yhil{a/h' %a;l.m; aboY"w:

`HM'[i !yae Hv'yai x:Anm'W hd,F'B; tb,v,Ay ayhiw>

.10

Jr 15.20; hr'WcB. fortified; 
lky  overcome (without a 
 complementary NC)

hr'WcB. tv,xon> tm;Axl. hZ<h; ~['l' ^yTit;n>W
%l' Wlk.Wy-al{w> ^yl,ae Wmx]l.nIw>

`hw"hy>-~aun> ^l,yCih;l.W ^[]yviAhl. ynIa] ^T.ai-yKi

.11

Gn 46.4; Egypt ^l.[;a; ykinOa'w> hm'y>r;c.mi ^M.[i dreae ykinOa' .12

Is 9.5; hr'f.m', rule, dominion; 
~k,v,©, shoulder; d[;ybia] < ba + d[, 
Eternal Father

Wnl'-!T;nI !Be Wnl'-dL;yU dl,y<-yKi
Amk.vi-l[; hr'f.Mih; yhiT.w:

d[;ybia] rABGI lae #[eAy al,P, Amv. ar'q.YIw:
`~Alv'-rf;

.13

Gn 3.5; xqp, open (vb.) WNM,mi ~k,l.k'a] ~AyB. yKi ~yhil{a/ [:deyO yKi
`[r'w" bAj y[ed>yO ~yhil{aKe ~t,yyIh.wI ~k,ynEy[e Wxq.p.nIw>

.14

Ezk 39.7; llx, pollute, defile 
(1cs H F)

laer'f.yI yMi[; %AtB. [:ydIAa yvid>q' ~ve-ta,w>
dA[ yvid>q'-~ve-ta, lxea;-al{w>

`laer'f.yIB. vAdq' hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi ~yIAGh; W[d>y"w>

.15

Jg 10.13 ~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/ Wdb.[;T;w: ytiAa ~T,b.z:[] ~T,a;w>
`~k,t.a, [:yviAhl. @ysiAa-al{ !kel'

.16

Josh 17.12; lay, be determined; 
Manasseh, Canaanite(s)

hL,aeh' ~yrI['h,-ta, vyrIAhl. hV,n:m. ynEB. Wlk.y" al{w>
`taZOh; #r,a'B' tb,v,l' ynI[]n:K.h; la,AYw:

.17

1 Kgs 19.11; qrp, tear/break 
off (D)

hw"hy> ynEp.li rh'b' T'd>m;['w> ace rm,aYOw:
~yrIh' qrep'm. qz"x'w> hl'AdG> x:Wrw> rbe[o hw"hy> hNEhiw>

.18
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Pr 27.1; rx'm', tomorrow rx'm' ~AyB. lLeh;t.Ti-la;
`~Ay dl,YE-hm; [d;te-al{ yKi

.19

Gn 12.19 hV'ail. yli Ht'ao xQ;a,w" awhi ytixoa] T'r>m;a' hm'l'
`%lew" xq; ^T.v.ai hNEhi hT'[;w>

.20

30.6 Enrichment: Pay Attention While Reading

One way to strengthen our grasp of Biblical Hebrew is to choose some aspect of grammar or syntax, 
note its occurrences as we read, and analyze its function. Paying attention to one aspect of the text 
will encourage you to pay attention to other things as well, but—and far more important—it will help 
you form a view of how Hebrew actually functions, as opposed to merely reading a description in a 
book and translating a few exercises. If we then write a brief description of our results; we have a 
resource on the grammar or syntax (or even vocabulary) of a biblical book (with a cross-reference in 
your favourite reference grammar or lexicon), so that we can interact with statements like “The parti-
ciple in … always/never/rarely …” based on our knowledge of what actually happens in the text.

We might, for example, try to note all of the asyndetic clauses in a passage to see if they have anything 
in common, such as type of material, morphology, syntax, or some other characteristic. Or to describe 
the function of the infinitive construct in the book of Judges, or the participle in Jonah (below).

This is an example of how you might describe all of the participles in the book of Jonah.

Participles in the Book of Jonah

As noted in Lessons 11 and 12, the participle (so-called) in Biblical Hebrew has three functions, 
which are precisely the same as the functions of the adjective, hence it is often called a “verbal 
adjective”. Its three functions are: (1) verbal/predicate; (2) nominal/substantive; and (3) adjectival/
attributive. In a syntagm of a different type, it (4) accompanies the verbal root hyh, apparently as 
a temporally specific parallel to the verbal/predicate function.192

This paper tests the validity of the three-fold division of participial function in Biblical Hebrew 
by reviewing all of the participles in the biblical book of Jonah. Only the first three functions occur 
in the book of Jonah, as this table shows:

Attrib. Pred. Subst. hyh

2 10 1 ---

15% 77% 7.5%

Description

The first and last participles in the book are attributive/adjectival; both are anarthrous, describing 
a grammatically indefinite noun: “a ship [that was] going to Tarshish (1.3). The second modifies 
YHWH, but here Jonah refers to him as “a god … relenting [who relents] over the evil” (4.2), which 
follows four other attributes: “a god [who is] gracious and compassionate, slow to anger and great 
in lovingkindness”. Since the phrases all modify the anarthrous lae “god”, they are themselves 
anarthrous and attributive.

The single substantive/nominal occurs in the poem found in Jonah 2. The participle ~yriM.v;m. 
“those who regard” is the only piel occurrence of the root rmv/åmr in the Bible. (This substan-
tive function of the participle is extremely frequent in biblical poetry, apparently as a means of 
syntactic compression.)

192. The “predicate adjective” function is rarely fulfilled by hyh + adjective, but rather by the verbal/
predicate function of stative verbs. This (the fourth) function does not occur in the book of Jonah.
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The majority of participles in Jonah (8 or 10/11) are predicate/verbal, functioning as the pred-
icate of their clauses. The repeated hendiadys r[esow> %leAh “continuing to rage/storm” (1.11, 13) 
accounts for four of these occurrences. If they are counted individually, they account for ten of 
thirteen occurrences; if they are counted as “compound” forms (i.e., as genuine cases of hendiadys), 
they account for eight of eleven.

These predicate participles modify pronominal subjects (1.10, 12; 3.2, 9), nominal subjects 
(1.11a-b, 13a-b, 3.4); one occurs in a syntagm that is difficult to identify: ~D'r.nI ^L.-hm; “What’s with 
you—asleep?” (perhaps i.e., “Why are you sleeping?”), but in which the participle, being masculine 
singular, seems to modify the 2 ms pronominal suffix that is the object of the preposition.

All of the participles in Jonah can be assigned to one of the three functions (above); there are no 
“exceptions” or unexplained “remainders”.

Examples (all)

A P S H

A vyvir.t; ha'B' hY"nIa' ac'm.YIw: 1.3

P ~D'r.nI ^L.-hm; Al rm,aYOw: 1.6

P x:rebo aWh hwhy ynEp.Limi yKi 1.10

P(bis) `r[esow> %leAh ~Y"h; yKi 1.11a-b

P … yKi ynIa' [:deAy yKi 1.12

P(bis) `~h,yle[] r[esow> %leAh ~Y"h; yKi 1.13a-b

S `WbzO[]y: ~D's.x; aw>v'-yleb.h; ~yriM.v;m. 2.9

P `^yl,ae rbeDo ykinOa' rv,a] 3.2

P `tk,P'h.n< hwEn.ynIw> ~Ay ~y[iB'r.a; dA[ rm;aYOw> 3.4

P APa; !Arx]me bv'w> ~yhiOla/h' ~x;nIw> bWvy" [:deAy-ymi 3.9

A ~yIP;a; %r,a, ~Wxr;w> !WNx;-lae hT'a; yKi yTi[.d;y"

`h['r'h'-l[; ~x'nIw> ds,x,-br;w>

4.2

In this case, the goal is not to establish a new theory of participial function, but rather to force 
ourselves to pay attention to how the text means what it says, how the author used his language to 
convey his message, and thus allow us to learn how we ought to expect that language to function as 
we read other parts of the Bible. It is obviously much easier to do this for a short book like Jonah 
than for, e.g., the book of Judges, with nearly two hundred participles. But the work that we do on 
Jonah ought to prepare us for the larger task of studying Judges.

Nor is it necessary to do this for an entire (long) book. Looking at the function of wayhî or of the 
participle (as here), or of any particular aspect of syntax or morphology for a few chapters will both 
stretch and strengthen our understanding of how Biblical Hebrew “works”.
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Lesson 31
GEMINATE (["[) VERBS

Geminate verbs have the same consonant as their second and third radicals, such as [[r and bbs 
(the term “geminate”, or “twinned”, reflects the theory that they were coined from biradical roots 
by repeating the second radical). They are strong in three forms of Q P (3ms, 3fs, 3cp), and in Q Ptc 
and NA. They are weak in all other stems and conjugations. Some verbs occur in polel, polal, and 
hitpolel, like the hollow verbs (above), others (e.g., llh, praise, llp, pray) occur primarily in the 
regular D-stems and so look like the basic verb (i.e., all three radicals are present in all forms).

31.1 Forms

The prefix vowel of the geminate verbs is nearly always the same as that of the hollow verbs 
(Lesson 28); a “helping [anaptyctic] vowel” joins PGN endings to the verbal root (-A- in perfect; -y ,- 
in imperfect, preterite, & imperative). The second and third radicals often coalesce and are written 
once with dageå forte. The verbal root occurs in three basic forms:

Form of the Verbal Root Occurs in

bs forms without PGN endings

-Bs forms with PGN endings (but not imperative)

bbs a few forms (all forms in the D-stems)

This skeleton paradigm illustrates these characteristics:

√bbs Q N H Hp Po

P 2ms t'ABs; t'ABs;n> t'ABsih] t'ABs;Wh T'b.b;As
3ms bb;s' lq; bs;n" bsehe bs;Wh bbeso
3cp Wbb]s' WLq; WBs;n" WBsehe WBs;Wh Wbb.so

F 3ms
bsoy" lq;yE bS;yI bsey" bs;Wy bbeAsy>
bSoyI

2fs yBisoT' yBiS;Ti yBiseT' yBis;WT ybib]AsT.
2fp hn"yB,suT. hn"yB,S;Ti hn"yB,siT. hn"yB,s;WT hn"b.b;soT.

V 2ms bso bS;hi bseh' bbeso

NC bso bSehi bseh' bbeso
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31.2 Geminate Verbs in Qal

Qal √bbs √llq

P 1cs ytiABs; ytiALq;
2ms t'ABs; t'ALq;
2fs tABs; tALq;
3ms bs; bb;s' lq;
3fs hB's; hb'b]s' hL'q;
1cp WnABs; WnALq;
2mp ~T,ABs; ~T,Alq;
2fp !T,ABs; !T,Alq;
3cp WBs; Wbb]s' WLq;

F 1cs bsoa' bSoa, lq;ae
2ms bsoT' bSoTi lq;Te
2fs yBisoT' yBiSoTi yLiq;Te
3ms bsoy" bSoyI lq;yE
3fs bsoT' bSoTi lq;Te
1cp bson" bSonI lq;nE
2mp WBsoT' WbS.Ti WLq;Te
2fp hn"yB,suT. hn"b.SoTi hn"yL,q;T.
3mp Wbsoy" WbS.yI WLq;yE
3fp hn"yB,suT. hn"b.SoTi hn"yL,q;T.

Pr 3ms bs'Y"w: bSoYIw: lq;YEw:

V 2ms bso
2fs yBiso
2mp WBso
2fp hn"yB,su

NC bso lqo

Ptc ms bbeso lq;

1. Qal participle and infinitive absolute are strong, as are qal perfect forms with vocalic or no 
PGN sufformative (i.e., 3ms, 3fs, 3cp).

2. The stem syllable looks like the second syllable of the basic verb (pata˙ in Q P, ˙olem in Q 
F and V).

3. The three forms of the qal are compared in this table (their vertical alignment is merely for 
convenience; it does not imply that these would have been thought of as “types”).

4. The middle column shows alternate forms, which in Q imperfect, look exactly like I-n roots 
(cf. lpn, §26.1); they can be distinguished only in context by knowing the vocabulary.
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31.3 Geminate Verbs in Nifal

This is a skeletal paradigm (the full paradigm is in Appendix D).

Nifal √bbs

P 3ms bs;n"
1cp WnABs;n>

F 3ms bS;yI
3mp WBS;yI

Pr 3ms bS;YIw:
V 2ms bS;hi

2mp WBS;hi

NC bSehi

Ptc ms bs'n"

1. The prefix looks exactly like the hollow verbs (qameß or åewa in nifal perfect and participle; 
˙ireq with doubled first radical in all other forms).

2. Some forms (e.g., 3ms N F) look exactly like 3ms Q F of a I-n verbal root (cf. lPoyI, he will 
fall).

3. The stem vowel is pata˙, except in N P forms with consonantal PGN endings (see paradigm, 
above).

31.4 Geminate Verbs in Hifil & Hofal

This skeleton paradigm lists the H-stems of both bbs and bWv for comparison.

Hifil Hofal

√bbs √bWv √bbs √bWv

P 1cs ytiABsih] ytiAbyvih] ytiABs;Wh yTib.v;Wh
3ms bsehe byvihe bs;Wh bv;Wh

F 3ms bsey" byviy" bs;Wy bv;Wy
3mp Wbsey" Wbyviy" WBs;Wy Wbv.Wy

Pr 3ms bseY"w: bv'Y"w: bs;WYw: bv;WYw:
V 2ms bseh' bWv

2mp Wbseh' WbWv
NC bseh' bWv bv;Wh
Ptc ms bseme bv' bs'Wm ~q'Wm

1. The prefix in hifil looks exactly like the hollow verbs (ßere in H P and Ptc; qameß in all other 
forms).

2. The stem vowel is ßere or hireq (before consonantal PGN endings). It is similar to the hollow 
verbs; geminate verbs tend to have ßere rather than ˙ireq as a stem vowel.

3. In hofal, the prefix vowel is always åureq, as in the I-y verbs, and the stem vowel is patah 
in all forms, so that Hp geminates without PGN endings look exactly like Hp of I-y verbs 
without endings.
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31.5 Geminate Verbs in Polel, Polal, & Hitpolel

Geminate verbs that use these forms look just like hollow verbs. This skeleton paradigm lists forms 
of a hollow verb (~Wq) for comparison. Hitpolel (Pt) looks exactly like polel with the prefixes -t.hi 
(perfect, etc.) and -t.yI (etc.).

P-stems √bbs √~Wq Pt (both roots)

P 1cs yTib.b;so yTim.m;qo yTib.b;sot.hi
3ms bbeso ~meqo bbesot.hi
1cp Wnb.b;so Wnm.m;qo Wnb.b;sot.hi

F 3ms bbesoy> ~meqoy> bbesot.yI
3mp Wbb]soy> Wmm]qoy> Wbb]sot.yI

Pr 3ms bbesoy>w: ~meqoy>w: Wbb]sot.YIw:
V 2ms bbeso ~meqo

2mp Wbb]so Wmm]qo
NC bbeso ~meqo
Ptc ms bbesom. ~meqom.

1. The only way to know whether a form in polel, polal, or hitpolel is from a hollow or geminate 
root is to know the vocabulary (which word best fits the context) or check a lexicon (most 
lexica cross-reference these forms to their putative root).

2. Polal, et al. occur with and without the vowel letter (A). The stem vowel only distinguishes 
the active (polel) from the passive (polal; not listed) when there is no ending, so that the 
function of most forms must be determined from the context.

31.6 “Double” Verbs

A number of hollow, III-h, and geminate roots are apparently “double” verbs—different roots that 
share some of their consonants and overlap in function. For example,

~mh ~Wh be in turmoil

rrP rWP break, destroy

rrc rWc bind, be in distress

bbr hbr be numerous, many

ggv hgv go astray, sin

31.7 Identical & “Ambiguous” Verbal Forms

The results of the particular weaknesses of weak verbal roots creates two additional 
 complications:

1. Forms can appear to be based on different verbal roots (one of which may not be attested). 
For example,

 
bSoYIw: 3ms qal preterite < bbs 

looks like 3ms qal preterite < bsn
He went around 
[The root does not exist in Biblical Hebrew.]

2. Some forms of a verbal root can be parsed in more than one way—that is, they are ambiguous 
apart from a context. A form may be located in more than one conjugation (below, tme, rv') 
or stem (below, ~f,Y"w:, l[;Y:w:). A form does not have several functions in a given context—its 
cotext restricts every form’s function, but the same form may be ambiguous apart from its 
context. This means that a form must be read and its function identified only within the 
requirements of its context.
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tme 3ms qal perfect 
ms qal participle

He died 
[one who] [is] dead

rv' 3ms qal perfect 
ms qal participle

He sang 
[one who] sings

~f,Y"w: 3ms qal preterite 
3ms hifil preterite

He placed/set [someone/something] (one object) 
He caused [someone] to place/set [something] (two objects)

l[;Y:w: 3ms qal preterite 
3ms hifil preterite

He went up (intransitive—no object) 
He brought up (transitive) 

31.8 Frequency

This is a list of all sixteen geminate verbs that occur fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew, in 
descending order of frequency.

bbs surround, go around 162x ~mT be complete, have integrity 64x

llh praise (P); boast (Dt) 145x rrc wrap up, be hostile to, confine 61x

llx be defiled (N); defile (D); begin (H) 134x rra curse 59x

[[r be evil, wicked, bad 99x ddv devastate, destroy, lay waste 56x

~mv be astonished, desolate 95x ttx be shattered, dismayed 53x

llq be light, swift; 
slight, trifling, accursed

82x ddm measure 52x

llP pray (Dt) 80x !nr shout (in joy, triumph) 52x

!nx be gracious to, favor 77x rrP break out, burst forth (H) 50x

31.9 Concepts

anaptyctic coalesce double verbs gemination

31.10 Vocabulary

confine, constrain, wrap up, be hostile to rr;c'

.469

curse rr;a' .463

distress, trouble; confinement hr'c' praise, exult in (D); boast (Dt) ll;h'
.464

enemy, foe rc; praise, glory hL'hiT.

be[come] light, swift; slight, trifling, 
accursed (st. vb.) ll;q' .470 measure dd;m' .465

shout (in joy, triumph, celebration) !n:r' .471 surround, go around; encircle; 
turn around

bb;s' .466

be[come] bad, evil, wicked (st. vb.) [[;r' .472 pray (Dt) ll;P'
.467

devastate, lay waste; cf. §21.1 dd;v' .472 prayer hL'piT.

be[come] astounded, astonished, 
 dumbfounded; desolate ~m;v' .473 break out, burst forth (H) rr;P' .468
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31.11 Exercises

1. After learning to recognize geminate verbs, identify any geminate verbal forms in whatever 
biblical passage your teacher assigns.

2. Gloss these verses, parsing all verbal forms.

Jb 31.40; Job `bAYai yreb.DI WMT; .1

Nu 22.12; Balaam ~h,M'[i %lete al{ ~['l.Bi-la, ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOw: 
`aWh %Wrb' yKi ~['h'-ta, raot' al{

.2

Lv 9.24 hw"hy> ynEp.Limi vae aceTew: 
~ybil'x]h;-ta,w> hl'[oh'-ta, x:Bez>Mih;-l[; lk;aTow: 

`~h,ynEP.-l[; WlP.YIw: WNroY"w: ~['h'-lK' ar>Y:w:

.3

Ps 146.1; yvip.n: is vocative `hw"hy>-ta, yvip.n: ylil.h; Hy"-Wll.h; .4

Gn 12.3 raoa' ^l.L,q;m.W ^yk,r>b'm. hk'r]b'a]w: 
`hm'd'a]h' txoP.v.mi lKo ^b. Wkr>b.nIw>

.5

Ps 145.3; hLdG, greatness; rqx, 
 searchable; searching

`rq,xe !yae AtL'dug>liw> daom. lL'hum.W hw"hy> lAdG" .6

Josh 6.7 ry[ih'-ta, WBsow> Wrb.[i ~['h'-la, rm,aYOw: .7

Ps 114.3; rAxa', back, rear (n.); Jordan snOY"w: ha'r' ~Y"h; 
`rAxa'l. bSoyI !Der>Y:h;

.8

Nu 11.11; acm lacks its final a; 
aFm, burden

^D,b.[;l. t'[oreh] hm'l' hw"hy>-la, hv,mo rm,aYOw: 
^yn<y[eB. !xe ytic'm'-al{ hM'l'w> 

`yl'[' hZ<h; ~['h'-lK' aF'm;-ta, ~Wfl'

.9

Lv 26.32 #r,a'h'-ta, ynIa] ytiMovih]w: 
`HB' ~ybiv.YOh; ~k,ybey>ao h'yl,[' Wmm.v'w>

.10

Ps 145.2; d[,, age (a duration of time) &'k,r]b'a] ~Ay-lk'B. 
`d[,w" ~l'A[l. ^m.vi hl'l.h;a]w:

.11

Zp 3.14; [:Wr, shout; zl[, exult; Zion laer'f.yI W[yrIh' !AYci-tB; yNIr' 
`~Il'©v'Wry> tB; ble-lk'B. yzIl.['w> yxim.fi

.12

Jr 2.12; brx, dry up; r[f, bristle 
[with horror]

daom. Wbr>x' Wr[]f;w> tazO-l[; ~yIm;v' WMvo 
`hw"hy>-~aun>

.13

Ps 37.22 `WtreK'yI wyl'L'qum.W #r,a' Wvr>yyI wyk'r'bom. yKi .14

Jr 7.26; @r[, neck ~n"z>a'-ta, WJhi al{w> yl;ae W[m.v' aAlw> 
`~t'Aba]me W[rehe ~P'r>['-ta, Wvq.Y:w:

.15

S2 22.6; lbx, cord; ~dq, precede, go 
before; vqeAm snare; bait, lure; Sheol

`tw<m'-yveq.mo ynImuD>qi ynIBus; lAav. yleb.x, .16

Jn 2.4; rBvm, breaker (wave); lG, heap 
(wave)

`Wrb'[' yl;[' ^yL,g:w> ^yr,B'v.mi-lK' ynIbeb.soy> rh'n"w> .17

Jr 21.4; bbs, turn back, reverse 
[Most of this v. is a quotation.]

laer'f.yI yhel{a/ hw"hy> rm;a'-hKo 
~k,d>y<B. rv,a] hm'x'l.Mih; yleK.-ta, bseme ynIn>hi 

lb,B' %l,m,-ta, ~B' ~ymix'l.nI ~T,a; rv,a] 
hm'Axl; #Wxmi ~k,yle[] ~yrIC'h; ~yDIf.K;h;-ta,w> 

`taZOh; ry[ih' %AT-la, ~t'Aa yTip.s;a'w>

.18
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Dt 3.24; ld,GO, greatness (n.); the first 
occurrence of rva is probably causal 
(because)

^D>b.[;-ta, tAar>h;l. t'ALxih; hT'a; hwIhy> yn"doa] 
hq'z"x]h; ^d>y"-ta,w> ^l.d>G"-ta, 
#r,a'b'W ~yIm;V'B; lae-ymi rv,a] 

`^t,roWbg>kiw> ^yf,[]m;k. hf,[]y:-rv,a]

.19

Dt 15.10; llgb, on account of, because of; 
xl;v.mi, outstretching (i.e., attempt)

Al ^T.tiB. ^b.b'l. [r;yE-al{w> Al !TeTi !Atn" 
^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^k.r,b'y> hZ<h; rb'D'h; ll;g>Bi yKi 

`^d,y" xl;v.mi lkob.W ^f,[]m;-lk'B.

.20

K1 8.35; rc[, be closed, shut up (N); 
rjm, rain; this is not a complete 
sentence, but the protasis [“if”-clause] 
of a conditional sentence; the next verse 
contains the the apodosis [“then”-clause]

%l'-Waj.x,y< yKi rj'm' hy<h.yI-al{w> ~yIm;v' rce['heB. 
^m,v.-ta, WdAhw> hZ<h; ~AqM'h;-la, Wll.P;t.hiw> 

`~nE[]t; yKi !WbWvy> ~t'aJ'x;meW

.21

31.12 Some Encouragement

Congratulations! Having invested a great deal of time, effort, and energy (not to mention money) on 
Biblical Hebrew, how can you continue to grow in your ability to use what you have learned?

1. Continue to read the Hebrew text aloud, in order to strengthen your ability to see and hear 
“in Hebrew”.

2. Continue to gloss the Hebrew text into another language, preferably in writing, but orally 
is better than nothing. Don’t worry at this point about getting every word, or even getting 
every word “right” (when I first did this, I just skipped words that I didn’t yet know or 
couldn’t recognize and often ran into the same root in another context and recognized it 
there, so that I could go back and “insert” it in its earlier occurrence). It is more important 
that you see as much text as possible.

3. Continue to develop a vocabulary base by learning the words in the passage that you are 
reading. As you come across unknown words, check a tool such as Armstrong, Busby, & Carr 
(1988) or a concordance to see how frequently they occur in Biblical Hebrew. If they are 
relatively infrequent (fewer than ten times), you may not want to invest the time to learn 
them, but if they have the same root of a word that you already know, you can add them to 
your stock of vocabulary without much effort.

4. Use the reading notes (online at www.fredputnam.org) to review what you have already 
read, and to explore new passages.

5. The most important contribution to growing in your understanding of Biblical Hebrew is 
continued exposure to passages of text, not merely to a verse here or there. This is because 
the minimal unit of communication is not the word, but the sentence, and in order to think 
about how the biblical writers communicated, it is necessary to read their communications 
as they intended them to be read—as stories, poems, songs, oracles, &c., not as isolated 
phrases, clauses, or even verses.

The main benefit of seeing a lot of Hebrew is that you will gradually begin to say, “I’ve never 
seen that before”, or “That’s the fourth time in this chapter that the author repeated that word 
[syntagm, etc.]”—that is, you will begin to sense what is and is not significant, and to gain apprecia-
tion for the craft of the biblical authors. Since much of intepretation is asking questions about the 
text, the greater your familiarity with that text, the more appropriate—and therefore helpful—the 
questions will be.

You will also gain the ability to understand commentators’ remarks, since you will have a fund of 
information on which to draw in interpreting both the accuracy and significance of what they say.
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Appendices

A.  Supplementary Vocabulary. Ten lists that, together with the vocabulary lists in the lessons, 
entail all words that occur fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew.

B.  Hebrew – English Glossary. An alphabetic list of all words in the lessons and Appendix A 
of this grammar.

C. Glossary. Grammatical and linguistic terms used in this grammar.

D.  Paradigms. Pronominal and verbal forms, including a brief comparison of the forms of several 
weak verbs that may be confused due to their similarity.

E.  Bibliography. An annotated list of [primarily] reference works on Biblical Hebrew and the 
Hebrew Bible.
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Appendix A
SUPPLEMENTARY VOCABULARY

Supplementary Vocabulary 1

declaration, utterance; often in the 
prophets as hwhy ~aun> ~aun> .483 wickedness, guilt, iniquity !w<a'© .475

there, in that place ~v' .484 not yliB. .476

area inside something else %w<T'©

.485

also, even, indeed (adv., cj.) ~G: .477

in, within, inside [always construct 
to the following word]; trad. in the 
midst of

%AtB. prefixed interrogative particle 
(not directly translated) - h] .478

seize, take hold of fp;T' .486 daily, by day, daytime (cf. ~Ay) ~m'Ay .479

ornament, decoration tr,a,©p.Ti .487
bear, give birth [to] (of women); 
father; become the father of (of 
men)

dl;y" .480

tribute; [heave-] offering hm'WrT. .488

wing; edge/end of, e.g., garment 
(hem) or the earth/land @n"K' .481

why? (hm' + l.) hm'l' hM'l'© .482

Supplementary Vocabulary 2

[the] dark, darkness %v,xo© .496 treasury, storehouse rc'Aa .489

testimony, command, precept 
(of divine law) tWd[e hd'[e .497 [miraclous] sign tAa .490

help, assist rz:[' .498 bind, tie, imprison rs;a' .491

cliff, crag, outcropping; rock rWc .499 lion yrIa] hyEr>a; .492

end, edge; border hc,q' .500 iron lz<r>B; .493

offering, gift (cf. Mk 7.11) !B'r>q' .501
large building; palace, temple 
(cf. tyIB;©) lk'yhe .494

slaughter, kill jx;v' .502 man (male); male being (animal) rk'z" .495
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Supplementary Vocabulary 3

bury rb;q' .511 cedar zr,a,© .503

horn (oft. as symbol of strength) !r,q,© .512 belly, abdomen; womb !j,B,© .504

bow (weapon); rainbow tv,q,© .513 lot; allotment (what the lot reveals/awards) lr'AG .505

ride bk;r' .514 property, possession(s) hn<q.mi .506

succeed, prosper; understand (H) lk;f' .515 guard; obligation, duty tr,m,©v.mi .507

remainder, what is left (cf. rav) tyrIaev. .516 afflicted, poor, humble ynI[' .508

table !x'l.vu .517 arrange, set in order %r;[' .509

plunder, booty, spoil ll'v' .518 valley, lowland qm,[e© .510

Supplementary Vocabulary 4

shoulder[blade] @teK' .527
cistern, well (i.e., a hole dug for 
water; cf. Gn 37.22; Jr 2.13) rAB .519

anoint xv;m' .528 man (male) rb,G<¨ .520

here, in this place
aPo AP 

hPo
.529 dream ~Alx] .521

spread out fr;P' .530 favor, grace !xe .522

tomb, grave (usually hollowed out 
of rock, not dug in soil) rb,q,© .531 remainder, left-over (n.) rt,y< .523

assembly, congregation; refers to 
assembly of Israelite adult males lh'q' .532

loaf, talent, region (all were, or 
could be, roughly “circular”) rK'Ki .524

heal, cure (vb.) ap'r' .533
foolish, insolent (often 
substantive) lysiK. .525

female slave/servant hx'p.vi .534 according to (hP, + -l., hP, + -K.); 
always followed by a noun

ypil. 
ypiK.

.526

Supplementary Vocabulary 5

stumble, fall, sway, rock, waver lv;K' .543 grasp, sieze, hold zx;a' .535

shield !gEm' .544
burnt offering, offering by fire (contrast 
hV'ai , woman, wife) hV,ai .536

[young] girl, maid hr'[]n: .545 hill; [cultic] high place; Gibeah h['b.GI .537

end; limit, boundary #qe .546
be defiled, polluted (N); defile, pollute 
(D); begin (H) ll;x' .538

succeed, be effective/strong xl;c' .547 share, portion, part (cf. ql;x') ql,xe© .539

Sheol lAav. .548
be gracious to, compassionate toward, 
favour; request favor/compassion (Dt) !n:x' .540

be complete, have integrity (st. vb.) ~m;T'
.549

be shattered, dismayed (st. vb.) tt;x' .541

whole, blameless, entire ~ymiT' large river (esp. the Nile) raoy> .542
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Supplementary Vocabulary 6

feast, festival; procession gx; gx' .557 poor, needy, destitute, oppressed !Ayb.a, .550

violence, wrong, injury sm'x' .558 end, outcome tyrIx]a; .551

vow, oath rd,nE¨  rd,n<¨
.559

How? How! (either interrogative or 
exclamatory); hk'yae is the first word 
in Lam 1, 2, 4, and the Hebrew title 
of Lam

%yae 
hk'yae

.552

[to] vow; swear an oath/vow rd;n"

inherit, obtain lx;n" .560 side (n.); beside, near (prp.) lc,ae© .553

drink offering, libation %s,nE©
.561

flee, run away xr;B' .554

pour [out] (as a drink offering) %s;n" strength, power (cf. rABGI, rb,G<) hr'WbG> .555

plain, desert (often Jordan plain 
or valley & wilderness of Judah) hb'r'[] .562 love, loved one, beloved dAD .556

Supplementary Vocabulary 7

before, not yet (a following 
imperfect functions as past: 
`hwhy-rb;D. wyl'ae hl,G"yI ~r,j,w> 
Yahwh’s word had not yet been 
revealed to him (Sam 3:7)

~r,j,© 
~r,j,©B.

.572

drive, thrust (a weapon); 
blow (a horn/trumpet) [q;T' .563

widow hn"m'l.a; .564

female slave/servant hm'a' .565

undergrowth, thicket, woods r[;y:¨ .573 path, way xr;ao© .566

thought, intention, plan hb'v'x.m; .574 grapevine !p,G<¨ .567

rock, crag, cliff [l;s,© .575 sow, plant (cf. [r;z< , seed) [r;z" .568

highest (trad. Most High); upper !Ayl.[, .576 strong; hard qz"x' .569

distress, trouble; labour lm'[e .577
divide, apportion, assign 
(cf. hq'l.x,) ql;x' .570

incense; smoke (from incense) tr,jo©q. .578 arrow; arrows ~yCixi #xe .571

Supplementary Vocabulary 8

cease, stop (with inf. const.) ld;x' .587 prp. after, behind; last (adj.) !Arx]a; .579

new, renewed; fresh vd'x' .588 Where [is/are]? hYEa; .580

shadow, shade lce .589 trustworthiness, faithfulness hn"Wma] .581

be angry, furious s[;K' .590 split, cleave [q;B' .582

horseman (coll.); horse vr'P' .591
virgin, [marriageable] young 
woman hl'WtB. .583

reed (for measuring) hn<q' .592 camel lm'G" .584

tear (esp. clothing) [r;q' .593 cling/stick to qb;D' .585

fellowship [trad., peace] offering ~l,v,© .594 honey vb;D> .586
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Supplementary Vocabulary 9

break through, burst out (cf. 
Perez; Gn 38.29)) #r;P' .602

destroy utterly [as belonging to 
YHWH] (trad. devote to the ban) ~r;x' .595

smell, odor, scent x:yre .603 wash, clean sb;K' .596

left [side/hand] lamof. .604 measure (n.) (cf. ddm) hD'mi .597

worthlessness, in vain aw>v' .605 correction, discipline, instruction rs'Wm .598

desolation, devastation; 
horror (cf. ~mv) hm'm'v. .606 tomorrow rx'm' .599

tooth; crag, outcropping !ve .607 unleavened bread hC'm; .600

do, make l[;P' .608 height (cf. ~Wr) ~Arm' .601

Supplementary Vocabulary 10193

The function of this word is 
unknown. [Pss] hl's, .616

pedestal, socket [Ex] (N.B.: not 
“Eden”, which is !d,[e©] !d,ae© .609

finely ground wheat flour 
[43/53 in Lv, Nu] tl,so© .617 porch, vestibule (of the Temple [1 

Kg, 2 Chr, Ezk])
~l'Wa .610

nakedness [Lv (32/54)] hw"r>[, .618 porch, vestibule [Ezk] ~l'yae .611

corner, rim, side [Ex & Ezk 
(63/86)] ha'Pe .619 [tent] fabric/curtain [44/54 in Ex] h['yrIy> .612

east [Ezk (53/67)] ~ydIq' .620
pasture, uncultivated land [Josh 
& 1 Chr (98/110)] vr'g>mi .613

plank, board, beam [Ex (48/51)] vr,q,© .621

psalm (this transliterates LX: 
yavlmo”) [Ps] rAmz>mi .614

choir leader, conductor(?) [Ps] x:Cen:m. .615

193. The words in this list occur fifty times or more, but they occur entirely or primarily in one or two 
biblical “books” (identified in brackets [Ps]); the number of occurrences is given as a fraction following the 
abbreviation of the title of the “book” (e.g., “Lv 35/54” (hw"r>[,) means that hw"r>[, occurrs 35 times in Leviticus 
out of a total of 54 occurrences in Biblical Hebrew).
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Appendix B
HEBREW – ENGLISH GLOSSARY

1. An alphabetical list of all Hebrew words in the lessons and Appendix A of this grammar 
(i.e., all words that occur fifty times or more in Biblical Hebrew), together with one or more 
glosses. [This is not intended to replace the need to learn to use the lexicon.]

2. Each gloss is preceded by an abbreviation (“n.”, “v.”, etc.) identifying its main function as, 
e.g., “noun”, “verb”, etc.

3. followed by the number of the vocabulary list in which which the word is introduced (e.g., 
(3) = Lesson 3). An “S” before the numeral means that it appears in a supplementary list 
(Appendix A).

4. Multiple forms are either alternate forms or singular and plural of the same word.
5. Unpredictable plurals (e.g., ~yvin" / hV'ai) are listed twice—with their singular and 

 alphabetically.
6. Occasionally nouns that occur with both masculine and feminine forms are listed with both 

(e.g., sWs, hs'Ws).
7. Gender is indicated only when the grammatical and morphological gender do not match. 

Feminine nouns that do not end in h '- or t ;/ ,, etc. are marked as “(f.)” (e.g., ry[i); masculine 
nouns with those endings are marked “(m.)” (e.g., hl'y>l;©).

8. If no stem is marked for the verb, the gloss reflects its function in the qal.
9. If a verb does not occur in qal, it is listed without vowels (e.g., ~kv).
10. Words listed with a numeral followed by “x” occur that many times in Biblical Hebrew (e.g., 

(2x) = two occurrences).

Abbreviations

adj. adjective N N-stem (nifal)

adv. adverb pl. plural

D D-active (piel) prn. pronoun

Dp D-passive (pual) prp. preposition

Dt D-t-infix (hitpael) Q qal

f. feminine Qp qal-passive

H H-active (hifil) st. vb. stative verb

Hp H-passive (hofal) trad. “traditionally translated by/as …”

m. masculine us. usually

n. noun v. verb

N.B.: Other abbreviations may be added as needed.
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n. father, male ancestor (2) (pl. tAba') ba'
v. perish (10) dba
v. be willing, agree (often with 
NC) (25) hba

n. fathers (pl. of ba') (2) tAba'
n. poor, needy, destitute, oppressed (S6) !Ayb.a,
n. stone (cf. rz,['h' !b,a,, Ebenezer, “the 
stone of help”) (8)

!b,a,©

n. lord, master; (my) Lord, Master (4) !Ada' yn"Ada]
n. humanity, humankind, man; 
Adam (3) ~d'a'

n. ground (cf. ~d'a', Gn 3.19) (8) hm'd'a]
n. pedestal, socket [Ex] (S10) !d,ae©
v. love, like; desire (cf. Amnon & 
Tamar) (9) bha

n. tent; occasionally home, house (4) lh,ao©
cj. or (18) Aa
n. enemy (ms Q Ptc < bya) (6) byEAa
n. porch, vestibule [Ezk]; 
also ~l'yae (S10) ~l'Wa

n. wickedness, guilt, iniquity (S1) !w<a'©
n. treasury, storehouse (S2) rc'Aa
n. light (18) rAa
n. [miraclous] sign (pl. tAtao) (S2) tAa
adv./cj. then, at that time; formerly, 
since; cf. za'me (20) za'

n. ear, hearing (10) !z<ao
n. brother, male relative (3) xa'
n. one (17) dx'a,
n. inherited/owned property (real 
estate) (29) hZ"Wxa]

n. sister, female relative (21) tAxa'
v. grasp, sieze, hold (S5) zx;a'
n./adj. other, another (11) rxea;
prp. behind, after (7) rx;a; yrex]a;
prp. after, behind; adj. last (S8) !Arx]a;
n. end, outcome (S6) tyrIx]a;
Where [is/are]? (S8) yai hYEa;
n. enemy (m.s. Q Ptc < bya) (6) byEao
How? How! (interrogative & 
 exclamatory); hk'yae is the Hebrew 
title of Lamentations (S6)

%yae hk'yae

n. ram (12) lyIa;©
n. porch, vestibule [Ezk]; 
also ~l'Wa (S10) ~l'yae

adv. no, not; There is/was not 
(opp. of vyE); can occur with 
pronomial suffixes) (16)

!yIa; !yae

Where is/are …? hpoyae
n. man (not Man), husband; each 
(as subject of a plural verb); 
(pl. ~yvin"a]) (2)

vyai

n. pupil [of eye] (3x); darkness (2x) !Avyai
adv. only, surely (adv.) (18) %a;
v. eat, devour, consume (3) lk;a'
there is/are not/no; without (!yaew>) (16) !yae !yIa;©
adv. no, not (5) la;
prp. to, toward (7) la,
n. God; god, gods (used of YHWH, the 
God of Israel, and of pagan gods) (2) lae ~yhiOla/

dem. these (cp) (13) hL,ae
n. friend; adj. familiar; n. chief (29) @WLa;
n. widow (S7) hn"m'l.a;
thousand (17) @l,a,©
two thousand (17) ~yIP;©l.a;
cj. if, then (15) ~ai
n. mother; ancestress (9) ~ae
n. female slave/servant (S7) hm'a'
n. cubit; forearm (7) hM'a;
n. trustworthiness, faithfulness (S8) hn"Wma]
v. be trustworthy, faithful; steady, firm 
(N); believe, trust (H)f (20) !mea'

st. v. be[come] strong, bold #m;a'
v. say, speak; think (3) rm;a'
n. truth; trustworthiness (20) tm,a/
prn. we (1cp) (13) Wnx.n:¨a]
prn. I (1cs); also ykinOa' (13) ynIa] 
prn. I (1cs); also ynIa] (13) ykinOa' 
n. men, husbands (2) ~yvin"a]
v. gather, take in (9) @s;a'
v. bind, tie, imprison (S2) rs;a'
(I) even, also; all the more (cj.) (6) @a;
n. (II) nose, nostril; anger (6) @a;
n. end, edge, limit; yKi sp,a, but) sp,a,©
n. side; pr. beside, near (S6) lc,ae©
n. treasure; treasury, storehouse 
(pl. tArc'Aa) rc'Aa

four (17) [B;r.a;
n. chest, box; ark (of the covenant) (9) !Ara]
n. cedar (S3) zr,a,©
n. path, way (S7) xr;ao©

n. lion (S2)
yrIa]

hyEr>a;
n. length (22) %r,ao©
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n. land (geo-political region),
 earth (as in “heaven and earth”) 
(f.) (2)

#r,a,©

v. curse (31) rra
n. fire (4) vae
n. woman, wife (pl. ~yvin") (2) hV'ai
n. burnt offering, offering by fire (not 
hV'ai) (S5) hV,ai

rel. who, which, what; that, because, … 
(11) rv,a]

prp. with; sign of the direct object 
(not translated); with suffixes -tao 
or -Tai (5)

-ta,
tae

prn. you (2ms) (13) hT'a;
prn. you (2fs) (13) T.a;
prn. you (2mp) (13) ~T,a;
prn. you (2fp) [4/5x are in 
Ezekiel] (13)

hn"Te©a; 
!Tea;

prp. in, by, on, against, … (7) -B.
n. garment, clothing (9) dg<B,©
prp.+n. on account of, because of ll;g>Bi
v. divide, separate (H) ld;B'
n. cistern, well (hole dug for 
water) (S4) rAB

st. v. be/become ashamed (28) vAB
v. choose (often introduces object 
with B.) (12) rxB

v. trust, be confident in/of (21) xjB
n. security; also as adv., securely xj;B,©
n. cattle; animals (10) hm'heB.
v. come, go [in], enter (28) aAB
n. belly, abdomen; womb (S3) !j,B,©
before, not yet (b. + ~r,j,) (S7) ~r,j,©B.
prp. between (7) !yBe
v. understand, discern (cf. hn"WbT.) (28) !yBi
n. house, home, household 
(pl. ~yTiB') (2)

tyIB;©

v. weep, mourn, wail (25) hk'B'
n. [the] firstborn (20) rkoB.
adv. no, not (poetic) (16) lB;
adv. not (S1) yliB.
prp. apart from, except for, 
without (16x) yde[]l.Bi

adv. not; cj. except, unless; us. yTil.bil. or 
yTil.Bimi (with inf. const.) (16)

yTil.Bi

n. cult center (trad., “high place”) (23) hm'B'

n. son, male descendant 
(cf. !ymiy"n>Bi, Benjamin, “son of [my] 
right hand”) (2)

!Be

v. build (24) hn"B'
n. daughters (pl. of tB;) (3) tAnB'
prp. on behalf of, about; away from; 
behind (7) d[;B;©

n. master, owner, husband, Baal (10) l[;B;©
v. burn, consume (Q, D) (21) r[;B'
v. fortify, reinforced (4x) rc;B'
n. morning (9) rq,Bo©
n. herd (large cattle) (10) rq'B'
prp.+n. inside, within 
(br,q, [q.v.] + B.) (9) br,q,©B.

v. search, seek (D) (19) vq;B'
v. flee, run away (S6) xr;B'
n. knee %r,B,©
v. kneel (I: Q); bless (II: D) (19) %r;B'
n. blessing (27) hk'r'B.
n. covenant, treaty, agreement (6) tyrIB.
v. split, cleave (S8) [q;B'
v. look for, seek, search (D) (19) vq;B'
n. iron (S2) lz<r>B;
n. flesh, meat (6) rf'B'
v. proclaim, report, announce (D) rf;B'
n. daughter, female descendant 
(pl. tAnB') (3)

tB;

prp.+n. within, inside (%w<T' + B.) (S1) %AtB.
n. virgin, young woman (S8) hl'WtB.
n. houses (pl. of tyIB;) (2) ~yTiB'

v. redeem, purchase as a kinsman-
redeemer; redeemer (Q Ptc.) (23)

la;G" 
laeGO

st. v. be/become high, exalted (23) Hb;G"
n. boundary, territory (8) lWbG>
n. mighty man, warrior (12) rABGI
n. strength, power (cf. 147) (S6) hr'WbG>
n. hill; [cultic] high place (S5) h['b.GI
st. v. be strong, mighty; prevail over (-B., 
l[;) (24x)

rbG

n. man (male) (S4) rb,G<¨
n. band, troop(s) dWdG>
st. v. be[come] large, great; adj. large, 
big, great (adj.) (11) lAdG"

n. greatness hL'duG>
v. chop/cut off [dG
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n. people [group], nation, folk (3) yAG
v. reside as an alien; immigrate 
(trad., sojourn) (28) rWG

n. lot; allotment (what the lot 
reveals) (S3) lr'AG

n. heap (wave) lG"
v. uncover, reveal [I] (24) hl'G"
v. go into captivity/exile [II] (24) hl'G"
adv./cj. also, even, indeed (S1) ~G:
n. camel (S8) lm'G"
v. steal bn:G"
n. thief bn"G"
n. stolen thing hb'nEG>
n. grapevine (S7) !p,G<¨
n. alien; stranger; immigrant [a non-
native] (trad., sojourner) (28) rGE

v. drive away/out (mainly D) vr;G"

v. cling/stick to (S8) qb;D'
v. speak (D; in Q only as ptc.) (19) rbD
n. word, thing; event, affair, matter (2) rb'D'
n. honey (S8) vb;D.
n. grain (i.e., wheat, spelt, rye, barley) !g"D'
n. love, loved one, beloved (S6) dAD
n. generation, life-span (12) rAD
n. door[way] (14) tl,D,©
n. blood (8) ~D'
v. destroy, cut off hm'D'
n. knowledge, understanding (14) t[;D;©
v. walk, step on, tramp; cause to march, 
tread down, tread [string] a bow (H) 
(21)

%r;D'

n. road, way, path, journey; custom (f.) 
(3) %r,D,©©

v. seek, inquire (cf. vr'd.mi) (12) vr;D'

art. the (also -h,, -h') (4) - h;
pref. interrogative particle 
(untranslated) (S1) - h]

n. breath, idol; vanity (27) lb,h,©
prn. he (3ms); dem. That (13) aWh
she (3fs pers. pron.); that (dem.) [the 
first form occurs primarily in the 
Torah] (13)

awhi 
ayhi

be, become (often with l), happen (10) hy"h'
n. large building; palace, temple 
(usually called tyIB;©) (S2) lk'yhe

Is not …? (al{ + interrogative -h]) (13) al{h]

v. come, go, walk, travel (3) %l;h'
v. praise, exult in (D); boast (Dt) (31) ll;h'
[to] here ~l{h]
they (3mp pers. pron.); those 
(dem. pron.) (13)

~he
hN"he©

n. tumult, uproar; crowd, 
multitude (14) !Amh'

they (3fp pers. pron.); those 
(dem. pron.) (13)

!he 
hN"he©

there is/was, here is/was (trad., 
Behold!) (20) hNEhi

turn, overturn, destroy; change (22) %p;h'
n. mountain, mountain range, hill 
country, highlands (i.e., not level land, 
valleys) (13)

rh;

v. kill (12) grh

and, but, or, also, even … (4) w: W w>

this (fs dem.) (13) tazO
n. dwelling (5x) lbuz>
n. sacrifice (12) xb;z<¨
v. slaughter; sacrifice (14) xbz
n. gold (8) bh'z"
this (ms dem.) (13) hz<
v. remember (8) rkz
n. man (male); male being 
(animal) (S2) rk'z"

v. fornicate, engage in illicit sex (25) hnz
v. cry out [for help], shout (cf. q[;c') (27) q[z
st. v. be/become old; adj. old; elder (11) !qez"
strange, foreign; illicit (27) rz"
n. arm, forearm; strength (14) [:Ar©z>
v. dawn, shine, rise (cf. xr'z>mi) xrz
v. sow, plant (cf. [r;z") (S7) [rz
n. seed (sg. & coll.) (8) [r;z<¨

n. cord; property (area measured by 
cord) lb,x,©

n. feast, festival; pilgrimage (cf. hajj—
the Muslim’s journey to Mecca) (S6)

gx; 
gx'

v. cease, stop (with inf. const.); hold 
back, withhold (S8) ldx

new, renewed; fresh (S8) vd'x'
n. month, new moon (6) vd,xo©
n. [city] wall (20) hm'Ax
outside (noun & prp.); street (12) #Wx
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v. see, observe, gaze [at] (25) hzx
v. be[come] strong (st. vb.) (6) qzx
adj. strong; hard (S7) qz"x'
v. sin, miss [a mark] (27) ajx
n. sin, error, fault; sin-offering (27) taJ'x;
adj. living, alive (19) yx;
v. live, be/stay alive (24) hyx
n. animal(s) [coll.] (22) hY"x;
n. life, lifetime (always plural) (19) ~yYIx;
n. strength; army; wealth (8) lyIx;©
v. writhe, tremble; [be in] labour (28) lyxi
v. wait [for] (D) hKx
adj. wise, skilled (18) ~k'x'
n. wisdom, skill (cf. 243) (12) hm'k.x'
n. fat (14) bl,xe©
v. be/become weak, sick, ill (25) hl'x'
n. dream (cf. ~l;x') (S4) ~Alx]
adj. wounded, slain, dead (22) ll'x'
v. be defiled, polluted (N); defile, 
pollute, stain (D); begin (H) (S5) ll;x'

v. dream (cf. ~Alx]) (25x) ~lx
n. share, portion, part (cf. ql;x') (S5) ql,xe©
v. divide, apportion, assign 
(cf. ql,xe) (S7) qlx

n. wrath, anger; heat (19) hm'xe
n. male donkey/ass (22) rAmx]
n. violence, wrong, injury (S6) sm'x'
five (17) vmex'
n. favor, grace (cf. !n:x') (S4) !xe
v. camp, encamp (cf. hn<x]m;) (25) hnx
n. javelin, spear (40x) tynIx]
v. be gracious to, compassionate 
toward, favour; ask for favor, compas-
sion (Dt) (cf. !xe) (S5)

!n"x'

n. love, loyalty, kindness (trad. “loving-
kindness”) (8) ds,x,©

pious, godly (32x) dysix'
st. v. be pleased [with], delight [in] (14) #pex'
n. arrow(s); pl. ~yCixi (S7) #xe
n. half (17) ycix]
n. court, enclosure, settlement (18) rcex'
n. ordinance, rule, prescription [sthg. 
prescribed, required, commanded] (20)

qxo 
hQ'xu

n. searching; understanding, compre-
hending rq,xe©

n.f. sword, dagger, knife (4) br,x,©

v. dry up brx
st. v. be[come] angry, hot (always 3ms 
with “subject” indicated by –l.) (25) hr'x'

v. destroy utterly [as belonging to 
YHWH] (trad. devote to the ban) (S9) ~rx

n. disgrace, reproach, embarrasment (27) hP'r>x,
v. account, regard, value, reckon (19) bvx
n. [the] dark; darkness (S2) %v,xo©
st. v. be shattered, dismayed (S5) ttx

[ceremonially] clean, pure (15) rhoj'
st. v. be/become [ceremonially] clean, 
pure (15) rhej'

adj. good (11) bAj
st. v. be[come] good, pleasant (28) bAj bWj
st. v. be/become [ceremonially] 
unclean, impure; adj. unclean, 
impure (15)

amej'

n. uncleanness, impurity ha'm.ju
before, not yet (often as ~r,j,B.) (S7) ~r,j,©

v. [II] be determined/pleased; 
 undertake (H; with inf. const.) lay

n. [large?] river (esp. the Nile) (S5) raoy>
st. v. be[come] dry, dry up (30) vbey"
n. dry land (i.e., not the sea; cf. vbey") hv'B'y:
n. ram’s horn; jubilee [marked by 
blowing the ram’s horn] lbeAy

n. hand, power, authority (2) dy"
v. thank, praise, acclaim (H); 
cf. hd'Why> (25) hdy

v. know, understand; recognize (30) [dy
n. YHWH (proper name of Israel’s god);

also Yah hy", Hy" (4) hwhy
n. day; when (e.g., ~AyB. + inf. const. 
constructions); pl. ~ymiy") (2)

~Ay

daily, by day, daytime (~Ay + “adver-
bial” ending) (S1)

~m'Ay

together; simultaneously (adv.) (20)
dx;y"¨ 
wD'x.y:

st. v. be[come] good; cf. bAj (30) bj;y"
n. wine (16) !yIy:¨
v. dispute (N); correct, rebuke (H) (30) xky
st. v. be able [to] (with infinitive 
construct; Lesson 14) (15) lkoy"

v. bear, give birth [to], become the 
mother/ancestress of (of women); 
become the father/ancestor of 
(of men) (S1)

dly
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n. (male or female) child (14) hD'l.y: dl,y<¨
n. sea (Mediterranean, Gulf of Aqaba, 
Red Sea); west (pl. ~yMiy:) (4) ~y"

n. right (hand, side); south (16) !ymiy"
v. repeat, do again (with inf. const.) 
(H); add (30) @sy

prp. on account of, for the sake of; 
because [of] (cj.) (22) ![;y:¨

v. counsel, advise; cf. hc'[e (30) #[y
n. undergrowth, thicket, woods (S7) r[;y:¨
adj. attractive, beautiful (fem. sg. hp'y") hp,y"
v. leave, go out, exit (30) ac'y"
v. serve/dish out (food); pour 
(liquid) (30) qcy

v. shape, form, mold (30) rcy
st. v. fear, be afraid of (thing or person 
introduced by !mi, ynEP.mi, tae) (15) arey"

v. go down, descend (5) dry
n. moon, month x:rey"
n. [tent] fabric/curtain [Ex] (S10) h['yrIy>
v. possess, subdue; dispossess 
[someone] (H) (8) vry

there is/are (opposite of !yae) (12) vyE
v. sit, live [dwell], settle, stay, 
remain (3) bvy

n. inhabitant, citizen, dweller 
(Q Ptc) (30) bveyO

n. deliverance, salvation; victory; 
cf. [v;y" h['Wvy>

v. save, deliver (implied: by winning a 
victory); cf. h['Wvy> (30) [vy

straight, upright; honest (adj.) (23) rv'y"
v. remain, be left [behind/over] 
(N) (30) rty

n. remainder, left-over (S4) rt,y<¨

like, as, according to; approximately 
(with numbers); when (with infinitive 
construct) (7)

-K.

as, just as, like; when (rv,a] + K.) (11) rv,a]K;
st. v. be/become heavy, severe; wealthy, 
honored; adj. heavy, severe, etc. (15) dbeK'

n. glory, honor, wealth (9) dAbK'
v. wash, [make physically] clean (S9) sbK
n. young sheep: young ram (m.; also 
written bs,K,©); ewe-lamb (f.) (19)

fb,K, 
hf'b.Ki

in this way/manner, thus, so (19) hKo
n. priest (2) !heKo
v. be established, fixed (in place) (Q); 
prepare (H) (28) !WK

n. strength, power (14) x:Ko
cj. for, because; that; but; since; when, 
if (15) yKi

n. loaf, talent, region 
(all ≈ “circular”) (S4) rK'Ki

n. all, each, every (n., not an adj.); -Lku 
with suffixes (2)

lK' 
lKo

v. cease, finish, end, complete (often 
with inf. const.) (24) hlK

n. utensil, tool; container (5) yliK.
v. humiliate, trouble ~lK
like, just like; as; when (adv. & cj.) (21) AmK.
honest, upright, right (adj.); thus, so, in 
this/that way (adv.) (11) !Ke

n. wing; hem (of garment) (S1) @n"K'
n. seat, throne (16) aSeKi
v. cover, conceal (D) (24) hsK
foolish, insolent (often 
substantive) (S4) lysiK.

n. silver (8) @s,K,©
v. be angry, furious (S8) s[K
n. palm of hand, sole of foot (10) @K;
according to; as, just as (hP, + K.); 
cf. ypil. (S4)

ypiK.

v. cover (Q); atone [for] (D) (19) rpK
n. cherub (probably a winged bull with 
human head; not winged baby!) (14) bWrK.

n. vineyard (22) ~r,K,©
v. stumble, fall, sway, rock, waver (S5) lvK
v. cut, cut off; make a treaty (6) trK
v. write (8) btK
n. shoulder [blade] (S4) @teK'

prp. to, for (7) -l.
adv. no, not (5) al{
n. heart (the center of the person, often 
used where English uses “mind”) (2)

bb'le 
ble

v. put on, clothe (oneself); wear (23) vbel'
v. fight (N) (20) ~xl
n. bread, food (6) ~x,l,©
n. night (8) lyIl;© hl'y>Il;©
v. lodge, spend the night (28) !yli
v. capture, seize (19) dkl
therefore (!Ke + l.; cj); not usually voli-
tional); for the sake of, on account of 
(prp.); in order that/to (cj.) (18)

!kel'

v. learn (Q); teach (D) (19) dml
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why? (also hM'l'©) (S1) hm'l' 
in order that, so that (18) ![;m;l.
according to; as, just as (hP, + l.); 
cf. ypiK. (S4)

ypil.

before (temporal & locative), in the 
presence of, in front of (~ynIP' + l.) (11) ynEp.li

v. take, get, acquire; buy; marry (4) xq;l'
[ prp.] toward, against, opposite (Q inf. 
const. + l.) (21) tar;q.li

n. tongue, language (23) !Avl'

very, exceedingly (adv.); power, might 
(n.) (18) daom.

num. hundred (17) ha'me
then, at that time; formerly; since (za' + 
!mi) (20)

za'me

v. refuse (D) !am
v. reject, refuse (23) sam
n. anything hm'Wam.
n. light [-source] (pl. tAram & yream) rAam'
prp. from (ta, [with] + !mi) taeme
num. two hundred; cf. ha'me (17) ~yIt;©am'
n. entrance; west (of the sun) aAbm.
n. flood (only in Gn 6–11 and Ps 29.10) lWBm;
n. shield (S5) !gEm'
n. pasture, uncultivated land; 
produce (S10) vr'g>mi

n. wilderness (uncultivated or 
“unclaimed” land) (6) rB'd>mi

v. measure; cf. hD'mi (31) ddm
n. measure; cf. dd;m' (S9) hD'mi
Why? (27) [:WDm;

What? How? (also -hm;, -hm,) (13) hm'
v. hasten, act quickly (D) [often in 
adverbial hendiadys] (19) rhm

v. move, totter, slip [metonymy for 
death or destruction] jWm

n. correction, discipline, 
instruction (S9) rs'Wm

n. something appointed (place, time); 
season (8) d[eAm

v. die, be[come] dead; cf. tme (28) tWm
n. death; tAm ≈ death of (12) tw<m'©
n. altar (4) x:Bez>mi
n. psalm (this transliterates LX) [Ps 
only] (S10) rAmz>mi

n. sunrise; east (27) xr'z>mi
n. camp, army (9) hn<x]m;

n. tomorrow (S9) rx'm'
n. thought, intention, plan; 
cf. bv;x' (S7) hb'v'x.m;

m.n. rod, staff (sign of office); 
tribe (10) hJ,m;

n. rain rj'm'
Who? (13) ymi
n. waters of (const. of ~yIm;) (4) yme
n. water (4) ~yIm;©
v. sell (22) rkm
st. v. be/become full; adj. full (15) alem'
n. messenger (cf. ykia'l.m;, Malachi, 
“my messenger”) (9)

%a'l.m;

n. work, occupation (12) hk'al'm.
n. war, battle (5) hm'x'l.mi
v. escape (N); rescue, deliver (D) (20) jlm
v. reign, rule (as monarch, king), be 
king (5) %lm

n. king, monarch (2) %l,m,©
n. kingdom, realm; kingship, dominion, 
royal power/authority; cf. %l;m' (23) tWKl.m;

n. kingdom, realm; kingship, dominion, 
royal power/authority; cf. %l;m' (23) hk'l'm.m;

prp. from; than … (!mi + prn. suffix) (7) -NM,mi
prp. from, out of; some of; than (7) !mi
n. flight (cf. sWn) sAnm'
n. gift, offering, tribute (7) hx'n>mi
n. choir leader, conductor(?) [Ps] (S10) x:Cen:m.
n. number, total; cf. rp;s' (16) rP's.mi
n. path, track lGE[.m;
adj. [a] few, little (15) j[;m.
prp. above (usually l[;M;©mi); higher 
(adv., usually hl'[.m;) (19)

l[;m;©

m.n. work, deed, thing done; cf. hf'[' (8) hf,[]m;
n. key(?); sthg. used to open (3x) x:Tep.m;
v. find (18) acm
n. standing stone, monolith hb'Cem;
n. unleavened bread (S9) hC'm;
n. command[ment], order; cf. hw"c' (10) hw"c.mi
n. sanctuary, holy place; cf. vd;q' (27) vD'q.mi
n. place (5) ~Aqm'
n. property, possession(s); cf. hn"q' (S3) hn<q.mi
adj. bitter (cf. Marah) rm'
sight, appearance; cf. ha'r' (22) ha,r>m;
n. spy (D Ptc; see lgr) lGEr;m.
n. height; cf. ~Wr (S9) ~Arm'
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n. open place (cf. bxr) bx'r>m,
n. pasture, shepherding; pasturage ty[ir>m;
n. oracle; burden (us. prophetic speech) aF'm;
n. breaker (i.e., wave) rB'v.mi
v. anoint (S4) xvm
v. draw, pull [out] %vm
n. dwelling; Tabernacle (6) !K'v.mi
v. rule, reign (does not imply kingship; 
cf. %l;m') (5) lvm

n. rule, reign, dominion lv'm'
n. guard; obligation, duty; cf. rm;v' (S3) tr,m,©v.mi
n. clan, extended family (smaller than 
a tribe) (6) hx'P'v.mi

n. judgment, justice; justly; custom; cf. 
jp;v' (4) jP'v.mi

adj. dead; cf. tWm (27) tme

untranslatable particle indicating 
 volition (trad. “please”) (8) an"

n. declaration, utterance (S1) ~aun>
v. prophesy (N); cf. aybin" (26) abn
v. look at, pay attention to (H) (26) jbn
n. prophet; cf. ab'n" (9) aybin"
n. south, Negev (22) bg<n<¨
v. report, declare, announce (26) dgn
prp. in front of, before, opposite (16) dg<n<¨
v. shine (not a III-h verb) Hgn
n. leader dygIn"
v. touch; reach, come to (26) [gn
n. blow, assault; plague (26) [g:n<¨
v. come near, approach (26) vgn
v. be scattered (26) xdn
v. [to] vow; swear an oath/a vow (S6) rdn
n. vow, oath (also rd,n<) (S6) rd,nE¨ 
n. [permanent] river; rh'N"h; refers to 
Euphrates (rarely tr;P. rh;n>) (23)

rh'n"

v. rest (Q); deposit (H) (23) x:Wn
v. flee (28) sWn
n. wadi (temporary stream or its 
valley) (11) lx;n:¨

v. inherit, obtain (S6) lxn
n. inheritance, property (9) hl'x]n:
v. relent, be sorry, rue (N); comfort, 
console (D) (20) ~xn

n. snake vx'n"
n. copper, bronze (11) tv,xo©n>

v. stretch out; turn (24) hjn
v. plant (26) [jn
v. hit, wound, defeat (H) (24) hkn
v. pretend (N); recognize (H) (26) rkn
n. foreigner yrIk.n"
v. depart, break camp, travel (26) [sn
n. young man (upper class) (9) r[;n:¨
n. young, girl, maid (S5) hr'[]n:
v. pour [out] (as a drink offering) (S6) %sn
n. drink offering, libation (wine 
poured/offered to a god) (S6) %s,nE©

v. fall (26) lpn
n. life, self (f.); trad., soul (2) vp,n<¨
v. take one’s stand/place; be assigned 
(N) (26) bcn

v. lead (D) (26) xcn
v. rescue, deliver; snatch (H) (26) lcn
v. watch, guard, keep, protect (26) rcn
v. lift, carry; forgive (26) afn
v. reach, overtake (H) (27) gfn
n. leader, member of ruling class (21) ayfin"
n. piece [of a cut-up carcass] 
(11/12x = pl.) xt;nE

n. women, wives (pl. of hV'ai) (2) ~yvin"
n. path, way bytin"
v. give; put, set; make (sthg. into …) (26) !tn

v. surround, go around; encircle; turn 
around (31) bbs

adv. surrounding, [all] around (21) bybis' 
bybiS'mi

v. close, shut (Q); give into someone’s 
power (H) (21) rgs

n. horse, stallion (m.), mare (f.) (11)
hs'Ws 
sWs

v. turn (aside); remove (H) (28) rWs
mng. unknown [Pss]; trad., Selah (S10) hl's,
n. rock, crag, cliff (S7) [l;s,©
n. fine wheat flour [Lv, Nu] (S10) tl,so©
v. lean on; support %ms
v. count, number; tell [recount]; 
record (12) rps

n. scribe, writer, secretary; recorder (ms 
Q Ptc of rp;s') (12) rpeso

n. scroll, document (trad., “book”) (10) rp,se©
v. hide, conceal [oneself] (N, Dt); be 
hidden/concealed (N); hide [someone] 
(H) (20)

rts
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v. serve (cf. db,[,; hd'Ab[]) (6) db[
n. servant, slave; cf. db;[' (2) db,[,©
n. service, servitude, labour, work (11) hd'Ab[]
v. cross over, pass through/by (4) rb[
n. other side; region beyond [sthg.] (14) rb,[e©
n. Hebrew (gentilic); Eber (proper 
name) yrib.[i

n. calf lg<[e©
n. cart, wagon, chariot hl'g"[]
n. age (duration of time) d[e
prp./adv. to, as far as; until, while (7) d[;
n. witness (27) d[e hd'[e
n. testimony, command, precept (of 
divine law) (S2)

hd'[e
tWd[e

n. assembly (trad. “congregation”) (16) hd'[e
adv. still, yet, again (18) dA[
n. long/remote time; ages past (trad. 
“forever”) (4) ~l'A[

n. guilt, trespass, sin (4) !A['
n. bird, insect [any flying thing]; 
 collective (27) @A[

v. awake, arouse (28) rW[
n. skin, leather (22) rA[
n. goat; goat hair (29) z[e
n. power, strength (14) z[' z[o
v. leave, forsake, abandon (7) bz[
v. help, assist (S2) rz[
n. eye; water-source, well 
(cf. ydiG>-!y[e, En-gedi, “the well 
of the kid”) (3)

!yI[;©

n. city (f.); pl. ~yri[' (2) ry[i
prp. on, upon, over; against; 
concerning (7) l[;

v. go up, ascend (24) hl[
n. [whole] burnt offering (18) hl'[o
v. exult, rejoice (cf. #l;[') zl[
adj.? highest (trad. Most High); 
upper (S7) !Ayl.[,

prp. with (7) ~[i
n. people [group], nation (10) ~[;
v. stand; stop (4) dm[
n. pillar, column; cf. dm;[' (21) dWM[;
n. distress, trouble; labour (S7) lm'['
n. valley, lowland (S3) qm,[e©
v. answer (I) (24) hn[
st. v. be humbled, afflicted; humble, 
afflict (D) (II) (24) hn[

n. afflicted, poor, humble; cf. hn"[' 
(II) (S3)

ynI['

n. cloud(s) (22) !n"['
n. dust, dirt, soil (23) rp'['
n. tree (sg. & coll.), wood (5) #[e
n. idol (only pl.) ~yBic;[]
n. advice, counsel; cf. #[;y" (30) hc'[e
n. bone; essence (i.e., the inmost 
part) (23) ~c,[,©

v. be closed, shut; restrain (N) (2) rc[
n. evening (6) br,[,©
n. plain, desert (often of Jordan plain/
valley & wilderness of Judah) (S6) hb'r'[]

n. nakedness, weakness [Lv, Nu] (S10) hw"r>[,
n. cities; pl. of ry[i (2) ~yrI['
v. arrange, set in order (S3) %r[
n. [back of] neck @r,[o©
v. do, make; act (24) hf[
ten (17) rf,[,© rf'['
twenty (17) ~yrIf.[,
n. time (i.e., a particular moment) (6) t[e
now; hT'[;w> ≈ therefore (us.), followed by 
a volitional form (18)

hT'[;

n. corner, rim, side (S10) ha'Pe
v. ransom, buy (back) (25) hdP
here, in this place (S4) aPo hPo AP
n. mouth (const. yPi) (11) hP,
v. scatter, disperse (instrans.) (28) #WP
n. mouth of (cf. hP,) (11) yPi
st. v. be wonderful, amazing, miracu-
lous (29) alP

v. pray (Dt); cf. hL'piT. (31) llP
so that not (i.e., !P, is a negative telic 
particle, trad., “lest”) (19)

-!P,

v. turn (25) hnP
n. face, presence (alw. pl.) (3) ~ynIP'
v. do, make (S9) l[P
n. foot, step; time (i.e., once, three 
times); twice (dual) (22)

~[;P;©
~yIm;©[]P;

v. do something [good or bad] for/to 
[someone]; trad. “visit” (6) dqP

n. bull; hr'P' cow (fem.; 22x) (20) rP;
v. be fruitful, produce fruit; cf. yrIP. hrP
n. fruit; descendants (23) yrIP.
v. break through, burst out 
(cf. Perez) (S9) #rP
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v. break/tear off (D) qrP
v. break out, burst forth (H) (31) rrP
v. spread out (S4) vrP
n. horseman (coll.); horse (S8) vr'P'
n. rebellion, revolt; transgression (14) [v;P,©
v. open (16) xtP
n. opening, entrance (12) xt;P,©

n. flock (sheep, goats) (6) !aco
n. army, host; military duty (4) ab'c'
adj. innocent, just; righteous (7) qyDIc;
st. v. be[come] innocent, righteous, just; 
justify, declare innocent, etc. (H) qdc

n. that which is right, just, innocent; 
righteousness (7) qd,c,©

n. innocence, righteousness (16) hq'd'c.
n. noon, mid-day ~yIr:h|c'
v. command, order (D); cf. hw"c.mi (24) hwc
n. cliff, crag, outcropping; rock (S2) rWc
n. shadow, shade (S8) lce
v. succeed, prosper; be effective/
strong (S5) xlc

n. piece (trad. “rib”) [l'ce
v. cry out [for help], shout (≈ q[c) (27) q[c
n. north (16) !Apc'
n. enemy, foe (31) rc;
n. distress, confinement (31) hr'c'
v. confine, constrain, wrap up; be 
hostile (31) rrc

v. gather, assemble (21) #bq
v. bury; lay in tomb/grave 
(see rb,q,) (S3) rbq

n. tomb, grave (rock-hewn, rarely 
dug) (S4) rb,q,©

holy (11) vAdq'
n. east (S10) ~ydiq'
v. precede, go in front of (D) ~dq
in front, east; eastward; also hm'd>qe© (14) ~d,q,©
st. v. be/become holy; restricted 
in use (15) vdq

adj./n. holy (11) vd,qo
n. [national] assembly (prob. 
males over 20 years old); trad. 
“congregation” (S4)

lh'q'

v. I wait for (D) hwq
v. II be gathered, collect (N) (3x) hwq

n. voice, sound (5) lAq
v. rise, stand (29) ~Wq
st. v. be[come] small, insignificant; adj. 
small, insignificant (30) !Ajq'

v. cause a sacrifice or incense to smoke 
(D, H) (21) rjq

n. incense; smoke (from incense) (S7) tr,jo©q.
v. vomit, spit up/out ayqi
n. wall, city (cf. Carthage < vd'x' ryqi, 
“new city”) (129)

ryqi

adj. swift, light lq'
st. v. be[come] light, swift; slight, 
trifling, accursed (31) ll;q'

n. reed (for measuring); cf. canon (S8) hn<q'
v. acquire, get, buy; cf. hn<q.mi (25) hnq
n. end; limit, boundary (S5) #qe
n. end, edge; border (S2) hc,q'
v. break, shatter (D) #cq
v. call, invite, summon; name; read; 
proclaim (15) arq

v. meet, encounter (cf. tar'q.li as qal 
NC: to meet); happen, occur (21)

arq 
hrq

v. approach, come near; offer (H); 
!B'r>q' (6) brq

n. inward part (9) br,q,©
n. offering, gift; cf. Mk 7.11; br;q' 
(H) (S2)

!B'r>q'

adj. near, close; cf. br;q' (15) bArq'
n. horn (oft. as symbol of strength) (S3) !r,q,©
v. tear (esp. clothing) (S8) [rq
n. plank, board, beam [Ex] (S10) vr,q,©
n. bow (weapon); rainbow (S3) tv,q,©

v. see (24) har
n. head; peak, top (of a hill or 
 mountain) (4) varo

first (ord.) (17) !AvarI
n. first; beginning (17) tyviare
v. increase, multiply (24) hbr
n. abundance, multitude, great 
 quantity (16) bro

much, many (adj.) (11) br;
n. foot, leg; [male] genitals (9) lg<r,©
v. spy (D; cf. lGEr;m.) lgr
v. chase, persecute, pursue (16) @dr
n. breath, wind, spirit (5) x:Wr
st. v. be[come] high, exalted (29) ~Wr
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v. run (29) #Wr
n. womb, belly, abdomen ~x,r,©
v. wash (oneself) (29) #xr
st. v. be/become far, remote, 
distant (15) qxr

far, remote, distant (adj.) (15) qxor'
v. sue, strive, contend (28) byrI
n. [law]suit, strife, contention (28) byrI
n. smell, odor, scent (S9) x:yre
v. ride (S3) bkr
n. chariot(s); chariot force; 
cf. bk;r'; hb'K'r>m, (S3) bk,r,©

n. creeping animal/reptile fm,r,©
v. shout (in joy, triumph, 
celebration) (31) !nr

adj. bad, disastrous; evil, wicked; 
cf. [[;r' (11) [r;

n. friend, companion (10) [:re
n. hunger, famine (21) b[;r'
v. feed, graze, tend; herd (24) h[r
n. shepherd (Q Ptc) (18) h[,ro
st. v. be/become bad, evil, wicked (31) [[r
v. heal (S4) apr
v. be pleased with, like; cf. !Acr' (25) hcr
n. pleasure, favour; cf. hc'r' (25) !Acr'
only, surely (often begins clause) (27) qr;
bad, disastrous, evil, wicked (adj.) (11) [v'r'

v. be satisfied, satiated (14) [bf
n. cultivated ground (trad. “field”); 
contrast rB'd.mi (5) hd,f'

v. put, place, set (≈ tyvi) (29) ~yfi
v. succeed, prosper; understand (H) 
(cf. lk,fe) (S3) lkf

n. success, prosperity, well-being; 
prudence (cf. lkf) lk,fe©

v. rejoice, be glad (16) xmf
n. joy, rejoicing, gladness (18) hx'm.fi
n. left [side/hand] (S9) lamof.
v. hate (16) anEf'
v. bristle [with horror] (4x) r[f
n. lip, language; edge, shore (10) hp'f'
n. official, leader, ruler (5) rf;
v. burn (oft. specified with vaeB') (21) @rf
who, which, what (with dageå forte in 
the following consonant); = rv,a] (23) - v,

n. Sheol (S5) lAav.
v. ask [for], request (12) lav
v. remain, be left over (N); spare, leave 
(H) (19) rav

n. remainder, what is left (S3) tyrIaev.
n. rod, staff; tribe (10) jb,ve©
v. swear [an oath] (N) (10) [bv
seven (17) [b;v,©
v. break, smash (Q, D) (16) rbv
v. cease, stop [doing sthg.]; rest (29) tbv
n. rest, sabbath (22) tB'v;
v. devastate, lay waste (31) ddv
n. worthlessness, in vain, to no 
purpose (S9) aw>v'

v. turn (back), return, repent (29) bWv
n. ram’s horn (“trumpet”) (29) rp'Av
n. bull, young bull; steer (14) rAv
v. do obeisance [only Dt, with 
 metathesis and final 
w-: hW<x]T;v.hi) (27)

hxv

v. slaughter, kill (S2) jxv
v. be ruined, corrupt (N); ruin, spoil 
(D); destroy (H) (20) txv

v. sing, chant (29) ryvi
n. song, chant (29) ryvi
v. put, place, set (≈ ~yfi) (29) tyvi
v. lie down, sleep (with), have sexual 
relations with (7) bkv

v. forget (22) xkv
v. rise early (H; often in hendiadys: “do 
X early”) (21) ~kv

n. shoulder; Shechem ~k,v,©
n. peace, health, welfare (29) ~Alv'
v. stretch out, reach; let go, send 
(away) (3) xlv

n. table (S3) !x'l.vu
v. throw, cast, hurl (H) (21) %lv
n. plunder, booty, spoil (S3) ll'v'
n. fellowship offering (trad., peace 
offering) (S8) ~l,v,©

st/ v. be/become whole, complete; 
[re]pay (D) (15) ~lev'

three (17) vOlv'
n. name; fame, reputation (3) ~ve
there, in that place (S1) ~v'
v. be destroyed, exterminated (N); 
destroy, exterminate (H) (20) dmv
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eight (17) hn<Amv.
n. report; rumor (sthg. heard) h['Wmv.
n. heaven(s), sky (5) ~yIm;©v'
st. v. be[come] astounded, astonished, 
dumfounded; desolate (31) ~mv

n. desolation, devastation; horror (S9) hm'm'v.
n. [olive] oil (12) !m,v,©
v. hear, listen, obey (3) [mv
v. watch, guard, protect (5) rmv
n. sun (18) vm,v,©
n. tooth; crag, outcropping (S9) !ve
n. year (cf. hn"V'h; varo) (3) hn"v'
second (ord.) (18) ynIve
two; ynEv. both (const.) (17) ~yIn:v.
n. gate (of a city) (11) r[;v;©
n. female slave/servant (2S4) hx'p.vi
v. judge (10) jpv
n. judge (Q Ptc) (18) jpevo
v. pour [out]; shed [blood] (23) %pv
v. water, give a drink [to] (H) (25) hqv
n. shekel (approx. 11.4g, 0.5 oz.) (17) lq,v,©
n. lie, falsehood; deception (23) rq,v,©
v. serve, minister to (D) (19) trv
six (17) vve
v. drink (24) htv
num. two (f.) (17) ~yIT;v.

n. insight, understanding, realization 
(cf. !yBi) hn"WbT.

n. praise, glory; cf. ll;h' (31) hL'hiT.
n. thanks[giving] hd'AT
n. area inside something else 
(cf. %AtB.) (S1) %w<T'©

n. abomination; something horrific (23) hb'[eAT
n. teaching, instruction; law 
(trad., “law”) (9) hr'AT

under, beneath; instead of, in [the] 
place of (7) tx;T;©

n. [new] wine vAryTi
[adv.] regularly, continually, always; 
a noun ending a construct chain, 
referring to sthg. that is repeated, 
continual, or regular (e.g., dymiT' hl'[o 
perpetual offering) (22)

dymiT'

whole, blameless, entire (S5) ~ymiT'
st. v. be complete, have integrity 
(st. vb.) (S5) ~mT

v. wander, be lost (25) h[T
n. ornament, decoration (S1) tr,a,©p.Ti
n. prayer; cf. ll;P' (31) hL'piT.
v. seize, take hold of (in order 
to use) (31) fpT

v. drive, thrust (a weapon); blow (a 
horn) (S7) [qT

n. tribute; [heave-] offering (S1) hm'WrT.
num. nine (17) [v;Te©

The Most Common “Proper” Nouns

This lists all personal, national, gentilic, and locational names that occur fifty times or more in 
Biblical Hebrew, in alphabetical order. The numeral with “x” in parentheses after the name is the 
number of occurrences.

Abimelech (67x) %l,m,©ybia]
Abner (63x) rnEb.a;

Abram, Abraham (235x)
~r'b.a;

~h'r'b.a;
Absalom (107x) ~Alv'b.a;
Edom (112x) ~Ada/
Aaron (347x) !Arh]a;
Ahab (93x) ba'x.a;
Job (58x) bAYai

Elijah (71x)
hY"liae 
WhY"liae

Elisha (58x) [v'ylia/
Eleazar (72x) rz"['l.a,
Amorite(sx) (86x) yrimoa]
Asa (58x) as'a'
Esther (55x) rTes.a,
Ephraim (182x) ~yIr;©p.a,
Aram (“Syria”; 155x) ~r'a]
Assyria (152x) rWVa;
Babylon (288x) lb,B'
Benjamin (180x) !miy"n>Bi
Balaam (64x) ~['l.Bi
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Bashan (60x) !v'B'
Gad (85x) dG"
Gilead (108x) d['l.GI
David (1031x) dwID'
Dan (78x) !D'
Haman (54x) !m'h'
Hezekiah (131x) hY"qiz>xi
Heth; Hittite (62x) yTixi txe
Hebron (77x) !Arb.x,
Josiah (51x) hY"viayO
Jehu (58x) aWhyE
Judah (889x) hd'Why>
Jehoiada (56x) [d'y"Ahy>
Jonathan (124x) !t'n"Ahy>
Joshua (247x) [:WvAhy>
Jehoshaphat (86x) jp'v'Ahy>
Joab (146x) ba'Ay
Joash (64x) va'Ay
Joseph (214x) @seAy
Jacob (348x) bqo[]y:
Isaac (112x) qx'c.yI
Jeroboam (104x) ~['b.r'y"
Jordan (181x) !Der>y:
Jerusalem (667x) ~Il;©v'Wry>
Jericho (57x) WxrIy>
Jeremiah (147x) hy"m.r>yI
Israel (person, nation; 2513x) laer'f.yI
Ishmael (56x) la[em'v.yI
Cush [Ethiopia] (54x) vWK
Canaan (163x) ![;n:©K.

Chaldea [Mesopotamia] (89x) ~yDif.K;
Laban (54x) !b'l'
Lebanon (71x) !Anb'l.
Levi (353x) ywIle
Midian (67x) !y"d>mi
Moab (199x) ba'Am
Micah (3 spellings; 63x) hk'ymi
Manasseh (150x) hV,n:m.
Egypt (708x) ~yIr;c.mi
Mordecai (60x) yk;D\r>m'
Moses (763x) hv,mo
Nebuchadnezzar (5 spellings; 91x) rC;an<d>k;Wbn>
Naphtali (50x) yliT'p.n:
Ammon (122x) !AM[;
Amalek (51x) qlem'[]
Esau (96x) wf'[e
Philistine (294x) yTiv.liP.
Pharaoh (273x) h[or>P;
Zadok (53x) qAdc'
Zedekiah (2 spellings; 63x) hY"qid>ci
Zion (154x) !AYci
Reuben (87x) !beWar>
Rehoboam (50x) ~['b.x;r>
Sarai; Sarah (53x) yr;f' hr'f'
Saul (406x) lWav'
Shechem (64x) ~k,v.
Solomon (293x) hmoOlv.
Samuel (139x) laeWmv.
Samaria (112x) !Arm.vo
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APPENDIX C
GLOSSARY OF MORPHOSYNTACTICAL TERMS

The numeral in parentheses (6) indicates the lesson in which the term is introduced.

absolute a word or phrase that is not “connected” to the rest of a sentence; i.e., not dependent 
on anything else (9)

accent(s) mark(s) in the text that indicate the accented [tone] syllable of a word, as well as its 
logical relationship to the following word (27)

accusative the supposed original function of the LOCATIVE h- (7)

acrostic a poem or text in which each line or group of lines begins with the next letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet; e.g., Pss 111, 112, 119; La 1-4 (1)

active another term for FIENTIVE (12)

adjectival/adjective any word used to modify another (9, 11)

Adonai “lord/master/Lord”; the vowels of this word were combined with the 
 TETRAGRAMMATON, producing the form hA"hy>, misinterpreted as “Jehovah” (3)

affix any morphological unit attached directly to another (e.g., the ARTICLE), so that 
a WORD can be made up of as many as five ELEMENTS—a base or root, plus four 
affixes (4)

alphabet the collection of symbols, usually in a static [traditional] order, that are used to 
represent a language visually (1)

anaptyctic a phonetic element (vowel or syllable) added to a word, either to aid in pronouncing 
it, or to make it more like other forms (31)

anarthrous lacking the article (4)

antecedent the word (usually a noun or other SUBSTANTIVE) to which a PRONOUN refers (10)

apposition/apposed a noun or noun phrase placed next to another noun or noun phrase in order to 
modify or define it; e.g., David the king (11)

article a prefixed -h; with DAGEÅ FORTE in the first letter of the word (4)

articular having the article (4)

ascender a portion of a letter that projects above the basic shape of other letters; l is the 
only letter with an ascender in Biblical Hebrew (1)

assimilation the process of one thing—in phonetics, one sound—becoming like another; assimila-
tion may be partial or complete (7)

attribution to assign a quality or characteristic to something, to describe it (9)

bilabial a sound made with both lips: /b/, /m/(4)

cardinal numeral the numerals used in all numerical descriptions exception descriptions of order or 
sequence; see ORDINAL (17)

causative an activity in which the subject causes an object to do something (which may be a 
second object; see DOUBLY TRANSITIVE) (20)

circumstantial clause a clause that identifies the temporal (usually) or locative (rarely) circumstances in 
which an event occurs (16)

clause a syntagm with at least two main components: a topic (subject) and comment 
( predicate) (11)

closed syllable a syllable that ends in a consonant; if unaccented, with a short vowel (3)

coalesce to merge, or join (31)
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cohortative a first-person VOLITIONAL verbal form; in Biblical Hebrew usually indicating 
 determination or desire; sometimes indicated by suffixed h '- (8)

command see IMPERATIVE (8)

comment a clause’s PREDICATE; what the clause says about its TOPIC (11)

complementary a function of the INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT, in which it “completes” a VAGUE VERB (e.g., lky, 
hlk, ldx)

compound form(s) a “word” with more than one ELEMENT, such as preposition+lexeme+suffix (4)

conjugation a pattern of verbal formation that designates or identifies the verb’s function; the 
major conjugations in Biblical Hebrew are the imperfect, preterite, and perfect (5)

conjunction a word or element that links or joins two or more words, phrases, or clauses (4)

conjunctive accent a masoretic accent that joins a word to the following; the main conjunctive accent is 
munahi (27)

consonant letters that represent the non-vocalic “sounds” of the language (1)

construct (chain) an uninterrupted series of substantives in which each defines or modifies the 
preceding word by the “of” relationship (9)

content the function and semantics of any distinguishable segment of text (word, phrase, 
etc.) (10)

context the entire setting of an UTTERANCE, including, e.g., its historical circumstance, 
culture, language (10)

cotext the linguistic material surrounding a [portion of an] UTTERANCE (10)

dageå forte a dot in the “bosom” of a letter, showing that the letter is doubled [i.e., to be read 
twice]; does not occur in the GUTTURALS or reå (3)

dageå lene a dot in the “bosom” of b, g, d, k, p, t to indicate a different pronounciation (3)

defective spelling see ¥ASER SPELLING (2)

definiteness the quality of specificity, with or without the article (14)

demonstrative a DEICTIC form or expression that, specifying something by “pointing to” it, depends 
heavily on the context for its function (13)

denominative a verb that supposedly derived from a noun; i.e., the root first occurred as a noun, 
and then as a verb; e.g., rbd (word → say/speak) (19)

descender a portion of a letter that is lower than the basic shape of other letters; in Biblical 
Hebrew only q and four of five final forms ($, !, @, #) have descenders (1)

diagnostic(s) those vowel points (including doubling) and prefixes that distinguish verbal 
STEMS (6)

directional LOCATIVE; ACCUSATIVE (7)

disjunctive accent a MASORETIC ACCENT that separates (“disjoins”) a word from the following; major 
disjunctive accents call for such a significant separation that they are called 
“pausal” (27)

disjunctive clause any CLAUSE that begins with waw prefixed to a non-verbal form (!qez" ~h'r'b.a;w>); 
used in narrative for ancillary (background or proleptic), contrasive, or summary 
 information (6)

double-status an action described by a verb, in which the subject both does the action verb 
and is  affected by that activity; also called “reflexive”, “middle”, “reciprocal” 
“ tolerative” (18)

double verbs pairs of verbal roots that seem to be semantic synonyms; rrP/rWP, break (31)

doubly transitive a verb with two objects one of which causes the other to do something (20)

dual the ~yI ;- ending used on some nouns to show that there are two of the referent, 
especially parts of the body and certain numerals (4, 17)

dynamic a verb that describes or identifies an event (i.e., not STATIVE or STATIC); also FIENTIVE

dynamic equivalence a theory of translation that defines the translator’s responsibility as making the 
translation as accessible as possible to the reader, emphasizing ease of under-
standing; assumes that we ought to translate “thought for thought” rather than 
“word by word” (5)
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element any morphological unit that can be combined with (AFFIXed to) another to form a 
larger word; the maximum number of elements in Biblical Hebrew is five (root, 
plural, pronominal suffix, preposition, conjunction)

factitive a verbal function associated with D & H that describes an activity that brings about 
a change of state or condition (19)

feminine see GENDER (4)

fientive any verb that describes an ACTION, rather than a STATE (15)

final form a form of a letter that occurs only when that letter is the final letter in the word; 
this applies only to five forms in Biblical Hebrew: ~, !, @, #, $ (1)

flashback information about a former event; i.e., past non-sequential narrative material (6)

full vowel any vowel except the HATEF-VOWELS (2)

functional equivalence a newer term for DYNAMIC EQUIVALENCE (5)

furtive patahi a patahi placed by the Masoretes between a final long [non-a] vowel and a final 
guttural, e.g., the patahi in [:Abl.GI, Gilboa (3)

gemination the doubling of a sound, either a consonant or syllable (22)

gender part of a language’s concord system, used to indicate which words in a syntagm 
refer to or modify each other; the term “gender” reflects the tendency for one set of 
endings to be used for nouns that refer to male and female beings (4)

genre “type” (Fr.); often distinguished because each kind of discourse in Biblical Hebrew 
(e.g., NARRATIVE, INSTRUCTION) makes its own use of the verbal system (6)

gerundive a verbal function of the INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT, by which it specifies the manner or 
means of accomplishing an activity named by a preceding verb (16)

gloss an English word that “represents” or “stands for” a Hebrew word; N.B.: A gloss is 
not a definition, nor does it represent the word’s reference or function. (2)

guttural “throat” (Lat.); the radicals a, h, x, or [; r is sometimes called a guttural, but is 
not, sharing only the characteristic of not doubling (1, 22)

guttural verbs verbal roots with one or more of the above radicals

half vowel a non-descript vowel (e.g., the sound represented by final ‘a’ in “umbrella”); repre-
sented in Biblical Hebrew by vocal åewa and the HATEF VOWELS (2)

˙aser spelling “lacking” (Hb.); an occurrence of a word (usually written PLENE) that lacks the vowel 
letter (2)

˙atef-vowel any one of four vowel signs representing a HALF VOWEL; vocal åewa and three signs 
that combine åewa with a sign for a full vowel (˙atef-qameß, ˙atef-pata˙, ˙atef-
segol) (2)

I-guttural verbal roots with a, h, x, or [ as their initial consonant; GUTTURAL VERBS (22)

II-guttural verbal roots with a, h, x, or [ as their middle consonant; verbs with middle r 
 occasionally resemble verbs with a middle guttural; GUTTURAL VERBS (22)

III-guttural verbal roots with H, x, or [ as their final consonant; GUTTURAL VERBS (22)

imperative second-person VOLITIONAL verbal forms directing the hearer to do the will of the 
speaker; formed like the IMPERFECT without the PGN prefix (8)

imperfect one of two prefix verbal CONJUGATIONs in Biblical Hebrew, generally representing 
the present, future, or some MODAL function (5)

independent pronoun pronouns that function as separate words (i.e., not suffixed); independent pronouns 
in Biblical Hebrew are primarily clausal SUBJECTs (13)

infinitive absolute a verbal CONJUGATION that primarily modifies a verbal clausal PREDICATE, apparently 
by “strenthening” it; it has no single functional GLOSS (16)

infinitive construct a verbal CONJUGATION that occurs often with prepositions in temporal clauses, or 
with the preposition -l with TELIC or COMPLEMENTARY force (16)

inseparable ELEMENTs that do not function as independent WORDs, but only as affixes (4)

inseparable preposition three prepositions (b, k, l) that only occur as prefixes (7)

instructional material a genre of biblical prose that explains how a task is to be done; e.g., the laws of 
sacrifice in Lv 1-7 (10)
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interlinear a word-by-word gloss and [usually] analysis of a text from one language into 
another, purportedly to enable people who do not know the language of the original 
to understand it more fully (5)

interrogative a question, whether indicated in Biblical Hebrew by the prefixed -h], an interroga-
tive verb (e.g., lav, vrD), or the context (13)

intransitive any verb that describes a state (STATIVE) or an activity that does not immediately or 
directly affect an object; e.g., verbs of motion (15)

jussive a MODAL function of the IMPERFECT by which the speaker directs a third party to do 
something (8)

lemma the word(s) in the text that are under discussion; a common term in textual criti-
cism (29)

lexeme a member of the LEXICON of a language; a “word” as listed in the lexicon [book] (2)

lexicon all the words [lexemes] of a language; a bilingual reference book (2)

locative an ending on selected nouns indicating that motion or direction is toward that 
object [a.k.a. ACCUSATIVE] (7)

long vowel any vowel that can stand in an open or closed & accented syllable; vowel signs with 
MATRES LECTIONIS are always long (˙ireq-yod, ßere-yod, ˙olem-waw, qibbuß); others 
mark both long and short vowels (qameß, ßere, ˙ireq, qibbuß); ßere and ˙olem are 
always long, with or without the MATER (3)

mal™’ spelling “full” (Hb.); = PLENE (2)

mappiq a dot in a final h- showing that the h- is a consonant rather than a MATER (3)

maqqef a horizontal line, at the level of the top “surface” of the “letter square”, linking two 
or more words into one accentual unit (5)

masculine see GENDER (4)

masora marginalis notes written in the margin by the Masoretes to note unexpected forms, or to offer 
alternate readings of the text (29)

Masoretes the scribes who copied the biblical text (c. AD 500-1000), adding vowel points, 
accent marks, and other notes to the pages; the Hebrew Bible in use today is an 
example of the Masoretic Text (29)

mater lectionis a consonantal sign used more or less sporadically to indicate the presence of a 
preceding long vowel (pl., MATRES LECTIONIS) (2)

medial form the forms of consonants used at the beginning of or within a word; contrast FINAL 
FORM (1)

middle voice an event in which the activity directly affects or necessarily involves the actor; 
primarily signalled in Biblical Hebrew by nifal and hitpael (18)

modal any non-indicative verbal function, such as IMPERATIVE, COHORTATIVE, JUSSIVE

modify/modification to define something by describing it more closely (4)

narrative the GENRE used to tell stories (10)

narrative backbone the primary sequence of events as outlined by the narrator; indicated in Biblical 
Hebrew by the PRETERITE (6)

negation a statement that an event did not happen; irrealis (17)

non-verbal clause a CLAUSE without a finite verbal form as its predicate (17)

number morphological information indicating how many of the referent are being identi-
fied; Biblical Hebrew has three numbers—singular, dual, plural (4)

objective construct a CONSTRUCT chain in which the second [later] element of the chain might be 
described as the OBJECT, result, or goal of the preceding element; e.g., in the phrase 
Saul’s death, Saul is the one who died (9)

open syllable a syllable that ends in a vowel; its vowel is [usually] long (3)

ordinal numeral the numerals used in describing something’s position in an order; first, second, etc.; 
in Biblical Hebrew, the ordinals end in y I- , e.g., yVivi, sixth (17)

parenthetic  information material that stands apart from the flow of the narrative, generally supplying 
information needed to understand what has just been, or is about to be, 
described (6)
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parse to analyze a word’s morphology by identifying, e.g., a verb’s subject [PGN], stem, 
conjugation, etc. (5)

participle verbal conjugation with primarily adjectival function (12)

passive an event in which the subject is the object or recipient of the activity described by 
the verb; signalled in Biblical Hebrew by nifal, pual, and hofal (18)

penult the next-to-last syllable of a word (2)

perfect the suffixed verbal CONJUGATIONs in Biblical Hebrew, generally representing the 
past, unless waw is prefixed (10)

permissive a MODAL function in which the SUBJECT allows (“permits”) the activity (20)

person the relationship of the subject to the activity described by the verb; there are three 
persons in both English and Biblical Hebrew (5)

PGN a verb’s inflection to show the person, gender, and number of its subject (5)

plene spelling “full” (Lat.); a word spelled with a vowel letter; = MAL¤’ (2)

plural reference to more than one of an entity; the grammatical forms that indicate such 
reference (4)

pointing marks added to the consonantal text that indicate vowels (“vowel points”) and 
accentuation (“accents”)

polar question a question that expects an answer of either “yes” or “no” (17)

possessive showing that one entity belongs to another (9)

predicate the COMMENT portion of a clause; what the clause says about its TOPIC (11)

prefix define as both noun & verb (4)

preposition a “pre-posed” form that indicates a word’s function in the CLAUSE or SENTENCE (4)

prepositional phrase a non-clausal string of word(s) governed by the PREPOSITION (7)

prohibition a negative command (8)

proleptic “clues”; information anticipating a future development, especially in 
narrative (10)

pronominal subject a non-nominal SUBJECT of a CLAUSE; indicated by either an INDEPENDENT PRONOUN, 
PRONOMINAL SUFFIX (on INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT), or the PGN affixes of the prefix and 
suffix CONJUGATIONs (13)

pronominal suffix a shortened form of an independent pronoun, used to show pronominal possession, 
objects of verbs or prepositions, and subjects of infinitive constructs (14)

radical another name for the consonants that make up the ROOT of a word; e.g., “second 
radical” is shorthand for “the second consonant of the root”

range of reference a word’s relative specificity; e.g., “animal” has a much wider range than “dog” (2)

reciprocal an activity in which two or more parties simultaneously participate 
(e.g., fighting) (18)

reflexive an activity in which the actor more or less directs the action toward him or 
herself (18)

relative that which relates information to or about something else (11)

resultative a verbal function associated with D & H that describes an activity that brings about 
a change of state or condition; see CAUSATIVE, FACTITIVE (19)

rhetorical question a question asked, not seeking information, but in order to make an assertion (17)

root the theoretical reconstructed base—usually of three RADICALS-that is common to a 
group of forms (5)

separable preposition the preposition !mi, from, which is often—but not necessarily—prefixed to the word 
that it governs (7)

åewa see VOCAL ÅEWA (2)

short vowel any vowel that can stand in a closed, unaccented syllable (i.e., pata˙, segol, qameß 
˙atuf); some vowel signs (˙ireq, qibbuß) mark both long and short vowels; their 
function must be determined from their phonetic environment (3)

silent åewa a sign (   .) used to mark the absence of a vowel between consonants, and unvocalized 
final kaf (%-) (3)
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singular something referred to that consists of one, or a group considered collectively, or the 
form that identifies the referent as singular (4)

stative a verb that describes the state or condition of its subject, rather than an ACTION; 
contrasted with DYNAMIC (10); also called “static”

status, change of a change in the condition or situation of a clausal subject (15)

stem a combination of prefixes, infixes (doubling), and vowels that indicate a verb’s 
 function (5)

strong verb any verbal root in which all three radicals are present in all forms of the verb (24)

subject the TOPIC of a clause—what the clause describes (5)

subjective construct a CONSTRUCT chain in which the second [later] element of the chain might be 
described as the SUBJECT or source of the preceding element; e.g., in the phrase 
Saul’s death, Saul is the one who died (9)

substantive any form that can serve as a clausal SUBJECT, OBJECT, or PREDICATE NOMINATIVE, or 
function within a CONSTRUCT chain (11)

syllable a cluster of sounds, both consonant and vowel; all syllables in Biblical Hebrew 
begin with a consonant (except the prefixed conjunction -W); syllables are OPEN or 
CLOSED

syntagm one of the syntactical patterns of a language; any identifiable syntactical combina-
tion of specific grammatical forms which may be specific (e.g., w+perfect; -l. + hyh) 
or general (e.g., “construct chain”, “sequential preterites”; disjunctive clause”)

telic a clause that identifies the intended or desired outcome—purpose or result—of an 
event or state

temporal clause/phrase a clause or phrase that describes the time at which something happened (16)

Tetragrammaton “four letters” (Greek); the divine name hwhy; see YHWH (3)

tittle the small horizontal stroke that distinguishes, e.g., b from k, and d from r (1)

tolerative a function of the nifal in which someone allows or permits something to be done (18)

topic the SUBJECT of a clause—what the clause is about (11)

toponym place name 

transitive any FIENTIVE verb that can direct its action toward an OBJECT (15)

translate the process of attempting to present in one language a message originally expressed 
in another (5)

transliterate to represent the sounds of one language in the alphabet of another; transliteration 
can be phonetically technical or exact, or relatively casual (1)

ultima the final syllable of a word; in Biblical Hebrew, the ultima is usually the accented 
syllable (2)

utterance any product of a linguistic act, whether written or oral

vague verb a verb that is functionally/semantically incomplete, and thus requires another form 
(usually an infinitive construct in Biblical Hebrew); e.g., “be able”, “finish” (16)

virtual doubling when a letter that is normally doubled in a given form lacks dageå forte, but the 
preceding vowel is short, as though the letter had been doubled (22)

vocal åewa the main HALF-VOWEL (3)

volitional verbal forms that indicate the imposition of someone’s will on another person; a 
collective term for the JUSSIVE, COHORTATIVE, and IMPERATIVE (8)

vowel letter letters of the alphabet used to indicate the presence of a long vowel (2)

VSO verb-subject-object as the usual word order of main narrative [PRETERITE] clauses (6)

weak verb verbal roots with consonants or vowel letters that are in the lexical form, but do not 
appear in all verbal forms (24)

word any form in Biblical Hebrew separated by a blank space or joined to another by 
MAQQEF

YHWH the TETRAGRAMMATON (“four letters”) the traditionally unpronounced proper name of 
the God of the Bible, pointed hw"hy> in BHS (3)
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Appendix D
PARADIGMS

Pronouns

Person 
Gender 
Number

Independent 
(subject)

Suffixes
Basic 
Form

w/MS 
Noun

w/MP 
Noun

w/FS 
Noun

w/FP 
Noun

1cs ynIa]
ykinOa'

y i- ysiWs ys;Ws ytis;Ws yt;AsWs

2ms hT'a; ^ - ^s.Ws ^ys,Ws ^yt,s'Ws ^yt,AsWs
2fs T.a; % - %seWs %yIs;Ws %yIt;s'Ws %yIt;AsWs
3ms aWh A - AsWs Ats'Ws

h o- hsoWs
Wh - WhseWs
wy '- wys'Ws wyt'AsWs

3fs ayhi H '- Hs'Ws Ht's'Ws
awhi h' - h'ys,Ws h'yt,AsWs

1cp Wnx.n;a] Wn - WnseWs WnyseWs Wntes'Ws WnyteAsWs
Wnx.n;

2mp ~T,a; ~k, - ~k,s.Ws ~k,yseWs ~k,t.s;Ws ~k,yteAsWs
2fp !Tea; !k, - !k,s.Ws !k,yseWs !k,t.s;Ws !k,yteAsWs

hn'Tea;
3mp ~he ~h, - ~h,yseWs ~h,t.s;Ws ~h,yteAsWs

hM'he ~ ' - ~s'Ws ~t'AsWs
Am e -

3fp hN'he !h, - !h,yseWs !h,t.s;Ws !h,yteAsWs
! ' - !s'Ws

1. Throughout the Pentateuch, ayhi (3fs) is written awhi, with only eleven exceptions (e.g., 
Gn 14.2).

2. These suffixes are used with nouns, prepositions, infinitives construct, and participles. 
Suffixes on finite verbs and the imperative are similar, but show greater variety in form.
a. if the verb ends in a vowel, the suffix either begins with or consists of a consonant 

(the 1cs verbal suffix is yni -):

 ~Y"h;-la, ynIluyjih]w: ynIWaf' Pick me up and throw me into the sea (Jon 1.12)

b. if the verb ends in a consonant, either silent åewa or a vowel links the consonantal suffix 
to the verb; vocalic suffixes are affixed directly to the verb:

WhgEr.h;Y:w: He killed him (Gn 4.8).

Hm'yrix]Y:w: y[;h'-ta, [:vuAhy> dk;l' Joshua had captured Ai and destroyed it (Jos 10.1)
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290 Biblical Hebrew

Strong Verb, I

Forms Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal Piel Pual Hitpael

P 1cs yTil.v;m' yTil.v;m.nI yTil.v;m.hi yTil.v;m.h' yTil.V;mi yTil.V;mu yTil.V;m;t.hi
2ms T'l.v;m' T'l.v;m.nI T'l.v;m.hi T'l.v;m.h' T'l.V;mi T'l.V;mu T'l.V;m;t.hi
2fs T.l.v;m' T.l.v;m.nI T.l.v;m.hi T.l.v;m.h' T.l.V;mi T.l.V;mu T.l.V;m;t.hi
3ms lv;m' lv;m.nI lyvim.hi lv;m.h' lVemi lV;mu lVem;t.hi
3fs hl'v.m' hl'v.m.nI hl'yvim.hi hl'v.m.h' hl'V.mi hl'V.mu hl'V.m;t.hi
1cp Wnl.v;m' Wnl.v;m.nI Wnl.v;m.hi Wnl.v;m.h' Wnl.V;mi Wnl.V;mu Wnl.V;m;t.hi
2mp ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.v;m.nI ~T,l.v;m.hi ~T,l.v;m.h' ~T,l.V;mi ~T,l.V;mu ~T,l.V;m;t.hi
2fp !T,l.v;m. !T,l.v;m.nI !T,l.v;m.hi !T,l.v;m.h' !T,l.V;mi !T,l.V;mu !T,l.V;m;t.hi
3cp Wlv.m' Wlv.m.nI Wlyvim.hi Wlv.m.h' WlV.mi WlV.mu WlV.m;t.hi

F 1cs lvom.a, lveM'a, lyvim.a; lv;m.a' lVem;a/ lV;mua/ lVem;t.a,
2ms/3fs lvom.Ti lveM'Ti lyvim.T; lv;m.T' lVem;T. lV;muT. lVem;t.Ti
2fs yliv.m.Ti yliv.M'Ti yliyvim.T; yliv.m.T' yliV.m;T. yliV.muT. yliV.m;t.Ti
3ms lvom.yI lveM'yI lyvim.y: lv;m.y" lVem;y> lV;muy> lVem;t.yI
1cp lvom.nI lveM'nI lyvim.n: lv;m.n" lVem;n> lV;mun> lVem;t.nI
2mp Wlv.m.Ti Wlv.M'Ti Wlyvim.T; Wlv.m.T' WlV.m;T. WlV.muT. WlV.m;t.Ti
2/3fp hn"l.vo©m.Ti hn"l.veM'Ti hn"l.vem.T; hn"l.v;m.T' hn"l.Vem;T. hn"l.VemuT. hn"l.Vem;t.Ti
3mp Wlv.m.yI Wlv.M'yI Wlyvim.y: Wlv.m.y" WlV.m;y> WlV.muy> WlV.m;t.yI

V ms lvom. lveM'hi lvem.h; lVem; lVem;t.hi
fs yliv.mi yliv.M'hi yliyvim.h; yliV.m; yliV.m;t.hi
mp Wlv.mi Wlv.M'hi Wlyvim.h; WlV.m; WlV.m;t.hi
fp hn"l.v©om. hn"l.veM'hi hn"l.vem.h; hn"l.Vem; hn"l.Vem;t.hi

NC lvom. lveM'hi lyvim.h; lv;m.h' lVem; lVem;t.hi
NA lAvm' lvoM'hi lvem.h; lvem.h' lVom; lVomu lVom;t.hi

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le

ms lvemo lv'm.nI lyvim.m; lv'm.m' lVem;m. lV'mum. lVem;t.mi
fs hl'v.mo hl'v'm.nI hl'yvim.m; hl'v.m.m' hl'V.m;m. hl'V.mum. hl'V.m;t.mi

tl,v,©mo
mp ~yliv.mo ~yliv'm.nI ~yliyvim.m; ~yliv.m.m' ~yliV.m;m. ~yliV.mum. ~yliV.m;t.mi
fp tAlv.mo tAlv'm.nI tAlyvim.m; tAlv.m.m' tAlV.m;m. tAlV.mum. tAlV.m;t.mi

1. If the verbal root begins with a sibilant (z, s, c, f, v), the t of the hitpael prefix and the 
sibilant exchange positions (metathesize): yTir.M;T;v.hi, “I kept myself”; if the root begins with 
c, the t both metathesizes and becomes j (partial assimilation): qDej;c.hi, “he sanctified 
himself”.

2. If the verbal root ends with t, this assimilates to the t of the perfect endings (e.g., 1cs, 2ms), 
which is then written with dageå forte: T'r;K', “you (ms) cut”. In some III-n verbs, final n occa-
sionally assimilates to the consonant of the ending: T't;n" (< !tn, for which this is especially 
true); Wnk;v' (< !kv).
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Strong Verb, II
(with medial begad-kefat letter [occasional dageå lene])

Conj/Sbj Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal Piel Pual Hitpael

P 1cs yTib.t;K' yTib.T;k.nI yTib.T;k.hi yTib.T;k.h' yTib.T;Ki yTib.T;Ku yTib.T;K;t.hi
2ms T'b.t;K' T'b.T;k.nI T'b.T;k.hi T'b.T;k.h' T'b.T;Ki T'b.T;Ku T'b.T;K;t.hi
2fs T.b.t;K' T.b.T;k.nI T.b.T;k.hi T.b.T;k.h' T.b.T;Ki T.b.T;Ku T.b.T;K;t.hi
3ms bt;K' bT;k.nI byTik.hi bT;k.h' bT;Ki bT;Ku bTeK;t.hi
3fs hb't.K' hb'T.k.nI hb'yTik.hi hb'T.k.h' hb'T.Ki hb'T.Ku hb'T.K;t.hi
1cp Wnb.t;K' Wnb.T;k.nI Wnb.T;k.hi Wnb.T;k.h' Wnb.T;Ki Wnb.T;Ku Wnb.T;K;t.hi
2mp ~T,b.t;K. ~T,b.T;k.nI ~T,b.T;k.hi ~T,b.T;k.h' ~T,b.T;Ki ~T,b.T;Ku ~T,b.T;K;t.hi
2fp !T,b.t;K. !T,b.T;k.nI !T,b.T;k.hi !T,b.T;k.h' !T,b.T;Ki !T,b.T;Ku !T,b.T;K;t.hi
3cp Wbt.K' WbT.k.nI WbyTik.hi WbT.k.h' WbT.Ki WbT.Ku WbT.K;t.hi

F 1cs bTok.a, bteK'a, byTik.a; bT;k.a' bTek;a] bT;kua] bTeK;t.a,
2m/3fs bTok.Ti bteK'Ti byTik.T; bT;k.T' bTek;T. bT;kuT. bTeK;t.Ti
2fs ybiT.k.Ti ybit.K'Ti ybiyTik.T; ybiT.k.T' ybiT.k;T. ybiT.kuT. ybiT.K;t.Ti
3ms bTok.yI bteK'yI byTik.y: bT;k.y" bTek;y> bT;kuy> bTeK;t.yI
1cp bTok.nI bteK'nI byTik.n: bT;k.n" bTek;n> bT;kun> bTeK;t.nI
2mp WbT.k.Ti Wbt.K'Ti WbyTik.T; WbT.k.T' WbT.k;T. WbT.kuT. WbT.K;t.Ti
2/3fp hn"b.Tok.Ti hn"b.teK'Ti hn"b.Tek.T; hn"b.T;k.T' hn"b.Tek;T. hn"b.T;kuT. hn"b.TeK;t.Ti
3mp WbT.k.yI Wbt.K'yI WbyTik.y: WbT.k.y" WbT.k;y> WbT.kuy> WbT.K;t.yI

V ms btoK. bteK'hi bTek.h; bTeK; bTeK;t.hi
fs ybit.Ki ybit.K'hi ybiyTik.h; ybiT.K; ybiT.K;t.hi
mp Wbt.Ki Wbt.K'hi WbyTik.h; WbT.K; WbT.K;t.hi
fp hn"b.toK. hn"b.teK'hi hn"b.Tek.h; hn"b.TeK; hn"b.TeK;t.hi

NC btoK. bteK'hi byTik.h; bT;k.h' bTeK; bTeK;t.hi
NA bwOtK' btoK'hi bTek.h; bTek.h' bToK; bToKu bToK;t.hi

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le

ms bteKo bT'k.nI byTik.m; bT;k.m' bTek;m. bT'kum. bTeK;t.mi
fs hb't.Ko hb'T'k.nI hb'yTik.m; hb'T.k.m' hb'T.k;m. hb'T.kum. hb'T.K;t.mi

tb,t,©Ko
mp ~ybit.Ko ~ybiT'k.nI ~ybiyTik.m; ~ybiT.k.m' ~ybiT.k;m. ~ybiT.kum. ~ybiT.K;t.mi
fp tAbt.Ko tAbT'k.ni tAbyTik.m; tAbT.k.m' tAbT.k;m. tAbT.kum. tAbT.K;t.mi

1. When a verbal root begins with a sibilant (z, s, c, f, v), the t of the hitpael prefix and the 
sibilant exchange positions (metathesize): yTir>M;T;v.hi, “I kept myself”; if the root begins with 
c, the t both metathesizes and becomes j (partial assimilation): qDej;c.hi, “Sanctify your-
self!”.

2. When a verbal root ends with t, this assimilates to the t of the perfect endings (e.g., 1cs, 
2ms), which is then written with dageå forte: T'r;K', “you (ms) cut”. The final !- of some III-n 
verbs occasionally assimilates to the consonant of the ending: T't;n" (< !tn, for which this is 
especially true).
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292 Biblical Hebrew

Guttural Verbs

Verbs with gutturals (a, h, x, [) are strong (i.e., all three radicals of the root are present), except for 
occasional forms of III-a roots (below). They differ from the strong verb for four reasons:

(1) The gutturals (and r) do not double
(2) The gutturals are followed by hatef-vowels rather than vocal åewa
(3) The gutturals tend to occur with a-vowels.
(4) When a comes at the end of a syllable, it becomes silent and the preceding vowel is long.

These characteristics mean that they differ from the strong verb in six ways (non-guttural forms 
in [ ] for comparison):

1. long vowels instead of short; gutturals don’t double, so syllables that are closed in non-
guttural forms are open and short vowels lengthen:

 dme['yE 3ms N F [rmeV'yI] %reBe 3ms D P [dBeKi]

2. a-vowels (especially patach and patach furtivum):

 [m;v.yI 3ms Q F [bTok.yI] [M;v;y> 3ms D F [rMev;y>]

3. hatef-vowels instead of vocal shewa under gutturals:

 Wrx]B' 3cp Q P [Wbt.K'] ~T,d>m;[] 2mp Q P [~Teb.t;K.]

4. segol instead of hireq before non-final gutturals, especially in prefix:

lD;x.y< 3ms Q F [bTok.yI]

5. short prefix vowel followed by hatef-vowel instead of silent shewa:

 dmo[]y: 3ms Q F [bTok.yI] dymi[]y: 3ms H F [lyvim.y:]

6. III-a forms generally have the vowel of the basic verb after the second radical of the verbal 
root, if that vowel is long. The t of PGN endings lacks dageå lene since it is preceded by a 
vowel (silent a is not counted as a consonant).

 ytiac'm' 1cs Q P [yTir.m;v'] aC'muy> 3ms Dp F [rM;vuy>]

Some III-a forms lack the a completely (this is usually noted in the masora marginalis, as, e.g., in 
Ru 2.9, where tmic'w> is noted as a unique occurrence [i.e., lacking final a]):

tymic'w> 2fs Q P   [T.r>m;v'] ytic'm' 1cs Q P [yTir>m;v']
AbY"w: 3ms Q Pr [Qere: aAbY"w:]
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 Appendix D 293

IIIÄh (h" l) Verbs

Conj/Sbj Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal Piel Pual Hitpael

P 1cs ytiynIB' ytiynEb.nI ytiynIb.hi ytiynEb.h' ytiyNIBi ytiyNEBu ytiyNIB;t.hi
2ms t'ynIB' t'ynEb.nI t'ynIb.hi t'ynEb.h' t'yNIBi t'yNEBu t'yNIB;t.hi
2fs tynIB' tynEb.nI tynIb.hi tynEb.h' tyNIBi tyNEBu tyNIB;t.hi
3ms hn"B' hn"b.nI hn"b.hi hn"b.h' hN"Bi hN"Bu hN"B;t.hi
3fs ht'n>B' ht'n>b.nI ht'n>b.hi ht'n>b.h' ht'N>Bi ht'n>Bu ht'N>B;t.hi
1cp WnynIB' WnynEb.nI WnynIb.hi WnynEb.h' WnyNIBi WnyNEBu WnyNIB;t.hi
2mp ~t,ynIB. ~t,ynEb.nI ~t,ynIb.hi ~t,ynEb.h' ~t,yNIBi ~t,yNEBu ~t,yNIB;t.hi
2fp !t,ynIB. !t,ynEb.nI !t,ynIb.hi !t,ynEb.h' !t,yNIBi !t,yNEBu !t,yNIB;t.hi
3cp WnB' Wnb.nI Wnb.hi Wnb.h' WNBi WNBu WNB;t.hi

F 1cs hn<b.a, hn<B'a, hn<b.a; hn<b.a' hN<b;a] hN<bua] hN<B;t.a,
2m/3f hn<b.Ti hn<B'Ti hn<b.T; hn<b.T' hN<b;T. hN<buT. hN<B;t.Ti
2fs ynIb.Ti ynIB'Ti ynIb.T; ynIb.T' yNIb;T. yNIbuT. yNIB;t.Ti
3ms hn<b.yI hn<B'yI hn<b.y: hn<b.y" hN<b;y> hN<buy> hN<B;t.yI
1cp hn<b.nI hn<B'nI hn<b.n: hn<b.n" hN<b;n> hN<bun> hN<B;t.nI
2mp Wnb.Ti WnB'Ti Wnb.T; Wnb.T' WNb;T. WNbuT. WNB;t.Ti
2/3fp hn"yn<b.Ti hn"yn<B'Ti hn"yn<b.T; hn"yn<b.T' hn"yN<b;T. hn"yN<buT. hn"yN<B;t.Ti
3mp Wnb.yI WnB'yI Wnb.y: Wnb.y" WNb;y> WNbuy> WNB;t.yI

V ms hnEB. hnEB'hi hnEb.h; hNEB; hN<B;t.hi
fs ynIB. ynIB'hi ynIb.h; yNIB; yNIB;t.hi
mp WnB. WnB'hi Wnb.h; WNB; WNB;t.hi
fp hn"yn<B. hn"yn<B'hi hn"yn<b.h; hn"yN<B; hn"yN<B;t.hi

NC tAnB. twonB'hi tAnb.h; twOnb.h' twONB; twONBu twONB;t.hi
NA hnOB' hnoB'hi hnEb.h; hnEb.h' hANB; hANBu hANB;t.hi

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le ms hn<Bo hn<b.nI hn<b.m; hn<b.m' hN<b;m. hN<bum. hN<B;t.mi

fs hn"Bo hn"b.nI hn"b.m; hn"b.m' hN"b;m. hN"bum. hN"B;t.mi
mp ~ynIBo ~ynIb.nI ~ynIb.m; ~ynIb.m' ~yNIb;m. ~yNIbum. ~yNIB;t.mi
fp tAnBo twOnb.nI twOnb.m; twOnb.m' twONb;m. twONbum. twONB;t.mi

IIIÄh Verbal Roots

1. The final h- (originally y-) “appears” as y between the second radical and consonantal endings, 
and is replaced by vocalic endings and the tA- of NC. Because the weakness lies at the end 
of the verbal root, it affects all stems equally, but only the pointing after the second radical 
of the verbal root.

2. If there is no PGN ending, the ending is h -, preceded by the following vowels (all stems):

h '- perfect
h e- imperative
h ,- imperative, participle (ms)
h o- infi nitive absolute

3. NC of all stems replaces final h with tA-.
4. Some forms of qal and hifil imperfect and preterite look exactly alike in roots which are 

both III-h and I-guttural (especially I-[); the stem can be determined only from the context 
(e.g., if l[;Y:w: has a direct object, it is H, if not, it is Q).
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294 Biblical Hebrew

I-n (n" p) Verbs (see next page for !tn)

Conj/Sbj Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal D-Stems

P 1cs

These forms are 
the same as the 
strong verb in 
qal perfect.

yTil.P;nI yTil.P;hi yTil.P;hu

Verbs 
based on I-n 
roots are 
strong in all 
forms of the 
D-stems.

2ms T'l.P;nI T'l.P;hi T'l.P;hu
2fs T.l.P;nI T.l.P;hi T.l.P;hu
3ms lP;nI lyPihi lP;hu
3fs hl'P.nI hl'yPihi hl'P.hu
1cp Wnl.P;nI Wnl.P;hi Wnl.P;hu
2mp ~T,l.P;nI ~T,l.P;hi ~T,l.P;hu
2fp !T,l.P;nI !T,l.P;hi !T,l.P;hu
3cp WlP.nI WlyPihi WlP.hu

F 1cs lPoa, vG:a,

Nifal 
 imperfect, 
imperative, 
and infini-
tives are the 
same as the 
strong verb 
in N.

lyPia; lP;au
2m/3f lPoTi vG:Ti lyPiT; lP;Tu
2fs yliP.Ti yviG>Ti yliyPi©T; yliP.Tu
3ms lPoyI vG:yI lyPiy: lP;yU
1cp lPonI vG:nI lyPin: lP;nU
2mp WlP.Ti WvG>Ti WlyPi©T; WlP.Tu
2/3fp hn"l.PoTi hn"v.g:Ti hn"l.PeT; hn"l.P;tu
3mp WlP.yI WvG>yI WlyPi©y: WlP.yU

V ms

In qal, the 
imperative, 
infinitives, and 
participles 
of o-imperfect 
I-n verbs are the 
same as the 
strong verb in Q.

vG: lPeh;
fs yviG> yliyPih;
mp WvG> WlyPih;
fp hn"v.G:¨ hn"l.Peh;

NC tv,G,¨ lyPih; lP;hu
NA vAgn" lPeh; lPehu

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le ms

The participles 
are the same as 
the strong verb.

lP'nI lyPim; lP'mu
fs hl'P'nI hl'yPim; hl'P.mu
mp ~yliP'nI ~yliyPim; ~yliP.mui
fp tAlP'nI tAlyPim; tAlP.mu

1. These roots are weak whenever the first radical of the verbal root is followed by silent shewa 
(qal F,V; N P, Ptc; all forms of hifil and hofal); they are strong throughout the D-stems.

2. When followed by silent åewa, initial -n assimilates to the second radical, doubling it. In qal 
V and NC of holem-imperfect roots, -n drops off; t , or t ; is added to NC (just as in some I-y 
verbs).

3. xql is formed just like vgn throughout the verbal system; any verbal form with -xq- is from 
xql.
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 Appendix D 295

!tn (all attested forms)

Conj/Sbj Qal Qal Passive Nifal

P 1cs yTit;n"
2ms T't;n"
2fs T.t;n"
3ms !t;n" !T;nI
3fs hn"t.n" hn"T.nI
1cp WNt;n" WNT;nI
2mp ~T,t;n>
3cp Wnt.n"

F 1cs !Tea,
2m/3f !TeTi !teN"Ti
2fs ynIT.Ti
3ms !TeyI !T'yU !teN"yI
1cp !TenI
2mp WnT.Ti
3mp WnT.yI WnT.N"yI

V ms !Te
hn"T.

fs ynIT.
mp WnT.

NC tTe
–TTi 

(with suffixes)

!teN"hi

NA !Atn" !AtN"hi

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le ms !tenO !Wtn" !T'nI

mp ~ynIt.nO ~ynIWtn>
fp tAnWtn>

1. Forms listed do not occur; several forms occur only once or twice (e.g., 2fs qal P of !tn occurs 
only twice, in Ezk 16.33, 36).

2. The final !- assimilates into all consonantal endings, doubling the consonant.
3. The initial –n assimilates into the medial -t- whenever silent åewa follows the first radical.
4. The stem-vowel in qal F, V, NC is ßere.
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296 Biblical Hebrew

I-y (y" p) Verbs

Conj/Sbj Qal Nifal Hifil Hifil (I-y) Hofal D-Stems

P 1cs

These forms 
are the same 
as the strong 
verb in qal 
perfect.

yTiv.r;An yTiv.r;Ah yTib.j;yhe yTiv.r;Wh

Verbs based on 
I-y roots are 
strong in all 
forms of the 
D-stems.

2ms T'v.r;An T'v.r;Ah T'b.j;yhe T'v.r;Wh
2fs T.v.r;An T.v.r;Ah T.b.j;yhe T.v.r;Wh
3ms vr;An vyrIAh byjiyhe vr;Wh
3fs hv'r>An hv'yrIAh hb'yjiyhe hv'r>Wh
1cp Wnv.r;An Wnv.r;Ah Wnb.j;yhe Wnv.r;Wh
2mp ~T,v.r;An ~T,v.r;Ah ~T,b.j;yhe ~T,v.r;Wh
2fp !T,v.r;An !T,v.r;Ah !T,b.j;yhe !T,v.r;Wh
3cp Wvr>An WvyrIAh Wbyjiyhe Wvr>Wh

F 1cs vr;yai bveae vreW"ai vyrIwOa byjiyae vr;Wa
2m/3f vr;yTi bveTe vreW"Ti vyrIwOT byjiyTe vr;WT
2fs yvir>yTi ybiv.Te yvir>W"Ti yviyrIwOT ybiyjiyTe yvir>WT
3ms vr;yyI bveyE vreW"yI vyrIwOy byjiyyE vr;Wy
1cp vr;ynI bvenE vreW"nI vyrIwOn byjiynE vr;Wn
2mp Wvr>yTi Wbv.Te Wvr>W"Ti WvyrIwOT WbyjiyTe Wvr>WT
2/3fp hn"v.r;yTi hn"b.v;Te hn"v.r;W"Ti hn"v.yrIwOT hn"b.j;yTe hn"v.r;WT
3mp Wvr>yyI Wbv.yE Wvr>W"yI WvyrIwOy WbyjiyyE Wvr>Wy

V ms vr; bve vreW"hi vrewOh bjeyhe
fs yvir> ybiv. yvir>W"hi yviyrIAh ybiyjiyhe
mp Wvr> Wbv. Wvr>W"hi WvyrIwOh Wbyjiyhe
fp hn"v.r;© hn"bve© hn"v.r;W"hi hn"v.rewOh hn"b.jeyhe

NC tv,r,© tb,v,© vreW"hi vyrIwOh byjiyhe vr;Wh
NA vAry" bAvy" vroW"hi vrewOh bjeyhe vreWh

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le

ms vreyO bveyO vr'An vyrIAm byjiyme vr;Wm
fs tv,r,©yO tb,v,©yO hv'r>An hv'yrIwOm hb'yjiyme hv'r>Wm

hv'r>yO hb'v.yO
mp ~yvir>yO ~ybiv.yO ~yvir>An ~yviyrIwOm ~ybiyjiyme ~yvir>Wm
fp tAvr>yO tAbv.yO tAvr>An twOvyrIwOm twObyjiyme twOvr>Wm

1. These roots are weak whenever the first radical of the verbal root is followed by silent åewa 
(Q F, V; N P, Ptc; all forms of H, Hp); strong throughout D, Dp, Dt.

2. When followed by silent åewa, initial -y assimilates to the preceding vowel, which becomes 
long; the initial -y may become a vowel letter or disappear.

3. In Q V and NC of many verbs the initial -y drops off and t ,- or t ;- is added to qal NC, so 
that some forms look exactly like the corresponding forms of I-n roots.

4. %lh is formed like bvy (all forms).
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 Appendix D 297

Hollow Verbs (II-y/w or [-y/ w; “monosyllabic roots”)

Conj/Sbj Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal Polel Polal Hitpolel

P 1cs yTim.q; ytimoWqn> ytiwOmqih] yTim.q;Wh yTim.m;qo yTim.m;qo yTim.m;qot.hi
2ms T'm.q; t'moWqn> t'wOmqih] T'm.q;Wh T'm.m;qo T'm.m;qo T'm.m;qot.hi
2fs T.m.q; tmoWqn> twOmqih] T.m.q;Wh T.m.m;qo T.m.m;qo T.m.m;qot.hi
3ms ~q' ~wOqn" ~yqihe ~q;Wh ~meqo ~m;qo ~meqot.hi
3fs hm'q' hm'wOqn" hm'yqihe hm'q.Wh hm'm\qo hm'm\qo hm'm]qot.hi
1cp Wnm.q; WnmoWqn> WnwOmqih] Wnm.q;Wh Wnm.m;qo Wnm.m;qo Wnm.m;qot.hi
2mp ~T,m.q; ~t,wOmWqn> ~t,wOmqih] ~T,m.q;Wh ~T,m.m;qo ~T,m.m;qo ~T,m.m;qot.hi
2fp !T,m.q; !t,wOmWqn> !t,wOmqih] !T,m.q;Wh !T,m.m;qo !T,m.m;qo !T,m.m;qot.hi
3cp Wmq' WmwOqn" Wmyqihe Wmq.Wh Wmm\qo Wmm\qo Wmm]qot.hi

F 1cs ~Wqa' ~wOQa, ~yqia' ~q;Wa ~meqoa\ ~m;qoa\ ~meqot.a,
2m/3f ~WqT' ~AQTi ~yqiT' ~q;WT ~meqoT. ~m;qoT. ~meqot.Ti
2fs ymiWqT' ymiwOQTi ymiyqiT' ymiq.WT ymim]qoT. ymm]qoT. ymim]qot.Ti
3ms ~Wqy" ~wOQyI ~yqiy" ~q;Wy ~meqoy> ~m;qoy> ~meqot.yi
1cp ~Wqn" ~wOQnI ~yqin" ~q;Wn ~meqon> ~m;qon> ~meqot.ni
2mp WmWqT' WmwOQTi WmyqiT' Wmq.WT Wmm]qoT. Wmm]qoT. Wmm]qot.Ti
2/3fp hn"m.qoT' hn"m.wOQ©Ti hn"m.qeT' hn"m.q;WT hn"m.m;qoT. hn"m.m;qoT. hn"m.m;qot.Ti

hn"ym,WqT. hn"ym,yqiT.
3mp WmWqy" WmwOQyI Wmyqiy" Wmq.Wy Wmm]qoy> Wmm]qoy> Wmm]qot.yi

V ms ~Wq ~wOQhi ~qeh' ~meqo ~meqot.hi
fs ymiWq ymiwOQhi ymiyqih' ymim]qo ymim]qot.hi
mp WmWq WmwOQhi Wmyqih' Wmm]qo Wmm]qot.hi
fp hn"m.qo hn"m.wOQ©hi hn"m.qeh' hn"m.m;qo hn"m.m;qot.hi

NC ~Wq ~AQhi ~yqih' ~q;Wh ~meqo ~m;qo ~meqot.hi
NA ~Aq ~AQhi ~qeh'

~Aqn"

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le

ms ~q' ~wOqn" ~yqime ~q'Wm ~meqom. ~m;qom. ~meqot.mi
fs hm'q' hm'yqime hm'q.Wm
mp ~ymiq' ~ymiq.Wm
fp twOmq' twOmq.Wm

1. II-y verbs (e.g., ryvi, sing) look just like the II-w verbs (~Wq), except that they have hiireq-yod 
in the qal where ~Wq has åureq (qal F, V, NC).

2. Polel, polal, & hitpolel substitute for D, Dp, and Dt (and thus look like geminates). Most 
forms of polel and polal look alike; hitpolel = polel with prefixed -t.hi / -t.yI / -t.mi.

3. The jussive and preterite of the hollow verbs have shorter vowels than the imperfect:

Qal Hifil

3ms Jussive ~qoy" ~qey"
3ms Preterite ~q'Y"©w: ~q,Y"©w:
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298 Biblical Hebrew

Geminate ([" [) Verbs

Conj/Sbj Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal D-stems

P 1cs ytiwOBs; ytiwOBs;n> ytiwOBsih] ytiwOBs;Wh

Geminate verbs 
have either the same 
forms in the D-stems 
as the strong verb 
or occur in po‘el, po‘al, 
and hitpo‘el (these 
forms cannot be 
distinguished from 
the polel, polal, and 
hitpolel of the hollow 
verbal roots).

2ms t'wOBs; t'wOBs;n> t'wOBsih] t'wOBs;Wh
2fs twOBs; twOBs;n> twOBsih] twOBs;Wh
3ms bb;s; bs;n" bsehe bs;Wh
3fs hB's; hB's;n" hB'sehe hB's;Wh
1cp WnwOBs; WnwOBs;n> WnwOBsih] WnwOBs;Wh
2mp ~t,wOBs; ~t,wOBs;n> ~t,wOBsih] ~t,wOBs;Wh
2fp !t,wOBs; !t,wOBs;n> !t,wOBsih] !t,wOBs;Wh
3cp WBs; WBs;n" WBsehe WBs;Wh

F 1cs bsoa' bSoa, bS;a, bsea' bs;Wa
2m/3f bsoT' bSoTi bS;Ti bseT' bs;WT
2fs ybisoT' ybiS.Ti yBiS;Ti yBiseT' yBis;WT
3ms bsoy" bSoyI bS;yI bsey" bs;Wy
1cp bson" bSonI bS;nI bsen" bs;Wn
2mp WBsoT' WbS.Ti WBS;Ti WBseT' WBs;WT
2/3fp hn"yB,suT. hn"b.SoTi hn"yB,S;Ti hn"yB,siT. hn"yB,s;WT
3mp WBsoy" WbS.yI WBS;yI WBsey" WBs;Wy

V ms bso bS;hi bseh'
fs yBiso yBiS;hi yBiseh'
mp WBso WBS;hi WBseh'
fp hn"yB,su hn"yB,S;hi hn"yBesih]

NC bso bSehi bseh'
NA bwObs' bSehi bseh'

P
ar

ti
ci

p
le

ms bbeso bs'n" bseme bs'Wm
fs hb'b.so hB's.n" hB'sem. hB's;Wm
mp ~ybib.so ~yBis.n" ~yBisem. ~yBis;Wm
fp twObb.so tABs.n" tABsem. tABs;Wm

1. There are three base forms of the geminates (bs [forms without PGN endings], -Bs; [forms 
with PGN endings (except imperative)]; bbs [a few forms]).

2. Geminates are weak throughout Q, N, H, Hp. The D-stems either substitute polel, etc. (and 
thus look like hollow verbs), or look like the strong verb.

3. -wO- joins the verbal stem to consonantal endings.
4. An alternate form of qal imperfect looks just like verbs I-n.
5. Hofal may have either åureq or qibbuß as its prefix vowel.
6. The preterite of geminates has shorter vowels than the imperfect (accent is on the PGN 

prefix).

 bs'Y"w: 3ms Q Pr bs,Y"w: 3ms H Pr
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Some Easily Confused Forms.194 Certain pairs of weak verbs which have two radicals in common 
can be difficult to distinguish. These charts compare bWv/bv;y" (return/sit, dwell) and ha'r'/arey" (see/
fear). Only forms that actually occur are listed (but not all forms of each verb are listed).

Although these charts may be memorized (with difficulty!), it is more helpful to remember that 
these verbs will not occur in the same contexts, since “return” and “sit” describe very different 
actions, as do “seeing” and “fearing”.

√bWv / √bvy Q H Hp

bWv bvy bWv bvy bWv bvy

P 3ms bv' bv;y" byvihe byviAh bv;Wh bv;Wh

F 3ms bWvy" bveyE byviy" byviAy bv;Wy

Pr 3ms bv'Y"w: bv,YEw: bv,Y"w: bveAYw: bveWYw:

V 2ms bWv bve bveh' bveAh

NC bWv tb,v,© byvih' byviAh

NA bAv bAvy" bveh'

Ptc ms bv' bveyO byvime byviAm bv'Wm

√har / √ary Q N H

har ary har ary har

P 3ms ha'r' arey" ha'r>nI ha'r>h,

F 3ms ha,r>yI ar'yyI ha,r'yE ha,r>y:

Pr 3ms ar<YEw: ar'yYIw: ar'YEw: areW"YIw: ar>Y:w:

V 2ms haer> ar'y> haer'he

NC tAar> aroy> tAar'he tAar>h;

NA haor'

Ptc ms ha,ro areyO ha,r>nI ar'An ha,r>m;

194. This comparison was suggested by my former colleague Mr. Eric Houseknecht, Th.M.
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A New Grammar of Biblical Hebrew features a master teacher’s skills coming from a lifetime 
commitment to the Hebrew Bible. Students facing the challenge of learning Biblical Hebrew need 
to gain an understanding of the way the language works within its discourse structures. Putnam 
provides those students with a grammar that is both traditional (as in his explanation of Hebrew’s 
two conjugational verb forms) and non-traditional (the grammar’s linguistic orientation and careful 
attention to clausal syntax). This volume represents a pragmatic pedagogy that will produce profi-
ciency in the acquisition of Biblical Hebrew and preparation for an ongoing exegetical examination 
of the biblical text.

William D. Barrick, Th.D.
Professor of Old Testament

The Master’s Seminary
Sun Valley, CA
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